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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is a quantitative study of the Australian plastics 
industry in the period 1945/A6 to 1967/68. A feature of the study is 
the construction of an econometric model of the industry. 
Particular attention is paid to the role of technical change in the 
industry's growth. An index of technology is derived from patents data 
and used in the model to measure explicitly the effect of technical 
change on both the demand for plastics goods and the demand for factor 
inputs. This analysis is conducted at the industry level. 
At the factory level, productivity variation is examined. Here the 
major purpose is to investigate the determinants of the residual variation 
of labour productivity left unexplained by variations in capital and 
labour : what in a time series context is referred to as technical 
change. 
Part One builds a composite picture of the industry as a whole. 
Chapters II and III examine descriptively the performance, structure, 
and development of the industry noting the origins of its technology in 
the multi-national chemicals industry. Chapters IV and V develop the 
basic statistical series required for a quantitative analysis of the 
industry's development described in Chapter VI. The econometric model 
presented in this chapter covers price fomation, the demand for domestic 
and imported plastics goods and the demand for inputs. 
/ 
I IV 
Part Two is concerned with the explanation of productivity 
variation at the factory level. The unsatisfactory performance of the 
convential two factor production function in explaining this variation 
is noted and a generalisation of the production function is offered to 
incorporate non-conventional factors such as management systems. A 
preliminary test of this function using published data confirms the 
need to obtain direct information on management and other non-conventional 
factors at the individual factory level. This data is generated through 
the postal survey described in Chapter IX. 
Chapter X reports the application of the new data on individual 
factories to the generalised production function. Specific attention 
is directed to the problems of analysing the quantitative significance 
of three of the possible determinants of productivity : the quality and 
skill of labour, the period of operation of the factory, and the 
vintage of the capital stock. 
Chapter XI draws some general conclusions and indicates areas for 
future research. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is a quantitative study of an industry experiencing 
rapid technical change. The study is in two parts. Part One examines 
the role of technology and technical change in shaping the course and 
direction of growth at the industry level. Part Two examines the 
determinants of productivity variation at the factory level. 
The subject chosen for analysis is the Australian plastics industry, 
the fastest growing industry in the manufacturing sector and the only 
growth industry which is predominantly Australian owned. The study 
period is the years 1945/46 to 1967/68 which covers the early stages of 
the industry's economic development in Australia. 
The plastics industry has a number of advantages for our purpose. 
First, it is an example of extremely rapid growth. Second, it is an 
example of equally rapid technical change. Third, since most of the 
industry's development has taken place during the postwar era most 
developments have occurred within the span of memory and we can supple-
ment the quantitative analysis of the industry's early growth with 
information obtained directly from the industry's innovators. 
There are no important studies dealing v/ith the plastics industry 
and published statistics are not as extensive as a thorough study would 
need. It was therefore necessary to build up a detailed picture of the 
industry and to generate the basic statistical series. In doing so we 
have drawn heavily on industry sources mainly by the means of personal 
interviews and a postal survey. 
\ 
PART ONE 
Part One begins by developing a comprehensive picture of the 
industry's technical and economic characteristics including its history 
and current structure. The basic data series that we derive are 
discussed. Part One concludes with an econometric model of the 
Australian plastics industry. The contents of each chapter in Part One 
are as follows. 
The performance, structure and development of the plastics processing 
industry are examined in Chapter II, This chapter concludes with a case 
study ofy^blow moulding sector which demonstrates the effect of technical 
change on the structure of one of the newer sections of the industry. 
Chapter III describes the origins and growth of plastics technology 
and the processing industry's links with its major suppliers, the 
chemicals industry and the plastics machinery industry. The key features 
of these two industries in Australia are noted and their contribution to 
plastics technology examined. A feature of this chapter is the construc-
tion from patents data of indexes of plastics technology. 
The relative newness of the plastics industry in Australia, and the 
absence of previous studies, accentuates the usual statistical difficul-
ties encountered in quantitative studies of manufacturing industries. 
In contrast to the majority of Australian manufacturing industries, for 
example, the Commonwealth Statistician does not publish an index of 
factory production for the plastics processing industry. Chapter IV 
therefore develops constant price estimates of materials usage, domestic 
production of plastics goods, and imports. These estimates are based 
jointly on published and unpublished data from the Commonwealth 
Statistician and on data collected from the industry. 
3 
Chapter V provides information on factor inputs into the plastics 
processing industry. The major part of this chapter is concerned with 
the measurement of the stock of physical capital installed and the 
utilization of this stock. 
The statistical series developed in these two chapters together with 
the descriptive analysis of Chapters II and III provide the basis for 
the quantitative analysis of the industry's growth and development in 
Chapter VI. 
In contrast to overseas work, where there is a growing number of 
examples of the application of econometric techniques to the analysis 
of the growth and structure of particular industries, econometric models 
of industries are in their infancy in Australia.^ Quantitative studies 
of Australian industries are, in general, rare and industry studies have 
generally been confined to a description of the main characteristics of 
2 
the industry. As far as we can ascertain the econometric model 
described here is the first for an Australian manufacturing industry. 
The econometric model is demand oriented with the key equations 
relating to the price of synthetic resins, the price of domestic 
plastics goods, the demand for domestic and imported plastics goods and 
the derived demands for inputs into the domestic industry. The model 
^ The volumes of Essays in Industrial Econometrics edited by Klein 
contain the best known American examples. 
^ A particularly useful series of descriptive analyses of Australian 
manufacturing industries is given in Hunter (1963). 
provides a logical structure in which to describe the rapid growth of 
the industry and to test hypotheses on its development. For these 
purposes it is very successful. Although designed for policy simulations 
- for example, to assess the effect of a tariff reduction - the model 
has not as yet been extended in this direction. 
PART TWO 
Part Two is concerned with the explanation of productivity variation 
in plastics processing factories. 
In Chapter VII we review the empirical literature on productivity 
variation at the plant level. We are particularly impressed with the 
large variation in labour productivity which can not be explained by the 
conventional production function which concentrates on capital intensity 
and scale. 
We are also impressed by the many studies which demonstrate the 
importance of a particular non-conventional factor, such as wage 
incentives [Gunzberg (1970)] or occupational mix [Fleming (l970)]-
These studies have been ignored by the mainstream of economics and the 
presence of non-conventional factors in the production function is 
rarely explored. We therefore develop a simple generalisation of the 
production function which recognizes that factories are not equally 
efficient and which incorporates non-conventional factors such as 
management. We are therefore able to evaluate the significance of 
these factors in a multi-variate framework. 
u 
A preliminary test of the generalised production function is made 
in Chapter VIII using published data on the "representative" factory in 
size/State cells. This analysis confirms the need to obtain direct 
information on management and other non-conventional variables at the 
Individual factory level. 
A postal survey was employed to collect data on the ovmership, legal 
form, management systems and other aspects of individual processing 
firms, which might affect the productivity of their factories, together 
with the statistical information on output, capital, and labour necessary 
to describe the production relationships in each factory. Since 
productivity performance in any one year is affected by management and 
investment decisions in previous years, information was requested for 
as many years as each firm was able to provide. The survey and data 
obtained are described in Chapter IX. 
Chapter X applies this new data to the generalised production 
function and tests the quantitative significance of a large number of 
non-conventional variables in explaining interplant productivity 
variation in the years 1964/65 to 1967/68. First, as predicted by 
conventional theory, we find that productivity is affected by both 
capital intensity and scale. Second, we find that some non-conventional 
factors have a significant effect on productivity. For example, 
factories employing formalised costing systems have a significantly 
higher level of productivity than those which do not. Third, specific 
attention is directed to the problems of analysing the quantitative 
significance of three of the possible determinants of productivity 
which have received some attention in the past: the quality and skill 
u 
of labour; the period of operation of the factory; and the vintage 
of the capital stock. 
The main conclusions of the study are sunmarised in Chapter XI. 
ry 
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PART ONE. THE AUSTRALIAN PLASTICS INDUSTRY. 
o 
u 
CHAPTER II 
THE PLASTICS PROCESSING INDUSTRY 
This chapter describes the main characteristics of the Australian 
plastics processing industry in the period 1945/46 to 1967/68.^ 
In plan the chapter proceeds from the aggregate to the detail. 
The main features of the industry at an aggregate level - the rapid 
growth of output and productivity and the absolute fall in prices -
are discussed in Section 1. Section 2 describes the main plastics 
materials, processes and markets and their economic significance. 
Sections 3 and 4 analyse the competitive structure of the major 
sections of the industry and the increasing concentration of owner-
ship and control. The chapter concludes with a case study of the 
effect of technical developments of the competitive structure of one 
of the newer sections of industry, blow moulding. 
1 
The main source of statistical information on the Australian industry 
is the C.B.C.S. Manufacturing Industries Bulletin, No. 33, which is based 
on factory census data for factory subclass 1503, "Plastic Moulding and 
Products". Since the introduction of the integrated economic censuses 
in 1968/69, statistical information of the plastics processing industry 
is available in C.B.C.S. bulletin, Manufacturing Establishments, 
Details of Operations, under ASIC classes 3431-4, inclusive. 
0 
1. GROWTH, PRODUCTIVITY AND PRICES 
The most notable feature of the plastics processing industry is its 
performance in terms of the growth of output and productivity, and the 
decline of the price of plastics goods relative to other manufactured 
goods. 
1.1 Growth 
Between 1954 and 1960, the real output of the industry grew at more 
than 20 per cent per annum. During the 1960's, the growth rate was 
approximately 15 per cent per annum or almost three times the growth of 
manufacturing output as a v/hole. The available statistics indicate that 
the plastics processing industry ranks as the •yMtest growing manufacturing 
industry in all industrialised economies.^ 
The Australian plastics processing industry compares favourably 
with the plastics processing industries of the other industrialised 
economies in terms of its growth rate. 
As shown in Table 1.1, during the 1960s the Australian industry 
grew at a faster rate than its counterparts in the U.K. and U.S.A., 
at a comparable rate to that of the West German plastics processing 
industry and at a slower rate than that of Japan and Switzerland. 
1.2 Productivity 
The rapid rate of technical change in the plastics processing 
industrv is reflected in the growth of productivity. Employment in 
plastics processing has increased at a much slower rate than output 
or the stock of capital. In the period 1960-68, the number of persons 
employed increased by approximately seven per cent per annum while 
1 
The one known exception to this generalisation is the U.S.A. where 
the growth rate of the manufacture of synthetic resins, i.e. plastics 
materials, has exceeded that of plastics processing by a small margin. 
X KJ 
TABLE 1.1 
Average Annual Growth Rate of Production of Plastics Products 
in Selected Countries 
1960-68 
Country Growth Rate p.a. Rank 
Japan 
% 21. ,1 (1) 
Switzerland 19. ,6 (2) 
Israel 16. ,4* (3) 
West Germany 15, .9 (4) 
Australia 15. .0 (5) 
U.S.A. 13, .5 (6) 
U.K. 10, .7 (7) 
East Germany 10. .1* (8) 
* Includes rubber goods 
Source: United Nations, The Growth of World Industry, 1969 Edition 
Voliiine 1, General Industrial Statistics, New York 1971. 
TABLE 1.2 
Growth of Output, Employment and Capital in Australian Plastics 
Processing, Chemicals and Total Manufacturing, 1960-1968. 
Plastics Processing 
Chemicals Industry 
Total Manufacturing 
Sector 
Real Output 
% p.a. 
14.7 
13.5 
6.8 
Employment 
% p.a. 
6.7 
1.4 
2.0 
Capital Stock 
% p.a. 
12.4 
8.5* 
5.8 
* Refers to all chemicals manufacture. 
Sources: Real Output 
Employment 
Capital Stock 
- Ch. IV and Indexes of Factory Production 
- Secondary Industries Bulletin 
- Calculated using Goldsmith's (1951) 
perpetual inventory method. 
capital stock (in the form of plant and iTiachinery) increased by more 
than ten per cent per annum. Table 1.2 shows that in the same period, 
employment in the chemicals industry and manufacturing as a whole 
increased at approximately 2.0 per cent per annum; but that the 
relative increase in the respective capital stocks V»«.taJavi:K t> 
aKflt I 2. per cen"t. 
As shown in Table 1.3 below, the increase in labour productivity 
observed in plastics processing in Australia is comparable in magnitude 
with the productivity increase recorded in other countries. 
The increase in labour productivity overstates the actual increase 
in total factor productivity in plastics processing, since it fails to 
take account of the increase in capital intensity. Between 1948 and 
1968, the capital intensity as measured by the stock of plant and 
machinery per employee-increased threefold. 
As an index of total factor productivity growth between 1953/54 
and 1967/68, an efficiency index along the lines suggested by Solow 
(1957) has been calculated. This index combines inputs of capital and 
labour using geometric weights. Solow postulates that the relationship'-
between output, X, and inputs, may be described by the production 
function. 
X = A(t).f(K,L) 
where K and L are inputs of capital and labour, respectively, and the 
term A(t) measures cumulative increases in technology or efficiency. 
Changes in technology are neutral in the sense that they neither use 
nor save capital relative to labour.^ Furthermore, Solow assumes that 
^ In more precise terms (Hicks) neutral technical changes nave the 
marginal rate of substitution of capital for labour constant at all 
levels of capital intensity. 
TABLE 1.3 
Increase in Productivity and Earnings in the Plastics Processing 
Industries of Australia, U.K., West Germany and Japan, 1963-68. 
(1963=100) 
Real Output per 
Employee 
Earnings per 
Employee 
% p.a. < h p. a. 
Australia 151 8.5 131 5.6 
U.K. 149 8.3 144 7.5 
West Germany 157 9.4 131 5.6 
Japan 185 13.1 
(estimated) 
- -
Note: The productivity index number for Japan is estimated from 
the productivity increase observed over the period 1965 
to 1970. 
Source: U.K. and West Germany - NEDO, The Plastics Industry 
and Its Prospects, HMSO, 1972, Table 2.5 
Australia - C.B.C.S., Manufacturing Industry 
Bulletin, 1952/63 - 1967/68. 
Japan - Year Book of Plastics Statistics, 
compiled by the Research and Statistics 
Division, Minister's Secretariat, MITI, 
1955. 
o o 
•:he industry operates under constant returns to scale. In general 
these assumptions will not hold in practice and the term A(t) loses 
its precise meaning but remains a useful indicator of the reduction 
2 
from all sources of inputs per unit of output. It is in the latter 
sense - as a s\immary indicator - that v;e employ the Solow index here. 
The efficiency index, A(t) was calculated for plastics processing 
over the period 1953/54 to 1967/68 using data on real output, capital 
in use, persons employed and the wage share. The source and 
derivation of this data is described in Chapters IV and V. The result-
ing efficiency index is sho™ in Figure 1.1. We find that between 
1954 and 1968 the level of efficiency in plastics increased by a 
factor of 3.6. 
Of the ten per cent per annum increase in output per man observed 
in the 15 year period, less than 0.5 per cent per annum can be 
attributed to increasing capital per man. In other words, 'technical 
change' - as broadly defined - was responsible for 95 per cent of the 
growth in labour productivity in plastics processing in the period 
1953/54 to 1967/68. 
2 
In the specific case of the plastics processing industry, these 
assumptions are questioned by the analysis of the industry's input demand 
functions (reported in details in Section 5.2 of Chapter VI). Although 
we observe no correlation between the level of capital intensity and 
changes in the level of efficiency in the industry, the conclusion that 
technical change has been neutral does not follow immediately since it 
is dependent upon the assumption of constant returns to scale. Further-
more, as noted by Solow (1957, p.413), it is possible for technical 
change to be non-neutral but for changes in capital intensity to occur 
over time in such a way that changes in the efficiency index are roughly 
•constant. For other criticisms of the Solow index, see Brown (1966' p.l04) 
3 
Eight indexes were calculated using different measures of capital in use 
and combining capital and labour with both base and current period weights 
reflecting the share of each factor in value-added. The final index, 
however, is insensitive to the different capital in use series and weight-
ing bases." 
FIGURE 1.1 
Efficiency Index for Plastics Processing, 
(1953/54 = 1.00) 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
1.0 
Year ending June 
' f-M 
. . I.J 
The small part played by capital investment in increasing labour 
productivity in plastics processing contrasts with the significant role 
increasing capital intensity has played in increased labour productivity 
4 
in manufacturing in the post war period. For manufacturing as a 
whole, Edwards and Drane (1963 and 1964) and Neviie (1964) conclude that 
technical change explains between 40 and 70 per cent of the increase 
in output per man, in the period 1947/48 to 1960/61, that is, increasing 
capital intensity is responsible for 30 to 60 per cent of the increase 
in productivity. 
1.3 Prices 
Consistent with the relationships between the growth of output and 
productivity and price movements observed by Salter (1960) and others, 
in the manufacturing industries of the U.K., U.S. and Australia, the 
higher-than-average rate of growth of output and productivity in 
plastics processing relative to other manufacturing industries has 
been associated with a lower than average increase in the price of 
plastics goods. In fact the price of plastics goods has fallen 
significantly in absolute terms since 1953. 
Table 1.4, which compares the growth of output, productivity and 
prices in plastics processing with thirty other manufacturing industries, 
shows that in the period 1955/56 to 1967/68 the plastics processing 
industry ranked first in terms of the growth of output, second in 
terms of productivity growth and last in terms of price increases. 
In the period 1953/54 to 1967/68 the price of plastics goods fell 
at an average of 4.1 per cent per annum. At the same time the price of 
4 
Although the time periods are not the same, they overlap. Given 
the large differences in the role of increasing capital intensity, it 
seems extremely unlikely that the use of different time periods will 
affect the results of this comparison. 
u 
TABLE 1.4 
COMPONENTS OF GROWTH IN PRODUCTION OF MANUFACTURES, BY INDUSTRY: 
1955-56 TO 1967-68 
I n d u s t r y 
A v e r a g e a n n u a l r a t e o f g r o w t h i n : 
E m p l o y -
m e n t 
( m a l e 
e q u i -
v a l e n t 
u n i t s ) 
L a b o u r 
p r o d u c t -
ivity 
V o l u m e o f 
p r o d u c t -
i on 
I m p l i c i t 
p r ices 
V a l u e 
of p r o -
d u c t i o n 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
I . 1 
1.2 
) . 3 
2.1 
2.2 
2 . 3 
2 . 4 
2 . 5 
3 . 1 
3 . 2 
3 . 3 
3 . 4 
4 . 
4 . 1 
4 . 2 
4 . 3 
9. 
10. 
11. 
1 2 . 
1 3 . 
G L A S S , B R I C K S AND C E M E N T — 
Glass onJ clay products . 
Bricks 
Cement and plaster products . 
CHEMICALS, F U E L S AND P A I N T S — 
Chemicals and fertilisers 
Pharmaceutical and toilet preparations 
Soaps and detergents 
Paints, polishes and inks 
Oil and fuel 
M A C H I N E R Y AND M E T A L MANUFACTURES, 
V E H I C L E S — 
Metal manufactures 
Machinery . . . . . 
Motor vehicles and parts 
Vessels and other transport equipment 
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE G O O D S — 
Yarn and cloth . . . . 
Clothmg 
Rope, canvas and sacking 
5 . SKINS AND L E A T H E R — 
5.1 W o j l scouring and fellmongering 
5 .2 Leather goods, handbags and cases 
F O O T W E A R . . . . . 
7 . F O O D , D R I N K AND T O B A C C O — 
7.1 Confectionery . . . . 
7 . 2 Brewing, winemaking and distilling 
7 . 3 Animal and vegetable oils 
7 .4 Food and drinks . . . . 
7 .5 Tobacco products 
TIMBER P R O D U C T S — 
8.1 Timber milling . . . . 
8 . 2 Wooden products 
F U R N I T U R E . . . . 
P A P E R , STATIONERY AND P R I N T I N G 
T Y R E S AND O T H E R RUBBER PRODUCTS 
PLASTIC P R O D U C T S . . . . 
M I S C E L L A N E O U S — 
13.1 Optical and scientific instruments . 
13.2 Jewellery, toys and other products . 
Per cent 
2 . 5 
0 . 9 
2.1 
1 . 4 
3 . 9 
0 . 7 
0 . 9 
3 . 1 
3 . 3 
3 . 9 
4 . 9 
- 0 . 8 
0 . 7 
0 . 3 
1.2 
- 3 . 6 
- 1 . 4 
- 0 . 5 
2 . 4 
0 
1 . 3 
1.2 
- 0 . 2 
- 1 . 6 
1 . 3 
0 .8 
3 . 2 
1 . 5 
6 . 7 
4 . 3 
0 .8 
Per cent 
2.8 
3 . 6 
5 . 7 
11.0 
2 . 5 
4 . 8 
3 . 7 
5 . 8 
4 . 3 
3 . 6 
4 . 9 
4 . 7 
Per cent 
5 . 5 
4 . 6 
8.1 
1 3 . 5 
6 . 7 
5 . 5 
4 . 8 
9 . 5 
8 .0 
8.1 
10.8 
4 . 0 
Per cent 
3 . 1 
3 . 5 
1 . 9 
- 2 . 3 
3 . 8 
3 . 5 
1 .6 
- 0 . 3 
4 . 3 
4 . 3 
3 . 6 
3 . 7 
3 . 5 
1 . 4 
5 . 2 
3 . 5 
3 . 2 
2 . 9 
4 . 7 
4 . 8 
5 . 2 
4 . 4 
3 . 8 
to O 
7 . 2 
4 . 9 
5 . 1 
4 . 6 
4 . 8 
- 0 . 2 
0 . 5 
3 . 0 
4 . 0 
5 . 4 
4 . 8 
4 . 5 
2.6 
3 . 1 
6 . 3 
6.1 
5 . 5 
1 7 . 5 
1 3 . 4 
5 . 9 
1 .2 
1 . 4 
- 0 . 2 
0.2 
0.8 
0 . 9 
- 0 . 3 
0 
3 . 7 
1.8 
3 . 7 
1.8 
- 1 . 4 
2 . 9 
10.0 
0 .2 
0 . 3 
0.2 
0.8 
0.1 
-H-O 
- 0 . 7 
0 . 2 
Per cent 
9 . 3 
8 . 7 
10.8 
10.I 
1 1 . 5 
9 . 6 
6 . 7 
9 . 2 
9 . 7 
1 0 , 0 
1 0 . 6 
4 . 2 
6.1 
5 . 7 
4 . 5 
- 0 . 2 
4 . 1 
4 . 9 
8.1 
7 . 6 
3 . 6 
7 . 8 
1 3 . 6 
3 . 3 
6.8 
6 . 3 
9 . 1 
5 . 7 
1 3 . 8 
12.0 
6.1 
M A N U F A C T U R I N G SECTOR 2.0 4 . 5 6 .8 1.1 8 . 3 
Source - Tariff Board, Annual Report, 1970-71, Table 4 
- Chapter IV. 
manufactured goods in total rose at about one per cent per annum so that 
the price of plastics goods relative to all manufactured goods fell at 
5.3 per cent per annum. As shown in Figure 1.2 the price of imported 
plastics goods also fell substantially relative to the price of 
manufactured goods (6.3 per cent per anniim) . 
FIGURE 1.2 
PRICE MOVEMENT OF PLASTICS AND OTHER GOODS 
lUi-
1,4 
1.2^ 
1.0 _ 
0.8 
0 . 6 
Domestic Plastics Goods 
51/2 
Imported Plas tics Goods 
All Manufactured Goods 
-i I 
55/6 59/60 62/4 67/8 
Source: Price of Plastics Goods - Chapter IV 
Price of Manufactured Goods - C.B.C.S. 
Indexes of Factory Production 
' ( 
2. MATERIALS, PROCESSES AND MARKETS 
The grov/th of the plastics processing industry, described in the 
previous section, has been determined jointly by movements in the price 
of plastics relative to other materials and by the faster development 
of plastics technology compared to the technologies of other materials. 
To understand the economic development of the industry some knowledge 
of the technology including the relationships between the materials, 
processes and markets is necessary.^ 
2.1 Materials 
Plastics are a family of materials made from organic macro-molecules 
which at some stage can be given a required shape, usually under the 
influence of heat and pressure. Compared with conventional materials, 
plastics materials cover an especially broad range of chemical and 
physical characteristics. 
The characteristics of a plastics material are determined inter 
alia by the type of molecules making up the molecular chain and the 
length and structure of the molecular chains in the material. Since 
these factors are controllable in the manufacturing (or polymerisation) 
process, plastics may be tailored to suit different applications. The 
ability of the chemicals industry to develop and produce a broad 
spectrum of plastics materials - each with a specific set of 
characteristics - means that plastics aire technically competitive with 
conventional materials in a very wide range of applications and markets. 
The characteristics of each of the major plastics materials are 
described in Appendix II.1. 
1 
Kaufman (1968) provides a comprehensive but very readable description 
of the technology of plastics, fibres and rubbers. 
d 
Thermoplastic materials soften whenever heat or pressure are applied 
and hence can be processed by a wide variety of methods. As a group 
the thermoplastics cover a wide range of chemical and physical 
characteristics. Furthermore, some thermoplastics are themselves 
extremely versatile. In particular, the polyethylenes and PVC can be 
used for both rigid products, such as water pipes and containers 
and flexible products such as films and coatings. 
In contrast to the thermoplastics, thermosetting materials harden 
irreversibly with the application of heat and pressure. Consequently, 
the thermosetting plastics, such as phenol formaldyhyde ('Bakelite') 
can be processed by a limited nimiber of methods only, principally 
compression moulding. Furthermore, the various thermosetting materials 
are closely similar in their chemical and physical characteristics and as 
a group offer a narrower range of characteristics than the thermoplastics. 
For these two reasons alone, the consumption of thermosetting 
materials has declined relative to the consumption of thermoplastics.^ 
This is shown in Taibles 2.1 and 2.2. Over time the ratio of the 
consumption of thermoplastics to all plastics has described an 'S' 
shaped curve with the steepest increase ocurring in the early 50s. 
1 
In addition the price of thermosets increased absolutely in the period 
up to 1959/60 v/hile the price of thermoplastics declined rapidly in this 
period. In the 60s the price of thermosets relative to thermoplastics 
continued to increase, though at a slower rate. 
TABLE 2.1 Consumption of Major Plastics Materials, Selected Early 
Years. 
Thermosets 
Thermoplastics 
Total 
1939/40 
2,439 
361 
2,800 
(Tons) 
1948/49 
5,200 
2,400 
7,600 
1951/52 
5,700 
4,900 
10,600 
Thermoplastics 
as a % 12.9% 31.6% 46.0% 
Source: C. of A., Brief Review of the Australian Plastics 
Industry, Division of Industrial 
Development, Melbourne, March, 1950, 
pp 17-19 
C. of A., The Structure of Australian Industry, 
Division of Industrial Development, 
Melbourne, 1953, p. 131 
TABLE 2.2 Consumption of Major Plastics Materials in Plastics Moulding 
and Products Factories in Constant (1959/60) Prices, Selected 
Years. 
$ (1959/60) millietv % 
•53/54 '59/60 '67/68 '53/54 '59/60 '67/68 
Thermosets 1. 64 2 .48 5 .42 33 .9 11 .2 7 .6 
Thermoplastics 
Polyethylenes 0. 19 6 .49 30 .53 4 .0 29 .2 42 .9 
Vinyls 0. 55 6 .88 21 .72 11 .4 30 .9 30 .5 
Polystyrenes 1. 79 4 .89 7 .09 37 .0 22 .0 9 .9 
2. 53 18 .26 59 .34 52 .4 82. 1 83 .3 
Polypropylene - 2 .81 - - 5 .3 
Cellulose Acetat e 0. 37 0 .57 0 .45 7 .6 2. 5 0 .6 
CAB 0. 10 0 .22 0 .13 1 .9 1. 0 0 .2 
Acrylic 0. 19 0 .24 0 .74 4 .0 1. 1 1 .0 
Nylon 0. 01 0 .47 1 .34 0 .2 2. 1 1 .9 
Sub Total 3. 20 19 .77 65 .81 66 .1 88. 8 92 .4 
TOTAL 4. 84 22 .25 71 .24 100 .0 100. 0 100 .0 
Source: Chapter IV 
r- r, 
2.2 Processes and Products 
As with metals and other conventional materials, plastics are 
processed by a variety of methods. These are described in detail 
in Appendix II.2. The choice of method is determined primarily by 
the characteristics of the material, the requirements of the product 
and the length of the production run. Appendix II.3 describes the 
relationship between materials and processes,products and processes, 
and materials and products. 
Early History: In Australia the processing of plastics materials 
dates from about 1915 V7hen coat buttons and other small articles were 
compression moulded from phenol formaldehyde.^ 
As a direct result of the excellent electrical properties of PF, 
the initial growth of compression moulding occurred in the manufacture 
of electrical components and switches and by 1930 most manufacturers 
2 
had adopted the new process. Electrical components and switches 
continue to be the main market for compression moulded phenolics. 
In Europe, the availability of the first thermoplastic cellulose 
^etate (CA) from 1905 stimulated interest in other processing methods 
and by 1926 the first commercially successful injection moulding 
machines were produced in Germany by Eckhert and Ziegler. 
The diffusion of this major process to Australia was relatively 
fast. DieCasfers of Melbourne began injection moulding in 1932 and 
1 
The first phenolic moulders in Australia were H.B. Chalmers & Co. 
They were followed in 1915 by Daltons who commenced production of 
buttons. Nally Limited commenced compression moulding in 1919. 
2 
These included Emmco, Warburton Franki, Westinghouse, and Herman 
Plastic Moulding Industries. 
TABLE 2.3 EARLY ADOPTERS OF INJECTION MOULDING IN AUSTRALIA 
"I 
FIRM 
DieOasters 
Moulded 
Products 
Casolin 
G.E. Crane 
Liberty 
Plastics 
Tilleys 
Johnston & 
Johnston 
Defence 
Department 
Pierwood 
Plastics 
L. & 2. Glenn 
Winton 
Plastics 
British 
Plastics 
Wingfield 
Plastics 
Atlas 
Plastics 
LOCATION 
Melbourne 
Melbourne 
DATE MACHINE 
Commonwealth 
Moulding Sydney 
Sydney 
Sydney 
Melbourne 
Melbourne 
Sydney 
MeIbourne 
Sydney 
Melbourne 
Melbourne 
Neo-Plastics Sydney 
Melbourne 
Adelaide 
Melbourne 
1932 Isoma, Automatic 
1935 
1935 
1938 
1938 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
Eckert und Ziegler 
2oz. hand op. 
Isoma, Automatic 
n/a 
n/a 
1942 Watson-Stillman 
1945 n/a 
1946 2oz. Windsor 
1949 4oz. Johns 
1949 
1949 
1949 
1949 
ORIGIN 
Germany 
Germany 
Germany 
Germany 
n/a 
n/a 
1941 4 oz Reed-Prentice U.S.A. 
U.S.A. 
n/a 
U.K. 
Australia 
Nally Ltd. Sydney 1951 60 oz. Johns 
source: Industry Questionnaire and Johns Hydraulics Limited 
by 1935 had pioneered the technique of injection moulding around metal 
inserts. As shown in Table 2.3, by 1939 some seven firms were 
injection moulding. 
Other major processes were introduced during the 30s and early 
war period, including the production of industrial laminates from 
phenolic impregnated canvas (Laminex, circa 1934) and extrusion of 
PVC hose (Moulded Products, 1943). As suggested in Figure 2.1 
however, the industry's pre-war growth was based on thermoset materials, 
principally phenol formaldehyde, which v/ere mainly compression moulded. 
After .1945 the relative importance of compression and transfer moulding 
declined rapidly as the thermoplastics supplanted thermosetting 
plastics and conventional materials in many uses and nev? investment 
was directed to processes more suited to the easy processing character-
istics. of the thermoplastics. 
With the exception of blowmoulding which was not ujidertaken on a 
commercial scale in Australia until the mid 50s, all processes of major 
commercial significance in the next two decades had been introduced by 
1949. Moulded Products installed the first calendar for plastics sheet 
and film in 1945 while ICIANZ, the innovator of vinyl coated fabric 
in Australia commenced spread coating in 1947 and calendaring in 1949. 
Products: The plastics processing industry produces an imircense and 
increasing diversity of products. These range from every-day consumer 
items, such as laundry buckets and baskets, toys and footwear, to 
industrial products such as autom.otive components and panels for 
Jumbo-Jets.^ The range of products has expanded steadily as 
1 
The Boeing 747, for example, contains more than 4.5 tonnes of plastics 
^ For an analysis of the factors determining the rate of diffusion 
of innovations, see Mansfield (1968a, Ch.8) 
r^ r-
FIGURE 2.1 
Thermoplastic Materials as a Percentage of 
Total Consumption of Plastics Materials in 
Australia. 
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Source: Tables 2.1 and 2-2 
< • 
favourable movements in the price and technology of plastics compared 
to other materials have opened new markets. 
To a very large extent, the rapid growth of output is due to the 
industry's ability to continually develop and penetrate new markets 
for plastics goods. In a typical new market for plastics goods, the 
initial growth of demand is exceptionally rapid as purchasers adjust 
to the changed price relativities or technical possibilities. Once 
the adjustment or diffusion process is complete, the growth of demand 
for the plastics good is determined mainly by the growth of 
population, GDP or )T>ther activity variables. Frequently, of course, 
there are further changes in price relativities and/or technical 
possibilities and the observed growth in demand is based upon a series 
of adjustment processes superimposed one on another. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates the acceptance of plastics in two markets, 
garden hose and footwear, which were supplied by conventional materials. 
The constant movement of plastics into new markets means that 
once the adjustment process for any particular product is complete, 
the relative importance of this product/market to the industry declines. 
The composition of output is therefore determined by the vintage of 
the industry's products. 
Table 2.4 shov7S the composition of output of plastics goods in 
selected years betv/een 1953/54 and 1967/68. Despite a growth of output 
of 8 per cent p.a., the share of kitchen and housewares in industry out-
put halved between 1953/54 and 1967/68 while the fall in the shares of 
other long established products, such as household electrical fittings, 
coated fabrics and garden hose was even more pronounced. 
FIGURE 2,2 
(a) Consumption of PVC Moulding Powder 
as Percentage of Materials Purchases 
in Footwear Factories 
r f 
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(b) Plastics Garden Hose as a Percentage 
of All Types of Garden Hose 
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For 1962/63, the one year for which information is available, the 
Input-Output Table reveals that approximately two thirds of the total 
usage of plastics goods is consumed as intermediate inputs into other 
industries. The relevant portion of the Input-Output Table is 
summarised in Table 2.5. 
Table 2.5 shows the usage of intermediate plastics goods in the 
manufacture of final commodities. In 1962/63 the largest users of 
plastics goods were the manufacturers of electrical machinery and 
equipment which accounted for almost 10 per cent of the total supply 
of plastics goods. The consumption of plastics packaging is shown 
indirectly in the of plastics goods in the Food, Drink and 
Tobacco and Chemicals and Pharmaceuticals industries and was roughly 
10 per cent of total supply. During the 60s, the demand for film, 
containers, and other forms of plastics packaging grew at more than 
20 per cent p.a. and by 1972 packaging accounted for 16 per cent 
of the volume of industry output - as measured by materials 
1, 2 consumption. 
1 
2 
Sources: Plastics News, December/January, 1973 
Peter Hains and Company, The Packaging Industry 
in Australia, Sydney, 1971. 
Between 1961 and 1968 the market share of plastics in packaging 
doubled, rising from 7 to 14 per cent, while paper and 
paperboard increased to share from 39 to 44 per cent. All other 
packaging materials, including metals, declined in relative 
importance. 
TABLE 2.4 
Composition of Output by 'Plastics Moulding and Products' Factories 
by Product in Constant (1959/60) Prices; Selected Years 
$ (1959/60) million % 
'53/54 •59/60 '67/68 '53/54 •59/60 •67/68 
Household electrical fittings 3.729 4.025 4.439 23.9 4.5 1.6 
Kitchenware and Housewares 1.810 5.071 12.076 11.6 5.4 4.3 
Toys 2.014 3.722 6.685 12.9 3.9 2.4 
Garden Hose 1.235 1.395 1.691 7.9 1.5 0.6 
Decorative Laminate n/a 5.619 12.966 n/a 6.0 4.6 
Coated fabric 4.196 10.028 17.370 26.9 10.6 6.1 
PE film n/a 4.028 24.252 n/a 4.3 8.6 
PVC film and sheet n/a 3.846 13.051 n/a 4.1 4.6 
Flooring n/a n/a 17.554 n/a n/a 6.2 
Pipe - PE 0.489 1.929 12.441 3.1 2.0 4.4 
PVC - 0.554 12.272 - 0.6 4.3 
Foam Products - n/a 16.266 - n/a 5.7 
TOTAL: ALL PRODUCTS 15.608 94.257 282.900 100.00 100.0 100.0 
Source: Chapter IV 
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TABLE 2.5 
Supply and Consumption of Plastics Goods 1962/63 
(ASIC Classes 3431(p) 3432, 3433 and 3434) 
SUPPLY FROM: % 
Factories principally engaged in manufacture 
of plastics goods 69.2 
Other factories 7,5 
Imports 23.3 
TOTAL SUPPLY 100.0 
DISTRIBUTION 
Final Consumption 29.1 
Investment .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.3 
Exports 1.0 
Change in Stocks .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 3.6 
Intermediate Inputs .. 65.0 
100.0 
X j 
TABLE 2.6 _ . " 
Distribution of Intermediate Inputs of Plastics Goods as a 
Percentage of Total Supply, j,9e2 7^3 
ASIC Classes 3431 (p), 3432, 3433, 3434 
COMMODITY PER CENT 
Agriculture S Mining 3.4 
Food, Drink S Tnbacco 
Textiles & Clothing 
Furniture & Wood Products 
Paper Products 
6.2 
3.2 
6.2 
2.1 
Chemicals, paints, pharmaceuticals, soap & polishes 5.1 
Metal Products 
Motor vehicles & other transport 
2.7 
1.8 
Electronic equipment & household appliances 
Electrical machinery & equipment, including electrical 
Other machinery and equipment 
9.4 
2.3 
Leather & Rubber 
Plastics goods (ovm consumption) 
0.9 
6.4 
Building & Construction 3.9 
Wholesale & Retail Trade 4.9 
Public Sector, Health, Gas & Water Supply l.t 
Entertainment & personal services 0.3 
TOTAL 65.0 
Processes: The shift in the consumption of output in favour of products 
demanded in the more rapidly growing markets has been associated v/ith 
a similar change in the relative importance of the major processing 
techniques. For example, the faster than average growth of output 
of plastics film and pipe has led to an increase in the importance of 
extrusion as a processing technique. Similarly, blow moulding, a 
relatively new process, has become increasingly important as an out-
put of plastics bottles and containers has grown rapidly. 
There has also been some substitution between processes, particularly 
in the moulding section of the industry. The relative importance of 
compression moulding, for example, has declined as the output of 
electrical components has declined relative to total industry output as 
the wide range of goods once compression moulded have come to be injection 
moulded. 
The relative importance of the major processes is shown in Table 2.7 
in terms of numbers employed and materials consumed. The table refers 
to years at the end of the study period, the only years for which precise 
estimates are available. In 1972 the various moulding processes 
accounted for 28 per cent of materials consumed compared with between 
50 and 70 per cent in 1956/57. Extrusion and other processing 
techniques have become correspondingly more important. 
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TABLE 2.7 
Employment and Materials Consumption by Processing 
Technique 
Employment, 1967/68 Materials Consumption, 1972 
No. million lbs 
Moulding 
Injection 
Blow 
Compression 
6,400 37.3 
122.1 
37.8 
41.4 
201.3 
17.1 
5.3 
5.7 
28.1 
Extrusion 
Pipe & Profile 700 
Film & Sheet 3,490 
4190 22.7 
79.2 
120.7 
199.9 
11.1 
16.9 
28.0 
Other 
TOTAL # 
7410* 40.1 
18000* 100.0 
312.8 
714 
43.8 
100.0 
# Excludes employment and materials consumed in the manufacture of 
cables, adhesives and paints. 
* Estimate only 
Source: materials consiamption - Plastics News, December 1972/January 1973 
employment - Tariff Board Report on Plastic Products, 
etc., Table No. 5 
•v J: 
Economies of Scale: The source and extent of economies of scale in 
the plastics processing industry vary with the type of process 
employed. At the factory level economies of scale are not, in 
general, significant, except perhaps through the reduction of the 
unit cost of holding stocks of raw materials as output increases,"'' 
There are, however significant economies of scale at the machine 
level for several major processes including calendaring, laminating, 
coating and film extrusion. The capital cost of the equipment rises 
less than proportionately as capacity increases and the product 
(either film or sheet) is homogeneous across different sizes of 
machine. The output of a small calendar can be duplicated on a 
longer calendar, for example, by the simple expedient of cutting 
or trimming the film or sheet. For the same reasons, presses such 
as used in the production of decorative laminated sheet are subject 
to economies of scale. For these processes additions to capacity 
tend to be large and discrete, involving considerable capital 
expenditure. 
In contrast, profile extirusion and the various moulding 
processes do not exihibit significant economies of machine size 
since the nature of the product varies with the size of m.achine. 
Sm.all products tend to be made from, small machines and comparisons 
shov/ing the fall in unit capital and running costs as the plasticising 
1 
The marked contrast betv/een the importance of economies of plant 
scale in the plastics processing industry and the chemicals industry 
should be noted. 
capacity of, say, an injection moulding machine increases have limited 
1 2 relevance to economies of scale, ' 
For all processes, economies of specialization offer greater scope 
for cost reduction than any other form of economies of scale. The 
length of the production run is particularly important where machine 
and tool costs, the labour required for setting up, the mould or 
die on the machine and similar fixed costs create significant 
indivisibilities.^ Table 2.8 illustrates the effect of varying the 
length of the production run of the unit cost of a 5 gallon container. 
1 
In injection moulding, for example, constraints on the number of 
cavities in a multi-cavity die severely limit the extent to which 
a large machine can produce small mouldings of unifonrdy high 
qxiality. In profile extrusion, technical difficulties associated 
with multiple head extruders and limitations on the speed of the 
take-off equipment prevent large extruders from handling small 
diameter pipe or profile economically. 
2 
See, for example, Pratten (1971, p.259). 
3 
The same fixed costs make unit costs very sensitive to variation 
in the level capacity utilization. 
' I 
/ 
^ TABLE 2.8 
Unit Production Cost for an Injection Moulded 5 Gallon Container. 
Production (thousands) 1 10 100 1,000 
new pence 
Raw materials 16^ 16^ 163^  1635 
Operating Expenses 2^ 5 2J5 235 
Machine Depreciation Ih Ih Ih 13^  
Mould Depreciation 300 30 3 35 
TOTAL 320^ 2 503^  2335 21 
Index 1526 240 112 100 
Source: Plastics, October, 1965, reprinted in Pratten (1971, p.261) 
O i 
Specialization by material may yield significant pecuniary 
economies through quantity discounts. Discounts of up to 25 per 
cent are offered by chemicals companies on most synthetic resins. 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the discount structure for a variety of 
grades of polystyrene.^ 
Quantity discounts are also a source of economies at the firm 
level. 
At the firm level the acquisition of new techhology is a 
major source of economies of scale. This holds true whether the 
technology is purchased through expenditure on independent research 
and development, royalty payments on license agreements, or 
informally through contact with other firms. 
Economies of industry scale are most significant in materials 
purchases. These pecuniary economies arise mainly from the 
important economies of plant scale in the chemicals industry. In 
the Australian case, hov/ever, the actual cost reductions in materials 
prices have been less than the potential due to the duplication 
2 of chemicals plants. 
Technical economies of industry scale tend to be limited to the 
acquisition-of new technology and the industry's efforts to educate 
purchasers. In this latter role the industry's trade association, the 
Plastics Institute of Australia, has played an important role. Compared 
with the industry's total cost structure, however, technical economies of 
industry scale are not significant. 
The discount structure shown refers to polystyrene supplied by Monsanto 
only other chemical companies were reluctant to admit the existence of 
quankty discounts. Interview with processors, however, suggested that 
quantity discounts are quite general. 
* See Section 3 of Chapter III 
Cents/lb. 
FIGURE 2.3 
Quantity Discount Structure for Polystyrene 
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3. STRUCTURE AND COMPETITION 
3.1 Size Distribution of Firms 
The plastics processing industry comprised roughly 600 factories 
and employed around 18,000 persons in 1957/68. Despite the 
insignificance of transport costs compared to economies of scale 
obtained in the length of the production run, the industry is more 
heavily concentrated in Sydney and Melbourne, the two major capitals, 
than is the manufacturing sector. The geographical concentration of 
the industry - as shown in Table 3.1 - reflects the need for close 
proximity to the materials and machinery suppliers in order to obtain 
adequate technical service and assistance.^ 
Taking the industry as a v7hole, the majority of factories are 
small v/ith the greater part of output being produced in a small 
number of factories. In 1967/68, seven per cent of factories produced 
50 per cent of the value of output. Contrary to the experience of 
many industries experiencing rapid growth of output, the plastics 
industry has always been characterised by a small number of large 
factories and a large number of small ones. The average size of 
factories, which is shown in Table 3.2, has also remained relatively 
constant during the period -under review, the average niimber of persons 
employed in each factory increasing only negligibly from the 1954/55 
level of 27 persons per factory. 
1 
See Tariff Board Inquiry on Plastics Products, etc., public evidence 
from P.I.A., transcript pp. 1093-95. 
2 
It is interesting to note, however, the decline in the relative number 
of factories employing between 51 and 200 persons during the period 1954/ 
55 to 1959/60, and the subsequent increase in the number of factories of 
this size during the 1960's. 
^ Across countries, the size distribution of plastics factories is 
relatively constant. The size distribution of factories observed in the 
Australian industry closely matches the size distribution of plastics 
factories in the U.K., U.S.A. and Japan. 
Source: Tariff Board Inquiry on Plastics Products, etc. public evidence 
presented by PIA Inc., supporting statement No.11. 
•iU 
TABLE 3.1 
Geographical Concentration of Plastics Industry comparod 
to Manufacturinq Sector as a whole. 
All manufacturing industry- Plastics Moulding and Products 
Factories Employees Factories Employees 
% % % % 
N.S.W. 40 40 47 42 
Vic. 29 34 37 50 
Qld. 10 9 4 2 
S.A. 10 9 6 4 
W. A. 8 5 5 2 
Tas. 3 3 1 -
Total 100 100 100 100 
Source: Manufacturing Industries Bulletin, 1965/66, 
TABLE 3.2 
of Factories, 1954/55 and 1967/68 
(a) Numbers: 
Niomber employed 
in each factory 
No. of 
Factories 
1954/55 
No. 
Employed 
1959/60 
No. of No. 
Factories Employed 
1967/68 
No. of No, 
Factories Employed 
1-50 217 2,251 335 3894 487 5,611 
51-200 31 2,903 29 2876 70 6,693 
201 and over 6 1,806 11 3462 14 4,854 
254 6,960 375 10232 571 17,158 
Average No. 
employed per 
factory 27 27 30 
(b) Percentage distribution 
Number employed 
in each factory 
1954/55 
No. of No. 
Factories Employed 
1959/60 
No. of No. 
Factories Employed 
1967/68 
No. of No. 
Factories Employed 
% % % % % % 
1-50 85.4 32.3 89.3 38.1 85.3 32.7 
51-200 12.2 41.7 8.7 28.1 12.3 39.0 
201 and over 2.4 26.0 3.3 33.8 2.5 28.3 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
' o > i 
In terms of the importance of small establishments, the industry's 
structure has tended to vary in the short run with the level of capacity 
utilization; the proportion of employment in small factories rising 
when the level of capacity utilization falls by a large amount.^ 
This suggests that medium and large firms adjust their employment 
faster than small firms in response to major changes in the level 
of capacity utilization. Figure 3.1 shows that during the period 1949/50 
to 1967/68 the proportion of total employees in small factories 
(factories employing 50 persons or less) has fluctuated between 32 and 
41 per cent. 
1 
The latter hypothesis receives strong support when tested in a 
regression equation using data for the nineteen year period 1949/50 
to 1967/68. We find that large changes in the level of capacity 
utilization in the current period have a significant negative effect 
on the proportion of total employees in small firms which is consistent 
with the hypothesis that small firms are slower than other firms to 
adjust their employment to major changes in the level of capacity 
utilization. As shown in the regression equation reported below, 
there is also some indication tha't an increase in the level of 
capacity utilization in the previous period has a negative effect 
on the proportion of total employees in small firm.s. 
TT = 34.5 -(l8.2CU_^ - 19.6CU_2) - 38.2 ACU R = 0.54 
(2.4) (1.5) (2.1) (3.1) DW = 1.3 
Where 'ff is the % employed in small factories, CU is the level 
of capacity utilization (as employed in Chapter VI) and ACU is a 
variable ..constructed to measure large changes in the level of 
capacity utilization such that ACU equals ACU when'0.0881 ^ ACU ^ 
0.881. S+tAMt^'t'yd ^'t" v^/K-e^s. s^t^n t^y-^cJt-tSh. ^ /s 
FIGURE 3.1 
PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYMENT IN SMALL FACTORIES. 
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3.2 Market Structure 
Market structure varies considerably between the different sections 
of the industry depending upon the importance of economies of scale and 
barriers to entry. In the moulding section of the industry, where 
potential competitors are able to commence production with a relatively 
small investment in machinery, existing firms have attempted to raise 
and maintain technological barriers to entry by specialising according 
to product or material.^ The specialist and innovative firms, 
therefore, face ci downv/ard sloping demand curve for their products. 
In many cases, however, the markets protected against potential 
entrants by the creation of technological barriers are small, with 
the result that (i) there are more than 150 moulders, and (ii) small 
firms and firms with a narrow range of production tend to be more 
2 profitable than large moulding firms. 
1 
Technological barriers are not the only barriers to entry raised 
by specialisation since specialisation is usually associated with a 
larger investment in customer service. Some of the better known 
examples of specialisation in moulding include Helio-plastics 
(thermoset electrical components), B.G. Plastics (coat hangers), 
Duperite (melamine tableware), Tamco and Rheem (cosmetic containers), 
Caroma (toilet cisterns and plumbing, polypropylene, SABCO 
(polypropylene), Blow-pak (PVC bottles), Castalloy (crates, V7.A. 
Deutscher (packaging clips), Nally and Elmaco (large industrial 
mouldings and Ceeco ("specialties"). 
2 
The Tariff Board in the 1971 Report on Plastic Products, etc., 
comments: "the (moulding) industry as a whole has been making only a modest 
return on funds. However, a number of manufacturers, and more particularly, 
those which have tended to specialise, have been making very satisfactory 
profits. Larger companies with a very wide range of production have 
not been as profitable" p.72. 
^ J 
In the calendaring, coating and laminating sections of the 
industry, the size of the investment in plant and machinery necessary 
for potential entrants to set up operation is an important barrier to 
entry. In these sections and for many extruded products a substantial 
investment in technology is also required for entry. 
It is apparent that the plastics processing industry exhibits all 
forms of market structure- except perhaps pure or perfect competition. 
Moulding is the most competitive sector. The detailed evidence on 
profitability and the number of firms in other sectors of the industry, 
presented in Table 3.3, suggests that small and large number oligopolies 
are the most common form of market structures elsewhere. 
Prowse (1963) - writing at an earlier time -
takes a different view of the industry and concludes that the industry 
is highly competitive. In contrast, we believe that the weight of 
evidence supports the conclusion that the industry is characterised_ 
by monopolistic competition and oligopolistic market structures. In 
part, the divergence in our conclusions is explained by the difference 
in time period. Prowse's view of the industry is discussed in 
greater detail in Appendix II.4 
3.3 Price Vs Non-Price Competition 
Over time the relative importance of price and non-price competition 
has varied, mainly, with the level of capacity utilization, the 
availability of the technology to new entrants, and the concentration 
of sales in the hands of the largest firms. 
In the immediate post-war period up to 1950/51, demand exceeded 
supply by a very substantial margin. The boom period gave the many 
firms that were established at this time a "hone^'moon" period during 
which time there were virtually no penalties for mistakes in marketing 
or manufacture. With sales and profitability determined by each 
firm's capacity, price competition was very limited. 
For the remainder of the 1950s price competition was probably 
more important but how much so is not clear. The increase in the 
importance of small firms— as measured by employment - between 1953/54 
and 1957/58 is consistent with a greater emphasis on price competition. 
At the same time, however, the level of capacity utilization in the 
industry increased substantially. Hence, low levels of capacity 
utilization which v/ere a major stimulus for price competition in the 
early 1960s, were not a feature of the industry during the 1950s. 
Finally,the development of important new markets and processes 
(including PE pipe, PE film and blov; moulding) and the coincidence 
of import quota on synthetic resins with the very rapid expansion of 
the industry further emphasised non-price factors, such as delivery 
times, in inter firm competition. 
Since 1961 there has been increasing concentration of the industry's 
activity in the hands of larger manufacturers. The markets developed 
during the 1960s tend to require larger capital investment and more 
sophisticated technology than the moulding sector and hence have natural 
barriers to entry. The manufacture of plastics flooring and tiles, 
which expanded rapidly in the early 1960s, is highly concentrated in 
the hands of a few producers, as is PVC pipe extrusion which began in 
1960. 
In the established sectors of the industry there was also some 
tendency towards greater concentration and less price competition. 
For example, the aftermath of the oligopolistic price war in polyethylene 
•! T-' 
i 
pipe resulted in a slight reduction in the number of manufacturers 
and a more conservative pricing policy,^ On the other hand, with 
the ready availability of blow moulding technology from 1959 the 
degree of competition in this sector increased noticeably, especially 
between 1960 and 1965. In compression moulding, however, the technical 
obsolescence of the process, which had led to the substantial excess 
capacity noted by Prowse in 1961, resulted in large scale exit from the 
sector during the 60s with a corresponding rise in the proportion of sales 
controlled by the largest firms. 
1 
Stewarts and Lloyds, traditionally manufacturers of steel pipe, 
initiated a price war in PE pipe in December 1961. Parfrey Plastics, 
a S. L. subsidiary, cut the price of HOPE pipe by 36% in an attempt 
to drive all plastics extruders out of pipe production. The attempt 
was partially successful, contributing to the final demise of 
DieCasters, the innovator of PE pipe in Australia, while Thermo-Plastics, 
the L. & I. Glenn subsidiary, was forced to cease production in 1963 
and was sold to A. Abrahams. 
TABLE 3.3 
MARKET STRUCTURE AT TIME OF TARIFF BOARD ENQUIRY INTO PLASTICS PRODUCTS, ETC. 
PRODUCT PROFITABILITY No. of 
Manufacturers 
Domestic Share 
of Total Market 
GROUP A: COATED FABRICS 
PVC Nylex: satisfactory 
Other firms: less than 
satisfactory 
8 75% 
Other: 
- defence j 
- waterproofed 
- showerproofed 
Considerable variation 
in profitability between 
firms 
100% 
n/a 
n/a 
GROUP B: SHEET FILM 
PVC: 
- calendered film Generally satisfactory 100% 
- blown film 
- industrial sheet 
Low profitability due 
to new unused capacity 
not known 
5 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
PRODUCT PROFITABILITY 
UPVC: 
corrugated sheet 
industrial sheet 
packing film 
PE: 
- printed film 
- unprinted film 
- sheet 
CELLULOSE: 
- printed cellulose ) 
- PE coated Cell ) 
STYRENE 
POLYPROPYLENE: - rope making film 
- other 
ACRYLIC 
FRP 
PTFE 
CA & CAB 
MF: 
Satisfactory 
n/a 
n/a 
Highly satisfactory 
n/a 
n/a 
Low profitability due to 
internal competition 
More than satisfactory 
n/a 
n/a 
Satisfactory 
Satisfactory 
Highly profitable until 
1967/68 when imports increased 
n/a 
No. of 
Manufacturers 
1 
1 
2* 
5 
17** 
3 
4 
4 
Many 
3 
5 
3 
8 
Domestic Share 
of Total Market 
n/a 
negligible 
nil 
95% 
95% 
95% 
95% 
n/a 
90% 
50% 
50% 
33% 
95% 
50% 
n/a 
- decorated laminated sheet highly profitable 80% 
PRODUCT PROFITABILITY 
OTHER: 
- PF 
- Silicone 
- PU foam 
- PVDC 
- Nylon 
- Casein 
n/a 
n/a 
Satisfactory 
At least satisfactory 
n/a 
n/a 
GROUP C: PLASTIC RODS, TUBES, PROFILE, SHAPES ETC. 
Reasonably adequate - PE pipe) - PVC pipe) 
- Phonoplastics ) 
- Nylon ) 
- PS ) 
- PVC other than pipe ) 
GROUP D: MOULDINGS 
Clothes pegs 
Curtain clips, curtain 
loops, curtain bands, 
etc. 
Knives, forks, spoons 
Ornaments 
Light fittings and 
parts therefor 
Food covers and 
containers, bowls, 
buckets, cans, jugs 
and the like 
Closures 
PVC pipe fittings 
Highly profitable 
Barely satisfactory in 
total but considerable 
variation between 
firms 
No. of 
Manufacturers 
3 
1 
8 
1 
3 
1 
7 
5 
3 
n/a 
3 
7 
150*** 
Domestic Share 
of Total Market 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
n/a 
100% 
97% 
92% 
80% 
91% 
87% 
60% 
45% 
70% 
83% 
83% 
91% 
93% 
81% 
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PRODUCT 
GROUP E: FABRICATED PRODUCTS 
PROFITABILITY No. of 
Manufacturers 
Domestic Share 
of Total Market 
PE bags 
Cellulose bags 
PVC curtains 
Tablecloths 
Coats 
Pilchers 
Blinds 
Gloves 
Considerable variation 
between firms 
Highly profitable 
n/a 
90% 
95% 
90% 
25% 
95% 
90% 
60% 
80% 
NOTES FOR TABLE 3.3 
Two manufacturers were about to commence production at the time of the inquiry. 
* * Nine manufacturers account for 95% of production. 
* * * Thirteen companies account for 50% or more of the funds 
employed in moulding while five companies account for about 
25% of sales. 
* * * * The thirteen manufacturers presenting evidence at the Tariff Board, accounted 
for 80% of output. 
SOURCE: Tariff Board Report on Plastic Products, etc., 2 April 1971. 
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4. OV7NER5HIP AND ORGAI^ISATION 
The Australian plastics processing industry is predominantly 
Australian owned and controlled. Estimates of the extent of foreign 
ownership in 1966/67 range from the P.I.A. estimate of 13.5 percent 
to the Tariff Board's estimate of 18.4 percent.^ This level of 
foreign ownership is substantially below the average for the manufacturing 
sector as a whole, which the Tariff Board estimates to be around 30 
percent, and constrasts with the high level of foreign ownership found 
in other industries noted for their high growth rate and new technology, 
such as chemicals and motor vehicles. This point is demonstrated in 
Table 4.1. 
Within the plastics processing industry, the pattern of ownership 
and control varies with the characteristics of the submarkets and the 
nature of the processes employed. The pattern of ownership and control 
is also determined by the motives and circumstances of firms undertaking 
direct and portfolio investment in the industry. For example, a common 
motive for investment in the industry by outside companies has been 
the protection of traditional markets. 
Given the historical importance of the moulding sector in the 
industry's development, discussion of the pattern of ownership and 
organisation in the industry begins with this sector. As a result 
of the ease of entry of new firms into the moulding sector, small 
independent firms are more numerous here than in other sectors, and 
most firms have commenced their plastics operations in the moulding 
sector. Offsetting the steady progression of entrepreneurs establishing 
^ The P.I.A. estimate is based on information contained in the 
Department of Trade - Directory of Overseas Investment in Australia. 
r:' ? 
a 
i TABLE 4.1 
FOREIGN OIVNERSHIP IN PLASTICS AND OTHER GROWTH INDUSTRIES 
Avg. Annual Growth^ 
1955/56 to 1967/68 
in _ 
Real ouput Labour productivity 
Share of value of 
production subject 
to foreign control 
Chemicals and 
fertilisers 
Motor vehicles 
and parts 
Plastic products 
Optical and 
Scientific 
Instruments 
Total 
Manufacturing 
Sector 
11.0 
4.9 
7.2 
7.2 
4.5 
13.5 
10.8 
17.5 
13.4 
6.8 
78.0 
60.9 
18.4 
14.7 
29.7 
Source: Tariff Board Annual Report, 1970-71 
Tables 4 & 8. 
r 
their ov/n firms, however, acquisition and takeover have served to reduce 
the proportion of the output of moulded products controlled by independent 
plastics firms. In this sector direct investment by outside firms is 
notable by its absence, reflecting in part the difficulty of marrying 
conventional management expertise with the manufacturing requirements 
of moulding technology. In other words, the moulding sector comprises 
independent plastics firms on the one hand, and the subsidiaries of 
outside firms on the other, these subsidiaries themselves having 
previously been independent plastics firms. 
In all sectors of the industry, the proprietors of independent 
private companies have had considerable incentive to alter the status 
of their firms. Foremost amongst the factors providing this incentive 
is the difficulty of independent private finns to finance internally 
s 
the investment required in rapidly growing markets. The desire 
owner-proprietors to realise their capital gains, and (since 1961/62) an 
acute awareness of the low probability of an under-capitalised firm 
siarviving a credit squeeze, were also mentioned in interviev7s with 
ex-proprietors as major factors leading to changes in the status of 
independent firms. Virtually all these companies have become 
subsidiaries of existing companies, only a handful choosing to 
become public companies. 
Legal costs, the effort of issuing prospectuses and such, and the 
difficulties of satisfying prospective shareholders were cited as the 
main factors explaining the decisions of ex-proprietors to offer their 
firms to established public companies rather than go public 
1 2 
themselves. ' There has, therefore, been a ready supply of private 
firms for takeover, especially in the moulding sector, 
Established private finns provide a convenient vehicle for entry, 
growth and diversification into plastics by large public companies. 
Investment houses, such as the Overseas Corporation, and pxoblic 
companies outside the plastics industry, attracted by the high growth 
of the industry and the availability of firms ready for takeover, have 
acquired a significant equity in the industry.^ 
1 
Nylex reported in 1970 that of the twelve occasions on which it had 
acquired firms, only once had it made the initial approach. Furthermore, 
the compajiy had found it necessary to devise a standard questionnaire 
form for firms v/ho approach Nylex v/ith the view of being taken over I 
Since 1938, the number of plastics firms altering their status from 
private to public is seven only. These are: Nylex Corporation Ltd. 
(1938) , The • National Bag Company of Australia (June 1950), Nally 
Limited (1951), Plastalon (1958), Advance Industries Limited (January 
1956, reverse teikeover) , Gaydor Plastics Limited (1969), unlisted). 
Rheem Australia Limited, which acquired public listing in May 1970 
through a reverse takeover of National Bag, should also be 
added to the list. 
2 
Underlining the contrasting attitudes of the investing public and 
public companies towards investment in relatively unkno\im plastics 
companies, the chairman of Gaydor Plastics commented at the time 
of a slowly filling share issue: 
It is ironical that whilst we must seek more support 
from local investors, several approaches have been 
made both by overseas and Australian groups to take 
up all or major part of the issue with the object of 
gaining control of our company. 
(Gaydor Plastics, Report to Shareholders, 25 February 1972). 
3 
Some of the better known examples include Michaelis Bayley (Aust.) 
Ltd., which acquired British Plastics, a major Melbourne moulder, in 
1961, and the rope company, James Miller Holdings, which acquired a 
controlling interest in Ampac in July 1971 and the control of 
Broons and Hunter Douglas's Cordex Division in August 1972. In the 
previous two years, Broons, a small packaging company, had itself 
acquired two moulding firms - J. Wipfli and Swinburne Plastics. 
J u 
The bulk of acquisitions and takeovers, however, have been made 
to complement, or protect, traditional markets and technology. The 
companies concerned have also financed a substantial eunount of direct 
investment in plastics. The rubber companies, including Dunlop, Olympic 
and Uniroyal, provide a particularly clear example of investment based 
on common technology and market. For these companies investment in 
plastics is largely confined to extrusion lines and rubberlike foams. 
The threat posed by plastics technology to the established positions 
of companies manufacturing traditional products is a major stimulus for 
investment in plastics by companies previously outside the industry. 
Packaging and pipe are two obvious instances.^ In the case of pipe, 
for exenr.ple, Stewarts and Lloyds acquired Parfrey Plastics, the then 
major extruder of PE pipe, in 1965 and Vinidex, the innovator and 
major extruder of PVC pipe in Australia in August, 1966. More 
recently (in March 1971) James Hardie Asbestos, the sole supplier 
of asbestos pipe in Austrilia, formed a subsidiary company with 
2 
B.F. Goodrich Chemical. The latter company, which provided the 
know-how in this high technology area, entered the venture to secure 
a share of the market for PVC pipe resins which had previously been 
almost wholly supplied by ICI. 
Forward integration by raw materials suppliers into the plastics 
processing industry is limited, but important where it has occurred. 
With the exception of Goodrich's entry into PVC pipe, all instance of 
forward integration into processing involve ICI. In 1949 production 
1 
Packaging examples are ACI (which acquired L S I Glenn, 1959-61), 
Containers Ltd. (acquired Casecraft 1957, Robunt 1960), and Rheem 
Australia (acquired W.G. Heath 1968, National Bag 1970). All these 
companies have made considerable direct investment in plastics since 
acquiring these firms. 
^ James Hardie Asbestos hold 75 percent of the equity in Hardie 
Extrusions. 
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of vinyl coated fabric and PE film commenced at the Deer Park factory 
and in 1955 ICI svibstantially increased its investment in PE film 
manufacture. This move guaranteed ICI the larger part of the major 
market for LDPE and ultimately caused Union Carbide to set up a 
film extrusion plant in 1966 to increase its disposals of LDPE. 
ICI withdrew from the coated fabric production in January 1967 
when its fabrics division was sold to Nylex Corporation Limited 
for a 21.9 per cent equity in Nylex. 
Backward integration by industrial consumers of plastics products 
has also been a continuing feature of the industry in Australia 
and overseas. Most Australian producers of consumer durables, 
including Kelvinator, Astor and General Electric, have large captive 
moulding operations. In the motor vehicle industry. General Motors-
Holden has traditionally maintained a small moulding operation, and 
in 1972 Ford Australia invested $2 million to set up a large moulding 
shop for the production of heater ducting, headlight covers and such. 
Further major investments in plastics processing by the motor vehicle 
companies seem likely in the 1970s^ as technical development require 
very much larger moulding machines. 
1 
Recent technical developments associated v/ith motor vehicle construction 
point to very much larger moulding machinery with commensurate invest-
ment in moulds and technology. Given the highly specialised nature of 
the product and the technology, it is likely that the moulding of motor 
vehicle components will become increasingly concentrated in captive moulding 
shops and the largest of the custom moulding shops. 
Where the plastics component is technically demanding to mould, such as 
in the motor vehicle and electronics industries, failure by custom 
moulding shops to meet the quality standards required may stimulate 
backward integration into plastics processing by the end user. One 
electronics company stated in correspondence, for example, 
' the company investigated the possibility of buy rather than make. 
our eventual decision has been to expand our moulding capability. 
A major factor in reaching this decision was the difference in our 
quality control requirements and the standards and philosophy 
prevalent amongst specialist plastics manufacturers (that is, 
moulders). ' 
r n 
Instances of the acquisition of one plastics company by another 
are infrequent, if only because of the very few large public 
companies in the industry. Three large public companies - Nylex, 
F. ST. Industries and Advance Industries - have been responsible 
for the bulk of acquisitions and takeovers by plastics companies 
especially in recent years.^ Takeover activity by other plastics 
companies has tended to be limited'to the manufacturers of household 
electrical fittings. The level of concentration of sales of household 
electrical fittings increased significantly during the 1960's 
following the acquisition by Elmaco of its two Victorian competitors, 
2 'Ring-grip' and 'Sturdee'. 
An additional factor leading to concentration of ownership in the 
plastics processing industry is the investment policy of the larger 
companies which has been progressively modified to direct new 
investment into areas where potential competition from new entrants 
and imports is minimised. The policy of Nylex and other large 
companies is to direct their investment in plastics tov/ards products 
1 
Nylex has limited its takeovers to firms with activities 
compatible with the company's investment/manufacturing strategy. 
Advance Industries has acquired a number of small firms. 
F. & T. Industries, v/hich in the 1970s, at least, can be regarded 
as a plastics company, entered the industry prior to 1954 by the 
acquisition of J.J. Davies and Sons. In 1971 F & T made two major 
acquisitions, acquiring Elmaco Industries, one of the largest 
moulders, and Shelton Industries, one of the three largest tool 
and diemakers. In 1973 F & T purchased B.X. Plastics from the 
Libberman family. 
2 
That is. Cook and Williams Pty. Ltd., and Johns-Sturdee Pty. 
Ltd. The latter company was a subsidiary of Johns Hydraulics Ltd., 
the major Australian plastics machinery manufacturer. 
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requiring high technology and large capital investment.^ Nylex has 
carried this policy to its fullest extent, swapping its moulding 
division for B.X. Plastics' extrusion division and rationalising its 
production of PE pipe with ACI and acrylic sheet with ICI. This 
policy emphasis has been reinforced by a concern for patent protection, 
the maintenance of captive markets and the exploitation of skills 
previously acquired by the companies concerned. 
Although the number of firms and the level of concentration of 
sales in the hands of the larger firms varies considerably across 
different sections of the industry, the majority of firms extend 
beyond one sector and the degree of concentration at the industry 
level remains a meaningful concept. Although occurring infrequently, 
mergers and acquisitions involving the industry's major firms 
significantly increased the level of total market concentration 
during the 1960s and early 70s. Nonetheless, the level of 
2 concentration in plastics is moderate by Australian scandards. 
1 
2 
For Nylex, this is stated policy: 
"Our policy of concentration upon lines that can be handled 
only with very strong technical backing, and which require 
considerable capital investment, is proving advantageous 
in this Division". 
"The moulding section of the plastics industry is an area 
of severe competition but v/e are profitably concentrating 
upon products involving special technical skill and know-how". 
(Nylex Corporation Ltd., 40th Annual Report 1969, p.6.) 
For Containers Limited, the investment policy is implicit, but 
nonetheless there. ACI Limited is somewhat schizophrenic in its 
investment policy, v;ith the Laminates and Extrusion Division 
pursuing profitable investment projects which require sub-
stajitial Capital expenditure and high technology while the 
Plastics Division retains a major interest in injection and blow 
moulding to protect its traditional interests in bottles and containers, 
In terms of the concentration of funds employed in the plastics 
industry, the five and ten firms ratios are 51 and 64 per cent 
respectively. Of the 35 manufacturing industries for which the Tariff 
Board provides estimates of sales concentration, the plastic industry 
ranks tv;enty-second, 
See Tariff Board Annual Report, 1970-71, Appendix 3, Table 1. 
rC; 
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I In 1969-70, the proportion of sales accounted for by the five 
largest and ten largest firms was 48 and 62 per cent, respectively. 
In the early 1970 mergers and acquisitions amongst the ten largest 
firms, involving Rheem and the National Bag Co., and F & T Industries, 
Elmaco Industries and B.X. Plastics, substantially increased the level 
of concentration in the industry as a whole. 
An overview of Structure•and Competition. 
The numerous factors affecting the degree of competition in the 
plastics processing industry as a whole suggest a strong tendency 
towards increasing concentration and the attendant conservative 
pricing policy. Although freedom of entry into parts of the 
moulding sector is a continuing feature of the industry, the 
conditions of the late 40s and very early 50s - the existence of a 
stock of untapped technology and a very high excess demand - which 
enabled most small firms to grow rapidly have not been repeated. 
While concentration in the moulding sector as a whole has remained 
basically constant since 1956, much of the industry's growth has 
occurred in new markets and new processes where heavy capital invest-
ment in plant and technology has led to an oligopolistic structure. 
Furthermore, mergers, acquisitions and rationalisations amongst 
plastics companies have played a small but growing role in increasing 
the concentration of activity in the hands of the larger firms. 
Superimposed on these changes in structure is the increasing equity 
interest of major Australian companies in the industry. While not 
affecting the proportion of total sales in the hands of the industry's 
largest firms, in other dimensions concentration has increased. 
The increasing share of the industry's output held by large 
G : 
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companies has probably led to a more conservative pricing policy 
being adopted throughout. This, of course, is a general conclusion 
and does not apply to each and every market within the industry. 
Blow moulding, which provides a clear example of the freeing of the 
technology leading to a more competitive market structure, is one 
exception. The growth of blow moulding is discussed in Section 5. 
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5. THE GROWTH OF BLOW MOULDING: A CASE STUDY 
The purpose of this case study is to demonstrate the link 
between the development of plastics Technology and the structure of 
the industry. 
The growth of blov; moulding in Australia up to 1973 can be divided 
into three periods. In each period the joint availability of a new 
material with a new development in blow moulding technology has been 
the major stimulus to growth. The material, machinery and products 
associated with the industry's growth in each period are shown in 
Table 5.1. Concurrent with technical developments in materials 
and equipment the price of plastics blow moulded articles has 
fallen significantly relative to the price of glass and metal equi-
valents, thus tending to increase the penetration of plastics blow 
moulded articles into traditional markets. On the demand side there 
has been an increase in the demand for packaging of all types with 
large increases in the demand for containers, such as household 
detergent bottles, which are especially suited to plastics. 
TABLE 5.1 
THE THREE PHASES OF GROWTH IN BLOW MOULDING 
Material Machinery Products 
1950-1958 LDPE Experimental Toys, containers 
1959-1965 HDPE European Mk.l: Containers, esp. 
Kautex detergent bottles 
1966-1973 PVC European Mk.2: Bottles for 
Bekum & Battenfeld shampoos, cooking 
oil & cordials. 
1974 PP 
63 
Phase 1: 1950-1959 
In the immediate post-war period interest in the techniques of 
blow moulding was given a major stimulus by the commercial avail-
ability of polyethylene. It seems difficult to overstate the effect 
of the introduction of this new material on the development of blow 
moulding. In their comprehensive review of blow moulding techniques 
and equipment. Fisher and Maslen (1961) state that: 
"It is certain that the greatest single impetus to the blow 
moulding industry came not from the availability of any 
particular technique or machine, nor from the increased 
demand from the packaging industry but from the ready 
availability of polythene. This material, its very easy 
processing properties and its physical properties, which 
make it suitable as a container material for such a wide 
variety of uses, was the indisputed prime mover in the 
great post-war upsurge of interest in this field".^ 
Despite the availability of a suitable material and the obvious 
demand for blow moulded toys and containers, there was no machinery 
available to the Australian moulder. In all major countries blow 
moulding patents were tightly held by American corporations, the most 
important of which was the Plax Corporation of Hartford, Connecticut. 
Reflecting the continuity of techniques of blowing polymers with those 
of blown glass, the Plax patents covered relatively large and complex 
machinery. Similarly, the machines and processes patented by Owens-
Illinois Glass were complex and were intended for in house use. In any 
event the currency problems of the very early 50s would have precluded 
Australian moulders from purchasing US equipment just as currency 
difficulties had ended the importation of US injection moulding 
machinery. 
1 
Fisher and Maslen (1961, part 1, p.2). 
f: 
The lack of machinery from outside sources and the availaiility 
of both materials and market led at least three Australian manufacturers, 
ACI Plastics, L. & I. Glenn and Parfrey to build experimental 
machines during the early 1950s. Parfrey, who had already established 
his reputation as an innovator in pipe extrusion, recognised the 
commercial significance of continuous extrusion of the parision 
tov/ards a (bottom Blowing) mandril. The process, and the 1955 patent 
application, in v;hich it is described, proved commercially significant. 
The process itself was immediately employed by Parfrey Plastics, which 
became, with L. & I. Glenn, the major Australian blov/ moulder during 
the late 1950s. Parfrey subsequently sold the patent to Nylex 
Corporation. 
The patent was the subject of extensive patents litigation between 
Nylex Corporation, the holder of the Parfrey patent, and A.C.I. 
2 
Plastics. The Deputy Commissioner of Patents upheld the validity 
of the patent in 1964 and the subsequent appeal by ACI was withdravm 
following negotiations between ACI and Nylex. The upholding of 
the validity of the Parfrey Patent was a major factor leading to the 
cessation of local manufacture of blow moulding equipment by 
Johns Hydraulics and brought about a temporary end to imports of 
Kautex machines from Germany.^ 
1 
Fisher and Maslen (1961, part 1, p.2) 
^ See 'Decision of the Deputy Commissioner of Patents, Application 
No. 200,850, for a patent by Francis Trigg Parfrey', Official 
Journal of Patents, Trade Marks and Designs, 12 March 1964, pp.507-511. 
Official Journal of Patents..., 17 January 1965, p. 3304. 
^ Kautex had exhibited a prototype blowmoulding machine which employed 
the principle of continuous extrusion of the parision towards a 
mandril at the Frankfurt ACHEr4A 1950 Fair. 
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L. & I. Glenn's experiments with blov; moulding were based on 
injection moulding technology. The firm had previously demonstrated 
its ability for improvisation by building a small number of(plunger) 
injection moulding machines for its own use and the prototype blow 
moulding machine was a direct extension of this activity. The 
principal limitation of the early Glenn machines was the inability 
of the injection unit to preplasticise and therefore cycle times 
were slov7. Nonetheless, L. & I. Glenn were able to compete with 
Parfrey Plastics and by 1957 each firm held 40 per cent or more of the 
market for blow moulded bottles. Table 5.2 gives som.e indication of 
the relative capacity of the early blow moulding firms. 
Patents competition between Glenn and Parfrey did not arise since 
the Parfrey patents related to extrusion blow moulding while the Glenn 
TABLE 5.2 
BLOW MOULDERS AT END OF 195G 
Firm No. of machines 
A.C.I, Plastics 1 (estimated) 
L. & I. Glenn Pty. Ltd. 4 
Trigg Parfrey Pty. Ltd. 4 
Tamco 1 
10 
patents covered injection blow moulding.^ Throughout the 1950s 
ACI maintained a continuing interest in blow moulding, filing a few 
patents and building at least two machines. However, these 
activities were not of commercial significance and ACI did not become 
a major force in blow moulding until the acquisition of L. & I. Glenn 
in 1959-61.^ 
Phase II: 1959-1965 
During the late 1950s three major developments coincided to 
produce an exceptionally high rate of growth in blow moulding. 
On the supply side the expirationcf+iflPlax master patents stimulated 
a resurgence of interest, particularly in Europe, in blow moulding 
machines for general sale. At the same time the high density 
polyethylenes developed in Germany and the US around 1955 became available 
in commercial quantities in all industrial countries, including 
Australia. With superior chemical resistance and better mechanical 
strength and rigidity than LDPE, HOPE offered blow moulders a more 
suitable material for containers, especially large ones. 
In addition to these developments on the supply side there were 
shifts in the demand for packaging and containers in general. Around 
1958 major soap manufacturers, such as Unilever, shifted their 
attention to household detergents. Their marketing strategy called 
for a cheap bulk container. These developments were common to all 
industrialised countries. 
1 
Glenn: Patents applications nos. 23487 and 24038 
Parfrey: Patents applications nos. 200,850 
2 
ACI acquired a 51 per cent equity in L. SI. Glenn in July 1959 
and the remaining equity during 1961. 
C' i 
In Australia, HOPE was imported in trial quantities in 1955 and 
by 1957 both Parfrey and Glenn had gained some comiTiercial experience 
with the new material, although the quantities were small. The rapid 
growth of output required substantial capital for further investment 
which, as private companies, neither Parfrey nor Glenn had ready 
i 
access to. Both firms opted to be taken over by the industry's 
major public companies. ACI approached L. SI. Glenn early in 
1959 and in July took a 51 per cent equity in the company, retaining 
Lionel Glenn as general manager and consolidating its Melbourne 
moulding operations at the new Glenn factory at Moorabbin. In the 
same year Moulded Products acquired Trigg Parfrey Pty. Ltd., which 
re-established at the Frankston site. 
ACI-Glenn and Moulded Products were therefore in a very strong 
position to capitalise on the unprecendented growth in blow moulding 
that was beginning to take place. The demand for detergent bottles 
emerged at the end of 1959 when Unilever approached ACI-Glenn seeking 
a LDPE bottle.^ This contract was shared with Parks Pty. Ltd of 
Sydney which had recently been acquired by J. Gadsdens. 
The ready availability of comparatively inexpensive factory-
made blow moulding machinery enabled new firms to enter the market 
and market growth was achieved more by the entry of new firms than 
by the growth of the existing firms.- With the major detergent 
accounts in NSW, William G. Keath & Co., a small Sydney-based 
injection moulding firm, rapidly gained a significant share of the 
Z The soft "squeeziness" of LDPE detergent bottles was a valued 
property and KDPE was not used for the major detergents until 1961 
or thereabouts. 
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market, as did Atlas Plastics, a medium-sized Melbourne injection 
moulder, which soon shifted its blow moulding plant to Sydney. 
Detergent bottles were not, of course, the only packaging demand 
for new entrants to supxoly. Ampac, for example, moulded bottles for 
cordials and shampoos - two markets which were later to become of 
major commercial significance for PVC bottles. 
Packaging companies, such as Containers, also entered the market. 
Containers Ltd., which (through its Victorian subsidiary, Casecraft), 
had commenced blow moulding in a modest way in 1957, extended its 
operations to Sydney in 1960. In the same year Containers acquired 
the rights to the Plax patents.^ Despite the large number of new 
entrants into blow moulding, at the end of the period, ACI Plastics 
(which had absorbed ACI-Glenn) still maintained its share of the 
2 plastic bottles market at around 40 per cent. 
The demand for blow moulding machinery was met by Kautex and 
Battenfeld machines from Germany, and Blow-a-matic machines from 
Sweden.^ Until 1962 these machines were imported at non-protective 
rates of duty under by-law. Local manufacture of blow moulding 
machinery v/as commenced by Johns Hydraulics in 1962 and continued 
until 1966. 
The blow moulding machines built by Johns Hydraulics and by 
Kautex infringed the Parfrey patent previously referred to. Following 
the withdrawal of ACI Plastics' appeal against the Deputy Commissioner 
1 
Containers Ltd. Annual Reports. 
2 
Ian Potter & Co., Investment Review of ACI Limited, October 1965. 
ACI imported multi-station American equipment in the late 50s 
and early 60s. These imports were exploratory and were not repeated. 
of Patent's decision upholding the validity of the patent, imports 
of Kautex machines ended temporarily. The patents setback v/as 
more severe for Johns Hydraulics. Their technical experience in 
blow moulding was limited. In addition, their first PVC machines 
proved unsuccessful in operation, and imported PVC machines 
were admitted duty free under by-law.^ Faced with the task of a 
major design and development effort, Johns ceased production of 
blow moulding machines, and concentrated on injection moulding 
machines, their main activity. 
1 
By-law Determination, 11th August 1966. 
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Phase III: 1966 to date. 
Materials Technology: 
Stimulated by the glass-like clarity of rigid PVC and its cheaper 
price relative to glass, bottle for bottle, research has been under-
taken in Europe from 1958 onwards into the use of PVC in blow moulding. 
While the high impact resistance of HOPE had won it major acceptance 
as a material for industrial and large containers, the lack of optical 
clarity precluded its use for foodstuff and similar applications where 
consum.ers expect glass-like clarity in packaging. 
Despite the advantages of PVC over glass and HDPE, its initial 
acceptance as a bottle material was slow and considerable research 
into the formulation of the compound was necessary. Two factors 
inhibited the ready specification of a generally acceptable 
formulation. First, the action of additives improving one character-
istic, say clarity, tended to offset, or be offset by, the positive 
effects of other additives or modifiers. Secondly, health authorities, 
particularly the Food and Drug Administration in America, were 
concerned v^ ith the toxicity of organic tin stabilisers in the 
compound.^ 
The influence of the FDA regulations banning the use of organic 
tin stabilisers in PVC bottles used in foodstuff applications extended 
directly to Canada, where the PVC resin suppliers, and most of the 
larger PVC bottle customers, are U.S. subsidiaries, and to Australia 
1 
Cadmium zinc, the only stabiliser system approved by the F.D.A. 
in the early 60s, is free of toxicity, but produces yellowish bottles 
with poor optical clarity, a product which was generally unacceptable. 
Stabiliser systems based on organic tin, which did not inhibit clarity 
aiding additives and impact modifiers, did not receive F.D.A. 
approval until 1968 and then subject to quantitative limitation. The 
use of phosphate stabiliser systems in PVC formulations for foodstuff 
applications v/as also approved by the F.D.A. in 1968. 
where, again, a major portion of the food processing industry is 
U.S. controlled. On the other hand, some of the first important 
uses of PVC bottles in Australia, such as the edible oil and 
vinegar packers are not U.S. controlled and there is no direct 
evidence that F.D.A. regulations influenced their choice of 
PVC as a packing material. Nonetheless, F.D.A. regulations 
probably have some indirect effect on commercial practices in 
countries, such as the U.K. and Australia, where, in contrast to 
the American system, the manufacturer faces no liability for the 
faults of his product unless it can be established ex post in court, 
that the product - whether foodstuff, drug or packaging - is detrimental 
to the purchaser. In these countries, the F.D.A. regulations are 
frequently the only available reference on which the manufacturer can 
base his ex ante decisions as to what may be detrimental. 
In France, the innovator of PVC bottles, there were originally no 
restrictions on the stabiliser systems used in foodstuff applications 
and PVC bottles were used for cooking oil as early as 1962, with PVC 
wine bottles following in 1964. In Germany, where, subject to 
liberal quantitative restrictions, the use of organic tin stabilisers 
was permitted, the experience was similar. By 1966, the major 
problems of clarity and toxicity in PVC formulations had been solved 
and the use of PVC in foodstuff applications in both Australia and 
the U.K. dates from this period. In Canada, U.S.A. and Japan, 
however, the use of PVC bottles for foodstuffs did not take place 
until approximately 1968 - the year that the F.D.A. approved the use 
of di-octyl tin and phosphate based stabiliser systems for PVC 
foodstuff bottles. 
r?' 
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Consistent with this view. Table 5.3 shows that per capita 
consumption of PVC bottles is significantly higher in France and 
Germany than elsewhere. 
TABLE 5.3 
Per Capita Consumption of PVC Bottles 
lbs per head Growth Index 
for 1969 for 1972 
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 (1966 = 1.00) (1969 = 1.00) 
France 
West 
Germany 
Japan 
U.S. 
U.K. 
0.44 0.51 0.78 1.08 n.a. n.a. n.a 
0.19 0.32 0.62 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
0.08 0.21 0.31 0.56 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
0.06 0.11 0.14 0.21 0.34 0.34 0.45 
0.03 0.04 0.09 0.18 0.26 0.27 0.36 
Australia 0.02 0.04 0.10 0.18 0.29 0.59 0.79 
2.45 
4.35 
7.00 
4.83 
6.00 
9.00 
n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
2.14 
2.00 
4.39 
(Source: ICI Australia Ltd. and Modern 
Plastics International) 
With reference to the table, the high rate of growth in Australia, 
Japan and the U.K. may be noted. A second feature is the high level 
of per capita consumption of PVC bottles in Japan, with reflects in 
part the concentration on PVC technology within the Japanese chemical 
and plastics industries. 
Processing Technology 
Further development in blow moulding machinery was necessitated 
by the different processing characteristics of PVC compared to HOPE. 
/of/ 
Furthermore, the smaller size PVC bottles, compared to bottles and 
containers blown in HOPE, directed attention to the reduction of cycle 
times. The resulting design improvements were applied to both PVC 
and HOPE machines. The introduction of German PVC blow moulding 
rr / 
machines in Australia during 1965 and 1966 coincided, therefore, 
with a substantial increase in the speed of HDFS^  inachines. ^  Once 
again, Germany was the source of supply of most machines. Battenfeld 
has supplied roughly two-thirds of the total number of PVC machines 
installed, in the period 1963-1971. The more sophisticated and 
expensive Bekum suprjlied most of the remainder, since Kautex, 
the major German manufacturer of HDPE blow m.oulding machinery, 
2 
held back from building PVC machines. 
Dem.and Factors 
Although the demand for packaging in general has continued to 
grow at a fast rate,- there is no evidence of major nev7 dem>ands for 
packaging arising to stimulate the ouput of PVC bottles in particular, 
as the demand for detergent bottles did for HDPE bottles in the late 
50s. On the other hand, a PVC bottle ore direct substitute 
for a glass bottle than is a HDPE bottle, and hence the potential 
demand is probably greater. 
Interviews with moulders suggested that the high impact 
resistance and light weight of PVC compared to glass provided the 
major stim.ulu3 for the growth of PVC blow moulding. The fall in 
the price of PVC relative to glass and other packaging materials, 
shown in Figure 5.1, appears as a secondary factor. This is 
probably less true in the case of HDPE containers, which com.pete 
against metal. 
1 
The rapid increase in the speed of blow moulding machines caused rapid 
obsolescence and resultant do^-mgrading of older machines from packaging 
applications to roys. 
2 
In terms of capacity and the value of sales, Battenfeld's share is 
roughly 50 per cent since bekum machines are multi-station machines and 
therefore double the capacity. 
rr r"" / 
'statistics available in Tariff Board annual reports indicate that 
PVC resin is relatively more expensive compared to aluminium, tin-
plate and other packaging materials in Australia than it is in most 
other countries. Reflecting the oligopolistic position of glass 
manufacturers in most industrial countries, prices of glass containers 
in each country are not readily available but the small amount of 
evidence available suggests that glass container prices in Australia 
are comparabfe^*^ only slightly more expensive than those observed 
in the U.S.A. and Canada. The pattern of relative prices is consistent, 
therefore, with the expectation of a lower consumption of PVC bottles 
in Australia than elsewhere. This supposition is not supported by 
the evidence in Table53 which shows that (a) The absolute level of 
per capita consumption of PVC bottles in Australia exceeds that 
experienced in the U.S. and the U.K. in recent years; while (b) 
The Australian growth rate of per capita PVC bottle consumption 
exceeded the per capita growth rates of the major industrial 
countries in the period 1966-1969 (and has probably done so since 
1969) . AlH^ot^ty- cpytcJu^t'en^s rrtaic/^ ^ that the 
pattern of relative prices is not quantitatively important as a 
determinant of the rate of diffusion of PVC bottles in industrial 
countries. This experience is not typical of the plastics goods 
as a whole. 
The conclusion that relative prices are not a prime factor in 
determining the rate of diffusion of blow moulded bottles is 
supported by major Australian companies involved in PVC blow moulding, 
and by an international comparison of materials prices and market 
growth rates. 
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Grov^ fch and Structure: 
Blov/ moulding machines capable of blowing PVC were sold in 
Australia by Battenfeld from 1963 onwards, Bek\im machines, however, 
were not imported until 1966 v^ hen, at the' instigation of M.E. Hogg 
& Co., a specialist plastics import agency, Bekxmi acquired an 
Australian agency. Despite the availability of suitable machinery 
and markets, from 1963, the grov/th of blov; moulding in Australia was 
negligible until satisfactory formulations of the PVC feedstock 
were developed by ICIANZ and ACI Plastics around 1966.^ 
The first commercially successful PVC bottle was moulded in 
Septeraber 1964, by Airipac, using PVC compound imported from Gejrmany.^ 
This,was the V05 shampoo bottle for the American company, Alberto 
Calvert.^ ACI Plastics and William G. Heath Pty. Ltd. followed 
in the first quarters of 1965 and 1966, respectively, v/ith other 
shampoo bottles. Early in the latter year ACI moulded a cordial 
bottle, the first PVC bottle for foodstuffs packaging, and in 1967 
pioneered the use of PVC bottles in another major foodstuffs 
4 application, the packaging of edible oils. 
1 
A second processor, Vinyl Clad, also announced the manufacture of 
PVC bottles using its own formulations in 1966 (see AFR, 23.6.66.), 
but this company did not produce PVC bottles in commercial quantities 
until 1970. 
2 
Ampac was also the first Australian firm to purchase Battenfeld blow 
moulding machines in 1959. Given that Battenfeld were the first PVC 
machines available in Australia, Arnpac, as a purely Battenfeld shop, 
was well placed for the role of innovator. 
3 
In the U.S., Alberto Calvert had used PVC bottles for shampoo bottles 
since approximately 1963. 
The 26oz. PVC bottle for Cohn Bros, lemon, orange and 50-50 cordials was 
marketed in March 1966. The edible oil bottle was moulded by ACI Plastics 
for P. Salvo (A/asia) Pty. Ltd. 
William G. Heath Pty. Ltd's first foodstuffs bottle was a 1 pint 6oz. 
cordial bottle for Cottees. This bottle was test marketed in Sydney in the 
summer of 1966-1967, and marketed in Victoria the following summer. See 
Australian Plastics and Rubber Journal, August 1967, p.29. 
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By tl-ie end of 1967 there were more than 30 PVC blov/ moulding 
machines operating in Australia, and the stock of PVC machines increased 
by more than 50 per cent per annum over the next four years. As had 
been the case with HOPE, a significant part of the increase in output 
came from new moulders. 
The high rate of growth of output, combined with the ready 
availability of processing and material technology from the German 
machinery manufacturers and ICIANZ, respectively, enabled a number 
of nev; moulders to enter the market, the most important of the new 
arrivals being Temo-Plas (1965), later to be an associate of B.X. 
Plastics, and Blow-Pak ( 1 9 6 8 ) D e s p i t e the careful monitoring of 
technical developments and the developmment of its ovm PVC formulations, 
ACI Plastics did not maintain its overall share in blov/ moulding. 
The market share of William G. Heath, the major Sydney moulder of 
HOPE bottles, also declined, although for somewhat different reasons. 
Heath, like a number of other blow moulders, concentrated on the 
volume material, HDPE. 
It has not been possible to obtain comprehensive information 
on the number of new entrants into blow moulding in the period after 
1965 but it seems apparent that the increase in the number of blow 
moulding firms in this period was relatively small compared to the 
substantial increase observed in the period 1959 to 1965. Of the 
17 firms listed in the March 1971 issue of Plastics News as blow 
moulding in Victoria, four corranenced blow moulding prior to 1959, 
1 
There is also some trend towards the installation of captive 
machines by large customers. 
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nine in the period 1959-1965, and four after 1965. Although the 
same pattern is suggested for N.S.W., this evidence is not in itself 
conclusive since this list probably omits some of the smaller and newer 
moulders. 
There is, however, little doubt that the degree of concentration 
of capacity and sales declined rapidly after 1965. In 1971, the 
three largest moulders (ACI Plastics, William G. Heath and Ampac) 
accounted for around 45 per cent of the total market for blow moulded 
bottles and containers or roughly the same proportion of the market 
that ACI Plastics alone held in 1965. Competition was particularly 
intense in markets, such as cordial bottles, where the characteristics 
of the customers enabled small moulders and 'backyarders' to become 
prominent. 
Faced with low profitability, due to internal competition in the 
industry, firms have sought to differentiate their products, with large 
firms directing their investment and marketing strategy towards 
customer accounts where substantial production capacity and large buffer 
stocks are required. Other firms have chosen to specialise by 
material or market. For example, Tempo-Plas and Blow-Pak specialise 
in PVC bottles. As previously mentioned, Heath had concentrated on 
HOPE, which - as shown in Table 5.4 - remains the most important 
material in absolute terms. 
n p. 
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TABLE 5.4 
Consumption of Plastics Materials in Blow Moulding, Australia 
1971 1972 Growth Rate 
million lbs % 
HOPE 19.0 22.0 15.8 
LDPE 3.0 3.5 16.7 
PP 1.5 2.0 33.0 
PVC 7.5 10.3 47.0 
31.0 37.8 21.9 
Source: Plastics News, Jan. - Feb. 1973 
Summary and Conclusions 
The growth of blow moulding provides a clear example of the effect 
v;hich developments in materials technology have on the development of 
processing technology and the grov7th of output of plastics goods. 
In Australia and elsewhere the growth of blow moulding has occurred 
in distinct periods associated, respectively, with the development 
of LDPE, HOPE and PVC. 
In the period 1950-1959 the availability of both the material and 
the market stimulated the development of experimental machines and the 
investment in technology by the innovators gave them a monopoly 
position and a commensurate return. The structure of the industry 
changed rapidly in the period 1960-1965 as factory made machines 
became available to moulders and growth was largely achieved by the 
entry of new firms. 
The ready availability of the proessing technology through 
imported machines, the entry of new firms, the consequent low 
profitability of the industry and the difficulty of internal financing 
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of the required expansion are features V'/hich have continued into 
the post-1965 period v;hich is associated with PVC.^ In contrast 
to the first period, where the processing technology lagged, machinery 
capable of processing PVC v/as installed for some time before satisfactory 
formulations of the material were available. 
Lack of satisfactory PVC compounds was undoubtedly the major 
factor causing the slow acceptance of PVC bottles outside France and 
Germany until approximately 1966. To some extent, the slow acceptance 
of PVC bottles in Australia and overseas prior to 1966 may also reflect 
the indirect effect of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's 
regulations on commercial behaviour in other countries. 
The growth of blow moulding has been assisted by a general increase 
in the demand for packaging. With the exception of the rise of the 
detergent market, however, demand factors have not been especially 
important for blow moulded bottles. The favourable shifts in consumer 
attitudes experienced with plastics goods in general appear to have 
been negligible in the case of plastics bottles and other blow moulded 
articles. 
At the same time the fall in price of PVC and HOPE relative 
to glass and other packaging materials does not appear, on the basis 
of the available evidence, to have been a prime factor in stimulating 
the rate of growth of blow moulding Australia. The tentative 
conclusion that variation in relative prices is not quantitatively 
important in explaining the growth rate of blow moulding is supported. 
1 
The largest independent private moulders, William G. Heath and 
Ampac, sold their controlling interests to diversified public 
companies in 1964 and July 1971 respectively. In both these cases, 
however, the major motivation was probably the desire by the ex-
proprietors to take a cash profit rather than to finance further 
expansion. .'^ p-rvUwc v^ i^K -ftWwn . 
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however, by cross-sectional evidence from an international comparison 
of materials prices and the growth rate of blow moulding. This 
experience is not typical of the plastics industry as a whole. 
A feature of the industry has been the continuing presence of 
ACI, the glass manufacturer. At all stages ACI has kept a careful 
watch on technical and market developments to protect its traditional 
interests in packaging. The success of ACI's monitoring of , and 
participation in, blow moulding developments has, however, decreased 
as the technology has become more generally available and new firms 
have been able to enter the industry. 
Finally, the growth of blow moulding illustrates the importance 
of Germany as a manufacturer of moulding machinery. Tariff protection 
for local manufacture of machinery has not been a significant factor 
mitigating against the development of blow moulding in Australia 
since in this case the Australian manufacturer was not able to 
compete technically. Similarly, the rapid technical advances 
in blow moulding machinery minimised the effects of the litigation 
over the Parfrey patent although the litigation undoi±itedly caused 
considerable uncertainty in the industry. At an early stage, 
however, when the process technology was less developed, the tight 
patents situation inhibited the development of suitable machinery 
until the late 'SOs, when the Plax master patents expired. 
APPENDIX II.l 
MAJOR PLASTICS MATERIALS* 
A plastics material is an organic substance (synthetic or 
natural) of very high molecular weight, formed by the joining 
together of relatively simple chemical building blocks. The 
material is able to exist in a plastic state under processing 
conditions long enough for it to be formed into its final shape. 
It will be noted that synthetic and natural rubbers also satisfy 
this definition. 
Thermosetting plastics become soft and plastic on first heating 
but on continued heating are subject to a chemical change which renders 
them permanently hard - the molecules cross-link. 
Thermoplastic materials can be softened as often as required 
by reheating since their molecules do not cross-link at the first 
heating. 
Thermoplastic Material 
Low Density Polyethylene 
High Density Polyethylene 
Abbreviation 
LDPE 
HOPE 
Characteristics 
Good electrical properties, 
im.pact strength and process-
ability. Poor weathering 
properties unless protected 
by black pigmentation. 
As for LDPE but superior 
chemical and heat resist-
ance and better mechanic-
al strength. 
* For a description of the characteristics of all plastics materials, 
see PIA's Public Evidence to the Tariff Board, 1968, pp.34-38. 
Thermoplastic Material Al)breviation Characteristics 
polypropylene PP 
Polyvinylchloride PVC 
Superior heat resistance 
and mechanical properties 
to HDPE, outstanding 
resistance to flex fatigue 
(the integral hinge). The 
lowest specific gravity of 
any commercial plastic which 
makes it one of the cheapest 
plastics per unit of volume. 
Poor mechanical properties 
at low temperatures. 
Good electrical and weather-
ing properties, high impact 
strength and outstanding 
process versatility. Avail-
able in both flexible 
(plasticised) and rigid 
(uPVC) (unplasticised) 
forms. 
Polystyrene 
- General Purpose 
PS 
PS(GP) 
High Impact HIPS 
High surface gloss, trans-
parent or opaque, ease of 
moulding,cheapness. Very 
brittle, poor weathering 
properties. 
High impact strength and 
rigidity, opaque only, ease 
of processing, very poor 
v/eathering properties; 
very low thermal conduct-
ivity, high strength, low 
water absorption. 
AeryIontrile-
butadiene-styrene ABS Outstanding impact strength, good temperature resistance 
and weathering properties. 
Polymethyl Methacrylate Acirylic Optical clarity and light diffusing properties; ease 
of vacuum processing. Poor 
abrasion resistance. 
Common trade name:"Perspex". 
Cellulose Acetate CA Good optical clarity and range o£ colours. Very good 
impact strength; weathering 
properties only fair. 
p..: 
Thermosetting Material Abbreviation 
Phenol formaldehyde PF 
Urea formaldehyde 
Melamine 
UF) 
MF) Amino 
Polyesters 
Polyurethane PU 
Epoxy resins 
Characteristics 
High order of heat resistance 
compared ^^ 7ith most plastics, 
excellent electrical 
insulating properties. Avail-
able in dark colours only. 
Common trade name: 
"Bakelite". 
Plastics: Similar to PF but 
very bright surface hardness, 
available in full range of 
translucent and opaque 
colours. MF has superior 
characteristics to UF. 
Naturally transparent, 
excellent "wetting out" 
affinity for glass and other 
fibres. Ability to be foirmed 
with no pressure or heat. 
Higher strength and lov/er 
density than foam rubber. 
Good shock absorbing qualities 
Excellent heat insulating 
properties. 
Excellent electrical and 
mechanical properties. Very 
good chemical resistance. 
Other properties similar to 
polyesters. 
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APPENDIX II.2 
MAJOR PROCESSES USED IN THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY* 
MOULDING PROCESSES 
/an/ 
Injection Moulding: In injection moulding machine ^  the plastics 
granulate is fed into a heated cylinder where it is softened. It 
is then forced by a reciprocating screw through a nozzle into a 
preheated split mould. Pressure is maintained for a short 
period during which the plastics moulding cools and solidifies. 
Pressure is released, the mould is opened to release the product 
and the cycle repeated. 
The length of the cycle depends upon the size of the moulding. 
In specialist high speed applications around 30 cycles a minute 
are possible. 
Blow Moulding: A process used to manufacture hollow objects (e.g. 
bottles). The softened plastic is extruded vertically downwards, 
generally in the shape of a tube, into a hollow metal mould. 
The mould closes and compressed air is introduced into the tube 
(parison) forcing it to assume the shape of the mould. The 
mould is normally water cooled to promote more rapid cycle times. 
Injection blow moulding, which injects the hot "melt" into the 
mould rather than extruding it, gives a better neck finish. 
For further description of all plastics processing methods, see 
PIA's Public Evidence to the Tariff Board, 1968, pp.34-44, The 
Plastics Industry and its Prospects, HMSO, 1972, pp. 133-136, and 
Kaufman (1968) 
t 
Compression Moulding: A technique in v;hich preheated moulding 
material - usually a themioset - is placed in an open mould cavity, 
the mould is closed and then heated under pressure until the 
material has cured. Transfer moulding is a variation of this 
technique. Electrical switches and electrical appliance handles 
are typical products. 
EXTRUSION 
Extrusion; A process which continuously forces a molten thermo-
plastic material through a shaped orifice, referred to as a die. 
If the profile of the orifice is round a rod emerges; if it is a 
narrow slit, the emerging material will in the form of film or 
sheet. 
The plastics material, in the form of powder or granules, is fed 
into a heated barrel containing one or two Archimedian screws. 
The material is plasticised in the barrel and forced by the screw(s) 
through the die from which the profile, film or sheet emerges. 
Single screw extruders are used for a wide variety of applications 
where fine control over the plasticising process is not 
crucial. In terms of throughput of materials, PE film and pipe 
are the major products. 
The extrusion of rigid PVC pipe and profiles requires fine control 
of the degree of plasticising and here twin or multiple screw 
extruders, which are considerably more complex in design and more 
expensive, have supplanted the simpler single screw machines. For 
uPVC pipe extrusion, the economics of twin screw extruders are 
enhanced by the ability to use dry blend powder rather than 
granulate compoimded by the materials supplier. 
t 
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OTHER PROCESSES 
Calendaring: A calendaring machine feeds thermoplastic material 
through two or more heated counter-rotating rolls to produce 
film or sheet. Both smooth and texture surface finishes can 
be produced by this process which can also be used to apply plastic 
coating (e.g. PVC and LDPE)to textiles and p a p e r . 
Casting: Liquid monomer or solution is poured into either open or 
closed moulds and cured by polyn;erisation or evaporation of the 
solvent. No pressure is used in casting as it is with moulding. 
Sheet is the m o s t common cast shape and both thermoplastic and 
thermosetting materials can be processed in this w a y . 
Laminating : The reinforcing materials - cloth, paper, w o o d , fibres 
or glass - are impregnated with plastics and stacked between two 
highly polished steel plates. H e a t and high pressure produce 
a tight band of laminated material. 
Fabrication: This term covers a wide variety of different operations 
on sheet, r o d , tube, film and other shapes. The most important 
fabricating operations are the machining of rigid semi-manufactured 
shapes and the sewing or welding of film or sheet using ultrasonic 
or radio frequency welding to produce motor vehicle upholstery, 
inflatible toys, etc.. 
Thermoforming: Plastics sheet is heated and when soft is made to 
take the shape of the cool mould. When cool the sheet is removed 
retaining its shape. The various types of thermoforming are 
vacuum; d r a p e , where the weight of sheet causes it to take the 
shape of the mould; bubble, where air pressure shapes the sheet, 
and p r e s s u r e . Typical products are plastics cups, margarine tubs 
and display signs. 
APPENDIX II.3 
RELATIONSHIP BETOEEN MATERIALS, PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS 
(a) Materials - Processing Methods Matrix. 
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Source: Plastics Institute of Australia. 
(b) Materials - Products Matrix. 
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(c) Process - Products Matrix. 
Appliance Parts 
Automotive Parts 
Boats 
Cable Sheathing 
Clothing 
Coated fabric 
Decorative Laminates 
Electrical components 
Floor & wall coverings 
Footwear 
Hardware 
Housewares 
Lighting panels 
Medical products 
containers 
Packaging - film 
Paper coating 
Pipe & conduit 
Roofing 
Signs 
Surface coatings 
Toys 
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Note: the information presented here is indicative rather than exhaustive. 
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APPENDIX II.4 
AN ALTERI^ 'ATIVE VIEW OF THE COMPETITIVE STRUCTURE 
OF THE AUSTRALIAN PLASTICS PROCESSING INDUSTRY. 
The broad conclusion that the plastics processing industry is 
characterised by monopolistic competition and oligopolistic market 
structures contrasts somewhat with the analysis of the structure of 
the industry by Prowse (1963) who describes the industry as highly 
competitive. 
Some points relevant to this section have already been 
noted in passing: that small firms often are in a 
position to under-price large firms in certain individual 
lines on account of lower overheads; that in some 
important processes capacity is much greater than required 
to meet local demand (in compression moulding, for 
example, it was more than double 1961 demand); and that 
low capital requirements ensure a genuine freedom of entry 
into the industry. There are some further general consider-
ations touching the competitive character of the industry. 
For most types of product, capacity is not concentrated but 
is spread over a large number of firms. On the sales side, 
brands and trade marks are of comparatively small importance 
in the industry, and the degree of effective product 
differentiation is so small that consumers are fairly indiffer-
ent between what appear to be similar products of different 
firms. All of these features, one would expect, encourage 
considerable intensity of competition, but it is necessary 
to indicate here more specifically the market situation in 
relation to different lines of production, (p.349) 
Prov;se sums up: 
Nevertheless, since almost all the evidence on the number of 
producers, ease of entry, the tendency to excess capacity, 
absence of a network of restrictive arrangements, etc,, all 
point in the same direction, it is not difficult to generalise. 
Prices in this industry whether for industrial users or 
consumers are determined by a highly competitive process, 
(p.351) 
In our view, this picture of the industry is not as accurate today 
as it was in 1961 or 1962. First, the above average levels of excess 
capacity in the industry in the early 60s, which were due to the 
general downturn in the economy, probably resulted in above average 
I levels of competition. Second, during the 60s the industry has 
grovm away from moulding into other processes which tend to be more 
technically demanding. Third, the concentration of ownership has 
increased during the 60s. 
While in broad agreement with Prowse's conclusions on the competitive 
structure of the industry during the early 60s, if one looks closely at 
the submarkets, the evidence indicates that even in this period the 
industry was not as competitive as suggested. For example, Table 3.3 
of Chapter II shows that in the late 50s, at least, for most types of 
product, sales were concentrated in the hands of five firms or less. 
We view the comparatively small importance of brands and trade 
names as a reflection of the diversity of products and the high 
proportion of domestic plastics goods sold to industrial users. We 
believe that the rapid growth of plastics technology provides processors 
with a continuing opportunity to differentiate their product through 
product innovation. Finally, we agree that there is considerable 
freedom of entry into the industry but would note that this tends 
to be confined to the less technically demanding areas of the moulding 
sector. 
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CHAPTER III 
TECHNOLOGY AND LINKS WITH SUPPLY INDUSTRIES 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The preceding chapter has described some of the key features of the 
Australian plastics processing industry. The industry - and the technology 
from which it derives - has significant inter-relationships with other in-
dustries, affecting their costs, growth and structure. Of particular im-
portance is the two-way linkage between the chemicals industry and the 
plastics processing industry: the former supplying the new material and 
technology and the latter providing the fastest growing demand for chemical 
products. Indeed, the rapid growth of demand for synthetic resins ranks 
as a prime factor in the shift from a coal-based chemicals industry in the 
pre-war period,to a post-war petro-chemicals industry. 
The growth of the plastics processing industry has had a smaller, but 
nonetheless significant, influence on the structure and fortunes of the 
mechanical engineering industry and its component firms. The demand for 
plastics machinery, which was initially met by manufacturers of rubber 
processing and die-casting machinery, has stimulated the development of a 
new field of specialist mechanical engineering. In the other direction, 
of course, the efficiency of the machinery suppliers has a direct effect 
on the cost of machinery to the plastics processor. Of equal significance 
in the longer term is the technical link from the machinery suppliers to 
the processors. Since process innovations by processors tend to be limited 
to refinements within the e.otablished technology, the innovative ability of 
the machinery suppliers is an important determinant of the industry's poten-
tial for further growth. At the same time, the technical dependence of the 
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machinery suppliers upon the chemicals industry must be noted, l^ile many 
major processing innovations have arisen, as a result of joint research pro-
jects between the chemicals and machinery supply companies, the chemicals 
companies have been the dominant partner. 
Against the background of these technical and economic links between 
the plastics processing industry and its main suppliers, this chapter ex-
amines the origins and growth of plastics technology, and analyses the key 
features of the chemicals and plastics machinery industries in Australia 
and their implications for the plastics processing industry. These two 
industries may be considered part of the Plastics Industry as broadly 
defined. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 examine the origins and growth of plastics 
technology, and sections 3 and 4 analyse the Australian chemical and 
plastics machinery industries and the contribution of these industries to 
plastics technology. 
In the case of the Australian chemicals industry, the reader can be 
referred to the work by Hunter and Webb (]963) and others for background 
material. This is not possible in the case of the plastics machinery in-
dustry. A detailed history of plastics machinery manufacture in Australia 
is therefore provided in Appendix III.l. 
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2. PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY 
2.1 The Origins of Plastics Technology 
Fundamental research into plastics materials began in the nineteenth 
century, but the quickening of research and innovation dates from 1925 or 
thereabouts when the thermoplastic materials were developed. The basic 
understanding of polymer chemistry was provided by Standinger who published 
his theory of macromolecules in 1932. With the notable exception of poly-
ethylene,^ the major innovations of the 1930s, including PVC, polystyrene 
and injection moulding, were German. In 1972 these three materials (PE, 
PVC and PS) still accounted for more than half of plastic materials con-
sumption and 25 percent of materials were injection moulded. 
Freeman (1963) in his comparative study of research and innovation in 
the plastics industry, provides a detailed outline of the German hegemony 
in this formative period. The German combine, I.G. Farben, dominated re-
search and innovation with research expenditures averaging 7 percent of 
sales throughout the thirties and originating 36 percent of patents 
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delivered for plastics materials in the period 1931-45. America was also 
prominent and American and German companies together accounted for 90 per-
cent of patents activity. After the dismemberment of the I.G. Farben com-
bine in 1946, American companies gained a technological lead, accounting for 
two-thirds of patents delivered for plastics materials in the 1946-55 period. 
Freeman confirms his finding of the dominance of Germany by an analysis 
of key patents in which he concludes that: 
"Out of 117 major technical advances in the period up to 1955, 
51 originated with German firms or individuals (30 from I.G. 
Polyethylene was discovered by ICI in 19 33. 
^ The intensive research effort of the German chemicals industry 
dates from the second half of the nineteenth century. For a comparative 
analysis of the effect of technical effort on the structure of a knowledge-
based industry such as chemicals, see Hohenberg (1967). 
r, 
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Farben) , 43 V7ith American (12 from Du Pont.) and 15 with 
British (7 from I.C.I.). Only 8 came from all other coimtries 
(France, Italy, Switzerland and Netherlands)." ^ 
Since 1955, the research activity of the German chemicals industry has 
recovered strongly from the disorganisation of the post-war period and the 
three principal successors to I.G. Farben rank in the top twelve companies 
in terms of patent activities. 
Taking Europe as a whole, the OECD (1969) v7orking party on Gaps in 
Technology found no evidence in the late 1960s of technological or prod-
uction gaps between Europe and the U.S., in large volume plastics. However, 
in the field of innovation of specialised plastics, the U.S. had a definite 
lead over Europe. In part this is due to the U.S. space and defence pro-
grammes. The technological lead of the U.S. in this area is not antici-
pated to become commercially significant until at least the 1980s since 
both the OECD study and the more recent British (NEDO) study on The Plastics 
Industry and Its Prospects agree that no new plastic is expected to become 
2 a volume material in the next decade. 
The leadership of Germany and the U.S. in plastics materials tech-
nology extends to plastics processing technology, with the former being 
especially noted for the development of injection moulding. German plastics 
machinery firms spend between 3 and 5 percent of sales on research, while 
the development of plastics processing technology in the U.S. has been 
assisted by the close association of rubber and plastics processing tech-
nologies and the size of the domestic market. As shown in Table 2.1, 
Freeman (1963, p.38). 
^ The existing plastics materials are based upon the cheapest petro-
chemical building blocks, principally ethylene, and there is very considerable 
scope for the further development of "new" materials by copolymerisation, 
cross-linking of existing monomers and the "use of fillers" with existing 
polymers. Current examples of the results of this type of innovation are 
ABS, SAN and cross-linked LDPE. 
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TABLE 2.1 
EXPORTS OF PLASTICS MACHINERY FROM MAJOR COUNTRIES, 196 7-70. 
$ (US) million 
1967 1968 1969 1970 
U.K. 13.0 12.2 16.0 17.5 
U.S.A. 26.2 27.8 36.4 35.6 
West Germany 132.2 168.3 195.5 227.7 
Japan 5.4 9.0 14.5 20.2 
TOTAL 176.8 217.3 262.4 300.9 
Source: U.K. - Annual Statement of Overseas Trade, 
Vol. III. 
U.S.A. - U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
United States Export Statistics 
Report FT410, Annual. 
West 
Germany - Statistiches Bundesamt Wiesbaden, 
Fachserie G, Aussenhandel, Reith 2, 
Spezialhandel nach Warren und Liindern. 
Japan - Japanese Plastics Industry Annual 
O O 
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Germany supplies the bulk of world exports of plastics and rubber machin-
ery. 
The foregoing comments show that plastics materials technology, to the 
present day, is largely based on developments made by the chemicals indus-
tries of Germany and the U.S. The British industry, principally I.C.I., 
has been responsible for a number of significant innovations, and its re-
search effort has placed it in a position to adopt quickly those innova-
tions made elsewhere. Developments in plastics processing technology have 
been similarly concentrated in the same two countries. 
The international diffusion of plastics and other synthetic materials 
has been analysed by Hufbauer (1966) in his study of international trade 
in these materials. He concludes that technological gaps and economies of 
scale explain most of the synthetic materials commerce. Countries with 
research intensive chemicals industries are able to imitate new innovations 
faster. Confirming the technological superiority of German and U.S. com-
panies, Hufbauer estimates that during the post-war period it took less 
than three years, on average, for Germany and the United States to imitate 
a new innovation in plastics materials.^ In contrast, the British prod-
uction lag was eight years and the Australian lag around 20 years. 
In Australia new plastics materials are imported for some time before 
local production of the material is undertaken, if at all. The same, of 
course, holds for plastics processing machinery. Table 2.2 compares the 
dates of first commercial use and first commercial production of these 
materials in other major industrial countries. For the 21 major plastics 
materials listed, the average lag between first production of the material 
in the world and the date of first commercial use in Australia is almost a 
decade. It is also noticeable that the two volume thermoplastics developed 
^ This imitation lag includes innovations originating in Germany and 
the U.S. 
TABLE 2.2 
INTERNATIONAL DIFFUSION OF POLYMER TECHNOLOGY - m J O R MATERIALS 
F i r s t Commercial Productio n F i r s t Comdiercial Use 
i 1 1 i A u s t r a l i a n A u s t r a l i a a 
i Imi t a t i on tisi t a t i on 
USA Gmy. U.K. France I t a l y Japan Canada A u s t r a l i a 
j 
l ag A u s t r a l i a l ag 
Thermoseit ing P l a s t i c s 
1 
Phenol Foraaldehyde 1909 1910 1916 1919 1919 1922 1911 1927 19 1917 8 
Urea Formaldohydf; 1929 1929 1928 1930 1?36 1935 1945 1947 18 1932 4 
Melani^ne Forraaldahyde 1939 1938 1946 1955 1951 1951 1949 1946 U 1948 10 
Po l ye s te r 19^2 1953 1950 1950 1950 1949 1950 1953 11 1948 8 
S I 11 cone 1941 1950 1952 1954 - 1951 - - - 1948 7 
Epoxy 1947 1955 1955 na 1958 na - 1960 i 1954 7 
Thermoplast ics 
I 
! 
Ce l l u l o se Acetate 1908 1905 1916 1912 1936 1927 1951 29 1932 10 
Po lys ty rene 1933 1930 1950 1951 1942 1957 1946 1953 23 1942 12 
Acryl I c 1936 1930 1933 1933 1937 1938 1963 28 1946 16 
PVC 1933 1931 1940 1940 1951 1939 1942 195G 17 1943 12 
L .D. Polethylene 1941 1944 1937 1954 1952 1954 1954 1958 21 1946 9 
PVOC 1940 • - 1961 . 1950 - - 1952 12 
Nylon 1941 1943 1950 1943 1946 1953 1957 - 1953 12 
PTFE 1943 1958 1945 1955 1963 - -
f 
( 
Polyrethane 1954 1941 1942 1951 1955 1956 1956 
1 
- 1955 14 
SAN 1948 1942 - 1962 1962 - na 1963 21 1960 • 18 
ABS 1946 1955 1962 1960 na 1963 na 1968 22 1958 12 
Acata! ; 1953 - - - - 1963 _ 1957 4 
H.D, Polyethylene : 1955 1955 1959 1956 1954 1958 - 1967 13 1957 3 
Polypropylene 1 1957 1957 1959 1960 1957 1961 1964 1971 14 1960 3 
Pol ycarbonate 1957 1 . 1 .1 
na na na 1959 - - - 1963 6 
Sources: Hufhauer (1966, Table C-3) , Survey and correspondence wHh i ndus t r y . 
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in the post-war period, HDPE and PP, were very quickly used by Australian 
processors with only three years elapsing between first production overseas 
and first commercial use in Australia. For these two materials the imita-
tion lag between first production overseas and first production in Australia 
was also six years shorter than average. 
2.2 The Growth of Plastics Technology 
The rapid growth of the plastics and chemicals industries in the post-
war period, and the large number of important innovations noted in section, 
2.1, imply that plastics technology is one of the most rapidly growing areas 
of industrial technology. 
To test this proposition we have used statistics of patents filed as 
an index of inventive activity in plastics and other areas of technology. 
We have also used the cumulative number of patents filed to measure the 
growth of plastics technology over time. 
Patents statistics were used to construct these indexes in preference 
to statistics on research and development expenditures, which are commonly 
used for this purpose, because local research and development is relatively 
unimportant as a source of technology.^ In Australia most technology is 
imported. 
The available evidence suggests that there is generally little to 
choose between patents filings and research and development expenditures 
as measures of inventive activity. Schmookler (1966) in his study of in-
vention and economic growth concluded that the number of patents filed is 
^ For example, Mansfield (1968a,b) and Minasian (1969) use cumulative 
research and development expenditures to measure the stock of tech-
nology in chemical companies. 
The use of cumulative research and development expenditures as a 
measure of the stock of technology in Australia would require summing 
the weighted research and development expenditures in Australia and 
all other countries, the weights showing the relative influence of each 
country's research and development in Australian technical knowledge. 
Furthermore, information on the lags in the transmission of technical 
information to Australia from each country would be required. 
I 
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highly correlated both cross-sectionally and over time with inputs into the 
Inventive process as variously measured by research and development expend-
itures or the number of technical research workers.^ Freeman (1963), who 
employed patents as a proxy for research and development expenditures in 
his comparative analysis of research and innovation in plastics, noted a 
similar high correlation across British and French industries. Further-
more, he observed a high correlation between the number of plastics patents 
filed by major chemical companies and their inventive output as measured 
by the nuiriber of important inventions. 
For the purpose of the current study, detailed information on patents 
filings V7as extracted from unpublished sources within the Australian 
Patents Office. 
Of the ninety or so major patent groups, Patents Group 09 which in-
cludes synthetic resins and Patents Group 47 which includes leather, rubber 
and plastics ranked first and sixth respectively, in an analysis of more 
than 13,000 applications filed with the Commonwealth Patents Office in 
1954 and 1955. The results of the Patents Office's analysis is shown in 
Table 2.3. The finer classification of the same group of patents applica-
tions, shown in Table 2.4, emphasises further the importance of synthetic 
resins and the processing of plastics, along with general chemicals and 
electronics, as the major grov/th areas of technology. 
Similar analyses undertaken during the 1960s confirm the relative im-
portance of polymer technology in terms of both the size of the stock and 
^ Schmookler's study of invention and economic growth was based 
on the American railroad, petroleum,agriculture and paper industries, 
In addition to the correlations reported above, Schmookler found a 
close relationship ben^7een the number of patents and the industry's 
level of activity. Schmookler's Chapter II provides a detailed 
analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of using patents stat-
istics as an index of the number of inventions. 
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TABLE 2.3 
DISTRIBUTION OF PATENTS APPLICATIONS BY PATENTS GROUP, 
1954 and 1955 
(based on analysis of application nos. 1/54 to 8162/55) 
Patents Group 
09 Organic Chemistry 
05 Radio, telephone 
04 Electrical Accessories 
06 Electronics 
66 Internal Combustion 
Engines 
47 Leather, Rubber, 
Plastics & Linoleum 
02 Electric Power Engin-
eering including 
transistors 
74 "Plumbing", 
i.e. Pipe work 
87 Medicine: Drugs, 
anaesthetics etc. 
Percentage of 
total applications 
8.9 
8.3 
4.9 
4.1 
3.4 
2.5 
2.2 
2.2 
2.1 
38.6 
Source: Australian Patents Office 
iO:; 
TABLE 2.4 
DISTRIBUTION OF PATENTS APPLICATIONS BY PATENTS CLASSES, 
1954 and 1955 
(based on analysis of applications nos. 1/54 to 8162/55) 
Percentage of 
Patents Class Total applications 
05.5 Radio communication 5.0 
09.6 Organic Chemistry 3.3 
06.1 Electronics -
valves, misc. 2.8 
09.1 Alcohols, starches 
and steroids 2.4 
47.7 Plastics composi-
tions and working 1.7 
04.2 Switchgear etc. 1.7 
09.4 Polymers 1.6 
04.7 Electric control 
systems and resistors 1.4 
05.4 Television and 
facsimiles 1.4 
02.5 AC-DC converters, 
transistors, etc. 1.2 
79.3 Coating compositions 
and paints 1.1 
66.3 Gas Turbines. • 1.0 
24.6 
Jj.' 
the flow of new technology. In 1966 patent classes, 09.4 and 47.7, the 
two most directly relevant to plastics, ranked third and fourth, respect-
ively, in tems of the number of new applications filed. 
Patents statistics also provide an index of the growth of plastics 
technology over time. The number of applications filed each year was est-
imated for patents having primary and secondary relevance to synthetic 
resins, the major area of plastics technology. The cumulative number of 
patents filed covering synthetic resins from 1911 onwards provides an in-
dex of the stock of plastics technology.^ This index is graphed on a 
logarithmic scale in Figure 2.1. 
The index of the stock of polymer technology increased by 14 percent 
per annum between 1949 and 1967 and suggests that the rate of increase of 
polymer technology experienced between 1943 and 1948 was approached again 
only for a brief period in the late fifties. In the same figure, the 
stock of polymer patents as a proportion of the total stock of all patents 
is graphed. This series shows more clearly the falling off of the rate at 
which polymer patents were filed in the early 1950s. Comparison of the two 
series shows that the steep rise in the stock of polymer patents as a prop-
ortion of the total from 1955 onwards is due, at least in part, to a fall 
in the growth of the total stock of patents. 
It is appropriate to comment on the quality and reliability of these 
two indexes as measures of the absolute and relative levels of polymer 
technology. A major problem, of course, is that all patents receive equal 
weight in these indexes when clearly some patents are moE important than 
Patent statistics referring to plastics processing technology as 
a whole are not available, although there are statistics on patents 
relevant to plastics moulding. Since the number of patents applica-
tions relevant to plastics moulding technology is insignificant com-
pared to the number of synthetic resin patents, there is little penalty 
in basing the index of plastics technology on synthetic resin patents 
alone. 
FIGin^ 2.1 
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others. The high correlation, noted above, between the number of major 
plastics inventions by chemical companies and their patents filings 
suggests that the weighting problem is not large. But whatever the mag-
nitude of the problem it is clear that it is less important in the Aust-
ralian case than, say, for U.S. or Germany. This is so because virtually 
all the synthetic resins patents filed in Australia have originated over-
seas - probably less than 0.5 percent are due to Australian research and 
development - and,only the more technically and economically significant 
foreign patents are filed in Australia.^ 
The indexes of plastics technology developed in this section are em-
ployed in Chapter VI where an econometric model of the Australian plastics 
industry is developed. Regression analysis of the demand for plastics 
goods and the demand for imports demonstrates that these indexes 
of technology are significantly better measures of technology than more 
conventional proxies such as time trends. 
3. THE AUSTRALIAN CHEMICALS INDUSTRY 
3.1 Structure of the Industry 
The manufacture of synthetic resins is the fastest growing sector 
of the chemicals industry in Australia and overseas. In the U.S., for 
example, chemicals output as a whole increased by 6.6 percent per annum 
between 1960 and 1968, while the real output of synthetic resins increased 
by 14.3 percent per annum over the same period. The dependence of the 
chemicals industry on the plastics processing industry as its fastest grow-
ing market is heightened by the significance of economies of scale and 
^ This point holds for Australian patents statistics in general 
since 80 percent of all patents originate overseas. 
J •n. 
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capacity utilizatio n in cliGiaical plants producing synthetic rssin. 
Hunter and Webb (1963) provide a detailed description of the Aust-
ralian chemicals industry. This section is confined to some general 
observations on the nature of the chemicals industry, and to those fac-
tors which bear directly upon the development of the plastics processing 
industry in Australia. 
A salient feature of the chemicals industry is its technological base. 
The ability of the industry to develop sophisticated technology to obtain 
valuable products from relatively cheap and abundant raw materials is prob-
ably the most important factor behind the growth of the industry since the 
second half of the nineteenth century. In the long run the viability of 
the modern chemicals company as an independent entity is determined by its 
2 
efficiency in producing two products: chemicals and technology. The 
production of the former is subject to economies of scale at the plant 
level while the production of technology that is, research, is subject 
to significant economies at the firm level. The industry's oligopolistic 
1 For evidence on economies of scale and capacity utilization in 
the Australian context, see ACIC Public Evidence to Tariff Inquiry on 
Industrial Chemicals and synthetic Resins, pp 31-41. 
For evidence of economies of scale in chemicals plant size in the 
U.S., U.K. and Japan, see Haldi and Whitcomb (1967), Pratten (1971, 
pp37-59) and Lau and Tamura (1972), respectively. 
^ This thesis is skilfully developed by Hohenberg (1967) in his 
analysis of the development of the German, French and Swiss chemicals 
industries in the nineteenth century. Current observation and the 
evidence provided by Freeman (1963) and Hufbauer (1966) suggest that 
the thesis is no less relevant to the t^ventieth century chemicals 
industry. 
^ On economies of scale in research and innovation in chemicals see 
Mansfield (1968a,b) and Archilladelis (1971). 
For the U.S. chemical industry Mansfield finds that "increases in 
research and development expenditures in the relevant range (and holding 
firm size constant) result in more than proportional increases in inven-
tive output" (1968b, p67). 
Similar results from a study of 36 chemicals innovations are reported 
by Archilladelis using market penetration as the yardstick of a successful 
outcome to a research project he concludes that "The results provide little 
support for the hypothesis that size of firm is of great importance in inn-
ovation but fairly strong support for the hypothesis that size of project 
team, and to a lesser degree, project expenditure is often of considerable 
importance." p269. 
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market structure follows as a direct consequence of these economies of 
scale. 
For practical purposes, the chemicals industry exhausts its economies 
of plant scale. There is, however, no evidence to suggest that economies 
of firm size are similarly exhausted. In other words, the minimum economic 
scale of output (m.e.s.) at which unit costs of production for the plant 
cease to fall significantly is considerably less than the minimum economic 
scale of output where unit costs cease to fall significantly for the firm. 
For this reason alone, chemicals companies tend to be multiplant operations. 
Moreover, given the relatively small size of many domestic markets compared 
to the m.e.s. of a chemicals firm, the operations of these companies are 
typically multinational with ownership and control centred in the largest 
domestic markets. In Australia, the small size of the domestic market and 
the late date of industrialization have contributed to the high degree of 
foreign ownership of the chemicals industry. The effect of these factors 
has been accentuated by official government policy, which in marked con-
trast to the Japanese example, has accepted foreign investment uncondition-
ally and which in emphasising import replacement and tariff protection has 
distracted industrialists attention from export prospects thus further em-
phasising the constraints of a small domestic market. 
Table 3.1 shows the equity holdings in major chemicals companies 
producing synthetic resins in Australia and demonstrates that these com-
panies are predominantly foreign owned. 
For the plastics processing industry one direct consequence of the 
equity links between the Australian chemicals industry and its U.K., U.S. 
and German parents is that the flow of new technology into Australia is 
facilitated. The ready and cheap access to new technology from overseas 
sources has largely precluded independent research by the Australian sub-
sidiaries thus increasing the reliance on overseas technology. 
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TABLE 3.1 
OMERSHIP OF MAJOR AUSTRALIAN CH£NICi^ J.S COMPMIES 
as at June 1973 
Australian Corapany Percentage of Paid-up Capital O^med by -
C.S.R. Chemicals Ltd. The Colonial Sugar Refining Co. Ltd. 50.3% 
I.C.I. Australia Ltd. 49.7% 
Dow Chemical (Aust.) Ltd. 
B.F. Goodrich Chemicals Ltd, 
DOV7 Chemical Company of 
Michigan, U.S.A. 
B.F. Goodrich Chemical Co. of 
Cleveland Ohio, U.S.A. 
James Hardie Asbestos, Australia 
100 % 
80 % 
20 % 
Hoechst Australia Ltd. Fabwerke Hoechst AG, 
F.R. Germany 
Australian shareholders 
53 % 
47 % 
I.C.I. Australia Ltd, I.C.I. Ltd., U.K. 
Australian shareholders 
Miscellaneous overseas 
56 
41 
3 
% % % 
Monsanto Chemicals 
(Australia) Ltd. 
Monsanto Co., U.S.A. 
Monsanto Chemicals Ltd., U.K. 
Australian shareholders 
38 
50 
12 
% % % 
Shell Chemical (Australia) 
Pty. Ltd. 
Union Carbide (Australia) 
Ltd. 
Shell Petroleum Co. Ltd., U.K. 
Union Carbide Corp., U.S.A. 
Australian shareholders 
100 % 
57 % 
43 % 
ill) 
The nature of the research and development undertaken by Australian 
chemicals companies is discussed in detail in section 3.2 below. 
The protective tariff is a major determinant of the structure and per-
formance of Australian industry. Until the late 1960s the level of the 
tariff was "tailor made" for each specific commodity, that is, the tariff 
was set at a level which would offset the cost disability of the Australian 
commodity compared with the import.^ This policy has led to excessive 
fragmentation of the local industry in terms of both firms and plants and 
has discouraged any international specialization. The Australian chemicals 
industry, therefore, appears as a smaller version of the oligopolistic 
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international market. 
The small domestic market, and the duplication of production facil-
ities encouraged by high tariff levels, have resulted in plant sizes which 
are typically 25-42 percent of minimum economic scale (m.e.s.) that is, the 3 
scale at which unit costs cease to fall significantly. Table 3.2 shows 
the size of Australian plants manufacturing the major feedstock, ethylene, 
and three thermoplastic materials as a proportion of m.e.s. 
^ The first public rejection by the Tariff Board of traditional 
tariff making principles and practice may be found in the Board's 
Annual Report for Year 1966/6 7. In this major report, the Board 
announced its proposal for a progressive and systematic review of the 
Tariff in areas of high protection and developed the concept of effec-
tive protection. 
^ The oligopolistic structure of the Australian chemicals industry 
has been reinforced by the competitive industrialization policies of the 
state governments. In particular, the inducements offered by the Vic-
torian and New South Wales state governments to persuade large companies 
to locate their plants within their borders have probably contributed to 
the duplication of chemical plants in Sydney and Altona. 
^ The extent of the duplication of plant is shown in the table 
Material Producers 
PVC ICI Australia & Goodrich Chemicals 
LDPE ICI Australia & UCAL 
HDPE UCAL & Hoechst 
pp Shell & Hoechst 
PS Monsanto & Dow Chemical 
TABLE 3.2 
SIZE OF AUSTRALIM SYNTHETIC RESIN PLANTS 
AS A PROPORTION OF MINI14UM ECONOMIC SCALE 
Product 
Ethylene 
LDPE 
PVC 
PP 
Source: 
Minimum 
economic size 
200,000 tons p.a. 
100,000 tons p.a. 
150,000 tons p.a. 
60,000 tons p.a. 
Size as % of m.e.s. 
1st Plant 2nd Plant 
33 
40 
30 
48 
50 
40 
30 
61 
Parry (1972) and correspondence from Chemicals 
Companies. 
TABLE 3.3 
PRICE OF SELECTED SYNTHETIC RESINS 
IN AUSTRALIA AND OTHER COUNTRIES,1957 
(Base : Australia = 100) 
LDPE PVC PS 
Producer Countries 
U.K. 90.4 65.7 91.7 
U.S. 80.9 87.6 66.3 
Japan 107.5 69.4 84.0 
Importing Countries 
Hong Kong 81.4 101.5 75.2 
Nev; Zealand 89.4 93.4 75.7 
Australia 100 100 100 
Australian Price 47 54k 423^  
(pence/lb) 
Source: The Plastics Industry of Australia, 
Department of Trade, 1957 • 
± 
As a result of the sub-optimal scale of plants and the high costs 
of feedstock, electricity and other inputs, Australian production of syn-
thetic resins is uneconomic by world standards and the industry has tradi-
tionally depended heavily upon tariff protection against imports. Table 
3.3 shows the relative prices of the three major thermoplastics in Japan, 
1 2 
U.K. and other countries in 1957 relative to the Australian prices. ' 
Since 1950, there have been more than 30 reports by the Tariff Board and 
the Special Advisory Authority on the level and form of protection given 
the industry. A summary of Tariff Board and S.A.A. Reports on Synthetic 
Resins and Plastic Goods is given in Appendix III.2. 
As shown in Table 3.4, the price of synthetic resins in Australia has 
declined at slower rates than those observed for the same materials in maj-3 
or industrial countries, including the U.K., U.S. and Japan. Accordingly, 
the materials cost disability faced by Australian plastics processors 
against imported plastics goods has widened rather than narrowed over time, 
One result of the traditional approach to tariff principles and 
making was to disturb the price relativities between synthetic resins 
made in Australia and those imported at non protective rates of duty 
under By-law. In many cases the admission of a substitute product at 
non-protective rates of duty enabled it to be landed in Australia at 
price equal to, or below, that of the competitive locally-made product 
despite the fact that in overseas countries the substitute product was 
more expensive than the product for which it was substituted in Austra-
lia. This situation ended when following the release of the Tariff 
Board's Report on Industrial Chemicals and Synthetic Resins, ]3 April, 
1966, when the imported substitute product became dutiable at the pro-
tective rate applicable to the locally-made product. 
^ The effect of the tariff on synthetic resins prices is discussed 
in section 3.1 of Chapter VI. 
In percentage terms, the price of synthetic resins in Australia 
fell steadily at approximately 4 percent per annum during the period 
1953/54 to 1967/68. Overseas synthetic resins prices fell at approx-
imately the same rate until 1960 when major additions to capacity and 
a significant increase in the size of plants caused a rapid decline in 
prices between 1960 and 1966. After 1966 the rate of fall in prices 
overseas reverted to the 4 percent level until the early 1970s when 
the price of the major thermoplastics ceased to decline. 
TABLE 3.4 
MOVEMENT IN PRICES OF MAJOR PLASTICS MATERIALS 
C Jot^ fi*. : = 1 o o ) 
PVC (G.P.) LDPE (moulding grade) PS (G.P., Crystal) 
Aust U.K. U.S.A. Japan Aust U.K. U.S.A. Japan Aust U.K. U.S.A. Japan 
1955 ICQ 100 100 n/a n/a 100 100 n/a 100 100 100 100 
1956 100 93 71 100 n / a . 100 90 n/a 100 100 100 n/a 
1957 87 93 71 93 n/a 94 85 n/a 100 100 93 100 
1958 87 93 71 59 100 94 85 100 100 100 81 86 
1959 87 88 62 62 100 86 85 99 92 84 73 94 
1960 71 76 62 61 89 79 79 95 78 84 73 70 
1961 71 71 49 53 72 63 63 78 73 61 61 68 
1962 68 62 42 46 76 51 60 64 72 61 61 66 
1963 71 62 40 45 76 54 52 49 70 61 57 53 
1964 63 60 42 45 76 54 43 45 66 61 49 51 
1965 60 60 42 45 67 45 43 44 64 48 49 43 
1966 59 59 42 43 66 51 43 43 64 47 49 37 
1967 61 53 39 46 66 48 46 36 64 42 48 39 
1968 61 50 39 40 66 48 46 29 59 42 52 50 
1969 60 48 37 40 58 48 35 27 56 40 50 34 
Source; Tariff Board Annual Reports 
3.2 The Contribution of The Australian Chemicals Industry to 
Plastics Technology 
The very substantial economies of firm scale in research and develop-
ment, which to a large extent explain the international character of the 
chemicals industry, lead to a concentration of research and development 
effort in central laboratories in the home market. 
The ability of Australian cheaiicals companies to purchase new tech-
nology cheaply from their overseas associates obviates the need for expen-
sive research and development in Australia. Accordingly, research and 
development undertaken by Australian chemical companies into plastics and 
other materials is negligible compared with the expenditures of their 
overseas counterparts and differs qualitatively in its nature. 
Details of research expenditures on plastics are not available for 
Australia nor for overseas countries. Hence information on polymer patents 
filings and information on research expenditures on all chemicals must 
serve as rough guides to the intensity of research effort into plastics. 
According to Freeman (1963), the leading German companies, BASF, Bayer 
and Hoechst, I.C.I, in the U.K., and Du Pont, Union Carbide, Dow and 
Eastman Kodak in the U.S., spent 4 percent or more of sales on research 
1 2 
and development in the 1950s and early 1960s. ' For the same period 
Zeidler (1961) estimates that Australian research and development expendi-
tures on chemicals represents only 0.6 - 0.8 percent of sales. 
^ Since the 4 percent figure refers to the leading companies it 
may represent the upper bound, but in Germany, at least, all chemical 
companies spent near this proportion on research. 
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A decade later, the picture is almost unchanged. For the ten 
largest chemical companies in 19 72, the simple average of research and 
development expenditures as a percentage of sales was 4 percent. There 
is, however, a wide range of research intensity between these companies, 
for example, the figures gor Du Pont and Union Carbide Corporation were 
6.4 and 2.6 percent respectively. Research expenditures by German and 
U.S. firms were 4.2 and 3.4 percent of sales, respectively. Source: 
Chemical & Engineering News, April 16, 1973. 
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Research and development expenditures vary considerably between 
companies, however. There is some suggestion that the research/sales 
ratio is positively related to the period of manufacture of the company 
in Australia, the magnitude of Australian sales, and the vintage of the 
products it manufactures. The evidence suggests that I.C.I. Australia and 
Monsanto Australia, both of which commenced Australian manufacture in the 
1940s, conduct larger amounts of research and development relative to their 
sales than do companies such as Hoechst Australia, which commenced Austra-
lian manufacture of a relatively new product in 1966. This relationship 
arises from three factors. First, the longer the Australian subsidiary 
has been manufacturing, the greater its independence and the confidence 
vjith which the parent can allocate research monies to the subsidiary. 
Secondly, the larger the size of its operation the more likely it is an 
Australian company can afford the minimum expenditures to establish and 
run an research and development laboratory. Thirdly, the older the pro-
duct the smaller is the likelihood of major breakthroughs in research and 
relatively the more important is development, which the Australian com-
panies are better placed to handle.^ Economies of scale in development 
and adaptation are probably less significant than they are in basic re-
search. 
Research and development by the Australian chemical industry as a 
whole also differs qualitatively from research and development undertaken 
overseas, with the major emphasis directed to the adaptation and development 
^ Those chemicals companies undertaking research of a more 
fundamental nature, such as I.C.I, and Monsanto, have concentrated 
their attention on pesticides, agricultural chemicals and veterinary 
products, so that taking the local industry as a whole it seems likely 
that there is greater emphasis on the adaption and development of 
existing technology in the case of plastics than there is in the case 
of chemicals products in general. 
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of existing technology for the Australian market. Referring to research 
and development into all chemical products, I.C.I. Australia, for example, 
stated in 1966: 
"The Company's research is aimed mainly at solving those 
problems unique to Australia and supplying special needs 
which have been determined in discussions with our sales 
personnel." 
ICIANZ, 37th Annual Report, p8. 
The emphasis on the adaption and development of existing technology 
for the Australian market is repeated in the pattern of local research and 
development into plastics. Union Carbide Australia provides an example: 
"As a licensee of Union Carbide Corporation for both poly-
ethylene resin manufacture and polyethylene film technology. 
Union Carbide Australia Ltd. is primarily dependent on the 
Corporation for generation of new resin and film products. 
Development work in Australia accordingly is confined largely 
to minor modifications to tailor-made products to suit specific 
local requirements. Two such examples may be given. 
1) The high sunlight intensity compels use of ultra-violet 
inhibitors in polyethylene film used in outdoor applications. 
Such UV protected film is limited in use for the northern 
markets. The UY inhibitors used, however, have all been 
developed in Europe or the U.S.A. 
2) Heat sealing of bags containing powdered materials such 
as skim milk powder, in which Australia enjoys a large export 
trade, require the use of antistatic additives to the film to 
minimise difficulties in heat sealing, which would otherwise 
occur." ^ 
Table 3.5 indicates the size of the research and development effort 
into all chemicals made by Australian chemical companies in 1969. Although 
Correspondence dated 12 August, 19 70. 
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TABLE 3.5 
TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRES OPERATED BY AUSTRALIM CHEMICALS COMPANIES 
IN 1969 UNDERTAKING RESEARCH INTO PLASTICS AND POLYMERS 
Number of 
Research Staff 
ICI ANZ 115 
Monsanto Australia 40 
UCAL 12 
Shell Chemicals (Aust.) Pty. Ltd. 7 
Albright & Wilson (Aust.) Ltd. 7 
Pioneer Chemicals 6 
Borden Chemical Company 5 
Ferro Corporation 4 
Federal Chemicals (Holdings) Ltd. 4 
Source: Scientific and Technical Research Centres in Australia, CSIRO, 
Central Library, Melbourne, 1969. 
Note: The table indicates size of research effort for all chemicals, 
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the table omits several- chemicals companies, it is clear that ICIMZ 
undertakes the larger part of research into chemicals in Australia. 
Information on the number of polymer patents filed by each company also 
suggests that ICIANZ undertakes the major part of research and develop-
ment on plastics in Australia. One company reported no polymer patents 
as a result of local research and development while another had filed only 
one. Taking the Australian industry as a whole, it appears that polymer 
patents based on local research and development accounted for less than 
one percent of the total number of polymer patents filed in Australia 
annually. 
4. THE AUSTRALIAN PLASTICS MACHINERY INDUSTRY 
4.1 An Overview 
The manufacture of plastics machinery is a small specialist branch 
of mechanical engineering. In Australia in 1967/68 roughly 400 persons -
or less than 0.4 percent of the total employees engaged in the manufacture 
of all types of plant, equipment and machinery - were engaged in the man-
ufacture of plastics machinery. In terms of the annual growth of real 
output over the period 1953/54 to 1967/68, plastics machinery grew at 
better than 10 percent per annum compared with a growth rate of 8 percent 
per annum for the output of plant, equipment and machinery as a whole.^ 
The historical development of plastics machinery manufacture in 
Australia is described in Appendix III.l. 
The relationship between the plastics processors and the machinery 
suppliers varies according to the type of machinery. It is convenient to 
^ Source: plant, equipment and machinery - Indexes of Factory 
Production, C.B.C.S. 
plastics machinery - estimates of real investment in 
plastics processing. Chapter V. 
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distinguish between the manufacturers of extruders, moulding machinery 
and associated equipment on the one hand and the manufacturers and supp-
liers of other plastics machinery, such as calendaring and coating lines, 
on the other. VJith the former category, machines are basically homogenous 
and additions to the processors' capacity can be made smoothly. With the 
latter category, the equipment tends to be custom built, and additions to 
capacity are large and discrete. 
In the case of moulding machines and associated equipment, specialist 
manufacturers can be identified. These manufacturers tend to be larger 
than their numerous customers and offer a joint product of machinery and 
technology. With the other types of plastics processing machinery, there 
are, in general, no readily identifiable suppliers specialising in plastics 
technology as such.^ While these firms offer specialist mechanical and 
engineering skills, the design and specifications are typically provided 
by the customers, i.e. the processors, who also carry the responsibility 
2 
for technical developments. 
In terms of the quantity of plastics materials processed annually 
by these two categories of machinery, extrusion and moulding equipment is 3 
quantitatively the more important. Hence, the major part of the plastics 
Exceptions to this statement probably occur in the United 
States where the larger market for both plastics and rubber mach-
inery has enabled specialist suppliers of large pieces of machinery, 
such as calendars to develop. However, we are aware of only one in-
stance of a U.S. manufactured calendar or similar machinery being 
installed in Australia. 
^ For example, the components of the $1.0 million calendar line 
commissioned by F&T Plastics in 1971 were built by three Japanese 
engineering companies to F&T's specifications. Similarly, the 
coating lines operated by Nylex and Vynoid in the production of coated 
fabric have been built to their own design. 
^ As shown in Table 2.7 of Chapter II, extrusion and moulding 
accounted for 28 and 28 percent, respectively of the quantity of 
plastics materials consumed in 19 72. 
1 u.. U 
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processing industry is technically dependent upon specialist machinery 
suppliers for innovations in process technology. 
It is also clear that the cost competitiveness of all sectors of 
the industry, against imports and other domestically produced goods, 
V7ill be determined, inter alia, by the ability of the machinery manufac-
turer to supply reliable machines and access to technology at a reasonable 
cost. 
In Australia, plastics machinery is supplied by a large number of 
domestic and foreign firms. Imports of plastics machinery, principally 
from Germany, U.K. and the U.S.A., have supplied a decreasing proportion 
of the annual investment in plant and machinery. In 196 7/68 local manu-
facture accounted for 70 percent (approximately) of the value of invest-
ment in plant and machinery. 
Australian manufacture of plastics machinery has been protected since 
the 19 30s by the 55 percent (MFN) ad valorem tariff on Miscellaneous Ind-
ustrial machinery. The shift in the origin of imports of plastics mach-
inery away from the U.K. in the early 1960s, and the diminishing import-
ance of By-law entry as the range of local production has increased, have 
led to a steady increase in the level of the average nominal tariff paid 
on imports of plastics machinery.^ Figure 4.1 shows the average duty 
paid on imports of injection moulding machinery between 1950/51 and 
1967/68. 
^ The formal criteria generally used for deciding whether 
particular goods may be imported duty free under By-law are 
set out in Item 19 of the Second Schedule of the Customs Tariff. 
In essence, this item states that goods may be imported under 
By-law if a "suitably equivalent" product is not reasonably 
available from manufacturers in Australia. 
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Figure A.l 
Average Rate of Duty Paid on 
Imported Injection Moulding Machinery 
Source: Table 
Chapter V 
1950/1 1959/60 1967/68 
The extent of local manufacture varies considerably across machine 
type and has been most significant in the production of injection mould-
ing machines and single screw extruders. The proportion of imports of 
plastics machinery entering duty free under By-law provides a broad in-
dication of the distribution of non-competitive imports between the major 
types of plastics machinery. As shown in Table 4.1, By-law entry of im-
ports is least important for injection moulding machines and parts and 
most important for "other" plastics machinery. 
In the case of injection moulding machines and single screw extruders, 
the homogeneity within both types of machines, the size of the domestic 
market, and the relative lack of novelty in the technology, have allowed 
the independent Australian o^med firms to dominate the market. By con-
trast, in the case of blowmoulding equipment, where the technology is in a 
state of flux, local manufacture proved technically uncompetitive and ceased 
in 1966.^ 
^ Local manufacture of blowmoulding machinery was undertaken 
by Johns Hydraulics between 1962 and 1966. For a detailed dis-
cussion, see section 5 of Chapter II. 
TABLE 4.1 
IMPORTS OF PLASTICS PROCESSING MACHINERY BY TYPE OF ENTRY, 1971/72 
(TARIFF ITEM 84.59.900) 
$'000 % 
Normal By-law Total Normal By-law Total 
Injection moulding machines 
Complete 323.0 194.6 517.7 62.4 37.6 100 
Parts 529.5 51.8 581.4 91.1 8.9 100 
852.5 246.4 1,099.0 77.6 22.4 100 
Other Plastics Processing 
Machines 
Complete 1,144.9 1,999.6 3,144.5 36.4 63.6 100 
Parts 1,556.9 1,019.2 2,576.1 60.4 39.6 100 
Total 2,701.8 3,018.8 5,720.6 47.2 52.8 100 
TOTAL 3,554.3 3,265.2 6,819.6 52.1 47.9 100 
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Local manufacturers have traditionally supplied most of the demand 
for plastics extruders. Imports of single screw extruders liave generally 
been confined to package deals incorporating sophisticated take-off equip-
ment in which the specialist European machinery suppliers have a technical 
advantage. 
The demand for single screw extruders imported as part of a package 
deal is price inelastic. This is evidenced by the practice of importing 
this equipment with the 55 percent ad valorem duty paid, that is, the 
practice of omitting to seek duty free entry under By-law so as to avoid 
having to reveal special design features and technology to the Australian 
machinery manufacturers. 
On the other hand, given the limited scope for technical differen-
tiation of the basic extruder, the demand for imports of extruders without 
associated take-off equipment is price elastic. There is therefore an 
asymmetry: a fall in Australian prices relative to Europe will not reduce 
imports significantly but a relative increase in Australian prices will 
cause a significant rise in imports. 
In contrast to the situation with single screw extruders where im-
ports have been numerically insignificant, all twin screw extruders in 
Australia to date (1973) have been imported. No Australian extruder 
manufacturer is large enough to support the heavy investment in research 
for this specialist area of processing technology. Twin screw extruders 
are mainly used for the extrusion of pipe from dry-blend PVC. To a large 
extent, therefore, the demand for imports of twin screw extruders is tech-
nically determined and tends to be inelastic with respect to price. 
Local manufacture of injection moulding machines has specialised in 
the production of medium and large size machines. The division of the 
market for injection machines between Australian and imported sources of 
supply reflects the underlying cost conditions for producing machines of 
different sizes in Australia and in Europe, especially Germany and 
Austria. 
As shown in Figure 4.2, the input of labour and capital in the man-
ufacture of injection machines increases less rapidly than the input of 
materials as the capacity of the machines produced increases. 
Injection Moulding Machines: 
Relationship of Material Costs 
to Selling Price. 
H 
% 
- 36 
• 32 
28 
1 5 10 20 Size of machine in ozs. 
In this particular case of injection machine manufacture, the available 
evidence suggests that the observed inputs of capital and labour relative 
to materials are causally related to the size of the machine and does not 
reflect to any significant extent the effect of a third variable such as 
economies of specialisation in a particular size of machine.^ 
Given the above relation between the relative proportions of factor 
inputs and materials and the size of the machine, the trade in machines 
will turn on the comparative advantage of Australia and other countries 
in capital and labour relative to materials inputs. Australia has a com-
parative advantage in materials inputs and hence in the manufacture of 
Z large machines. 
Given cost plus pricing, the greater cost disadvantage on small Aust-
ralian made machines is translated directly into a greater price disadvantage 
^ Information provided by Johns Hydraulics shows that the 
relative production of machines up to and including 10 oz. was 
broadly comparable across sizes. 
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for small machines compared to large. 
After allowing for a uniform ad valorem protective tariff, this 
situation is depicted notionally in Figure 4.3. 
price Relationship between machine size and price. 
Imports 
Local 
Size of machine 
in ozs. O » 
The diagram shows that a plastic processor purchasing new machinery will 
minimize his outlay by purchasing imported machines when he requires 
machines of less than OB in size and by purchasing locally-made machines 
when machines greater than size OB are required. For machines of size OB 
the processor is indifferent between imported and locally-made machines 
since their prices are the same. 
As wage rates overseas increase relative to wage rates in Australia -
as occurred with Germany and Australia during the 60s - the point of inter-
section has shifted to the left and the range of machines manufactured in 
1J 2 
Australia has extended downwards to include one ounce machines. 
^ Wage rates and earnings in Austria and Germany increased by 6.4 
percent and 9.5 percent per annum, respectively, during the period 
1960-65. The rate of increase of earnings in Germany slowed between 
1965-68 but the increase in the period 1960-68 still averaged rough-
ly 8 percent. By comparison hourly earnings in Australia increased 
by less than 6 percent in the period 1963-68. 
Source: OECD, Present Policies Against Inflation, A Report by 
Working Party No. 4 of the Economic Policy Committee, Paris, June, 
19 71. 
^ For an examination of the Australian refrigerator market in 
terms of the relationships between price and capacity for local and 
imported refrigerators see The Australian Market for Selected Dom-
estic Appliances, Tariff Board Paper,(1972), and Gregory and Tearle 
(1973). 
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4.2 Technology and Import Competition 
A review of the industry's history (q.v. Appendix III.l) demonstrates 
that independent local machinery manufacturers have remained competitive 
against import competition. For injection machines, in particular, there 
is significant natural protection imposed by the servicing requirements 
of the machines. 
The 55 percent ad valorem tariff on imported machinery has been a 
major factor assisting the local machinery manufacturers in the short run, 
but in the final analysis the local machinery manufacturers must remain 
broadly competitive in terms of technology in order to survive since the 
demand for imported machinery becomes price inelastic as the ability of 
the local industry to compete technically declines. The requirement that 
domestic plastics machinery manufacturers remain technically competitive 
has been reinforced to varying degrees by the threat of duty free imports 
under By-law entry. 
A significant factor in the success of the two independent Australian 
machinery manufacturers in competing technically against imports has been 
the relatively free nature of the technology. In injection moulding, for 
example, the most important of the major innovations and break-throughs, 
including the basic process itself, the ring-check valve, the inline screw 
and the thermoset injection moulding machine were not patented or patent-
able in Australia and were reasonably well understood by the time local 
manufacture commenced.^ The local industry has therefore been able to 
^ Some recent innovations in injection moulding technology cover-
ing for example, sandwich foam moulding, alternative plasticising 
units and Meiki's "Dynameltor", are tightly patented and may place 
the major independent local machinery manufacturer, Johns Hydraulics, 
at a competitive disadvantage technically unless m.anufacturing licenses 
are obtained. 
Other recent innovations in injection moulding machinery, such 
as the venting of the barrel merely represent the refinement and 
application of established concepts to injection moulding. 
o r-f 
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remain technically competitive despite the negligible scale of research 
and development into plastics processing technology in Australia. 
To a very large extent the nature of the contribution of Australian 
machinery manufacturers to plastics processing technology mirrors the 
contribution of the Australian chemicals companies to polymer technology. 
In both cases research attention is directed to developments within the 
existing framework of technology, and in absolute terms research and 
development expenditures by Australian manufacturers are negligible com-
pared with the research and development expenditures of their counterparts 
in Germany, U.S.A., U.K. and Japan. 
Although there are no precise figures on sales and research and 
development expenditures by Australian machinery manufacturers, other 
evidence suggests that the foregoing statement is also true in terms of 
their relative research and development expenditures. 
The specialist German plastics machinery manufacturers spend the 
equivalent of 3-5 percent of sales on research and development while 
three British plastics machinery manufacturers spend around 3 percent. 
In contrast, it may be noted that no Australian plastics machinery manu-
facturer undertakes research and development under the terms of the AIRD 
Grant Scheme. A second piece of evidence on the small amount of research 
undertaken by local plastics machinery manufacturers is provided by patents 
data. Inspection of injection and blow moulding patents filed with the 
Commonwealth Patents Office in the period 19 31 to 19 70 shows that only one 
2 
patent was filed by a local machinery manufacturer. 
See Freeman (1963, p42) 
^ The majority of Australian injection and blow moulding patents 
have been filed by foreign companies. Local moulding companies, 
such as Pennicook and Davidson, Caroma, L. & I. Glen, Parfrey 
Plastics and ACI Plastics, account for most of the remainder. 
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As in the chemicals industry, Australian plastics machinery companies 
may acquire new technology either through license agreements and less 
formal means of contact with overseas companies or by undertaking in-
dependent research and development in Australia. Given the small size of 
Australian plastics machinery companies compared with their overseas count-
erparts and the significance of economies of scale in research and develop-
ment, license agreements tend, at least in the short run, to be a cheaper 
source of new technology than does independent research and development. 
As a result, the majority of the dozen or so manufacturers in Australia, 
including the industry leader Johns Hydraulics, manufacture under a variety 
of license arrangements. 
The small size of Australian plastics machinery companies compared 
with their overseas counterparts is, therefore, a relevant factor explain-
ing the relatively small amount of research and development undertaken in 
Australia into processing technology. In part, the small size of the 
machinery companies results from the limited size of the total Australian 
market for plastics machinery. Of greater relevance, however, is the lack 
of an export market. On this count, the situation of the Australian mach-
inery manufacturers contrasts markedly with that of the German machinery 
manufacturers who spread their research and development costs over sales 
in both domestic and export markets - the latter markets being won by tech-
nical pre-eminence gained by research and development at an earlier stage.^ 
There are a number of other factors mitigating against a sizeable 
research effort by Australian plastics machinery companies into processing 
technology. First, the close relationship between the chemicals companies 
and the machinery manufacturers, which has been an important factor ex-
plaining the high proportion of process innovations originating in Germany, 
^ See table 2.1 above. 
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is absent in Australia.^" In any event - as noted above - the Austra-
lian chemicals companies undertake only limited expenditures on research 
and development. 
Second, of the three companies with a sales turnover in excess of 
$1.0 million in 1971/72, two, Battenfeld and Gollin-Meiki, are tariff-
induced factories, so far as their Australian manufacturing operations 
are concerned, importing their technology and designs from their overseas 
parents. In both cases, local manufacture is limited. Relative to their 
sales and production in other countries, neither company has a turnover 
in Australia large enough to warrant local research and development. The 
only Australian based firm with sales turnover and production which might 
be considered sufficient to support significant research and development 
expenditures on processing technology is Johns Hydraulics the major man-
ufacturer of injection moulding machines. 
Within the framework of existing technology, Johns Hydraulics and 
the major manufacturer of extruders, Telford-Smith, have pursued an inde-
pendent course of development making a number of improvements to screw 
design and hydraulic layout. The significance of these improvements lies 
not so much in the developments themselves, but in the fact that they 
result from the ability of the independent local manufacturers to produce 
machines tailored to Australian conditions. 
Compared with his counterparts -in the U.S., Europe and Japan, the 
Australian plastics processor faces shorter production runs and higher 
material costs relative to labour. Accordingly, the reduction of down-
time and materials wastage and the reclamation of scrap material are more 
important in Australia than overseas. As a result, there is a willingness 
on the part of processors to accept higher machine costs and running costs 
in the interests of minimising down-time, etc. and a correspondingly greater 
demand for the more flexible general purpose machinery, such as offered by 
i Sat. C f^ti). 
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Johns Hydraulics, than there is for the more specialised machinery offered 
by the European exporters. 
The ability of local manufacturers to produce plastics machinery 
more suited to the Australian market than the (frequently) technically 
more advanced imports is therefore a further factor explaining the long 
run competitiveness of Johns Hydraulics and other local manufacturers 
against imports. 
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APPENDIX III.l 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PLASTICS MACHINERY MMUFACTURE IN AUSTRALIA 
The manufacture of plastics machinery in Australia by specialist eng-
ineering companies dates from 1945 when Johns Hydraulics commenced produc-
tion of compression moulding presses and Telford-Smith produced for J.J. 
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Davies the first plastics extruder of their own design. ' At the end 
of 1948 Johns introduced a line of small injection moulding machines and 
by 1951 had acquired sufficient technical skill to meet Nally's request 3 
for a 60 oz. injection machine. This machine represented an important 
innovation since not only was it very large - the largest injection machine 
in the British Commonwealth of the time - but it was (probably) the first 
pre-plasticising injection machine in the world. 
The following year, Johns established contact with The Hydraulic 
Press Manufacturing Company of Mount Gilead, Ohio, and in 1954 a license 
agreement to build H.P.M. injection machines in Australia was signed. The 
H.P.M. range did not cover small machines and during the mid 1950s Johns 
Between 1917 and 1945 the manufacture of compression moulding 
presses was undertaken by engineering firms with a knowledge of 
hydraulics but no special interest in plastics technology or by the 
moulders themselves. Nally's compression presses, for example, were 
built by Mort Dock Engineering and John Heine & Sons during the 1920s 
and by John Heine & Sons and W.H.S. Stacy during the 1930s. 
^ Telford-Smith had previously, in 19 39, modified the design of a 
rubber extruder to produce a plastics extruder for a Mr. Green, and 
in 1942, Telford-Smith "jobbed" a plastics extruder for Moulded Products 
(The 1939 machine is currently (1972) operated by A.G.C. Plastics in 
the reclamation of scrap materials). 
^ Prior to 1948, local manufacture of injection machines was con-
fined to "home-made" machines which were generally copies of imported 
machines. For example, the machines built by Commonwealth Moulding 
of Sydney in 19 38 were copies of Eckhert und Ziegler 2 oz. machines. 
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designed and built 2 and•4 oz. machines to supplement the range of larger 
Johns-H.P.M. Machines. The company's ability for independent engineering 
development was also applied to the Johns-H.P.M. range, particularly in 
the hydraulic system. 
The rapid growth in demand for thermoplastics articles vjhich occurred 
during the early 1950s was not confined to injection mouldings. The grow-
ing demand for PE film and PE Pipe stimulated the demand for extruders and 
in 1954, A. Goninan & Co. of Newcastle, a major Australian manufacturer of 
rubber processing machinery, signed a license agreement with the National 
Rubber Manufacturing Co. of U.S.A. to manufacture N.R.M. plastics and 
rubber extruders in Australia. 
Despite the imposition of quantitative restrictions on imports in 
February 1951 and the protective tariff of 27h percent BPT, imports of 
injection moulding machines and extruders were significant. The Department 
of Trade estimated that imports had supplied 50 percent of the installed 
stock of injection machinery at the end of 195 7 and 30 percent of the 
stock of extruders.^ However, independent estimates of the stock of in-
jection machines suggest that imports were, in 1956, considerably more im-
2 
portant and accounted for 80 percent of the stock. Although European 
machines reappeared on the Australian market in 1954, Peco, Hupfield, 
Reed-Prentice and other injection machines from the U.K. accounted for 
^ "The Plastics Industry of Australia", Industry Study Series, 
Department of Trade, 1958, pl7. 
^ The sole Australian manufacturer of injection moulding machines, 
Johns Hydraulics, had produced approximately 80 injection moulding 
machines by the end of 1956. A Division of Industrial Development 
survey, undertaken early in 1956, identified more than 360 machines, 
of v/hich a small but unknown number were "home-made" machines. If 
"home-made" machines numbered 40, the minimum share of imports in the 
stock of operational machines, is 66.6 percent. 
90 percent of the imports of injection moulding machines throughout the 
1950s.^ The sources of imports of extruders were more dispersed. The 
U.K. (Windsor) was probably the largest source but Italy (Columbo) and 
other European countries (Schloeman and Riefenhauser) were also import-
ant. 
In 1958 Tom Smith & Co. commenced the manufacture and design of 
"one-off" extruders and specialist take-off equipment. The sales of this 
company were small, however, and until 1968 Telford Smith and Goninan 
supplied approximately 90 percent of the market for single screw extruders. 
The first tv7in screw extruders were imported in 1960 by Vinidex for the 
extrusion of rigid PVC pipe and imports have expanded with the growth of 
PVC pipe production. 
In 1967 Johns Hydraulics, the major Australian manufacturer of 
plastics machinery, obtained from H.P.M. a license to produce Davis-
Standard extruders and (perhaps more importantly) extrusion take-off 
equipment. The follovjing year Johns became the third local manufacturer 
of volume selling single screw extruders. Details of the four local man-
ufacturers of single screw plastic extruders as at June 1971 are shown in 
Table 1. . 
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^ The first Battenfeld injection, compression and transfer machines 
were imported by Australian moulders in 1954 while Netstal machines were 
imported from 1958. Wigmans, a Melbourne machinery importer began sell-
ing Battenfeld machinery in 1956 and held the Australian agency from 1957 
to late 1958. W.J. Handel and Co. then took over the agency which they 
relinquished in late 1961. Battenfeld Australia was incorporated in February 
1962. 
Peco injection machines were imported into Australia from 1948 
through Rocklea Machinery which held the license for NSW and Hardie 
Trading which held thelicanse for Victoria and other states. Approx-
imately 50-60 machines were imported bet^ v^ een 1948 and April 1957 v/hen 
Hardie Trading acquired the sole sales agency in Australia for Peco 
injection machines. 
^ The major imports of single screw extruders have been Riefen-
hauser machines through Swift & Co. Battenfeld have also imported 
a few extruders. 
I?.-• .A. 
Table 1. 
Local Manufacturers of Single Screw Plastics Extruders 
1st Production of 
Telford-Smith 
A. Gonlnan & Co. 
Tom Smith & Co. 
Johns Hydraulics 
Plastics Extruder 
19 39 
1954 
1958 
1968 
Licensor 
N.R.M. (1954) 
Davis-Standard (1967) 
During 1956 the major U.K. manufacturers of injection moulding 
machines R.H. Windsor Limited and the Projectiles and Engineering Co. Ltd. 
negotiated with Industrial Engineering Limited and Hardie Rubber, respect-
ively, on local manufacture under license of part of their range of machines 
Peco-Hardie commenced manufacture of Peco injection machines in 195 7 and 
I.E.L. produced the first Australian built Windsor machine in 1958.^ At 
the same time, Johns was establishing its reputation for building reliable 
large machines and upgrading its range of machines. By the end of 1958 
Johns offered a total of 7 machines ranging in capacity from 2 oz. to 48 
oz. shot size. 
Hence by this date, general purpose injection machines suitable for 
the Australian custom moulder were being manufactured locally by three 
firms. Small, lightly engineered machines, of which Battenfeld produced 
numerous examples, together with small specialist machines continued to be 
imported in large numbers although the absolute value of these imports was 
small. 
In the late 50s two important innovations in injection moulding tech-
^ The agency for Windsor sales in Australia was acquired by 
L.J. Herman & Co. of Melbourne from Swift & Co. of Sydney in 
November 1955. Hermans transferred the agency to R.H. Windsor 
(Australia) Pty. Ltd. in November 1957, and managed that company 
until April 1963 when I.E.L. acquired the sales agency to comple-
ment their license to manufacture. 
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nology appeared - the screw preplastlciser and the inline screw. Both 
innovations, which date as inventions from the early 40s, were attempts 
to improve the poor performance of the injection moulding machine to "plast-
icise" (that is, to heat and mix) the granules of thermoplastic material 
before the material was injected into the mould.^ In concept, the obvious 
solution to this problem was to use an extruder screv; to plasticise the 
material before it was forced into the mould. The application of this 
solution took two main paths -
(1) The screw preplasticiser system operated in two stages. 
The extruder which was mounted above the injection cylinder 
fed plasticised material into the cylinder which when full 
was emptied by the stroke of a plunger in the (then) con-
ventional manner. Machines using this method were commonly 
2 
called "piggy backs". 
(2) The inline screw principle - described in the BASF' patent 
of 1942 - was a more radical innovation. A single extruder 
screw in the injection cylinder operated first to plasticise 
the material and then moved forward acting as a ram, to force 
the material up the mould. This principle is also known as 
"screw-ram". 
The inline screw principle was patented by Back of BASF in 
1942 while a two stage (screw) preplasticiser was shown in the 
specifications of Australian patent application no. 13115/43 
filed by the Hydraulic Development Corporation of USA in 1943. 
^ Johns Hydraulics had built "piggy backs" in 1951 for their 
60 oz. machines. In contrast the later developments, in these 
early machines "preplasticising" was achieved by a plunger rather 
than an extruder screw. It is therefore necessary to distinguish 
between two stage screw preplasticiser machines and two stage 
plunger preplasticiser machines. The twin screw inline machine 
developed by R.H. Windsor and Son offered superior plasticising 
ability compared to the single inline screw, but its technical 
complexity placed it at a severe disadvantage commercially. 
It • •• • 
In Germany Ankerwerke, Gebr und Goller, working in conjunction with 
Beck of BASF, produced the prototype inline screw machine in 1956 and by 
1958 these machines were commercially available in Europe. In the U.K. 
the two major manufacturers each took different courses. Windsor developed 
twin screw injection machines. Peco, on the other hand, kept to the main-
stream and built t\TO stage preplasticising until 1959 when the greater 
advantages of the inline screw became apparent. 
The first Peco txvo stage machines were imported in Australia in 195 7. 
Applications to import t;-70 stage machines duty free under By-law were 
strenuously and successfully opposed by Johns Hydraulics, but in the latter 
half of 1959 the Department of Customs and Excise advised Johns that applic-
ations for duty free admission of preplasticising machines could not be re-
jected indefinitely. Johns moved quickly, introducing their first tvio 
stage screw machine in June 1960 and building a complete range of two 
stage machines by the end of 1961. 
The economic life of this innovation was short-lived since the two-
stage preplasticising machine became obsolescent with the acceptance of 
the inline screw. A major factor stimulating the acceptance of the inline 
screw machine over the two stage machine was the inability of the two stage 
machine to handle rigid PVC. In Australia the German inline screw machines 
attracted the interest of moulders and importers from 1959 and during the 
latter half of 1961 the first inline"screw machines were imported. As shown 
in Table 2, a number of the early adopters of the inline screw machines in 
Australia were moulders of rigid PVC. The first inline screw machines, 
which were imported from Europe and the U.K., carried protective customs 
duties at the rate of 55 and llh percent ad valorem, respectively. The 
inability of the two stage machines to handle rigid PVC constituted very 
strong grounds for duty free admission of the inline screw machines, but 
TABLE 2. 
ACCEPTANCE OF THE IN-LINE SCREW INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE 
IN AUSTRALIA 
Moulder 
Wunderlich 
Hella 
Moulded 
Plastics 
Location 
NSW 
Vinidex 
VIC. 
NSW 
ACI Plastics VIC, 
NSW 
Netstal 110/65 
Negro Bossi 
Peco 
Johns 100 1X5 
—JD-ct^ 
Netstal llo/65 April 1961 July/August 1961 
April 1961 
(approx.) 
July 1961 
n/a 
July/August 1961 
(approx.) 
October 1961 
(approx.) 
November 1961 
October 1961 
60 ton hydraulic clamp 
4 oz. shot size 
60 ton hydraulic clamp 
A oz. shot size 
114 ton clamp, 
7.6 oz. shot size 
n/a 
100 ton clamp 
5 oz. shot size 
Moulder of uPVC 
glazing channels 
(1) German parent 
company 
(2) Moulding of 
acrylic 
(1) Johns prototype 
machine. 
(2) Moulding of uPVC 
pipe fittings. 
o r 
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in October 1961 Johns Hydraulics produced their first inline screw machine, 
thus removing the possibility of By-law entry. The acceptance of the in-
line screw machines over the two stage machines was rapid, and by the time 
machinery sales recovered from the 1961/62 credit squeeze, two stage mach-
ines were a thing of the past. 
As might be anticipated, with two major innovations in injection 
moulding in a relatively short space of time, the pattern of market 
shares observed in 1957 changed during the next few years. The changes 
in market shares that did occur, however, were the opposite of those which 
might have been expected and Johns Hydraulics increased its share of the 
market at the expense of Peco and Windsor. 
The sales success of Peco injection machines in the period prior to 
the commencement of local production in 1957 were not repeated after that 
date. Despite prestige sales to large, innovative moulding shops, includ-
ing Caroma, Tupperware and ACI plastics, only 50 Peco machines were manu-
factured in Australia between 1957 and 1962 although a smaller number were 
imported. Local manufacture, which was confined to plunger and two stage 
preplasticising machines, was terminated in 1962 at the instigation of 
the British principals of Peco-Hardie. The partnership was finally dis-
banded in 1966. 
The available evidence points to insufficient investment in marketing 
and servicing as the major factor in the lack of market success of Peco 
machines in the period 1959-62. At all times Peco was quicker to adopt the 
major innovations in machine design which appeared in this period than was 
Johns Hydraulics, having imported two stage preplasticising machines in 
Australia in 1957, some three years before Johns produced their first two 
stage machine. Similarly, with the inline screw Peco built its first 
machine in the U.K. in 1959, some two years before Johns completed their 
1" 
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first inline machine in October 1961. There is no direct information on 
the relative prices of Peco and other makes of injection machines around 
this time, but Johns Hydraulics have traditionally produced premium-priced 
machines, so that Peco machines probably had a price advantage. 
Finally, there is the question of the comparative quality and reliab-
ility of Peco and Johns machines. Moulders interviewed during 1971 indicated 
that the quality and reliability of Peco injection machines was generally 
inferior to Johns machines. None of those commenting on this question, 
hov;ever, had ever bought Peco machines. Furthermore the view that Peco 
machines were of inferior quality and reliability is inconsistent with the 
large number of Peco plunger machines converted to two stage preplasticiser 
machines. 
For the same basic reason - lack of substantial local investment in 
marketing and servicing - Windsor machines suffered the sam.e experience: 
their market share in 1958 and later years was substantially less than that 
achieved during the early and mid 50s. In contrast to the two English firms, 
Johns Hydraulics was entirely dependent upon the Australian market and there-
for strongly committed to commercial success. Centrally located in Melbourne, 
Johns benefitted in particular from close liaison with moulders and the 
ability to employ factory staff on more difficult servicing problems. 
In this situation, Johns sales promotion based on the benefits of stan-
dardising on one make of machines was very successful and by the mid 60s al-
most all major moulding shops had standardised on Johns machines. 
During the next decade there were no major innovations in injection 
machines design and the structure of the Australian market for injection 
machinery remained virtually unchanged until 1968. Despite the importation 
of the first Japanese machines in 1966, Johns Hydraulics was effectively 
the sole supplier of general purpose machines during the 60s. Imports of 
'J 
small lightly engineered machines, especially Battenfeld, continued to 
rival locally produced machines numericallyj but, in fact, there v;as 
little competition between the two types of machines. Johns Hydraulics 
concentrated on medium sized and large machines leaving the small sizes 
(one ounce and less) to the European suppliers. The economic factors 
behind this stratification of the market have been discussed in section 
4.1. 
In 1968 three major changes occurred in the competitive structure of 
injection machinery market. First, the division of the market between im-
ports and local products on the basis of machine size shifted downwards 
towards smaller machines when W.J. Handel and Co. and Hydraialic Equipment 
Ltd., both of Sydney, commenced manufacture of one ounce machines, Johns 
Hydraulics followed in March 1969. One year later, Battenfeld, the major 
supplier of small machines, commenced manufacture in Australia. Hence 
there were four manufacturers in Australia of one ounce injection moulding 
machines until 19 72 when Johns Hydraulics withdrew from this market. 
Second, imports of Japanese plastics machinery into Australia became 
significant during the latter part of the 1960s. The first Meiki injection 
machines were imported into Australia in 1966.^ These particular machines 
represented an important innovation since they were the first injection 
machines commercially successful in moulding thermosetting plastics. The 
2 
import agency was acquired by Gollin and Co., a major import-export house. 
Exports of Japanese plastics machinery in general boomed in 1966, 
recording a 59 percent increase over the previous years value. In 
this year, exports of injection moulding machines exceeded ¥ 1,000 
million for the first time. Details of the rapid growth of production 
and exports of Japanese plastics machinery since 1960 are shown in 
Table 3. 
2 
Throughout the posttr/ar period, the two import-export houses, Gollin 
& Co. and Swift & Co., have been important channels for the introduction 
of new machinery (and materials), though the makes of machines handled 
have changed frequently over the years. The frequent changes in agency 
arrangements have tended to disturb custom-supplier relations and to 
stimulate standardisation by processors on Johns and other locally 
produced machinery. 
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TABLE 3 
A. JAPANESE PRODUCTION OF PLASTICS PROCESSING MiVCHINERY 
Calendar 
Year Number 
Weight 
tons 
Value 
¥ .000 millions 
1960 4,522 9,008 4.976 
1964 6,830 22,953 19.168 
1965 5,563 17,943 15.135 
1966 6,580 20,734 17.706 
1967 8,472 31,051 25.996 
1968 9,411 41,422 37.053 
1969 11,830 59,465 52.865 
1970 13,139 66,451 65.202 
B. JAPANESE EXPORTS OF PLASTICS PROCESSING MACHINERY 
Calendar Injection Machines Total 
Year Number ¥ .000 million Number ¥ .000 million 
1965 316 , 798 672 1,697 
1966 386 1 .052 802 2,631 
1967 225 n/a 883 1.937 
1968 347 n/a 1,690 3.232 
1969 663 n/a 3,263 5.234 
1970 747 n/a 4,114 7.254 
Source: Japanese Plastics Industry Annual 
:L 
Gollin upgraded and amended the specifications of the Meiki machines to 
ensure direct comparability with Johns machines so as to gain entry into 
moulding shops which had standardised on Johns machines. In other words, 
the Meiki machines - unlike the machines imported from Europe - were 
directly competitive with the main local product. 
From approximately 1968, therefore, there were two suppliers of 
premium priced general purpose machines in Australia, although Johns 
Hydraulics were not seriously challenged until 19 72. 
Third, a number of new firms commenced local manufacture of medium 
sized machines in the period after 1968 and before June 1971. Table 4 
lists the firms manufacturing injection machines in Australia at this 
date. Johns Hydraulics shared this market with five other firms, includ-
ing Battenfeld and Gollin-Meiki. With Johns retaining well over half of 
the market. 
Given the economies of scale and capacity utilization in the manu-
facture of injection machines and Johns' dominant position in the market, 
the production of, at least, some of these new firms was unprofitable and 
two ceased manufacture in 19 72. 
i. • 
TABLE 4 
INJECTION MOULDING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS IN AUSTRALIA, AS AT JUNE 1971 
Firm 
Commencement 
of Production 
Licence Agreement 
Date of Licensor or 
Agreement Parent Company 
Battenfeld (Aust,) Pty. Ltd. March 1970 
Gollin-Meiki 
A. Goninan & Co. 
W.J. Handel & Co. 
Hydraulic Equipment Ltd. 
Industrial Equipment Ltd. 
Johns Hydraulics Ltd. 
Tom Smith & Co. Pty. Ltd. 
Westminster Chemical ^^ 
Vickers-Natco 
1969 
1968 
Sept. 1968 
Oct. 1968 
1958 
1948 
1958 
May 1971 
Sept. 1969 
1969 
1966 
1956 
1954 
Battenfeld, 
Germany 
Meiki, Japan 
New Britain, 
U.S.A. 
Windsor, U.K. 
HPM, U.S.A. 
1971 Netstal, 
Switzerland 
1969 Natco, U.S.A. 
* These firms ceased manufacture in 19 72. 
A P P E N D I X m . 2 
A Summary of Tariff Inquiries on Syntlietic Resins and Plastics Goods 
DATE SUBJECT COiNCLUSIONS/RECOMHENDATIONS 
(1) 5 October 1929 
(2) 23 September 1930 
(3) 15 A p r U 1931 
Phenolic Powders Appl icat ion for t a r i f f protection by E l l i o t t Brothers rejected on grounds of (S) a b i l i t y 
to supply, ( i i ) effect on user industry, ( l i i ) r e l a t i ve importance of user and supplying 
1ndustri es 
(1) July 1937 
(2) 17 June 1938 
Casein Inportatlons of l i t t l e s ign i f icance and local producers not expected to pr ice up to 
l.d.p, price. Ad Valorem rates of 20 per cent OPT and 37^- per cent general recomnisndcd 
as adequate to prevent d i s locat ion of local industry from pr ice f luctuat ions overseas. 
(1) 31 January 1944 
(2) 26 July 1 9 H 
The P l a s t i c s industry Not published. 
(1) 5 June 1945 
(2) 20 Dccerabar 1945 
(3) 9 Apr i l 1946 
The P l a s t i c s industry I n te r in Removal of 1/6 per gal lon excise duty on methylated s p i r i t s recommended to f a c i l i t a t e 
C.S.R.s intended manufacture of acetic anhydride and ce l lu lose acetate. 
(1) 5 June 1945 
(2) 14 March 1946 
(3) 9 Apr i l 1945 
The P l a s t i c s Industry (raw 
materials. Intermediate 
products and f in i shed a r t i c l e s ) 
General recommendations only were made: 
(a) Industry deserving of ass istance both on i t s own account and because of i t s 
influence on the development and maintenance of a basic chemical industry; 
(b) Preferable to a s s i s t industry by payment of bounties on chemicals and other 
materials rather than impose protective duties on products; and 
(c) No assistance to be given without f u l l invest igat ion of effects on other indus t r ie s . 
(1) Date of Reference 
(2) Date of Report 
(3) Presentation to Parliament 
DArE SUBJECT CONCLUS lONS/RECOMMEfflAT IONS 
(1) 10 March 1949 
(2) 16 March 1950 
(3) 26 Sepiembcr 1951 
Plastics Intermediate Materials 
The reference concerned the appropriate 
classification and duties forsynthetic 
resin and plastic intorniQdlate naterials. 
In course of enquiry Board took evidence 
on CA. 
Recommendations; 
(a) Material BPT Rate 
PF 30 (previous rate) 
UF X W 25 
Vinyls 25 
CA X CAB H 
Other Free 
(b) Seral-finlshod goods dutiable at same rate as material. 
(c) Request for assistance (by CSR) against imports of plastic materials not 
manufactured In Australia rejected. 
(1) 3 April 1950 
(2) 16 January 1951 
(3) 26 September 1951 
Plastics sheeting, Printed, 
Polished or Embossed. 
Recoaimended that printed, polished or embossed plastics sheeting be dutiable at satac rates 
as those applicable to plain plastic sheeting ofthe same type. 
(1) 8 May 1952 
(2) 21 Sept eiiiber 1953 
(3) 
Plastics (Polythene) 
Reference arose from the representations 
of Die Casters and Moulded Products to 
Customs that the redrafting of the tariff, 
which followed the Report on Plastics 
Intermediate Materials, had deprived 
Australian Manufacturers of PE and other 
goods of a 30 per cent OPT rate. 
The Board concluded that sufficient evidence had been obtained for PE goods only and 
recommended a 10 per cent BPT rate, PE materials remained duty free. 
The Board commented in Its conclusions on the difficulty of setting a rateto cover ICI 
(ANZ) and the other users of PE since as the sole importer of PE, ICi (ANZ) charged 
Diecasters and Moulded Products raore than the f.o.b, equivalent price, 
— 
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NAME SUBJECT CONCLUSICNS/RECOKHENDAT1 
(1) 28 June 1960 
(2) 29 June 1931 
VJnyl Konoiiiers i Co, 
Reference covered monomers polyaers and 
copolyiters of v^nyl acetaie and vinyl 
chlorlde 
Exist ing duties of 25^ ad valorem BPT and 
40;S ad val, MFN were established in 1951 
as a result of the Board's 1950 report on 
P last ic intermediate Materials. 
Exist ing duties of 2b% and were 
established in 1951. 
PVC resin : Board concluded that reasonable protection was accorded to ef f ic ient 
production against imports of most comparable resins frois Japan by the exist ing 
rate of duty of 40^ ad, val. However, greater s t ab i l i t y would be isparted to tho 
protective duties by the introduction of an alternative spec i f ic HFN rate of 
e . l / 6 d . per lb. The Board recoisniended duties of 25^ or 6,l/2d per lb, BFT and 
kOt or 6.l/2d. per lb, MFN whichever higher. 
PVC compounds; same ad valoreis duties as for PVC res in recommended. 
Vinyl grarao phone b i scu i t : The Board noted substantial natural protection due to 
reniilling but in view of i t s suggestion that by-law admission of res ins for graininaphone 
biscuit be cancelled the Beard recommended a speci f ic BPT duty of 7.l/2d, per lb. 
These recoramendations became effective on 15 September 1961. 
Vinyl Acctate Honoiner; The Board concluded that despite natural protection of 
around 40 a ton a specif ic duty of 45 a ton MFN was required to give protection 
against low priced isports. 
PVA emulsions: The Board concluded that the emulsion manufacturers should be able to 
absorb the increased cost of V.A.H, foilowing the increased protection recofssended for 
VAM and recommended that the existing rates of duty on PVA emulsions be retainedo 
PVC f i Im and sheeting; Recoraisended that duty be increased to 50/^  HFN with coansenjurate 
increase in BPI. 
PVC coated fabr ics; The Board found that despite increases In the quantity of iisports 
the local industry had not made any general downward var iat ion in price and supplied 
about 90? of the market. Continuance of existing duties of 25/40? ad valores 
recommended. 
H. Vinyl-vinylidene chloride res in, f i lm, tubing, etc.: Board concluded Oewey^lmy 
face no appreciable competition from imports and recooimended that imports be allowed 
to enter at non-protective rates. 
DATE SUBJECT CONCLUSlOKS/RECO^.MENDATiONS 
(1) 28 April 1951 
(2) 26 Kay 19S1 
Polyethylene 
Report of Deputy Chairman of Tariff Board. 
Teaporary assistance requested by iCi (ANZ) 
following end of ioport licensing control and 
ICI patent on LOPE. ICI (AfJZ's) price for 
LOPE had fallen 24 per cent in twelve months 
and stocks on hand at March 1951 represented 
six iBonths production. 
Temporary duty of three pence per lb. imposed on low and nediuis density PE but 
iCi (Af«'Z)'s request for temporary duty on HOPE was rejected. 
(1) 1 September 1961 
(2) 29 September 1961 
(3) 5 October 1961 
Polyethylene 
Report of Deputy Chairman of Tariff Board. 
Further temporary assistance requested due 
to (l) further fall in overseas price of 
LDPE; (2) the fact that ICI (ANZ) maintained 
that it could not raise price of LOPE to 
take advantage of three pence per lb. 
temporary duty previously imposed with 
parallel rise in price of imported HOPE, 
otherwise major substitution between LDPE 
and HOPE might occur. 
Substitution Duty: a temporary duty of li pence per lb. imposed on HOPE with by.law 
entry where no possibility of substitution bstwesn h'D and LDPE. 
Support Value or LDPE: Recossraended that in addition to the existing temporary dity 
of three pence per lb, an additional teisporary duty of 3/4 pence per lb. be ictposed 
for each 1 pence or part thereof by which the f.o.b. price is less than 28 pence 
per lb. 
(2) 4 October 1961 
Bisphenol A : Epoxy Resins 
Report by Deputy Chairman of Tariff Board. 
UCAL coranienced manufacture of Bisphenol A 
in 1960 with a long term contract to supply 
Shell Chemical for epoxy resin manufacture 
which coinnienced in June 1960. 
Although imports of epoxy resin had been falling it was concluded that recent 
falls in the price of epoxy resins in the USA necessitated tesiporary additional 
assistance of 7-^/25 per cent ad valnreci for epoxy resins and nine pence per lb. 
less per cent ad valorem. Preferential fcr Bisphenol A, 
.. • • 1 
DATE SUBJECT C0NCLUSI0NS/REC0«HEN'DAT10NS 
(1) 18 October 1961 
(2) 15 November 1951 
Styrene Polymers and Copolyners: 
Report of Deputy Chairraan of Tar i f f Board. 
Request for temporary assistance based on 
increase in Imports at continuously declining 
prices since raid 1960 and f a l l in domestic 
prices to cost of production. 
Ex ist ing duties: per cent ad valorem BPT, 
20 per cent ad. valorem BPT 
Reccsinended that a temporary duty of 5 cents per lb, bo itspcsed on iraports of 
polystyrene cospounds in addition to the exist ing 7^/20 per cent ad valorea t a r i f f , 
Sytrens copolyisers of the SAN and AOS type to continue to enter under by-laa. 
(1) 17 A p r n 1961 
(2) 13 December 1961 
(3) 7 March 1962 
/ 
Polyethylene Resins and Moulding Compounds 
Reference arose fron representatations 
of ICI ANZ (UCAL had not commenced local 
manufacture at the time of the public 
inquiry) 
HOPE: Board rejected request to impose protective duty on HOPE to protect LOPE 
and recommended duties of 12.1/2 per cent ad valorera MFN and Free, BPT. 
LOPE: The Board concluded that the industry merited ass istance provided the cost 
i s not unreasonable. Protective duties of 25 per cent ad valorem or 7d. per lb, 
less 10 per cent ad valorem, whichever i s the higher for BPT, and 35 per cent 
ad valorem or 76. per lb. whichever i s the higher for MFN. 
(1) 26 March 1962 
(2l 24 Apr i l 1962 
(3) 2 Hay 1962 
Polyvinyl Chloride Resins and Moulding 
Compounds, Report of SAA. 
I n i t i a l l y ICI ANZ and Goodrich C.S.R. 
requested quantitative res t r i c t ions . 
Support value for PVC; a temporary additional duty of k^ pence per lb. plus for every 
1 pence or part thereof by which the f.o.b, price i s less than 14.5 pence per lb. , 
a further duty of 1 pence per lb. 
ICI Mil and Goodrich-C.S.R. undertook not to increase prices by more than 1 penes 
per lb. 
(1) 26 Ap rU 1962 
(2) 10 May 1962 
(3) 15 Hay 1962 
Phthalic Anhydride: 
Report by Special Advisory Authority. 
Request by Newcastle Chemical and Reichold 
Cheniicals was for quantitative res t r i c t ions 
to iseet increase in imports and dccline in 
price caused by world over supply. 
Support Value: 
Temporary additional duty icposed of 3i pence per lb, plus for every 4p®nce 
or part thereof by which the f.o.b. price i s lower than 12.5 pence per lb. , a 
further duty of t pence per lb. 
f u - i . 
DATE SUBJECT CONCLUSIONS/RECOHHENOATiONS 
(1) 18 June 1962 
(2) 18 July 1962 
(3) 8 August 1962 
Polyvinyl Chloride Products: 
Report by SAA. 
In April 1960, following lifting of import 
licensing, the industry reduced list prices 
12^ per cent. Increase in duty in September 
1961 was absorbed and did not increase f.l.s. 
price of imports to users. Price reduction 
by local manufacturers led to unsatisfactory 
profitability. 
Concluded that temporary assistance required by manufacturers of PVC products other 
than unplasticised film or sheet or adhesive backed PVC film. 
Support value for unsupported flexible filra and sheet other than adhesive baclCed: 
9 pence per lb. plus for every 1 pence or part thereof by which the f.o.b. price 
is lower than 36 pence per lb., an additional 1 pence per lb. 
For coated fabrics and supported table cloths: an additional duty of 7s. per 
square yard less 100 per cent of the value for duty. 
(1) 17 November 1961 
(2) 15 November 1962 
(3) 28 March 1963 
Styrene Monomer, Polyraers and Copolymers. 
Reference arose from representatives fron 
Monsanto Chemicals (Aust.) and its associated 
Australian Petrochemicals, producers of 
sytyrene polymers and monomers, respectively. 
Styrene monomer was manufactured by APL aid 
CSRC-Oow, both plants having commenced 
production in 1961 with the bulk of their 
production covered by long term sales 
contracts to the polymer and synthetic 
rubber producers. 
Polystyrene producers: MO(A)L/CSRC-OOW 
Monomer: The Board concluded that the combined capacity of the two producers 
of styrene monomer was twice the current level of denand. National production 
costs based on a single plant indicated that the division of the relatively 
small Australian market involves a very substantial extra cost in the production 
of monomer. Board indicated that a reasonable part of the excess costs due to 
overcapacity should be borne by the two manufacturers and recommended protection 
of 10 per cent ad valorera OPT and cosimensurate MFN rate. 
Polymer: Board commented in excess capacity in division of small Australian 
market; concluded that the industry was efficient. 
DATE SUBJECT CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS 
(1) 18 Apr i l 1962 
and H Sept. 1962 
(2) 5 June 1963 
(3) 22 August 1963 
P la s t i c Sheet, S t r i p and Plates 
The reference arose frois representations 
by ACM on behalf of the domestic nanufacturers 
of f lb reg las s reinforced polyester sheet, 
Aloynite, (Aus t ra l i a ) , Honderglass (A/asla), 
P l a s t l g l a s s P.L. and Savage F lbreglass 
1ndustrles, 
A teinporary duty of I s . per sq f t . had been 
Imposed on H September 1962. 
PVC sheeting: The Board concluded that PVC corrugated sheeting was not In 
general conpetii.ive with polyester sheeting and that duties on PYC sheeting 
need not be varied to protsct the manufacture of polyester sheeting. 
Polyester sheeting: The Board recoamended an increase in duty from 7.1/2 per 
cent ad valorem MFN, to hO per cent. 
(1) 10 August 1962 
(2) September 1962 
P la s t i c Bui lding Sheets: 
Report by S.A.A. 
The question of what protection should be 
accorded to Austra l ian manufacturers of 
polyester (FRP) sheets was referred to the 
Tar i f f Board on 18 Apr i l 1962, Temporary 
ass istance requested against iaports of 
Japanese FRP sheet and for PYC sheets although 
the latter were not manufactured in Austra l ia . 
Support value for FRP sheets In additional to the ex i s t ing non-pcrtective t a r i f f 
of 7.1/2 per cent ad valorem MFN, a tensporary addit ional duty of 1s, per sq f t , 
was imposed on FRP building sheets. Request for temporary protection on PVC sheets 
rejected since PVC sheets not subst itutable over the whole range of uses. 
(1) 11 January 1963 
(2) 1 February 1963 
Polyethylene (low density) 
Report by S.A.A, 
Request for tesjporary assistance based on 
increased imports off i lm grades of LDPE and 
threat of substantial Imports fron USA 
fol lowing iinposition of 40 per cent t a r i f f by 
E.C.C, countries. 
Concluded that since the March 1962 Tar i f f Board report, the f a l l in overseas 
prices has ser ious ly eroded the protection then given. Duty reccniiaendatlon based 
on fi lm grades with consequent over-protection of Eoulding grades. 
Support Value: Additional temporary duty imposed I d . per lb. for each I d hv 
which the imported prodi:ct i s lower than 2'fd. per lb. 
r —! 
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DATE SUBJECT CCNCLUSIONS/RECOHHENOATIONS 
(1) 14 September 1953 
(2) 28 Hay 1953 
(3) 29 August 1963 
Bisphenol A and Epoxy Res ins The Board concluded that UCAL the so l e producer of Bisphenol A a lthough 
e f f i c i e n t was at a disadvantage and reconssiended a s p e c i f i c duty of 11 
pence per lb. BPT. 
Epoxy r e s i n s : The Board found that She l l Chemical and fieichhold Chemicals 
enjoyed sonie natural protect ion due to the need fo r loca l coEpounding but 
that local manufacture was a p r i ce disadvantage, p a r t i c u l a r l y with l i q u i d 
epoxy r e s i n s . P rotect i ve dut ies recommended wsra : 
S o l i d r e s i n s : 25 per cent ad vaiorein or 15d, per lb. gcfiera!, whichever 
h igher, 
L iqu id r e s i n s : 35 per cent ad valorea or 21 d. per lb , whichever h igher . 
The same ad valorem dut ies were imposed on synthet i c o i l s conta in ing 
50 per cent or more epoxy by weight. 
(1) 3 Septenber 1965 
(2) 1 October 1965 
Polyethylene Gloves: 
Report of S .A.A. 
Inqu i ry arose frora request f roa Austrap l iance 
Convert ing Co. Pty. Ltd. the so le Au s t r a l i an 
manufacture of d i sposa l LDPE gloves which were 
du i tab le at 12.1/2 per cent ad valorera. 
General, and Free, P re fe ren t i a l . 
Recommended that a temporary add i t iona l duty be imposed of 2s. 6d. per dozen 
pa i r s of g loves. 
(1) 24 A p r i l 1952 
(2) 24 Hay 1963 
(3) 14 August 1953 
V iny l Ch lo r ide Polymers and Copolyraars PVC r e s i n s : The Board noted that local capacity was sorsewhat. but not undulv, 
in excess of current demand and observed that the p r i ce d i s a b i l i t y on raw 
mater ials was subs tant i a l in the case of ch lo r ine . At the same time the Board 
doubted whether Goodrich CSRC was obtain ing ethylene d i ch l o r i de from the cheapest 
source. D i f fe rences in the production cost of PVC r e s i n in A u s t r a l i a and Japan 
were a l so deterniined by the charges fo r deprec iat ion and overhead, which were 
unexplainably high in the case of the two Au s t r a l i a n manufacturers e spec i a l l y 
iCI ANZ. 
<• '1 
DATE SUBJECT COf;CLUSIONS/RtCOKH£NOAT!ONS 
(cont inued) 
In view of the high rate of duty requi red to protect the loca l i ndus t ry 
(approx. 9x 80 per cent ad valorera) and the r e s u l t i n g d i s t o r t i o n of the 
co s t s ofsubsequent u se r s , the Board recomraendod the continuance of e x i s t i n g 
dut ie s , excluding temporary dut ie s , and a bountry payment of 4d, per lb. 
subject to a p r o f i t l im i t a t i on of 10 per cent with a fur ther review of the 
indus t ry in three yea r s ' time. 
PVC compounds: The Board concluded that market s i t u a t i o n had changed l i t t l e 
s i nce i t s 1961 report and reconimended the continuance of the saise l eve l s of duty 
25 per cent OPT and 40 per cent MFN. 
V iny l Gramo phone b i s c u i t ; Reductions of the s p e c i f i c dut ies froin 7.1/2d. to 6d. 
per lb. OPT and fro® 9.1/^d. to 7.3/4d. per lb. recociciendsd,, 
PVC scrap; reco 
as PVC re s i n . 
IIUIU J, l TU lU I J TU, I^CI U, I c;\<UMv;iciiucu„
immended that scrap be dut iab le at the same ad valoren! ra tes 
(2) 3 September 1965 P l a s t i c Corrugated P l a te s , Sheets or S t r i p 
Reference arose from epresentations from 
V in lon of Br i sbane which con.tienced manufacture 
of corrugated PVC sheet in 1964 under l icence 
to Lavarazione Materie P l a s t i che of Turin. 
V i n l o n ' s sheet was genera l l y heavier and of 
better qua l i t y than Japanese sheet. 
P r i ce d i s a b i l i t y based on short oroduction 
runsand pr ice of PVC r e s i n exceeding '^rico 
of imported PVC sheet. 
Ex i s t i ng dut ies ; ad valorem, ffN 
l i t ad valorem, LPT 
The s i z e of the pr ice d-Jsabi l i ty experienced by V in lon led the Board to have 
doubts on the economics of the indust ry . However, a s s i s t ance granted i n view 
of high protect ion award the manufacturers of PVC r s s i n . 
S p e c i f i c duties of 14 cents per lb. MFN and 14 cents per lb. l e s s 15 per cent. 
P re fe rent i a l were recommended. These were equivalent to 70-80 per cent 
ad valorera rates on the cheapest Japanese sheet. The Board cautioned that i f 
these duties should prove to be i n s u f f i c i e n t , the Board would be forced to 
recons ider I t s conc lus ion that the indus t ry was worthy of a s s i s t ance . 
C "i 
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DATE SUBJECT 
— — • — - •• • 1 
COCLUSIONS/RECOKMENOATIONS 
(1) 2 June 1965 
(2) 1 July 1965 
Polyvinyl Chloride Products: 
Report of S.A.A. 
Request for tenpcrary assistance based on ( l ) 
Increased competition from high volume of 
low cost imports, (2) the result ing decline 
in the market share of local itianufacturers, 
(3) lower real isat ions on sales in attempt 
to stem imports. 
Coated fabrics and supported table cloths: temporary additional duty of 
80 cents per lb. less 100 per cent of the f.o.b, prices. 
Film and sheet; case subraitted in support of eiiiergancy protection to laanufactura 
of f i i E i and sheet was not as strong as the case in respect of coated fabr ics. 
Temporary additional ta r i f f of 20 per cent ad valoreti! plus 5 cents per sq. yd. 
for printed fi Isn and sheet. 
Curtains and unsupported table cloths: teaporary additional duty of 10 cents 
per sq. yd. imposed. 
(2) 7 NoveiT-ber 1965 Coated Fabrics: Report of SAA 
Request concerned text i le fabrics impregnated 
or coated with cellulose derivatives or other 
plast ics materials including acrylic and 
polyurethane dutiable at rates of l A h t 
ad valorem general and free BPT. 
Temporary additional duty imposed of 47.1/2^ ad. valoreic for $0,25 per sq. yd., 
whichever rate returns the higher duty. General, and 37,1/2? ad. valores) 
or $0.25 per sq. yd, less 10 per cent ad. valorei!! whichever rate returns, 
the higher duty. Preferential where the base fabric contains 20 per cent, 
or more by weight of man-Bade fabrics. 
(1) 30 October 1963 
(2) 13 Apri l 1965 
(3) 25 October 1966 
Industrial Chemicals and 
Synthetic Resins 
In the Interests of achieving: 
(a) a reasonably profitable development of a 
based chemical industry ; 
(b) maximum economic developnent and ut i l i sa t ion 
of chemical products; 
(c) effective protection fron cosipetltion 
fron imports of chemicals duraped or at 
disruptive low prices 
The Board found that disruptive low pric ing, competition frora imported 
substitute chemicals and the need for some anticipatory protection were 
problems of the industry requiring special c r i te r ia , techniques and methods 
of protection. In place of a large nuisber of aainly unrelated levels of duty 
on chemicals and synthetic resins the Board recomnsended a s i sp ler , ,nore 
coraprehensive method of protection based on two levels of assistance and a 
systematic review of the industry ' s protection every three years for chemicals 
requiring special assistance and every s i x years for checiicals in gensral.^ 
F ina l ly , the Board recommended that assistance be provided the induslry, partly 
by bounty and partly by ta r i f f . This last policy proposal ?das rejected by the 
government. 
1 The two levels of protective duty recoffimended by the Board were •itO/30 per cent ad valorem and 25/15 per cent ad va'iorea. 
DATE SUBJECT 
(continued) (d) effective and stable protection of 
esployinent and Investment In the 
chemical and closely related industr ies; 
the Board was asked to report on the c r i t e r i a , 
raethods and levels of protection required for 
the chemicals industry. 
CONCLUSiONS/RECOKHENOATiONS 
To Eteet the probleci of disruptive low pr ic ing, the Board reccissgnded that 
special duties be collected when the duty paid costs of spec i f ied chajiicals f e l l 
below the relevant support values nominated for then - the special duty to be 
equal to 95p of the amount by which the duty paid cost i s below the relevant 
support value. I t was recociraended that the level of support values be reviewed 
annually with a major review of ass istance to these products every 3 years. 
With regard to competi tion from Imported subst itute cheijicals, the Board 
recoraraended that when an iraported chemical caased or was l i ke l y to c l a s s 
detriinent to local production of a cheraical the imported chen^ical should ba 
duitable at the protectivo rates provided for the local chesjical. 
The exist ing def in it ion of a subst i tut ion had re l i ed narrowly on the 
s im i la r i t y of the technical properties of the goods. 
Furthermore, where new subst itutes were recognised the Board reconiuended that the 
protective duty be iuposed by l eg i s l a t i ve changes in the t a r i f f rather than adain® 
i s t r a t i ve l y by the Issue of subst i tut ion notices. 
The Board considered e l i g i b l e for anticipatory protection those cheaicals which 
appeared to be logical extensions of exist ing Austra l ian production. Unt i l local 
production of these chemicals cosiraenced iaiports should be accorded by-lav 
entry at non-protective rates of duty. 
The Board recoamended that in the absence of bounty paysients on ethylene and other 
basic cheraicals duties on synthetic res ins of : 
6Q? General bO% OPT plus 90^ of amount $540 per ton 
60^ " 50;^ " by which i:d.p„ $410 » 
" 30? » price f a l l s below $625 » 
40^ " 30? support value of 
40? " 30? » 
UP 40? " 3 0 ? • 
PE 
PVC 
PS 
PR 
PF 
HF X 
DATE SUBJECT COfjC LUS i 
(1) 12 October 1965 
(2) 2 Apr i l 1971 
P la s t i c Products, Etc. 
(1) 31 December 1968 
(2) 10 Oececibcr 1971 
Industr ia l Chemicals and Synthetic Resins 
In accordance with the Board 's reccmmendation 
of Apr i l 1955, the reference concerned 
assistance for industr ia l chemicals and 
synthetic res ins which were currently 
protected by general rates of 40 per cent or 
special duties based on support values. 
The Board noted that the severity of the indus t ry ' s cost d i s a b i l i t i e s var ied 
considerably from product to product. Since those sections of the industry 
which required high levels of protection were major outlets for the chss ica l s 
industry, which i t i s Governsnent pol icy to foster , the Board concluded that 
i t oust recomqiend protection for raost of the high cost p la s t i c s goods under 
reference. Duty assessments were based on the lowest cost prodsjcer in each 
area of production. 
The overall effect of the Board's recouiuiendations was to lower t a r i f f s . 
The Board reaffirnied i t s conclusions that support values were the isost su i t ab l s 
means of countering the effects of disruptive pr ic ing of imports and that support 
values were a forsi of emergency ass istance which would not necessar i ly 08 required 
in the longer term, 
A feature of the report was the exp l ic i t statement on use of notional pr ices for 
both inputs and output when assessing price disadvantages. 
The Board recouinended reductions ( in some cases substant ia l ) in the protsct ive 
duties and/or support values for a l l Biajor synthetic res ins and chemicals with 
the exception of HOPE which retained protective duties of 60/50 per cent 
ad valoresi, duties of 40 per cent General and 30 per cent were recoiiiiaended for 
the ciajor synthetic res ins . 
Future reviews: The Board proposed that support values be reviewed in 0!id-1973 
and that the review of the industry as a whole be deferred unt i l 1975. 
J i-. 
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DATE SUBJECT CONCLUSl ONS/R£CO«MNEf,'DAT IONS 
(1) 10 Ap r i l 1972 
(2) 10 Hay 1972 
Resins of the Propylene type, SAA Report 
Request for teinporary ass i s tance was made 
by She l l Chemical which had cojinienced 
production of PP under l icence in Hay 1971. 
The major PP patents had expired in June 1971 
leaving the Aus t ra l i an ciarket open to imports 
from Japan and other sources. 
Local manufacture of PP was not covered by a 
protective duty s ince the I . B . , in i t s 1966 
Report^ had not establ ished an ant ic ipatory 
t a r i f f for PP although a protective duty on 
PP had been recommended where PP was con-
sidered a subst i tute for PF r e s i n s . 
The question of long term protection 
for PP was referred to the Tar i f f Board 
on 3 May 1971, and at the time of the 
SAA enquiry the Boardhas completed i t s 
enquiry and was preparing the report. 
Temporary special duties based on support values of $512 per tonne ($520 per 
long ton) for hoisopolyaers and $566 per tonne ($575 per long ton) for 
copolyaers were recoiiiniended. 
r 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONSTANT PRICE ESTIMATES OF OUTPUT, INTERMEDIATE INPUTS 
VALUE ADDED AND IMPORTS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following two chapters discuss the source and derivation of 
the major statistical series describing the development of the Austra-
lian plastics industry. These series include constant price estimates 
of imports, domestic output and materials and factor inputs. 
The basic source of structural and commodity data on the plastics 
industry between 1945/46 and 1967/68 is the C.B.C.S. Manufacturing 
Industries Bulletin, No. 33, which contains factory census data on 
"Plastic Moulding and Products", subclass 1503. 
As a result of the plastics industry's very rapid penetration 
of a large number of diverse markets, the quality and coverage of 
the published commodity data is poor. For this reason, the Common-
wealth Statistician does not include "Plastic Moulding and Products" 
in the Indexes of Factory Production.^ The derivation of constant 
price estimates of output was, therefore, a major prerequisite for 
the productivity analysis reported in Chapter II and the econometric 
model developed in Chapter VI. 
Sections 2-6, inclusive, of the current chapter describe 
the concepts and derivation of constant price estimates of output^ 
The C.B.C.S. Indexes of Factory Production cover 70 of the 80 
or so factory subclasses. Subclass 1503, "Plastic Moulding c'nd 
Products" is one of the largest and fastest growing of those factory 
subclasses not covered by these indexes. From 1959/60 onwards the 
direct coverage for this subclass is sufficient to warrant publica-
tion in the C.B.C.S. indexes. 
/ 
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intermediate inputs and value added in "Plastic Moulding and 
Products" between 1953/54 and 1967/68. Section 7 describes the 
source and derivation of the current and constant price estimates 
of imports of plastics goods in the period 1951/52 to 1968/69. 
2. METHODS AND PROCEDURE 
2.1 Method 
Ideally, constant price estimates of value added should be 
obtained by the net output or double deflation method. With the 
net output method, value added at constant prices is obtained by 
deducting the constant price value of all intermediate inputs from 
constant price estimates of gross output. In practice the double 
deflation method is rarely followed as it requires detailed in-
formation on the prices and quantities of both gross output and 
intermediate inputs.^ Such information for intermediate inputs is 
frequently unobtainable and consequently an approximate method is 
commonly used which avoids the need to deflate intermediate in-
puts. This shorter method 
requires the simplifying assumption that the ratio 
A disadvantage of the double deflation method is that 
small errors in the constant price gross output or inter-
mediate inputs series result in large absolute errors in 
the value added series. This problem is apparent in section 
5 of Chapter VI where materials requirements per unit of gross 
output are analyzed. 
J ' , 
of value added to gross output is constant from year to year. 
Thus, given constant price estimates of gross output, constant 
price estimates of value added for each year can be obtained 
directly>since by assumption value added must shov; the same year 
to year movement as output. For each industry subclass, this 
method can be summarized algebraically by: 
V^ = estimate of value 
V^ = V^ . added in year t in 
^b Where: 
base year prices. 
= estimate of gross 
output in year t in 
base year prices. 
V, = value added in base b year. 
= gross output in base 
year. 
For many industries, constancy of the value added/output 
ratio is more a convenient assumption than a description of the 
truth and the assumption is especially dubious in the case of 
industries such as the plastics industry, where structural or 
technological change has been rapid. The shorter, approximate 
method is rejected, therefore, and the conceptually superior net 
output method is here employed.^ 
In all other respects however, conscious efforts have 
been made to ensure that the constant price estimates described 
^ An accurate reflection of the year to year movement in value 
added at constant prices is especially important since all relevant 
series are collinear with time and it is likely that the effects of 
economic factors which we wish to analyse in subsequent chapters are 
of second order magnitude to the very strong time trend. 
" ' is" * ' , 
here are comparable with those published by the C.B.C.S. in 
both the Indexes of Factory Production and in the constant 
price national accounts estimates. For this reason 1959/60 
vv?as chosen as the base year. This choice is also convenient 
in that 1959/60 falls roughly midway through the period under 
review. 
2. 2 The Procedure. 
A three stage procedure was employed to obtain constant 
(1959/60) price estimates of output and intermediate inputs. 
First, the current values of individual commodities produced 
and used by the industry were expressed in average (1959/60) 
prices through deflation by price indexes.^ Secondly, where 
both values and quantities were available but appropriate 
price indexes were not, quantities were revalued using 1959/60 
2 
unit values. Thirdly, the implicit price index obtained by 
comparing the current and constant price value series of 
articles produced was applied to the residual of articles pro-
duced but not thus revalued - and similarly for materials and 
Since we are calculating a base weighted quantity series, 
i.e. a Laspeyre's quantum index, the price indexes employed should 
use current period quantities as weights, i.e. Paasche price indexes, 
2 
Wliereas price indexes usually abstract from quality change, 
unit values will, of course, show an increase in price associated 
with an increase in quality as a price rise. The use of both price 
indexes and unit values, therefore, introduces some uncertainty as 
to the treatment of quality change. This point is taken up in 
the discussion of the final estimates. 
1 ^  
other inputs used.^ The resulting constant price value 
series are quantities weighted with base year prices. 
The method and procedure of measuring output, inter-
mediate inputs and value added at constant prices, which are 
outlined in the preceding paragraphs, are relatively straight-
forward; the practical application of the method is not. The 
usual lack of published price indexes, changes in statistical treat-
ment and the poor quality of published data in earlier years, 
etc. complicate the task. Accordingly, it is appropriate to 
discuss the current price series, the price indexes, the method 
and the resulting constant price series in some detail. 
3. OUTPUT 
3.1 Current Price Data. 
Manufacturing Industries Bulletins Nos. 35, and 
Manufacturing Commodities Bulletins, Nos. 1-5, provide the 
values and/or quantities of selected plastic articles produced 
and selected materials used. This body of data has limited 
use until 1953/54 when the numbers of commodities itemised was 
significantly increased as a result of the rapid growth of 
importance of the industry in the Factory Census. Further 
The use of the implicit price index to deflate the value of 
commodities not directly revalued requires the assumption that the 
price movements of these commodities and commodities directly revalued 
are the same. 
4 1 ^ 
improvement in the number of specific commodities covered occurred 
from 1959/60 onwards, with major extensions of the coverage of 
selected articles produced.^' 
Prior to 1961/62, the information on the output of any 
particular article relates to output by plants classified to 
subt/ass 1503, ''Plastic Moulding ^ Products". From 1961/62 
onwards, the data relates to output by all factories whether 
classified to subclass 1503 or not. The C.B.C.S. kindly 
provided unpublished series of the output of specific articles 
in subclass 1503 - in particular, household electrical fittings, 
2 
toys, housewares and plastic bags and packets. These series 
are set out in Appendix IV.1. 
Table 3.1 shows the direct coverage achieved in the reval-
uation of each year's gross output using price deflation and 
quantity revaluation. 
Industry representations to the Statistician have been directed 
to the improvement of statistics on plastic products rather than plastic 
materials. The bulk of these representations have been through the PIA 
Statistics Committee which was set up in 1959. 
2 
The various rules employed by the C.B.C.S. to ensure the confident-
iality of the operations of particular plants did not permit this inform-
ation to be supplied for some articles. In these cases the output each 
year in subclass 1503 was estimated as a constant proportion of output in 
all factories. 
TABLE 3.1 
•J /-> 
! : 
Direct Coverage in Revaluation of Gross Output. 
Price Deflation Quantity Reval- Total 
1953/54 
1954/55 
1955/56 
1956/57 
1957/58 
1958/59 
1959/60 
1960/61 
1961/62 
1962/63 
1963/64 
1964/65 
1965/66 
1966/67 
1967/68 
9.36 
8.89 
7.62 
9.50 
8.52 
5.52 
16,23 
16.49 
17.30 
15.83 
18.29 
17.62 
16.23 
16.27 
16.67 
uation % 
20.28 
21.45 
20.78 
22.43 
23.59 
20.65 
50.43 
55.11 
59.65 
55.92 
55.13 
51.20 
49.16 
50.38 
48.61 
% 
29.64 
30.34 
25.40 
31.93 
32.11 
26.17 
66.66 
71.60 
76.95 
71.75 
73.42 
68.82 
65.39 
66.65 
65.28 
The table shows clearly the effect of the improvement 
in published statistics in 1959/60 in raising abruptly the 
proportion of the total current value of commodities quantity 
revalued as a percentage of the total output of the industry. 
This increase in the coverage ratio is reinforced by the 
greater availability of price data on plastic products in 
later years. The combined effect is to raise the coverage 
to over 65% from 1959/60 onwards. Much greater confidence 
can be placed, therefore, in the constant price estimates for 
the latter period than for the period up to and including 
1958/59. 
Price indexes were used to revalue more than 16% of 
the industry's output from 1959/60 onwards. Prior to this 
date, it was exceedingly difficult to obtain the data necessary 
to compile the required indexes, and the coverage achieved 
! • ' 
through price index deflation is around 8%. FuYiUafmort, 
3.Z Price Index Deflation 
An index of the price of household electrical fittings 
was constructed from the list prices of a minimum of nine 
products published in Mingay's Price Service from May 1953 
onwards. In the absence of information on the relative 
output of plug adaptors, lampholders, switches, etc. equal 
weights were assumed. At any one time this index refers 
to the products of one manufacturer only, however, a comparison 
of the price lists of all manufacturers during the mid to 
late 1960's suggested that all observed the same 
prices. This index, which is shown in Table 3.2, was 
therefore used to revalue the output of household electrical 
fittings from 1953/54 onwards. 
TABLE 3.2 
Price Index for Household Electrical Fittings. 
1953/54 .91174 
1954/55 .89371 
1955/56 .88546 
1956/57 .93360 
1957/58 .95716 
1958/59 .95716 
1959/60 1.00000 
1960/61 1.00146 
1961/62 1.00236 
1962/63 1.00236 
1963/64 1.00236 
1964/65 1.10881 
1965/66 1.10881 
1966/67 1.10881 
1967/68 1.10881 
1968/69 1.2218 
1969/70 1.2218 
1970/71 1.4157 
I ' I ' - 1.,' 
The output of all plastic pipe from 1956/57 to 1959/60 
was revalued using an index of HOPE and LDPE pipe prices. 
From 1959/60 onwards the outputs of PVC pipe and PE pipe are 
shown separately and the separate indexes were therefore applied 
to yield constant price series. Both indexes are shown in 
Table 3.3. 
TABLE 3.3 
Price Index for Rigid PVC Piping PE Piping 
1956/57 na 1.1495 
1957/58 na 1.07884 
1958/59 na 1.03917 
1959/60 1.00000 1.00000 
1960/61 1.00000 .98067 
1961/62 1.00000 .80417 
1962/63 .95454 .62767 
1963/64 .90909 .56816 
1964/65 .87272 .49771 
1965/66 .80909 .46414 
1966/67 .75454 .44151 
1967/68 .70000 .4471 
1968/69 .65454 .45829 
1969/70 .61818 .47508 
1970/71 .57272 na 
Price lists for housewares and toys were sought, with 
limited success, from six large injection moulders, and price 
indexes constructed from 1959/60 onwards. These indexes and 
a price index for blow moulded containers are shown in Table 3.4. 
Although the bulk of housewares produced are injection moulded 
from thermoplastics the output of compression moulded melamine 
tableware is a significant portion of the total. The output 
^ The construction of these three indexes is discussed in 
Appendix IV.2. 
'--s 
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of melainine tabltware, which was estimated from the official 
statistics of the melamine moulding powder consumption in subclass 
1503, was subtracted from the series of houseware produced 
in subclass 1505 to yield an output series referring (almost) 
purely to injection moulded thermoplastic articles. This 
series and the output series for plastic toys were expressed 
in 1959/60 prices from 1960/61 onwards. 
TABLE 5.4 
Quotations Price Index 
(1959/60, = 1.0000) 
Containers Housewares Toys 
Large All 
1959/60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1960/61 .9406 .9406 .9406 .9406 
1961/62 .9214 .9214 .9214 .9214 
1962/63 .8795 .9527 .9395 .9214 
1963/64 .8590 .9312 .9272 .8979 
1964/65 .8013 .8883 .9015 .9325 
1965/66 .7724 .8998 .9084 .9325 
1966/67 .7553 .8623 .8859 .8083 
1967/68 .7544 .8098 .8544 .8083 
1968/69 .6917 .7472 .8168 .8083 
1969/70 .6818 .6972 .7853 .8050 
1970/71 .6385 .6880 .7814 na 
3.3 The Revaluation of Quantities and the Implicit Price Index 
Items quantity revalued using 1959/60 unit values accounted for 
approximately 20% of the industry's output at current prices 
before 1959/60 and 50% thereafter. With commodities such as film, 
where a substantial proportion of output is used in further production 
in the same plant, quantities only were published 
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from 1961/62 onwards. In these cases, while the quantity 
revaluation could proceed using 1959/60 unit values, the 
coverage ratio and implicit price index could not be obtained 
without first estimating the current value of output. The 
unit values for that portion of output which vs^as sold each 
year were obtained from individual plants and applied to the 
quantities to impute a current value. 
For years after 1959/60, the implicit price index 
obtained by comparing the current and constant price output 
series was applied to the total current value of output in 
each year to yield a constant price series.^ Prior to 
1959/60 a variation on this procedure was followed since 
the implicit price index derived by comparison of the 
current and constant price values of all revalued commodities 
gave undue weighting to the price movement of household 
electrical fittings. The latter formed the main market for 
thermoset resins which showed a price movement divergent from 
that of thermoplastics. An implicit price index based on 
all revalued commodities other than household electrical 
fittings was used to deflate the total value of output exclud-
ing household electrical fittings for 1958/59 and earlier years. 
The implicit price indexes and the constant price output series 
are shown in Table 3.5. 
It will be recognised that this procedure is exactly 
equivalent to step III of the procedure outlined in section 
2.2 above. 
TABLE 3.5 
Gross Output at average 1959/60 prices and 
the Implicit Price Indexes 
f r 1 >j 
1953/54 
1954/55 
1955/56 
1956/57 
1957/58 
1958/69 
1959/60 
1960/61 
1961/62 
1962/63 
1963/64 
1964/65 
1965/66 
1966/67 
1967/68 
Gross Output 
$'000 
30,884 
37,556 
41,508 
50,626 
57,222 
75,395 
94,257 
91,144 
96,048 
120,530 
142,569 
182,722 
192,309 
236,337 
282,901 
Thermoplastic 
Articles 
1.2124 
1.1999 
1.2138 
1.1494 
1.2042 
1.1017 
1.0000 
Implicit Price Indexes 
All Articles 
1.1761 
1.1638 
1.1805 
1.1329 
1.1909 
1.0974 
1.0000 
1.0074 
.9608 
.8990 
.8674 
,7964 
,7727 
.7603 
.7378 
4. MATERIALS USED 
In current value terms, the cost of all materials used, 
including plastics, plasticisers and non-plastic materials 
such as asbestos, wood fillers and fabric is roughly equal to 
half the total value of output of subclass 1503. Plastics 
materials comprised probably 75% of the total cost of materials 
used. 
Information published in Manufacturing Industries Bulletin, 
No. 33, on selected materials used up to 1961/62 refers to usage 
by alJ factories. From 1962/63 onwards, (the first year covered 
by the Manufacturing Commodities Bulletins) these statistics 
• ) 
were compiled so as to show separately the usage of these 
materials in factories in subclass 1503 and in factories in 
other subclasses. The ratio of consumption in subclass 1503 
to the total consumption of each material in 1962/63 to 
1967/68 was calculated and an estimate of the ratio in 1961/62 
obtained by extrapolation. Consumption of each of these 
materials by factories in subclass 1503 in 1961/62 and earlier 
years was then estimated by assuming this ratio to be constant 
for all earlier years. 
4.1 The Revaluation 
The value of consumption of all large volume materials 
was expressed in constant (1959/60) prices using price indexes 
calculated from information supplied by the major supplier of 
each material. These and other price indexes are discussed 
below in section 6 and are set out in Table 4.3. Tables 
4.14 and 4.5 show price indexes for the medium volume materials. 
Where appropriate price indexes were not obtainable, the direct 
revaluation of quantities using 1959/60 unit values was 
employed. Using both methods, all itemised materials with a 
consumption value in excess of j(,100,000 in 1959/60 were covered. 
In terms of the usage of itemised materials in 1967/68 the 
overall coverage was approximately 90%, however, materials 
itemised by the factory census comprised only 60% of total 
materials usage in this year. 
Table 4.1 shows the proportion of total materials used 
each year revalued by both price deflation and quantity revaluation, 
-i r 
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Direct Coverage 
TABLE 4.1 
in Revaluation of Materials Used 
Price Deflation % Quantity Revaluation % Total % 
1953/54 31.8 3.2 35.0 
1954/55 35.3 3.7 39.0 
1955/56 33.2 4.9 38.1 
1956/57 34.2 4.5 • 38.7 
1957/58 34.9 5.9 40.8 
1958/59 39.5 6.5 46.0 
1959/60 44.8 10.0 54.8 
1960/61 45.0 7.4 52.4 
1961/62 47.8 8.6 56.4 
1962/63 48.1 5.0 53.1 
1963/64 44.4 5.6 52.0 
1964/65 42.2 7.5 49.7 
1965/66 46.3 8.5 54.8 
1966/67 46.8 7.9 54.7 
1967/68 48.4 6.5 54.9 
The effect of the improvement in published statistics in 
raising the coverage ratio is again obvious and the confidence 
which can be placed in the constant price estimates increases steadily 
with time. 
The usage of materials itemised in Manufacturing Industries 
Bulletin No. 53, represents the major part of total materials 
usage by subclass 1503. However, a substantial proportion of 
materials usage-aroiand 40% - is not itemised. 
TABLE 4.2 
Itemised Materials as % of Total Materials (Current Prices) 
1963/64 
57.6 
1964/65 
55.5 
1965/66 
61.0 
1966/67 
60.2 
1967/68 
61.2 
The residual of unitemised materials comprises plastic 
sheeting (mainly used for vacuum forming) and other unfinished 
TABLE 4.3 / 
1 
Price Indexes of the Three Major Thermoplastics 
(Base : 1959/60 = 1. 00000) 
PVC^ LDPE^ PS^ 
1949/50 1.8305 1.2301 .8067 
1950/51 1.8305 1.3490 1.1377 
1951/52 1.7796 1.6876 1.0580 
1952/53 1.7118 1.5744 1.0837 
1953/54 1.6949 1.4925 1.0766 
1954/55 1.4915 1.3260 1.1003 
1955/56 1.2881 1.1232 1.1159 
1956/57 1.2881 1.1187 1.1208 
1957/58 1.1751 1.0684 1.0929 
1958/59 1.1186 1.0639 1.0588 
1959/60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1960/61 .9152 .8447 .9475 
1961/62 .8962 .7963 .9308 
1962/63 .9152 .8109 .9046 
1963/64 .8242 .7972 .8771 
1964/65 .7835 .6986 .8460 
1965/66 . 7525 .6794 .7919 
1966/67 . 7761 .6739 .7627 
1967/68 .7863 .6739 .7488 
1968/69 .7746 ,6410 .7329 
1969/70 .7736 ,6301 .7308 
^ Based on quotations for General purpose Granular Polymer 
supplied by ICI Australia. 
2 
Average Price for 1st Grade LDPE Moulding Granules supplied 
in 5 ton lots by ICI Australia. 
^ The price index for polystyrene is based on Monsanto's list 
prices for virgin polymer supplied to large volume users, i.e. 
delivered in 20,000 lb. lots. From 1954/55 onwards four price 
series relating to crystal and colour G.P. and H.I. grades were 
combined using the relative consumption of these grades in 1959/60 
as weights. The index numbers for 1953/54 and earlier years are 
based on the price movement of crystal and colour G.P. polystyrene 
only which effectively amounts to a current weighting pattern. The 
index number for 1949/50 was estimated from the movement in the unit 
values of polystyrene imports. 
i 
TABLE 4 .4 
Price Indexes of selected Thermoplastics 
(Base : 1959/60 = 1.0000) 
HDPE^ CA^ Plasticisers'^ 
i. ilip i X c 
Price 
1949/50 1.0696 
1950/51 1.0696 
1951/52 1.3303 
1952/53 1.2678 
1953/54 1.1383 1.5020 1.2322 
1954/55 1.0446 1.3022 1.1476 
1955/56 1.0446 1.1024 1.1440 
1956/57 1.0178 1.0955 1.0740 
1957/58 1.0089 1.0886 1.0915 
1958/59 1.0000 1.0514 1.0832 
1959/60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1960/61 .9226 .9901 .9587 .9005 
1961/62 .8472 .9598 .9587 .0668 
1962/63 .8044 .9642 .8539 .8702 
1963/64 .7352 .9562 .7380 .8151 
1964/65 .6843 .9491 .7126 .6973 
1965/66 .6171 .8937 .7095 .7333 
1966/67 .5580 .8812 .7026 .7231 
1967/68 .5417 .8901 .7190 .7145 
1968/69 .5417 .8919 .7031 n/a 
1969/70 .5356 n/a n/a n/a 
Based on list prices for pipe and moulding grades combined 
using relative sales in 1959/60 as weights. 
^ Index based on quotations for G.P. opaque CA published in 
NSW Statistical Register for years prior to 1959/60. Thereafter 
based on unit values supplied by C.S.R.C. 
^ From 1957/58 onwards the index is based on the average 
realised price for DIOP supplied by C.S.R.C. For 1955/56 and 
1956/57 the average realised price for OOP supplied by C.S.R.C. 
is used. The index numbers for 1953/54 and 1954/55 are based 
on a linear interpretation of quotations for OOP in January 1952 
and October 1955. The switch from DIOP to DO? effectively gives 
the index a current weight pattern. 
^ This index refers to all major thermoplastics with the 
exception of ABS but includes polyester resin. 
A . -
TABLE 4. S 
Price Indexes of Selected Thermoset Plastics 
(Base : 1959/60 = 1.0000) 
PF^ 2 UF Price 
1949/50 ,7163 .7378 
1950/51 .7163 .7378 
1951/52 .8409 .8720 
1952/53 .9340 .9180 
1953/54 .9383 .9031 .9251 
1954/55 .8983 .8770 .8888 
1955/56 .9283 .9242 .9410 
1956/57 1.0028 1.0012 1.0059 
1957/58 1.0028 1.0000 1.0059 
1958/59 1.0028 1.0000 1.0047 
1959/60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1960/61 .9097 1.0000 ,9446 
1961/62 .8524 1.0000 .9104 
1962/63 .8166 1.0000 .8891 
1963/64 .8021 .9582 .8765 
1964/65 .8021 .9442 .8726 
1965/66 .8021 .9442 .8726 
1966/67 .8021 .9501 .8708 
1967/68 .8028 .9552 .8797 
1968/69 .8028 .9689 .8759 
1969/70 .9627 
1 7 
' Index based on quotations published in N.S.W. Statistical 
Register for the General Purpose grade. 
•7 
The implicit price index includes melamine formaldehyde. 
-i r' 
forms, textile and manmade fibre fabrics, decorating inks and 
foils, tool steels, metal inserts, pigments etc. The relative 
importance of these materials at the industry level is, on the 
basis of available statistics, largely unknown. However, 
published information on materials used up in 1959/60 show 
plastic sheeting as comprising nearly 15% of total materials 
usage in current value terms. 
An attempt to extrapolate the value of sheet and 
unfinished forms used in the years 1953/54 - 1959/60 to 
1960/61 and later years yielded estimates which exceeded the 
absolute size of this residual. Further extrapolations based 
on the growth of output of polystyrene and other sheet 
shown in Production Summary No. 53, and the growth of the 
percentage of sheet usage to total materials usage gave similarly 
unrealistic results. 
The decision as to how to proceed further is not 
immediately clear. The assumption that non plastic materials 
comprise a fixed proportion of the current value of total 
materials usage implies that the physical quantities of 
plastic and non plastic materials used vary directly from 
year to year, depending on the relative price movements of 
plastics and other materials. This implication is 
unacceptable given the relatively fixed technical linkage 
between the usage of the non plastic materials, such as those 
described above, and the usage of plastics resins. Accordingly 
A r* 
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this assumption was rejected and an alternative employed. 
It was assumed that relative quantities of plastics and 
other materials were a constant 80/20 throughout the period. 
This, of course, implies that the relative proportions in 
current value terms varies from year to year in a manner which 
could be calculated from the movements of the implicit price 
index for plastic materials and the Basic Materials wholesale 
Price Index. The current price proportions were applied to 
the current value series for total materials usage to obtain 
estimates of plastics and other materials usage in current 
prices. These were then deflated to give the constant price 
estimates. 
i 
5. MISCELLANEOUS INPUTS 
5.1 Power, Fuel and Light 
Cyclical fluctuations in the consumption of fuels and 
energ)^ are more likely to reflect the actual level of utilization 
of capital equipment than variations in emplo>Tnent or the 
unemployment rate.^ Thus there is reason for taking special 
care when preparing constant price estimates of the consumption 
of the two major energy sources; electricity and fuel oil. 
The importance of these two energy sources has grora steadily 
from 91 to 95 per cent of the total current value of energy 
consumed in "Plastic Moulding Products" factories between 
1953/54 and 1967/68. 
Drane [1966] calculated fuel and power price indexes for 
manufacturing industry for the period 1908/9 to 1960/61. 
However, the search for data to extend these indexes past 1960/61 
yielded basic data either superior to or more appropriate than 
that considered by Drane, and his indexes were rejected entirely. 
l\Tiereas Drane's electricity price index is based on the 
cost of electricity to (a) industrial users serviced by 
the Sydney County Council and (b) 'all Victorian users, the 
Electricity Supply Association of Australia publishes 
For the seminal analysis of the cyclical relationships 
between capacity utilization, employment and productivity see 
Kuh [I960]. 
annually Statistics of the Electricity Supply Industry in 
Australia which on consistent definitions show the value and 
quantity of electricity consumed by industrial users in each 
state. Table 5.1 shows the disparate movement of the cost 
of electricity to industrial users in N.S.W. and Victoria. 
TABLE 5.1 
Index of Cost of Electricity to Industrial Users 
-1 r » »-! 
1 . . 
N.S.W. VICTORIA 
1947/48 .3942 
1948/49 .4421 
1949/50 .4758 
1950/51 .5160 
1951/52 .9319 .6324 
1952/53 1.0681 .7684 
1953/54 1.1272 .7629 
1954/55 1.1135 .7602 
1955/56 1.0998 .7939 
1956/57 1.1077 .9185 
1957/58 1.0686 .9293 
1958/59 1.0348 .9946 
1959/60 1.0000 1.0000 
1960/61 1.0121 .9946 
1961/62 1.0375 .9837 
1962/63 .9963 .9402 
1963/64 .9293 .8478 
1964/65 .8902 .8261 
1965/66 .8532 .8533 
1966/67 .8242 .8587 
1967/68 .8184 .8859 
1968/69 .9457 
1969/70 .9239 
1970/71 .8859 
Source: Electricity Supply Association of Australia, 
Statistics of the Electricity Supply Industry 
in Australia. 
jr r- r-
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These indexes were applied to unpublished series of 
the value of electricity consumed in "Plastic Moulding 
Products" in N.S.W. and Victoria. Unit values calculated 
for South Australian industrial electricity consumption 
showed a highly irregular movement and were rejected, Tlie 
value of electricity consumed in states other than N.S.W. 
and Victoria, which amount to less than 4% of the total in 
1959/60, was deflated by the implicit price index for 
industrial electricity in the two major states. The 
current price series and constant price estimates of 
electricity consumption are shora in Table 5.2. 
The value of fuel oil consumed in "Plastic Moulding 
and Products" was expressed in terms of constant 1959/60 
prices by revaluing quantities. Comparison of Drane's 
fuel oil price index, which is calculated from unit values 
for manufacturing industry as a whole, and the unit values 
calculated for Plastic Moulding and Products showed a very 
obvious divergent movement - a caution against the use of 
sector indexes at the industry level. 
The residual group of fuels, comprising such items 
as wood, coal, coke and gas, were revalued 1959/60 prices 
by the Basic Materials hTiolesale Price Index. This index 
is not entirely satisfactory but it does move similarly to 
the alternative - the coal and coke price index calculated 
by Drane up to 1960/61. 
i " 
5.2 Water and Lubricating Oils 
The value of the consuffiption of these two components 
is not published separately nor are price indexes or quotat-
ions for the cost of water to industrial users available. 
The series was therefore revalued to 1959/60 prices by an 
index of motor oil prices based on list prices published in 
various issues of the N.S.W. Statistical Register. 
5.3 Repairs, § C. 
The value of "Repairs, ^ C." as shouTi on the factory 
form included " (1) Value of tools replaced (not forming 
part of permanent plant); (2) Repairs to plant and build-
ing. Material (at cost) used by own workmen; (3) Cost of 
repairs to plant, SC., done by other than own workmen." 
The relative importance of each of these items is, of course, 
quite unknown - as are many of the individual price movements 
The series was revalued at 1959/60 prices using an index 
which combined the indexes of plant and machinery prices, 
buildings and structures prices and an index of average 
weekly earnings in manufacturing with equal weights. 
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TABLE 5.2 
Consumption of Electricity in Subclass 1505 
'000 
Current Prices 
$'000 
Constant (1959/6o)Prices 
N.S.W. VIC. AUST. N.S.W. VIC. AUST. 
1953/54 253.4 239.6 512.7 224.8 314.1 560.4 
1954/55 278.6 271.4 571.6 250.2 357.0 631.0 
1955/56 336.6 323.0 684.7 306.1 406.8 740.0 
1956/57 374.8 443.3 827.6 338.3 482.6 830.5 
1957/58 457.4 485.3 970.5 428.0 522.2 978.2 
1958/59 496.4 598.4 1,126.5 479.7 601.6 1,132.7 
1959/60 558,2 721.0 1,327.8 558.2 723.0 1,327.8 
1960/61 646.2 730.8 1,430.2 638.4 734 .8 1,469.0 
1961/62 744.9 771.1 1,576.7 718.0 783.9 1,561.7 
1962/63 851.5 907.6 1,835.6 854.7 965.3 1,899.1 
1963/64 931.1 1 ,032.8 2,054.9 1 ,002.0 1 ,218.2 2,323.0 
1964/65 995.4 1 ,278.7 2,428.0 1 ,118.3 1 ,547.8 2,846.4 
1965/66 1011.4 1 ,416.4 2,623.0 1 ,185.4 ] ,659.8 3,074.0 
1966/67 1190.2 1 ,652.0 3,114.0 1 ,444.0 1 ,923.8 3,689.8 
1967/68 1337.4 1 ,830.5 3,471.0 1 ,629.4 2 ,006.4 4,054.2 
5.4 Containers, and materials used for packing 
This series was revalued at constant 1959/60 prices by 
an index combining the A.P.M. Paper and Paperbo^fd Price Index 
and the Basic Materials Price Index'with equal weights. 
6. A DISCUSSION OF THE COi^ STAL^ T PRICE ESTIMATES 
The constant price estimates of output, intermediate 
inputs and value added are summarised in Table 6.2, the 
current price series on which these estimates are based appear-
ing in Table 6.1. 
TABLE 6.1 
Current Prices. Output and Materials used in Subclass 1505 at Current Prices 
$'000 
Materials Output Heat 5 Fuel Containers Repairs Water Oil Value Added 
& Light Lub. 
1953/54 17,134.2 36,322 649.1 685.3 758.4 56.4 17,038 
1954/55 20,900.2 43,732 695.2 734.8 859.4 60.8 20,482 
1955/56 24,180.8 48,998 810.4 811.2 1,014.0 76.0 22,110 
1956/57 28,569.8 57,356 1,006.6 1,036.8 1,169.2 78.0 25,496 
1957/58 33,762.8 68,144 1,201.0 1,314.2 1,283.4 98.0 30,484 
1958/59 41,498.1 82,740 1,410.2 1,488.4 1,558.8 107.6 36,678 
1959/60 49.393.0 94,256 1,587.0 1,601.0 1,792.8 110.8 39,772 
1960/61 45,834.1 91,816 1,680.2 1,513.2 1,877.4 120.2 40,542 
1961/62 44,835.8 92,286 1,812.8 1,638.0 2,046.4 119.4 41,834 
1962/63 53,109.6 108,354 2,108.4 2,010.2 2,478.2 149.0 49,000 
1963/64 58,365.0 123,660 2,347.4 2,03ZO ZV2Z.O 182.6 57,640 
1964/65 69,796.0 145,526 2,778.4 3,3 206.8 66,681 
1965/66 70,944.0 148,592 2,979.0 ii,71i- o 3,lf2 C 191.0 68,464 
1966/67 84,505.0 179,694 3,520.0 235.0 84,248 
1967/68 101,863.0 208,716 3,940.0 265.0 93,890 
TABLE 6.2 
Constant(1959/60) Price Estimates. Output, Intermediate Inputs and Value added in Subclass 1505 
$ (1959/60) '000 
Materials Output Heat B, Fuel Containers Repairs Water § Oil Value Added 
& Light Lub. $'000 
1953/54 15,607.9 30,884.0 696.6 696.6 951.0 54.8 12,877.5 
1954/55 20,195.2 37,556.3 759.2 754.0 1,033.8 63.2 14,751.6 
1955/56 22,167.4 41,507.8 863.9 806.0 1,151.7 73.6 16,445.4 
1956/57 26,964.4 50,625.6 979.8 1,003.4 1,280.0 82.4 20,315.0 
1957/58 31,761.8 57,222.0 1,188.8 1,315.8 1,364.2 99.8 21,491.9 
1958/59 39,249.8 75,394.5 1,398.8 1,498.0 1,568.6 107.6 31,571.8 
1959/60 49,393.0 94,256.8 1,587.0 1,601.0 1,792.8 110.8 39,771.4 
1960/61 49,851.4 91,144.0 1,738.8 1,560.6 1,814.2 120.2 36,058.8 
1961/62 50,443.2 96,048.2 1,825.2 1,684.2 1,958.4 116.8 39,698.8 
1962/63 59,587.0 120,529.7 2,215.2 2,050.6 2,336.6 143.4 54,188.0 
1963/64 68,492.0 142,569.0 2,688.4 2,082.8 2,575.8 170.6 66,559.4 
1964/65 90,951.6 182,721.6 3,263.8 2,648.2 2,869.2 192.2 82,594.4 
1965/66 88,774.0 192,308.8 3,569.4 2,707.8 2,761.0 167.0 94,329.0 
1966/67 106,795.2 236,336.6 4,213.8 3,152.6 3,239.0 203.0 118,732.8 
1967/68 129,533.2 282,900.6 4,685.4 4,178.6 3,429.6 221.8 140,852.2 
6.1 Coverage Comparibllity : 
As has been shown above, when discussing in detail 
the constant price estimates of output and materials, the 
proportion of the total which has been directly revalued 
rises as the published statistics have improved. In the 
case of output, the improvement in the basic statistics is 
such as to cause an abrupt rise in the coverage ratio in 
1959/60. In the minor intermediate inputs, such as heat 
and fuel, repairs, containers etc., the coverage is uniformly 
high. 
The overall effect of the increase in the coverage 
ratios for the two major series, output and materials used, 
is to similarly increase the implicit coverage ratio for 
value added, thereby progressively increasing with time 
• the confidence which can be placed in the estimates of 
value added at constant prices. 
For the period from 1959/60 onwards, the coverage 
ratios obtained in the revaluation of output and materials 
in this study meet the standards set by the C.B.C.S., and 
these series can be compared with C.B.C.S. indexes for the 
. same period for other industries. 
A comparison of the constant price estimates of 
output and value added obtained here show that the ratio 
of value added to output in real terms has not been 
constant. In addition to the cyclical variation, there 
I 
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has been a rising trend in this ratio since 1954/55, value 
added rising faster than output. The shorter approximate 
method of estimating value added at constant prices employed 
by the C.B.C.S. assumed a constant ratio; thus the decision 
to employ the double deflation method used for these estimates 
was validated. 
6.2 The Weighting Basis: 
The interpretation of these estimates, and indeed any 
set of constant price estimates is determined by the charact-
eristics of the price indexes and unit values employed. The 
constant price value series estimated above for output and 
intermediate inputs refer to quantities weighted by (1959/60) 
prices. For consistency, all price indexes used in deriving 
base weighted constant price series should be Paasche or 
current weighted price indexes. This has been achieved 
by ensuring that, wherever possible, each price index refers 
to one commodity only, and by applying each index separately.^ 
The traditional index number problem, which arises 
whenever the weighting pattern (in this case relative prices) 
Two indexes, PS and HOPE, are in fact based on prices for a 
number of specific grades combined using 1959/60 weights. In the 
case of Polystyrene, publication of separate consumption statistics 
for H.I. and G.P. grades from 1960/61 onwards allowed these series 
to be deflated separately. 
has changed over time, is not likely to be significant. The 
overwhelming importance of thermoplastics vis a vis all other 
inputs and the steady downward movement of the prices of 
thermoplastic products and materials has left relative prices 
in general unchanged, from 1953/54 onwards.^ Furthermore, 
the 1959/60 weighting base used for constant price estimates 
is approximately in the middle of the period considered 
therefore reduces the importance of the index number problem 
and the ambiguity it can introduce. 
6.3 Efficiency, Discounts and Quality Change 
All price indexes (and unit values) used to express 
the output of plastics goods and the usage of intermediate 
materials in constant price allow for changes in the product-
ive efficiency and profit margins of the plastics processing 
industry in the first case and the suppliers of intermediate 
2 
inputs in the other. In other words the value of, say, 
1953/54 output in 1959/60 prices refers as we would wish it 
to the cost of producing that bundle of goods using 1959/60 
production techniques and profit margins.^ 
^ Prior to 1954/55, thermosets were of considerably greater 
importance and thermoplastic prices have not declined markedly. 
2 
An input price index was used, however, to extend the price 
indexes for containers, housewares and toys from 1961/62 to 1959/60, 
3 
The use of input price index would have yielded an estimate 
of 1953/54 output in 1959/60 prices which referred to the cost of 
production in 1959/60 using the production techniques and profit 
margins of 1953/54. 
Jt : 
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Ideally, price indexes used to obtain constant price 
estimates should refer to the actual transaction prices paid 
for a product of standard specifications and quality. In 
other words, transaction prices which reflect changes in 
discounts, special delivery, credit policies etc., rather 
than list prices should form the basis of the indexes. 
Unfortunately, information on the transaction 
prices for a standard product is rarely available and 
in the equally infrequent cases where we are forced to 
choose between alternate price data the choice is usually 
between list prices for some standard product on the one 
hand and unit values, or average realisations, on the other. 
The latter certainly reflect changes in discounts and 
special deals but also capture the effects of any changes 
in the quality and product mix of the product. Only 
where transaction prices are a constant proportion of list 
prices is the former satisfactory. In the one case. 
Cellulose Acetate, where price data was available on both 
bases, the index used was based on the supplier's average 
realisations. 
With the exception of the indexes for CA, plastic-
isers and electricity prices, all indexes used to revalue 
intermediate inputs are based on list prices. Similarly, 
{ ! ; 
with the exception of the price index for rigid PVC pipe, the 
few indexes used to revalue articles produced are based on 
list prices. On balance, therefore, the prices indexes 
relate to list prices and do not take account of any price 
movement through special deals or changes discounts which 
may have occurred.^ 
6.4' Quality Change 
Official indexes such as the Reserve Banks Import Price 
Index, for example, are frequently based on the unit values of 
commodities not subject to rapid quality change. In addition, 
official indexes based on quoted prices incorporate to some 
extent allowances for quality and specification change. Allow-
ance for quality and specification change has not been possible 
to any great extent with price indexes used in this study. 
ViiTiile care was taken to ensure that the price data obtained on, 
say, PVC refers to a specific standard grade and shipment 
size, it is clear from field interviews that for all materials 
•f-oiie.^ e-tert. S,^tK^cfts 
the standard grades of^only a few years ago. This type of 
specification change is of second order magnitude to that 
likely to occur with the quantities -used to derive unit 
values. 
The need to obtain as high a coverage ratio as possible 
in the quantity revaluation of current price series meant that 
^ For a thought^rovoking study of the divergent movement of 
otherwise comparable wholesale price indexes based on transactions 
data and on list prices see Stigler and Kindahl [1971]. 
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all unit value series showing a credible movement were used 
rather than restricting the quantity revaluation to those 
very few commodities not subject to rapid quality and specif-
ication change. The unsatisfactory treatment of quality 
change could be improved with a detailed knowledge of the 
specification changes in each material each year. 
6.5 Value Added 
The constant price estimates of value added are the 
difference between the constant price series of output and 
intermediate inputs. Accordingly, an upward bias in the 
output estimates will bias the value added series upwards, 
while an upward bias in the intermediate inputs will bias the 
value added series downwards, and vice versa. 
A relative bias between the output and input series 
will arise, for example, if there is any divergence in 
these series in the treatment of changes in discounts, 
quality and specification. 
To the extent that there have been quality improve-
ments in nominally standard products and materials the prices 
of both output and inputs will have fallen faster than shown 
by the decline in price indexes and unit values. Moreover, 
unit values show any price rise resulting from an increase 
in quality as a price rise. In contrast, the price quotations 
on which price indexes are based refer to either a product of 
(nominally) constant quality - as is the case in this study -
J., u J 
or explicit correction is made for changes in quality. It follows that, 
other things being equal, the fall in the implicit price index for plastic 
products, which is based mainly on unit values, will be understated to a 
greater extent than the fall in the implicit price index for plastic mat-
erials which is based on actual price indexes. Accordingly, for an equal 
percentage quality change in both output and materials, the constant price 
estimates of output will be overstated to a greater extent than the con-
stant price estimates of materials and the value added estimates will be 
biased upwards. If, as is likely, quality change in plastics products 
is greater than change in materials, the progressive upward bias in the 
value added series is m.agnified further.^ 
It can be also shovm that for equal increases in discounts, special 
deals etc. the fact that constant price estimates of output are based 
largely on unit values while the constant price estimates of intermediate 
inputs are based on actual price indexes leads to a downward bias in the 
constant price estimates of value added. The very little evidence avail-
able suggests that discounts have become more important as the industry 
has developed, but this cannot be regarded as conclusive. Overall, it 
seems that the progressive upward bias in the value added estimates due 
to quality and specification change outweighs any consistant downward bias 
due to increases in discounts. 
Assuming that quality increases in materials in terms of higher 
impact strength, superior flow characteristics, etc. result in in-
creased profitability for the processor, i.e. quality change in mat-
erials is not passed on to the consumer, then the quality change in 
which does occur in products must stem from better design, better use 
of existing grades etc. In this case tne overall result depends on 
relative importance of materials improvements and process improvements. 
If it is assumed that quality increases are passed on entirely to 
customers and that better design use of existing materials is signif-
icant then quality increase in products is greater than quality increase 
in materials. The industry's experience is more accurately described 
by the second assumption and we therefore conclude that value added at 
constant prices is progressively over estimated. 
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7. PRICE AND QUANTITY SERIES FOR IMPORTS OF PLASTICS GOODS 
The object of this section is to describe briefly the derivation of 
estimates of the price and quantity of iinports of plastic goods during the 
postwar period. In tenns of coverage these statistical series have been 
defined to correspond to factory subclasses 1501 and 1503, "Linoleum 
Leathercloth, etc." and "Plastic Moulding and Products", respectively.^ 
7.1 Method 
Import statistics for industry groupings are not published in Austra-
lia and hence a major first step was the conceptually simple, but practically 
troublesome, task of obtaining a series of the value of imports of plastics 
2 
goods at current prices. The second step required the calculation and 
inspection of unit values for those plastic goods where information on the 
quantity of imports was available. After vetting of the unit value series 
and the calculation of indexes of average nominal tariff rates for these 
commodity groups, base weighted price and tariff indexes were calculated. 
The value of imported plastic goods at constant landed duty free (l.d.f.) 
prices was derived implicitly by comparing the price index with the current 
price value series. Finally the price and tariff indexes were combined to 
Note that it was not possible to include subclass 1501 in any of 
the series relating to domestic output. The practical significance of 
this source of inconsistency is small and outweighed by the advantage 
of eliminating the potentially larger inconsistency arising from the 
likely inclusion of vinyl flooring amongst imports of linoleum for 
statistical purposes in the years up to 1954/55. 
^ As a result of the relative newness of the plastics industry, the 
quality of the basic statistics is particularly poor in the early post-
war years. Fortunately, the quality of the data improves considerably 
over time as plastics goods are recognised in their own right. Deriva-
tion of a consistent set of import statistics over time is further com-
plicated by the innumerable changes in the Tariff, (including of course 
the introduction of the Brussell's Tariff Nomenclature, and by the 
failure of the official statistics to distinguish clearly between plastic 
materials (that is, the products of the chemicals industry) and plastic 
goods. 
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provide an index of the landed duty pa'xA price of imported plastics 
goods. 
In contrast to the constant price estimates of domestic output 
and materials usage, therefore, the import series is a current weighted 
(Paasche) index, while the price indexes are based weighted (Laspeyre's) 
rather than current weighted as in the case of domestic output prices. 
This change in procedure was required by the frequent changes in comm-
odity classification which necessitated major splices in the relevant 
series in 1956/57 and 1960/61. 
7.2 Source and Coverage 
The Statistician's Overseas Trade Bulletins and Imports Cleared for 
Home Consumption provided the basic source of data. The current price 
value series for total imports of plastics goods was extracted from 
various issues of Overseas Trade.^ The major part of the data, how-
ever, was obtained from Imports Cleared ... In addition to recording 
the value of duty, this bulletin employs a finer commodity classifica-
tion than Overseas Trade and hence yields both more comprehensive and 
more homogeneous quantity data. Accordingly the tariff and import 
price indexes calculated are based on data from Imports Cleared ... 
The commodities included in composition of the import price and 
quantity series are defined in Table 7.1. In viev; of the frequent and 
major changes in the Tariff and in the commodity classification, this 
-description is provided for two different years - 1964/65, the last year 
before the Standard International Trade Classification was introduced. 
^ Tariff Board officers assisted in the extraction of this data. 
2 
The Overseas Trade Bulletin records imports that arrive in Australia 
while Imports Cleared ... records them some time later as they are cleared 
by Customs. There is a small temporal discrepancy between the two sources 
of data. Since we are concerned with annual data this discrepancy has 
little practical significance. 
-- ..J 
and 1969/70. 
On the basis of the comraodity definition given in Table 7.1, the 
value of plastics goods imported in 1967/68 was estimated to be $59.53 
million. This figure compares closely with imports of $53.95 million 
recorded by the Tariff Board's Report on the Plastics Products, etc., 
1971. This report excluded floor and wall tiles and some moulded 
products. 
TABLE 7.1 
Composition of Price and Quantity Series 
for Imports of Plastics Goods 
(a) 1964/65 : Statistical Classes and Items 
Class VIII - (B), Textiles, etc. 
24,110 - 24,415 
24,590 - 24,648 
Class VIII - (C), Apparel, etc. 
29623, 25 
29711 
Class XVI - (B) 
Class XVII, 
Class XVIII, 
Class XX, 
Textile fabrics impregnated 
with nitrocellulose, cellulosics 
or synthetic resins 
Linoleum, plastic floor coverings, 
etc. 
Buttons 
Artificial flowers 
Paper manufactures 
and stationary 
73521 - 73570 Fountain pens, ball point pens 
and parts 
Sporting Material 
etc. 
74002, 74060, 74481 Toys, sporting materials 
74482, 74840 Fancy goods 
Optical, etc. 
77220 
Miscellaneous 
91022, 32, 42, 52, 
58, 65, 72, 92 
95000 - 96300 
96601 
Spectacle frames 
Travel goods 
Blocks, sheets, films and 
articles of synthetic resins 
Laminated plastic boards 
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(b) 1969/70 : SITC Divisions and Codes 
Division 58, 
Division 65, 
Division 83, 
Division 89 
Plastics Materials 
58.20.41 - 84 
58.32.31 - 56 
Textile Yarn, 
Fabrics etc. 
655.43.00 
657.41.00 
657.42.00 
Plates, sheets, film, etc. 
Lsminated sheets, etc. 
Textile fabrics impregnated with 
cellulose derivatives, etc. 
Coated floor coverings 
Linoleums 
Travel Goods 
83.00.20, 25, 33, 
37, 50, 56, 71, 75 Travel goods 
Miscellaneous 
893.00.00 
894.23.10 
894.42.00 
895.21.01-717 
899.52.02, 03 
899.53.00 
Articles of synthetic resins 
Plastic Toys 
Inflatable plastic sporting 
material 
Pens, pensets and parts 
Buttons 
Slide fasteners 
An index of the f.o.b. price of imported plastics goods was 
derived by combining the movements in the unit values using 1962/63 
values as weights. Table 7.2 shows that during the 60s, the comm-
odities included in this index accounted for 25-40 percent of total 
imports of plastics goods. 
For each commodity group the average duty paid was calculated 
and combined using 1962/63 weights to give a weighted average of the 
nominal (ad valorem) tariff. Figure 7.1 shows the significant in-
crease in the level of duty paid during the study period. 
Given the shift in the source of imports of plastics goods from 
Europe to Japan the freight cost of importing plastics goods has 
probably declined over time. It was assumed that freight costs have 
shown the same movement as the f.o.b. price of plastics goods, and 
< 
FIGURE 7.1 
Average Rate of Duty Paid on Imported 
Plastics Goods, 1951/52-1968/69 
40% , 
30% . 
20% . 
51/52 55/56 59/60 63/64 67/68 
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that the f.o.b. price index could be used as an index of landed 
duty free (l.d.f.) prices. 
After expressing the tariff series as an index with a 1962/63 
base, this series was combined with the l.d.f. price index to give 
an index of the landed duty paid (l.d.p.) price of imports. All 
three indexes are base (1962/63) weighted Laspeyres• indexes. 
Estimates of the value of imports of plastics goods at constant 
(1962/63) prices were obtained implicitly by dividing the current 
price value series by the l.d.f. price index. To ensure compara-
bility with other constant price estimates used in this study, this 
series was expressed in terms of constant (1959/60) prices. The 
average tariff series, the price indexes and the current and constant 
price series for im.ports of plastics goods are shown in Tables 7.3 
and 7.4. 
TABLE 7.2 
Coverage of l.d.f. Price Index for 
Imported Plastics Goods, Selected Years 
Commodity 1959/60 1962/63 
($'000) 
1967/68 
Decorative Laminate 78.98 764.50 781.13 
Vinyl Film, etc. 2,929.12 4,541.32 4,124.28 
PE Film - supported 6.61 9.24 175.35 
unsupported 96.18 376.86 795.90 
Flooring 150.00 2,597.36 2,158.04 
Articles 818.72 3,252.28 4,486.69 
Buttons 500.80 533.46 423.80 
Total 5,426.89 12,868.68 14,244.05 
TOTAL liMPORTS 20,893.00 31,808.00 59,525.00 
Coverage Ratio 26% 41% 24% 
TABLE 7.5 
Average Nominal Tariff and Indexes of 1 .d . f . and 
^la^l'^cs Goods, 
195.1/52 
1952/53 
1953/54 
Average KcrpJ.nal 
Tariff 
0, -b 
23.^3 
2'"^ . 03 
22.52 
Index of 
Landed Duty 
Free Px'icc 
(base: 1962/63 - 1.00) 
1.348 
1.721 
1.845 
Index of Landed 
Duty Paid Price 
(base: 1959/60 = 1.00.' 
1.132 
1.463 
1.538 
1954/55 
]955/5G 
1956/57 
1957/58 
1958/59 
17.99 
23.07 
i ' . l . ^ C) 
25.85 
25.06 
1.473 
1.248 
1.351 
1.429 
1.219 
1.182 
1.046 
1.171 
1.224 
1.038 
1959/60 
196-0/61 
1961/62 
1962/63 
:i 963/64 
27.48 
30.79 
32.42 
31.02 
32.00 
1.153 
1.053 
0.961 
1.000 
0.993 
1.000 
0.937 
0.865 
0.891 
0.891 
1964/65 
1965/66 
1966/67 
1967/68 
1968/69 
32.99 
33.00 
35.07 
33.49 
34.46 
0. 855 
0.754 
0.833 
0.957 
0.856 
0.7741 
0,682 
0.765 
0.869 
0.783 
TABLE 7.4 
> •• 
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Year 
Gross Imports of Plastics Goods 
($ million) 
Current Prices 
Constant (1959/60) 
prices 
Index 
(1959/60 = 1.000) 
1947/48 
1948/49 
10.027 
12.260 
1949/50 
1950/51 
1951/52 
1952/53 
1953/54 
13.632 
17.489 
23.198 
5.249 
19.789 
15.022 
3.218 
10.614 
.719 
.154 
.508 
1954/55 
1955/56 
1956/57 
1957/58 
1958/59 
17.486 
2 0 , 2 2 6 
15.393 
19.503 
18.053 
18.115 
19.187 
10.175 
12.295 
14.314 
.867 
.941 
.499 
.603 
.702 
1959/60 
1960/61 
1961/62 
1962/63 
1963/64 
20.893 
26.826 
28.134 
31.808 
46.321 
20.893 
38.536 
39.800 
50.342 
50.994 
1.000 
1.890 
1.952 
2.469 
2.501 
1964/65 
1965/66 
1966/67 
1967/68 
1968/69 
57.009 
63.522 
54.838 
59.525 
62.411 
86.981 
82.047 
70.058 
74.034 
n/a 
4.266 
4.024 
3.436 
3.631 
n/a 
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Appendix IV.1: OUTPUT OF SELECTED ARTICLES IN PLASTIC 
N'lOULDING M D PRODUCTS AND OTHER INDUSTRIES. 
Coiraiodity No. 835.03 Toys. 
Subclass 
i B o y — 
Total % Produced in 1503 
1950/51 
1951/52 
1952/53 
1953/54 
1954/55 
1955/56 
1956/57 
1957/58 
1958/59 
1959/60 
1960/61 
1961/62 
1962/63 
1963/64 
1964/65 
1965/66 
1966/67 
1967/68 
2.441.7 
2,413.6 
2.476.2 
2,348.2 
1,919.0 
3,464.6 
3,722.4 
3.749.2 
3.545.8 
3,601.0 
3,876.0 
4.001.3 
3,554.3 
4,240.6 
5.403.9 
6,915.6 
6,317.6 
7,353.2 
7,268.2 
7,051.6 
7,950.0 
8,808.2 
9,458.0 
9,170.0 
9,295.0 
10,105.0 
10,208.0 
11,657.0 
12,196.0 
14,588.0 
35.31 
38.21 
33.67 
32.31 
27.21 
43.58 
42.26 
39.64 
38.67 
38.74 
38.36 
39.20 
30.49 
34.77 
37.04 
Source: The total production of toys in all industries 
and production of toys in subclass 1503 from 1961/62 onwards 
are 
(i) ^ taken from Manufacturing Industries Bulletin 
NO. 33. For years before 1961/62, the C.B.C.S 
provided unpublished data on toy production in 
subclass 1503. 
(ii) Prior to 1965/66 the relevant commodity code 
was 835.01. 
Commodity Code No. 945.11, "Bags and P; 3-ckets of Plastic 
Sheet and Film". 
Subclass Total % Produced 
1505 in 1505 
$'000 $ '000 
19S9/60 1,966 6 ,108 52. , 18 
1960/61 2,259 6 ,049 57. ,54 
1961/62 2,781 7 ,408 57. ,54 
1962/65 5,985 10 ,442 58. ,14 
1965/64 5,726 12 ,578 50. ,10 
1964/65 4,780 14 .826 52. 24 
1965/66 5,551 14 ,095 57. 82 
1966/67 7,610 17 ,252 44. 11 
1967/68 17 ,805 
Commodity Code, No. 686.01:Household Electrical Fittings. 
Subclass 
1505 
1 ^ 0 
Total 
$'000 
3 Produced in 
1505. 
1960/61 
1961/62 
1962/65 
1965/64 
1964/65 
1965/66 
1966/67 
1967/68 
5.854 
5.855 
5,599 
5,729 
4,561 
4,528 
4,615 
4,925 
8,277 
9,588 
10,672 
11,094 
12,847 
12,840 
15,288 
15,820 
46.52 
41.04 
51.84 
55.61 
55.50 
55.70 
54.75 
55.62 
Note: The fall in the proportion of household electrical 
fittings produced in subclass 1505 in 1962/65 suggests that 
one producer was reclassified to subclass 0406. 
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Appendix IV. 2 
Construction of Ifliolesale Price Indexes for Containers, Housev/ares and Toys. 
Price lists were requested from six large moulders. 
Of the two able to supply this information, variation in 
discounts offered excluded one. The price lists of the 
remaining moulder were issued irregularly in the period 
October 1961 to January 1971. 
The management of the firm concerned believe the price 
histories of their products to be typical of the moulding 
section in general. 
The indexes were extended back from 1961/62 to 1969/70 
using an input price index of thermoplastic prices and average 
earnings. The weights of 3 to 1 for materials to labour 
used in the input price index were obtained from Supporting 
Statement No. 44 of the PIA Submission to the Tariff Board. 
Containers, Drums ^ Bottles. 
The trade prices of maximum of 5 drums, Jerry-cans, etc. 
were considered. In the absence of data on the relative 
quantities of these containers, equal weights were assumed. 
For the period between 1961 and March 1965 the steady increase 
in the number of items considered suggested the movement from 
year to year as the most reliable guide to the overall price 
movement. Thereafter index numbers were calculated 
Li 
cii a March 1965 base. 
Reflecting the declining iniportance of wholesale dist-
ribution of containers and housewares and the increasing number 
of direct accounts with "master" retailers the wholesalers' 
margin v;as cut from 33 1/3% to a maximum of 20% in 1968. It 
was therefore necessary to adjust for this change in wholesaler's 
margins before the index could be expressed in terms of an 
October 1961 base arid then converted to a financial year basis. 
The management of the fiiin concerned indicated that 
tl)e price movements of large and small containers had been 
the same. The index is therefore taken to cover all sizes 
of blow moulded containers. 
Large Housewares. 
The standard housewares appearing from year to year in 
the catalogue were large items such as garbage bins, laundry 
and clothes baskets. Small items of houseware and kitchenware 
did not remain in the catalogue for more than two or three 
years. The reason for this would seem to lie in the high 
cost of moulds. Although all moulds are costly, the amortis-
ation of, say, $20,000 on the mould for a large houseware 
item gives the moulder greater incentive to produce the 
large utility articles for a number of years than is the 
case for smaller housewares. 
In total, the trade prices of 8 large houseware items 
were considered. Index numbers for prices set in 1965 and 
1971 were calculated on a 1951 base, assuming equal weights. 
For other years where the prices of some items were unobtain-
able the year to year movement was used to interpolate the 1961 
base index number. Having adjusted for the change in wholesalers 
margins the index was converted to a financial year basis. 
Examination of the price movement of 4 small houseware 
items between October 1966 and January 1971 suggested that the 
price of small housewares has remained constant. This was 
confirmed by the firm's management who also indicated that 
large housewares account for 60% or more of sales turnover 
of all housewares by the industry. Accordingly, an index 
of the prices of all housewares was calculated on this basis. 
Toys. 
The trade prices of a maximum of 10 toys were considered 
and, assuming equal weights, an index compiled using 
July 1961 = 1000. In contrast to containers and housewares 
the wholesale margin had remained constant throughout the 
period. The index was then converted to a financial year 
basis. 
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CHAPTER V 
LABOUR, CAPITAL AND CAPACITY UTILIZATION 
This chapter is concerned with statistics on the employment of 
labour and the stock and utilization of capital in "Plastics Moulding 
and Products" in the period up to 1967/68. Given the conceptual 
complexity and practical difficulties surrounding the estimation of 
the stock of physical capital in studies of productivity and invest-
ment, considerable attention is directed to the concepts and measure-
ment of capital. These are discussed at some length in Appendix V.I, 
Section 1 describes briefly the source of industry's labour 
statistics. Estimates of the gross stock of physical capital in 
"Plastic Moulding..." are developed in Section 2. Finally, 
estimates of the short run and long run variation in the utilization 
of capital are provided in section 3. 
/ 0 
1. LABOUR 
Details of wages and salaries paid and the average number of persons 
employed in "Plastics Moulding and Products" factories were extracted 
from C.B.C.S. Manufacturing Industries Bulletin, No. 33. This infor-
mation is summarised in Table 1.1 below. 
Table 1.1 
Persons Employed and average Wages and Salaries Paid in Plastics 
Moulding and Products Factories 
Year 
Persons Employed Average Wages and Salaries 
Males Females Total Males Females 
$ $ 
1950/51 3,719 2,217 5,936 1,186 637 
1951/52 3,591 1,908 5,499 1,446 849 
1952/53 3,393 1,834 5,227 1,572 930 
1953/54 4,126 2,490 6,616 1,629 985 
1954/55 4,199 2,746 6,945 1,823 1,015 
1955/56 4,408 3,056 7,464 1,904 1,050 
1956/57 4,940 3,254 8,194 1,995 1,104 
1957/58 5,464 3,534 8,998 2,139 1,119 
1958/59 6,048 3,432 9,480 2,227 1,188 
1959/60 6,401 3,779 10,180 2,418 1,281 
1960/61 6,592 4,066 10,658 2,446 1,322 
1961/62 6,508 3,988 10,496 2,465 1,317 
1962/63 7,192 4,609 11,801 2,629 1,339 
1963/64 7,623 5,045 12,668 2,744 1,384 
1964/65 8,308 5,849 14,157 2,990 1,525 
1965/66 8,600 5,917 14,517 3,051 1,552 
1966/67 9,400 6,429 15,81? 3,280 1,638 
1967/68 10,122 6,945 17,067 3,491 1,775 
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2. THE STOCK OF PHYSICAL CAPITAL IN PLASTICS PROCESSING 
Th is section describes the data and assumptionp einploved to 
derive estimates of the stock of physical capital installed in 
"Plastics Moulding and Products" factories. These estimates are 
based on Goldsmith's (1951) perpetual method. 
In its simplest form, the perpetual inventory method states that 
the stock of capital at the end of period t equals the cumulative sum 
of the investment in previous periods. Allowance may be made for the 
deterioration in the physical productivity of capital with time and 
for the retirement of assets. In algebraic terms v/e have 
t-i t-i t-i 
where K^ is the stock of capital at time is gross investment 
in period t-i and is the productivity of capital of vintage 
t-i compared to its productivity when new. The term^_^ is the 
proportion of investment occurring in period t-i surviving at 
time t. 
For practical convenience in this study we have decomposed the 
asset survival function into the average life of assets and the 
retirement distribution around the average life. 
2.1 The Investment Series 
1. Source: 
The value of additions and replacements to plant and machinery and 
to land and buildings provide the basic current price estimates of 
investment in Plastic Moulding and Products. This information was 
taken from various issues of Manufacturing Industries Bulletin, No.33, -
for the years 1948/49 to 1967/68 - and for which information subclass 
1503 is available. For 1946/47 and 1947/48, the Secondary Industries 
Bulletin gave the value of additions and replacements in subclasses 1501 and 
1503 combined v;hich enabled accurate interpolation of additions and re-
placements in subclass 1503 in these tv7o years. 
The assumption of, say, a fifteen year asset life for investment in 
plant and machinery necessitates estimates of investment expenditure 
back to 1935/36 if estimates of capital stock in 1949/50 are to be 
calculated. Several attempts were made to extrapolate the investment 
series for years before 1945/46.^ 
The method finally used to estimate real investment in "Plastics 
Moulding and Products" in years before 1945/46 was to take the 
depreciated book values of plant and m.achinery and land and buildings 
in this factory subclass at 30 June ]945 and assume that the age 
composition of these assets was the same as that of "Lino, Celluloid, 
...etc" at the same date. ("Lino, Celluloid, etc.." was the nearest 
subclass to "Plastics Moulding..." under the previous factory 
classification). 
From an examination of the age structure of fixed assets in 
"Lino, Cellulo: d,...etc." it appeared that the depreciated values of 
assets in this subclass - and by assumption - that of "Plastics 
Moulding..." were valued on average at 1942/43 prices. On this 
basis the depreciated capital values were revalued to 1959/60 prices. 
I 
An employment series for Victorian plastics factories and the 
assumption of a constant incremental capital labour ratio were used to 
estimate the investment series before 1945/46. The wide variation in 
the apparent incremental capital labour ratio between 1946/47 and 
1949/50, together with the large discrepency between estimates obtained 
by this method and the actual values in 1945/46 and 1949/50, led to the 
rejection of this method. 
The second approach attempted to impute investment in subclass 1503 
from movements in the investment undertaken by plastics processing 
companies in this period. The examination of firm's balance sheets 
was limited to the only two listed companies. DieCasters (listed 
1936) and Moulded Products (listed 1939). 
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Since we employ the "one~hoss shay" assumption that the physical 
efficiency of assets does not deteriorate over time, it was necessary 
to convert the estimate of the depreciated stock at June 1945 to an 
estimate of the gross stock. ^  It was assumed that the ratio of 
2 to Qfots capital values was alternatively 50 and 100 percent. 
Finally, the real investment series for "Plastics Moulding and 
Products" was calculated by combining (a) the assumption that 
movements in real investment in "Plastics Moulding..." and "Lino, 
Celluloid ...etc" were the same, with (b) the estimates of the 
stock of plant and machinery and land and buildings at June 1945. 
1 
From Oliver Wendell Holmes' poem, "The Deacon's Masterpiece". 
"Have you heard of the v7onderful one-hoss shay. 
That was build in such a logical way? 
It ran a hundred years to the day, 
And then, of a sudden, it.... 
2 
The December 1949 balance sheet of Moulded Products, the book 
value of whose depreciated plant and machinery accounted for around 
16% of the industry total, showed that the ratio of depreciated 
to gross value of plant and machinery was roughly 60%. The size 
of this ratio varies with the rate of price increases, for a given 
age composition of the capital will be less than the historical 
price ratio. Accordingly the 50% assumption used above is to 
be preferred. 
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2. In addition to the difficulties experienced in obtaining reliable 
estimates of the investment before 1945/46 there are a number of other 
limitations in the data. 
First, the series of additions and replacements excludes rented 
plant and machinery and land and buildings. An examination of duplicates 
of the factory forms submitted by more than sixty plastics processing 
plants showed that the renting of assets was confindd almost entirely 
to land and buildings. 
Second, as with all series derived from accountants' figures, the 
Secondary Industries Bulletin series reflects underlying accounting 
conventions and tax law. The purchase of small items of equipment, 
such as hand tools, and equipment with a fairly short life, will 
be offset against current income rather than charged to capital 
account, and hence be omitted from the investment series. In the 
United States, equipment with normal life of up to three years 
is commonly charged to current account. Similarly, repairs and 
maintenance charged against current income may include some expenditure 
of a capital nature. 
Allowance should be made for the value of these items if the capital 
stock is to cover all assets used in production. However, the invest-
ment series used in this study omits these items as no reliable estimates 
of the amount involved could be made. As these items of equipment have 
CJ 
quite short lives, the understatement of the capital stock will be far 
1 2 smaller than the understatement of the investment series. ' 
The current and constant price series of capital expenditure on land 
and buildings and plant and machinery in "Plastic Moulding and Products", 
subclass 1503, are shown in Table 2.1 
1 
On the basis of the Canadian experience, Haig (1969, p.61) argues that 
the understatement of the capital stock from this source is less than 
5% in any year. 
2 
Wilson (1939) has one other criticism of the usefulness of additions 
and replacements. This criticism relates to the fact that the series of 
additions and replacements includes the total investment expenditure 
(whether undertaken in the current or preceeding year) of establishments 
commencing business in that year. For our immediate purpose, this is, 
in fact, an advantage, since we are concerned with the addition of new 
investment to the existing stock of capital in a particular year rather 
than (as was Wilson) the current outlay on investment. 
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Table 2,1 : Inves tment i n P l a s t i c Moulding and P r o d u c t s . 
C u r r e n t P r i c e s Cons tan t (1959/60] P r i c e s 
$ ' 000 $ ' 000 
o 
$ '000 $ ' 000 
1945/46 43 .0 281.2 114.8 841.0 1946/47 116.9 386.8 194 .3 1 , 4 0 7 . 1 1947/48 190.9 . 492 .4 209.1 1 , 2 6 1 . 1 1948/49 264.9 597.9 578.8 1 , 2 4 9 . 6 1949/50 257.8 1 ,013 .2 496.4 1 ,960 .9 
1950/51 305.6 1 , 3 8 5 . 8 503.1 2 , 2 5 2 . 3 1951/52 549.0 1 , 4 9 2 . 8 765.0 1 , 9 9 2 . 3 1952/53 470.6 1 , 5 3 9 . 6 593.1 1 , 9 0 9 . 3 1953/54 529.5 2 , 2 7 9 . 8 643.4 2 ,782 .2 1954/55 630.5 2 , 0 0 1 . 2 733.0 2 , 3 7 4 . 1 
1955/56 853.4 2 , 5 3 2 . 4 928.4 2 , 8 8 1 . 9 1956/57 945.4 2 , 8 3 3 . 2 989.5 3 , 1 1 3 . 7 1957/58 959 .3 3 , 8 6 4 . 1 993.6 4 , 0 6 2 . 5 1958/59 1 , 3 4 5 . 1 4 , 4 5 5 . 9 1 , 3 7 6 . 9 4 , 5 2 6 . 3 1959/60 1 , 2 6 2 . 8 4 , 5 4 1 . 8 1 , 2 6 2 . 8 4 , 5 4 1 . 8 
1960/61 1 ,605 .0 6 , 2 3 1 . 6 1 , 5 4 5 . 3 5 , 9 9 3 . 5 
1961/62 1 , 0 0 8 . 4 5 , 0 5 9 . 6 969.9 4 , 6 1 4 . 6 
1962/63 2 , 2 6 8 . 0 8 , 0 7 8 . 0 2 , 1 6 4 . 1 7 ,299 .9 
1963/64 2 , 0 3 9 . 0 7 , 8 4 2 . 0 1 ,871 .2 7 , 0 5 8 . 0 
1964/65 2 , 4 6 5 . 0 8 , 4 5 6 . 0 2 , 1 5 7 . 6 7 , 4 0 1 . 8 
1965/66 2 , 3 4 6 . 0 10 ,713 .0 2 , 0 0 5 . 6 9 ,094 .2 
1966/67 2 , 7 2 2 . 0 10 ,944 .0 2 , 2 2 2 . 5 9 ,482 .2 
1967/68 2 , 2 1 3 . 0 11 ,349 .0 1 ,758 .6 9 , 3 6 8 . 2 
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2. 2 The Price Indexes 
1. Plant: and Machinery 
Information on the prices of plant and machinery installed 
each year in subclass 1503, Plactic Moulding and Products, is 
unavailable from published sources. Attempts to obtain extensive 
price data from unpublished sources such as the machinery suppliers 
or plastics processing firms met with very limited success. However, 
the list prices for injection moulding machines, which account for 
about 30 percent of the annual investment in plant and machinery 
V7ere obtained for 1958 and for 1962 onwards from the major Australian 
manufacturers. 
An index based on the prices of 5 and 10 oz. machines v^ 7eighted 
by the relative sales of these machines in the period 1962 to 1965 
(roughly 2 to 1) was calculated for 1958/59 onwards. This index is 
shox-m in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2: Price Movement of locally made Injection 
Moulding Machines 
1958/59 1.0000 
1959/60 1.0000 
1960/61 1.0000 
1961/62 1.0000 
1962/63 1.0000 
1963/64 • 1.0069 
1964/65 1.0430 
1965/66 1.0753 
1966/67 1.1162 
1967/68 1.1568 
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This index is based on the cost of machines of constant 
specification in terms of shot size and clamp pressure and does 
not reflect quality improvement or major technical developments. 
Accordingly, the index does not measure the cost of injection 
productive capacity which would have fallen sharply in 1961/62 
when the inline screw machine became available to the Australian 
moulder. In other words, as required the price index number for 
1958/59, for example, reflects the cost of producing in 1959/60 an 
exact replica of the 1958/59 machine. 
The most obvious shortcoming of the price index of locally made 
injection machines lies in the limited period for which it is avail-
able. It falls far short of the desired requirement for an index of 
the prices of all plastics processing machinery from at least, 1945/46 
onwards. Moreover, it seems likely that the price of locally made 
injection moulding machinery probably has a varying monopoly component 
' not present in the prices of other locally produced plastics machinery 
nor in the landed price of imported machinery. 
In the light of the above difficulties it was decided that a better 
approximation to the machinery price index would be the price of both 
local and imported plant and machinery invested in all manufacturing 
industries. For the period 1948/49 to 1960/61, the index used by the 
C.B.C.S. to deflate investment expenditure on plant and machinery 
was used to deflate the value of additions and replacements in Plastic 
Moulding and Products. This index combines an index of the prices of 
industrial plant and equipment with a rebased version of the Reserve 
Bank's import price index. For the period after 1960/61, the 
Statistician's index was extended to 1967/68 by combining the index 
N ' ' 
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of industrial plant and equipment prices xvith the 'electrical machinery' 
and 'other machines and machinery' groups of the Reserve Bank's import 
price index using weights determined for total manufacturing industry 
from the 1958/59 and 1962/63 Input/Output Tables. This vreighting 
pattern is broadly in line with the scant evidence available on the 
relative importance of imported and locally produced plant and machinery 
invested in subclass 1503.^ A shortcoming of the Reserve Bank import 
price index, which is carried across into the Statistician's index and 
its extension referred to above, is the failure to incorporate clianges 
in freight and tariff rates, and distributi-'/e margins. Information 
on imports of injection moulding machinery shoim in Imports cleared 
for Home Consumption suggested that, for this category of machinery at least, 
the duty average paid has not increased throughout the period. 
See Table 2.3. 
I 
For 1966/67 and 1967/68, the only years for which comparison is 
possible, plastics processing machines identified in Imports 
Cleared for Home Consumption were approximately 30% of the value of 
additions and replacement to plant and machinery in subclass 1503. 
Furthermore, machinery such as printing and decorating plant, mixers 
and bag-making machines would not be identified as plastics process-
ing machinery and would for an unknown but significant portion of the 
total. In addition the trend towards local manufacture of machinery 
which is most prominent with injection machines suggests that the 
imports were relatively more important in earlier years. 
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Table 2.3: Average Rate of Duty Paid on Imported 
Moulding Machinery 
Duty Rate % Index No 
1959/51 7 .9068 
1951/52 12 .9492 
1952/53 4 ,8814 
1953/54 7 .9068 
1954/55 17 .9915 
1955/56 15 .9746 
1956/57 17 .9915 
1957/58 14 .9661 
1958/59 24 1.0508 
1959/60 18 1.0000 
1960/61 30 1.1017 
1961/62 27 1.0785 
1962/63 32 1.1164 
1963/64 26 1.0710 
1964/65 29 1.0956 
1965/66 26 1.0679 
1966/67 20 1.0198 
1967/68 28 1.0851 
The steady rise in average duty paid on imported injection 
moulding machines between 1950/51 and 1959/60 reflects the steady 
import substitution effected by the 55% ad valorem tariff.^ Since 
local manufacture of compression presses and extruders was firmly 
established^the beginning of the post war period it is unlikely that 
the aver&ge duty for all plastics machinery has sho^ -m the same upward 
movement. However, the commercial introduction of imported blow 
moulding machines in 1960/61 was quickly followed by the local manufacture 
in 1961/62. The effect of the cessation of local manufacture of blow 
moulding machines in 1965/66 and the consequent duty free admission of 
If there is no domestic production of similar machines the equipment is 
imported duty free, that is under by-law. 
these machines under by-law is seen in Table 2.4 which shov;s the average 
duty paid on plastics processing Diachinery other than injection moulding 
machinery 
Table 2.4: Average of Duty Paid on Other Plastics 
Processing Machinery. 
1965/66 1966/67 1967/68 
Duty 46.7% 27.1% 20.9% 
The index of the cost of plastics processing -niachinery was therefore 
revised to incorporate shifts in the average rate of duty. The adjustment 
was made on the assumption that the Imports of injection machinery, blow 
moulding machinery and other machinery comprised 15, 10 and 15 per cent 
of total invest me r^t respectively, in the base year."^  
For the period prior to 1948/49, an index was taken from Haig 
(1969) which combined an index of the landed price of machinery imported 
from the U.K. with an implicit price index obtained from the quantity 
revaluation of output of selected factory subclasses within class IV, 
Industrial Metals, Machines and Conveyances. 
2. Buildings and Structures 
The price index used to deflate investment expenditure on buildings 
and structures for the period up to 1938/39 is taken from Butlin(1962). 
For years 1938/39 to 1948/49 Haig constructed an index by weighting the 
official series of nominal wage rates for building workers, and the 
building materials section of Melbourne \^ Jholesale Price Index. The index 
from 1948/49 to 1960/61 is the implicit index used by the Statistician 
-fox ool-icJ^ i-h^ cfcrfay tJ . 
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to derive constant price estimates of investment in buildings structures. A 
This index is based on wage rates in building and construction, and the 
prices of building materials in Sydney. The index was extended to 
1967/68 on the same basis as the Statistician's index with the xveighting 
pattern taken from Keating (1969, table 9.10.) 
The Table 2.5 shows the price series for investment in plant and 
machinery and buildings and structures from 1944/45 to 1967/68. 
o ' -
Table 2 . 5 : Prices of Capital Goods. (1959/60) = 1 .0000) 
Building & Structures Plant & Machinery I Plant & Machinery I I 
(No allowance for 
changes in duty 
paid) 
1944/45 .3700 .3186 .3141 
1945/46 
1946/47 
1947/48 
1948/49 
1949/50 
1950/51 
1951/52 
1952/53 
1953/54 
1954/55 
.3745 
.3953 
.4217 
.4576 
.5193 
.6074 
.7176 
.7934 
.8229 
.8601 
.3391 
.3674 
.4244 
.4853 
.5240 
.6240 
.7550 
.8210 
.8310 
.8440 
.3344 
.3623 
.4185 
.4785 
.5167 
.6153 
.7493 
.8064 
.8194 
.8429 
1955/56 
1956/57 
1957/58 
1958/59 
1959/60 
.9192 
.9554 
.9654 
.9769 
1^0000 
.8820 
.9110 
.9560 
.9770 
1.0000 
.8786 
.9098 
.9511 
.9844 
1.0000 
1960/61 
1961/62 
1962/63 
1963/64 
1964/65 
1965/66 
1966/67 
1967/68 
1 .0385 
1 .0397 
1.0479 
1 .0895 
1.1424 
1 .1695 
1.2246 
1 .2680 
1 .0240 
1.0390 
1.0430 
1.0540 
1.0800 
1.1180 
1.1460 
1.2060 
1.0397 
1.0964 
1.1065 
1 .1110 
1.1424 
1,1779 
1.1542 
1 .2113 
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2• 3 Length of Asset Lives 
There is little or no direct information on the average life span 
of assets employed in Australian manufacturing indistry in general nor 
in the plastics Industry in particular. The estimates of the stock 
o£ plant and machinery derived in this study are, therefore, based 
on two different life assuraptions - a procedure followed with the 
official U.S. and Canadian capital stock studies. This procedure 
has the advantage of allowing the effect of different life assumptions 
on the final estimates to be clearly assessed and permits the potential 
user of the estimates to use his ovm judgement on the most reliable 
life assumption. A single life assumption is used for land and 
buildings. 
Estimates of asset lives are implied in the Tax Commissioner's 
schedules. 
Table 2.6: Life of Plastics Processing Machinery Implicit in 
Tax Schedule. 
Depreciation allowed Implied Asset 
with Prime Cost Method. Life 
Plastics Industry -
Dies 25% A years 
or replacements 
General Plant 5% 20 years 
Hydraulic presses, 
injection moulding 
machines and extrusion 
nachines. 7 1/2% 15 years 
Source: Income Tax Order No. 1217, (1960 Revision), Schedule of 
Rates of Depreciation, Commissioner of Taxation, Commonwealth 
of Australia. 
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To use this information correctly to obtain estimates of the 
average life of all the assets, information on the relative 
importance of equipment of different durability is required. However, 
a detailed industry balance sheet and asset register was net obtain-
able for the plastics processing industry, nor is such information 
generally available for other industries. 
How well tax lives approximate actual lives (even after allowing 
for the tendency of tax officials to express lives in multiples of 
five years) is a matter of discussion, but there seems general 
agreement overseas that the approximation is not close. Studies 
conducted by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service indicated that by 
1957 allowable service lives had declined to 75% of the lives shown 
in the tax schedules of Bulletin r (1942 edition), while Terborgh 
has commented that "The disparities that accumulate between allowable 
tax lives and actual lives of assets are ... simply fantastic... 
Don't ever kid yourself that you have the answer when you are 
dealing with tax lives. (1964 p. 375) R.C. VJasson of the U.S. 
office of Business Economics, which is responsible for the official 
U.S. capital stock study, made this comment:^ 
The lives actually used for the purposes have changed over time 
and for nev; investment are now probably in the neighbourhood of 
Bulletin F [minus] 25 percent. The service lives of actual use, 
however, are undoubtedly not so short. They were probably somev/hat 
in excess of Bulletin F prior to World War II. Their present level, 
with a few exceptions, is not known, although they are believed to be 
shorter than the pre-1945 lives. 
1 
Private correspondence, January 1969. 
n r^  ,, 
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Despite these comments, tax lives as approximations of actual 
lives are more generally accepted in the U.S. than in the U.K. 
Dean's (1964) perpetual inventory stiidy for the U.K. used tax 
lives increased by a proportion of one-seventh, and Barna's 
sample survey investigation supports the view that, for the U.K. 
at least, actual lives are longer than those used by accountants 
and tax officials. 
Interviews with plastics processors indicated that injection 
moulding machines operated at full capacity in the large injection 
moulding shops for approximately 10 years before being downgraded 
and sold on the second hand market to a smaller, (often backyard) 
operation v/here the machine might operate at neat full capacity 
for another 5 years. In the case of injection moulding machines, 
therefore, the tax life of 15 years seems a reasonable indicator 
of the actual life. 
This does not seem to be the case with other forms of plastics 
processing machinery, such as extruders and compression presses, 
which have not suffered the same rate of obsolescence. With extruders, 
for example, the actual life seems to exceed the tax life by a ratio 
of 2 to 1^. 
1 
The major technical developments in extrusion have been confined 
to the haul-off equipment and the extruder screw. Accordingly the 
rate of obsolescence on the basic extruder is relatively low. The 
longevity of extruders is further enhanced by the small cost of 
reconditioning a machine with a new screvj and barrel (say $2,000 -
$3,000 in 1970) compared with the cost of new 2 1/2" extruder 
(say $15,000 - $16,000). The major Australian manufacturer of 
plastics extruders, the first of which was produced in 1939, reported 
that none of their machines had been scrapped although dovmgrading of 
old machines to scrap reclamation, etc., was not uncommon. 
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In the present study the life assumptions for plant and 
machinery are 20 and 15 years. It is assumed that the average 
length of life of land and buildings is 50 years. 
Lengthy discussion of the expected length of asset lives tends 
to detract from consideration of the distribution or dispersion or 
retirements of assets around the expected life. The pattern of 
retirements of assets about their expected life span is almost 
completely unknown. None of the three U.K. perpetual inventory 
studies, nor Haig's study, incorporates the retirement distribution 
in the estimates. 
Until Barna's (1957) investigations, which suggest that assets 
are retired evenly over their life span, the only significant study 
was that published by Winfrey in 1935. The assets analysed by Winfrey 
were almost exclusively public utility fixtures and are certainly 
not representative of manufacturing assets in general. Winfrey 
produced eighteen separate types of retirement curves, the average 
of which closely resembled his S-3 - a unim.odal symmetrical curve 
with a moderate peak. It appears that plausibility of this curve, 
and the lack of any other data, led the office of Business Economics 
to adopt it for the official U.S. capital stock study. Wasson ( 1964) 
and Terborgh ( 1964) have since commented that the peakedness of the 
S-3 curve is exaggerated, which supports Barna's findings for the U.K. 
Barna's data did not cover new assets, or very old ones, so that vjhile 
the survival curve he derives is linear declining, it may be, he 
concedes, assymtotic to the horizontal axes for extreme values. 
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Teitelbaum ( 1953 )- quoted in Creamer, (1960), - in his work 
on the replacement demand component of investment, concluded that the 
exact shape of the retirement distribution used V7as relatively un-
important, so long as some distribution was employed.^ This 
conclusion is substantiated by the more recent v^ ork of Denison (1969) , 
In the complete absence of information on the retirement 
pattern of assets in the plastics processing industry or Australian 
manufacturing in general, a simple retirement distribution was 
employed in the perpetual inventory estimates obtained here. This 
distribution assumes that scrappings are spread evenly over the 
2 
5 year period around the average life. 
2.4 Discussion of Capital Stock Estimates 
Estimates of the gross stock of fixed assets in subclass 1503, 
"Plastic Moulding and Products", between 1945/46 and 1967/68 are 
shown in Table 2.7. These estimates were calculated by the 
perpetual inventory method which requires as basic input data for 
each type of asset: annual investment expenditures, prices of 
capital goods, the average length of asset lives, and the 
retirement pattern of assets around the average life. As the method 
and basic data are discussed above the comments that follow are 
deliberately brief. 
1. 
Teitelbaum also concluded that errors in the assumption of the 
expected life span were the greatest single source of error. 
2 
Although conceptually distinct this retirement distribution is 
equivalent in practice to assumption that investment each year is com.posed 
of equipment of different durability in fixed equal v/eight and that all 
scrappings occur at the end of average life of each piece of equipment. 
n 
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Class of Assets 
The capital stock estirnates presented here refer to two classes 
of assets only: plant and machinery and land and buildings. 
These tv7o classes of assets not only form the most significant 
part of a business's total capital, but are the assets most 
directly associated with production. 
Land, while it is a factor of production, is not a reproducible 
form of capital. As such it poses special problems of measurement 
and for this reason is usually excluded in estimates of the stock 
of fixed capital.^ In this study it has not been possible to 
exclude land from the investment expenditures on land and buildings. 
One common procedure used to remove investment expenditures 
on land is to assume that investment in land is a constant proport-
ion of investment in buildings and structures. However, this 
assumption seems quite invalid in view of post war experience in 
Australian manufacturing. The lumpiness of investment 
expenditures in land has already been referred to above. Moreover, 
it appears that the quantity of land per area of buildings, per 
machine has been similarly influenced by the same technical factors 
as those affecting the quantity of land per employee x<rhere 
"technological changes... such as one level assembly line production 
techniques, greater space allocations per worker and the increasing 
space requirements per employee by individual plants." Winter 
1 
Sectors typical of recent industrial development around Sydney 
show approximately 35 factory employees per acre of zoned industrial 
land in use. The incremental densities are around 22 employees per 
acre. Winter,(1970) 
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(1970j p.61). ITie inability to exclude land from the investment series 
requires that the price index for buildings and structures is used 
to deflate current price investment expenditure on land. Furthermore, 
in view of the changing proportions of land to buildings, machinery 
and employment it is apparent that an index of industrial land prices 
is of little use without a separate series for investment in land. 
The procedure which we are forced to follow can be justified only 
if the price of industrial land has sho^ im the same Tnovenients as the 
price of buildings and structures. In all, the inability to exclude 
land from the investment series on buildings and structures introduces 
a degree of uncertainty into the estimates of the stock of buildings 
and structures which is not present in the estimates of the stock 
of plant and machinery. 
The Investment Series 
The difficulty of obtaining reliable estimates of investment 
expenditures prior to 1945/46 introduces unavoidable uiicertainty 
into the final estimates of capital stock. However, given that the 
stock estinates are generated by cumulating the extremely fast 
growing stream of investment in plastics processing the effect of 
this uncertainty rapidly declines in importance. This is 
demonstrated by the rapid convergence of stock estimates based on 
alternative assumptions about the investment stream prior to 
1945/46, although the preferred estimates which employ the 
L-! ... 
assimption that the ratio of depreciated to gross values is 50-6 
show a larger initial stock and, therefore, a lov\'er rate of 
growth during the earlier years. 
Table 2.7: Gross Stock of Fixed Assets in Subclass 1505, 
Plastic Moulding and Products. 
Plant and Machinery 
$(1959/60) '000 
Plant ^ Machinery Land ^ Buildings 
Asset Life = 15 Asset Life = 20 Asset Life = 50 
K. K, 1 2 3 4 
1945/46 6,673.3 3,664.1 6,673.3 3,758.1 2,401.6 
1946/47 7,704.9 4,977.2 8,080.4 5,165.2 2,516.4 
1947/48 8,715.6 6,113.1 9,341.5 6,426.3 2,710.8 
1948/49 9,652.3 7,206.2 10,591.2 7,675.9 2,919.9 
1949/50 11,236.4 8,978.6 12,552.1 9,636.9 3,498.7 
1950/51 13,072.3 11,022.5 14,616.7 11,795.2 3,996.0 
1951/52 14,581.9 12,773.4 16,421.2 13,693.5 4,498. 1 
1952/53 15,946.2 14,410.0 18,080.1 15,477.5 5,263.2 
1953/54 18,193.4 16,924.5 20,548.1 18,103.2 5,856.2 
1954/55 20,088.2 19,058.8 22,546.6 20,288.7 6,499.6 
1955/56 22,527.6 21,719.4 25,012.0 22,962.3 7,232.6 
1956/57 25,264.3 24.644.5 27,643.1 25.834.6 8,161.0 
1957/58 28,955.7 28,521.2 31,160.7 29,624.5 9,148.5 
1958/59 33,020.3 32,732.5 35,152.0 33,883.1 10,142.1 
1959/60 36,864.7 36,700.7 39,214.5 38,185.1 11,518.9 
1960/61 41,961.5 41,894.8 44,765.4 43,957.2 12,781.8 
1961/62 45,492.9 45,491.9 49,002.9 48,383.1 14,327.1 
1962/63 51,448.9 51,447.8 55,931.7 55,497.3 15,296.7 
1963/64 56,880.7 56,879.9 62,528.1 62,240.3 17,460.9 
1964/65 62,539.2 62,538.2 69,232.5 69,068.5 19,332.1 
1965/66 69,760.5 69,758.5 77,430.0 73,363.3 21,489.7 
1966/67 77,063.3 77,062.2 85,829.0 85,828.0 23,495.3 
1967/68 84,169.5 84,168.5 93,853.3 93,852.3 25,717.8 
^3 = = estimates based on preferred investment series prior to 
K^, K^ = estimates based on assumption that ratio of depreciated to 
gross stock is 100%. 
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Price Indexes 
Two of the three indexes used in this study to deflate invest-
ment expenditures to constant prices in concept, at least, allow 
for changes in the productive efficiency of the capital goods 
producing industry: a unit value index is used to deflate investment 
expenditures on imported plant and machinery, while the index used 
to deflate investment expenditures on Australian-produced plant 
and machinery is based on quoted prices. Both these indexes are 
(probably) 'loaded' with items not subject to rapid quality change.^ 
In addition, the price index for Australian-produced plant and 
machinery to some extent incorporates allowances for quality and 
1 
The effect of "loading" price indexes with items not subject 
to quality change is best de monstrated in terms of a quantum index 
example. 
Consider two types of machines, A and B. The latter is subject 
to quality and specification change while the former is not. Tlie 
price of machine A increases by 5% and we assume that the price of 
machine B in the absence of quality change would have shown the 
same 5% movement. We have 
Period 1 
No. Sold Price Value Quantum 
Machine A 10 $100 $1,000 1,000 
Machine B 10 $100 $1,000 1,000 
The quantum index numbers for period 2 are calculated by deflating the 
period 2 values by the relative price movement. Thus for Machine A we 
have $1,050/1.05 = 1,000 and while Machine B the quantum is $1,200/1.05 
= 1,143. 
Period 2 
No. Sold Price Value Quantum 
10 $105 $1,050 1,000 
10 $105' $1,200 1,143 
In other words, that part of the quality change which increases the 
price of Machine B is shown as an addition to the quantum of machine B 
sold. In this sense purchasers of Machine B are buying m.ore machines 
in period 2. Note, however, that the size of the increase in the 
quantum due to quality change is independent of any change in the 
productivity of Machine B which is not reflected in its price. Hence 
the overall price index does not measure the cost of units of machine 
efficiency or capacity. 
f-i ' 
specification change based on the experience and judgement of the 
compilers so that both productivity change in the producing industry 
and quality and specification change are effectively allowed for in the 
combined index used to deflate expenditure on plant and machinery. 
The estimates of the stock of plant and machinery, therefore 
measure the cost of replacing this stock with identical items 
produced with modem production techniques. 
The index used to deflate investment expenditures on buildings 
and structures is, unfortunately, of a different type. It is an 
input price index based on index of building wages and prices of 
construction materials. This index allows for quality and 
specification change to the extent that they require greater input, 
but does not account for any change in the productivity or profit 
margins of the construction industry. 
In concept, therefore, the constant price estimates of the stock 
of buildings and structures, which are derived in this study, 
measure the cost of replacing the existing stock of buildings and 
land, with replicas erected using original construction methods, i.e. 
the estimate at constant prices of the stock of buildings and 
land in a given year is a measure of the cost in base year 
prices of the resources embodied in the stock of the year. It 
follows that the failure of the index used to deflate expenditure 
on buildings and land to allow for the secular increase of productive 
efficiency in the construction industry implies an increasing 
underestimate of the stock of buildings and structures and, hence, 
the total stock measured at constant prices. 
i-1 Vul K.> 
On balance, since the stock of buildings and structures comprises 
less than a third of the total stock, the estimates of total capital 
stock derived in this study are best regarded as measuring the replace-
ment cost of the existing stock given modern production techniques. 
Finally, there is the traditional index number problem which is 
present in any study which both uses indexes and covers a long time 
span, as does this study. Ideally, long-period analysis should be 
repeated using different weighting bases, so that the importance of 
the index number problems, and the range of error it produces, ma^'- be 
ascertained.^ 
The estimates developed in this section related to the stock 
of capital installed in plastics processing factories. In the 
following section we consider the short run and long run variation 
in the level of capacity utilization in the plastics processing 
industry.Denison (1969) has shown that the measurement of capacity 
utilization is one - if not the largest-source of errors in the 
measurement of capital input. 
A Final Comment 
The prcce^ding discussion of the effect of shortcomings in 
the price and investm.ent series, etc., on the final estimates of 
capital stock should not disguise the fact that the really basic 
1 
It is consoling to note that for the U.S. private sector, 
Denison (1966) found that the use of changing weight indexes in 
pl<»c.e- of fixed weight indexes made negligible difference to his 
estimates of the growth of reproducible capital in the period 
1929-1957. See Denison (1966, p.100). 
O ^^  ' \ 
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probleras of defining and measuring capital would remain even if 
"perfect" price and investment data, etc., were obtainable. As 
shown by Harcourt (1969) in his recent survey of "Some Cambridge 
Controversies in the Theory of Capital", Joan Robinson and the neo-
Keynesians have raised considerable doubt as to the existence of 
a capital unit appropriate to both the theory of growth and the 
theory of distribution. Nonetheless, definitions and measures 
of capital are essential for the empirical economist. If only 
on this point, Joan Robinson and the neoclassical economist would 
seem to agree.^ 
The multidimensional nature of capital - as V7ith all 
aggregations of heterogeneous items - precludes a satisfactory 
general definition - however, as recognised by Domar (1957) 
several useful definitions can be designed, each to fit a part-
icular problem. Capital in this study has been measured as 
consistently as possible, according to a limited but useful 
definition: physical capital as measured by the cost of 
replacing the existing stock of assets with exact replicas 
produced under the production conditions of a common base year. 
1 
"Economic concepts are no easier to define than the wind. 
Nevertheless, these concepts are useful, and economic problems can 
be discussed." Joan Robinson (1964, p. ix) . 
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3• CAPACITY UTILIZATION 
The main purpose of this section is to derive estimates of 
the short run variation in the level of capacity utilization. 
In passing we note the significant upward trend in the utilization 
of capital. For these purposes we have made extensive use of the 
estimates, particularly fuel consumption, derived in Chapter IV. 
3.1 The Secular Level of Utilization 
Interviews with plastics processors provided no precise 
information on the secular level of utilization of capital but 
there was general agreement that there is a trend towards higher 
levels of utilization in all sections of the industry. This view 
is substantiated by evidence on fuel consumption. 
Comparison of the estimates of fuel consumption V7ith the capital 
stock estim.ates (derived in the preceding section) indicates a 
substantial increase in the utilization of capital. As shoi-m in 
Figure 3.1 electricity consumption per (constant price) dollar 
of capital stock increased by more than 60 percent in the fifteen 
year period 1953/54 to 1967/68 - an increase of about 3.5 per cent 
i 
per annum. This increase can be broken into two components: 
electricity consumption psr horsepower which increased by almost 
AO percent, and horsepower per (constant) dollar unit of capital 
which increased by roughly 18 per cent during the same period. 
3.2 Short Run Variation in Capacity Utilization 
Traditional methods of deriving estimates of the level of 
capacity utilization, such as the "peak to peak" method, have 
C ) ' N 
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FIGURE 3,1 
Secular Trend in Capital Utilization. 1953/54 - 1967/68 
Electricity Comsumption per $'000 of Plant & Machinery in Use 
(Constant (1959/60 Prices) 
53/4 57/8 62/3 67/8 
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been developed for iriacro-economic policy purposes and are 
principally concerned with establishing the level of potential output.^ 
Consequently, these methods rely heavily on the quality of the out-
put statistics. In the current study, where we are less concerned 
vjith the level of potential output than with the variation of 
the level of capacity utilization over time, we have attempted to 
derive a number of independent estimates of the level of capacity 
utilization based on data both on output and on inputs. 
Indexes of capacity utilization in "Plastics Moulding..." 
were derived by comparing deviations from the (logarithmic) 
trend with the logarithmic trend values of output, labour and fuel 
consumption. This simple method yields indexes which define the 
average level of capacity utilization as 1.00. The resulting 
indexes are graphed in Figure 3.2. We find a close correspondence 
between capacity utilization indexes based on labour and fuel 
consumption in both turning points and amplitude. This suggests 
that in the space of a year the input of labour fully adjusts to 
utilization level of capital. Comparison of the labour and fuel 
based indexes with an index of capacity utilization based on output, 
however, reveals a number of discrepancies which suggest a possible 
overestimate of the level of output in 1959/60. 
Since we are mainly concerned with the utilization of capital, 
the fuel based index of capacity utilization is employed in the econo-
metric model reported in Chapter VI. This index, which is based 
on electricity consumption is shown in Table 3.1. 
1 
For a discussion of the better known methods of deriving estimates 
of potential GNP and the level of capacity utilization, see 
Kennedy (1970). 
FIGURE 3.2 
Capacity Utilization in Plastics Processing, 1949/50 - 1967/68, 
1.0 
0.95-
99.5% 
98% 
97% . 
1.1 
Fuel based index 
1.00 
Percentage of 
Workforce Employed 
0.9 
99% 
-i 98% 
49/50 52/53 57/58 62/63 67/68 
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TABLE 3.1 
Capacity Utilization Indexes for Plastics 
Processing 
C) 
Labour based Fuel based 
index index 
1949/50 1.017 1.024 
" 50/51 1.093 1.094 
" 51/52 0.948 0.919 
" 52/53 0.843 0.886 
" 53/54 0.999 1.016 
1954/55 0.981 0.976 
" 55/56 0.987 0.977 
" 56/57 1.014 0.973 
" 57/58 1.043 1.034 
" 58/59 1.028 1.063 
1959/60 1.033 1.052 
" 60/61 1.013 1.004 
" 61/62 0.933 0.916 
" 62/63 0.982 0.964 
" 63/64 0.987 1.013 
1964/65 1.032 1.062 
"65/66 0.991 1.001 
"66/67 1.011 1.017 
"67/68 1.020 0.971 
r) . . • 
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APPENDIX V . l 
THE CONCEPTS M D I>ffiASUREMENT OF C/iPITAL 
Just as the problem of giving an operational 
meaning to utility used to be avoided by putting it 
into a diagram, so the problem of giving a meaning 
to the quantity of 'capital ' is evaded by putting it 
into algebra. K is capital, A K is Investment. Then 
what is K? Why, capital of course. It must mean 
something . . . . 
Joan Robinson, Economic Philosophy, pp. 66-67 
INTRODUCTION. 
The object of this section is to describe the concepts and 
measurement of the stock of physical capital. This appendix describes 
the concepts and problems of measurement of the stock of physical 
capital for the purposes of studies of productivity growth, investment 
and productive capacity. Sections 2 and 3 describe the concepts and 
methods of measurement by other workers. Section 4 discusses 
particular problems raised by price and quality changes. 
2. CONCEPTS. 
Capital has a number of characteristics which makes 
aggregation over firms, industries or time especially di f f icult . ^ 
First, the longevity or durability of capital gives capital two 
dimensions, in that it is a source of both current and future flows 
of services. Secondly, capital is subject to technological change, 
both in its production and in the quality of the finished product. 
Hence, the items in any given stock are of different technological 
Formal discussion of the conditions under which capital can be 
aggregated without bias is confined almost entirely to the Review of 
Economic Studies. In particular, see the October 1968 issue where the 
papers shov/ that aggregation without bias is possible only under extreme 
conditions vjhich will be rarely met in practice. 
9 
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conditions. Thirdly, although durable, capital is not pernianent and 
v;e are faced with problems of depreciation and replacement. Finally, 
capital items have a limited second-hand market (confined largely to 
vehicles, with marked preference for brand new items).^ 
There is an essential difference betx^een the capacity of the 
2 
capital stock to yield services in the current period, or the quantity 
3 
of capital, and the value of that capital. Both concepts have their 
relevance: neither is appropriate for all purposes. In the study of 
productivity and production relations, it is obvious that v/e are 
concerned \>7ith the quantities of inputs and outputs. On the other 
hand, a value measure of capital reflecting future services is 4 appropriate for a national balance sheet. 
For balance sheet purposes it is the economic, or productive, 
value of the total capital employed by the firm, or nation, vjhich is 
relevant. In many cases, the market value of an asset will closely 
approximate its productive worth. Indeed, some writers draw no 
distinction between productive and market value. A firm will hold an 
asset so long as its productive worth is greater than its resale value 
in the market. The disparity between market and productive value 
varies with the type of asset. Highly specialized assets have low 
^ The market for labour of human capital, of course, deals almost 
entirely with second-hand goods, but with this exception, labour 
possesses all the characteristics listed above. 
^ Although conceptually measured in physical units, the quantity 
of capital is generally measured by the original of 'first cost' values. 
^ Only in the absence of technological change will capacity and 
quantity be identical. See Denison (1951 pp. 217--23) , and Ruggles 
(1961 pp. 387-411). 
^ Hence Goldsmith's use of depreciated values in his study of national 
wealth. 
1 " 
resale values. Others can only be transferred from user to user at 
discounts reflecting transport and conversion costs. At the other 
extreme, vehicles and farm machinery, for example, are highly inter-
changeable, and market value will very closely approximate productive 
value. 
The least ambiguous measure of the quantity of capital is the 
gross stock concept. Assets are assumed to be equally productive 
throughout their life span.^ The capital stock^measured by the moving 
2 
sum of investment expenditures over the average life span of the asset. 
Ideally, the variance around the expected life span should be taken 
into account and assets retired according to survival curves or other 
data on the retirement patterns. 
The observed decline in the value of an asset with age and use, 
provides much apparent support for the various net stock concepts. 
These concepts will vary, depending on what factor is thought to govern 
the rate of depreciation. The three major factors of depreciation are 
obsolescence, physical deterioration and exhaustion of the asset's life. 
In particular, two net stock concepts are of interest; first, a measure 
based on a purely physical deterioration of the asset, and; secondly, 
the (market) value of the stock which (as indicated above) reflects 
both current and all future services, flowing from the stock. Neither 
of the depreciation schemes vjhich accord with these net stock concepts 
is a good measure of the flow of current services provided by available 
capital equipment. 
^ Perhaps better kna.-m in the literature as the 'one-hoss shay' 
assumption. 
2 
R.W. Goldsmith's perpetual inventory method (1951). 
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It taust then be asked, hew the productivity of an asset declines 
with age? The available evidence suggests the one-hoss-shay assumption 
is reasonable or, at least, less extreme than the more common 
depreciation schemes. This is supported by comments from interviews 
v/ith Australian plastics processing firms (although estim.ates of plant 
life varied considerably). Griliches (1963) cites data on tractors which 
shows a clear deterioration with age, but it is slow and concave to the 
origin. Barna (1961) suggests that improvement, rather than deterioration, 
with age is equally likely, especially in capital intensive industry: 
It seems that most assets which are in use are maintained 
by considerable expenditure; the data collected indicate 
maintenance expenditures which are of the same magnitude as 
annual capital expenditure. Even though some repairs are 
capitalized, it is almost unavoidable that maintenance expend-
iture should improve the efficiency of plant. In many industries 
I had the impression that plant and labour form an organic unit 
and in the course of time gradual but perceptible improvements 
in efficiency take place. Most of these improvements involve 
expenditure but only of relatively small amounts. Technical 
progress is in a sense comparable to mountaineering. One 
climbs higher and higher on a given mountain until the peak 
is reached. Then one can see an even higher peaP. on another 
mountain but before attempting the second peak, one has to 
come down from the first, that is, scrap the plant. 
In most industries which are capital-intensive the 
efficiency of plant tends to increase rather than decrease 
with life. Increased costs of maintenance can rarely be 
encountered, since plant is generally scrapped before this 
occurs; the danger to be avoided is not so much an increase 
in the actual cost of maintenance but rather the loss of working 
time caused by breakdowns, (pp. 90-1). 
Barna's comments relate as much to efficiency gained through 
'learning by doing' as to the effect of time on the efficiency of 
capital equipment. Furthermore, impressions gained from scattered 
evidence are not conclusive. Nonetheless, it seems highly unlikely 
that changes with time In the productivity of industrial plant, such 
plastics processing machinery, will produce the convex pattern of 
depreciation reflected in the market prices of items, such as vehicles, 
which suffer a high rate of obsolescence. In the absence of conclusive 
data, the one-hoss shay assumption seems to be the most appropriate 
of the common assumptions. 
In passing, it should be noted that exhaustion, or the decline 
in the life expectancy of the capital good with age, also yields a 
pattern of depreciation concave to the origin. If 'deterioration' 
and exhaustion, either separately or jointly, produce a concave 
depreciation scheme, then, only where obsolescence is high, will 
market depreciation follow the exponential curve given by reducing 
balance depreciation. Widely different patterns of market depreciation 
can therefore be expected. As already mentioned, Griliches, for example, 
found that the market value of tractors followed the convex curve of 
reducing balance depreciation, while Barna (obviously for other assets) 
gained the opposite impression. 
The little information which I obtained suggests 
that for manufacturing assets the second-hand value is 
surprisingly high so long as an asset is continuing in 
use; after a decision is taken to scrap, the asset is 
run down through lack of maintenance though in some 
industries maintenance has to be kept to the end. 
(Barna, 1961, p.90) . 
Hov7ever, it seems that capital goods with a second-hand market 
strong enough to give meaningful market prices are also those subject 
to a high rate of embodied technological change. 
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3. METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 
Statistical collections on capital are few and still fewer have 
economic significance. Census of manufactures usually show horse-
pov7er installed or in use, and the book-value of assets. The forraer 
is a reasonable indicator of the degree of mechanization in comparable 
trades in different countries, but motive power is a specific form of 
capital and may give a misleading impression of the amount of capital 
in different industries. Misgivings about the usefulness of series 
of book values of assets led the U.S. and Canada to discontinue this 
series in their census of manufactures, while the U.K. has chosen 
never to publish this data. 
In the absence of meaningful statistical collections on capital, 
various methods have been devised in the past to construct the data: 
3.1 Surveys of fire insurance data at the micro level; Fire insurance 
valuations of the replacement cost of fixed assets have formed a useful 
core of information for capital stock estimates. Barna (1961) has 
applied this method in sample surveys of British industry to provide 
the only bench marks with which to control the capital estimates 
obtained by other methods. However, sample surveys have not by nature 
been suitable to the development of continuous time series of capital. 
Nonetheless, these surveys can provide information on questions such 
as the average length of asset lives on which the capital estimates 
obtained by other methods usually depend.^ 
It is clear that the collection of fire insurance values as 
measures of physical capital need not be confined to sample surveys. 
Fire insurance values could be requested in the C.B.C.S. Census of 
Manufactures in place of (or as a check on) book values. The 
Norwegian Central Bureau of Statistics, for example, has followed this 
practice for some years. 
{ • 
3.2 Sample Surveys of engineering data. This method has been applied 
in the U.S. (usually) to data from plans for new projects, such as 
those given in applications for government financial assistance. 
The method does not give estimates of capital, labour and output but 
is especially useful in providing information in the increments of 
capital and labour needed to produce an increment of output under the 
latest or 'best-practice' techniques. The data may, however, be 
misleading if the new factor>' allov7s for futher expansion with relatively 
small amounts of additional outlay.^ It is also possible that the 
relationships betv/een capital, labour and output will change after 
experience has been gained in operation of the plant. 
3.3 Estimates derived from book values. This method attempts to 
correct book values for the changing level of prices, and (sometimes) 
for revaluations and changes in depreciation practices. The popularity 
of the method is reflected by the number of examples which can be cited. 
These include Creamer (1960), Krzyzaniak and Musgrave (1963), Kuh (1963) 
and Stigler (1963) in the U.S., the Board of Trade (1966) in the U.K. 
and Mathews and Grant (1958) in Australia. 
The above works have usually defined capital in broad terms. 
The discussion here is restricted to the adjustment of the book value 
of fixed assets. 
The allowance for future expansion is common wherever investment 
occurs in discrete or "lumpy" blocks and where the costs of additions, 
extensions and relocation are high. For example Winter's (1970) study 
of Manufacturing Development in the Sydney region showed that 32% of land 
attached to factories was held vacant for future use. v^Tiile the 
allowance for future expansion seems especially common in investment 
in land and to a much lesser extent with buildings, it seems of lesser 
importance in the case of investment expenditures on plant and machinery. 
Book values reflect depreciated historical costs, and it is 
impossible to bring them to a consistent level of prices without knowing 
the composition of the total by years of vintage. The variant popular 
in the U.S. is the 'reflator' method, whereby the perpetual inventory 
method is first used at the industry level to calculate the depreciated 
stock at constant and historical prices for each year, and the ratio of 
these results is then applied to the book values of individual firms 
for each year. 
There is a number of weaknesses in this variant. First, it 
suffers from the disadvantages of the perpetual inventory method by 
requiring knowledge of asset lives and reliable series of prices and 
investment expenditure. In addition, knowledge of the depreciation 
schemes actually used by businessmen in each industry in any year 
is needed. Finally, there is the problem that some businesses revalue 
their assets, but the majority do not. This variant of adjusting 
book values has inherent defects. 
The second variant of adjusting book values to obtain a measure 
of capital is followed by the British Board of Trade, Kuh, and 
Mathews and Grant.^ 
An estimate of the current value of assets in a base year 
is the first step. The current value of assets in the following year 
is derived by applying an index of capital goods prices to the base 
Although the last mentioned study is concerned with depreciated 
values while the other two studies attempt to measure the gross value 
of capital the method is basically the same. However, greater 
confidence can be placed in the interpretation of estimates using 
gross values. 
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year's value, adding to this purchases of nev? assets and subtracting 
disposals of old assets valued at current prices, and so on for 
subsequent years. 
The feature of this variant is that it utilizes data on asset 
purchases, scrappings and depreciation, based on the actual behaviour 
of businessmen. Thus avoiding at first sight, at least, the need for 
knowledge or assumptions on asset lives, retirement distributions, etc. 
The method requires a good deal more information than is available in 
either Australia or the U.K. The studies differ in hov7 they handle 
this problem of lack of data. The perpetual inventor}!- method provides 
the base year estimate for the Board of Trade study, while Mathews 
and Grant assume 'that all assets in existence at 1st July, 1945 
were valued at 1944-45 prices' (1958, p.80). The Board of Trade 
study assumed that for assets scrapped in any year 'their current 
value (new) would be three times their book value gross of depreciation' 
(1966, p.313), while Mathews and Grant assume that assets disposed of 
during the period were originally purchased in 1944-45 prices. Finally, 
Mathews and Grant were forced to assume that reducing balance depreciation 
was used by all business - an assumption which was not altogether 
realistic even in 1957-58 when the newly increased rates for reducing 
balance depreciation began to operate. The extremely rough procedures 
used in the U.K. and Australia to estimate retirements at constant 
prices contrast markedly with Kuh's exemplary study which employed asset 
life information generated by Fabricant's study of capital consumption.^ 
^ Fabricant's asset life estimates x^ ere based on the tax service 
life implied by depreciation rates in 1929. 
f V 
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The disadvantage of this rosthod is that asset revaluations may 
introduce significant uncertainty as to the reliability of the 
retirement estimates. In all other respects, however, this method of 
adjusting gross book values to obtain capital estimates requires the 
same information and assuraptions as the perpetual inventory method.^ 
The adjustment of depreciated book values to obtain consistent 
estimates of capital is less satisfactory than the adjustment of gross 
book values. Firstly , retirements can not be distinguished from 
depreciation. Secondly, there is dubious advantage in incorporating 
the actual depreciation methods used by businessmen into the estimates 
when depreciation methods have changed over time or if business 
2 
depreciation practice is arbitrary or conservative. Nonetheless, 
the variant may be quite successful for specific purposes such as 
demonstrating the distorting effects of price changes on depreciation 
3 
charges over a short period. 
3.4 Estimates derived from series on capital expenditure. This is 
the 'perpetual inventory method developed by Goldsmith (1951) in the 
4 
U.S. and since followed in a number of countries. Although the 
The growth pattern shoxv'n by the Board of Trade estimates differs 
considerably from the capital stock estimates obtained by Feinstein and 
Maywald (1965) and by Dean (1964) . How much this is due to the wider 
definition of capital , the incorrect treatment of 'goodwill' or the 
method itself is not known. 
For support of this view see Dean (1964, p . 3 3 1 ) , Terborgh (1954, 
p.375) . 
As explicitly recognised by Mathews and Grant (1958) . 
^ All major studies now employ this method. For example, ( i ) USA: 
Kendrich ( 1961 ) , Solow (1962) the off icial Office of Business Economics 
studies, Denison (1962, 1967, 1969), Jorgenson and Griliches (1966 ) , 
Christensen and Jorgenson (1969 ) ; ( i i ) U . K . : Dean (1964 ) , Redfern (1955) , 
and Feinstein ( 1965 ) ; ( i i i ) Germany: Krengel (1958) ; (iv) Australia: 
Haig (1969) . 
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perpetual inventory method is relatively well-known, it is worth 
repeating the more relevant of Goldsmith's reasons for choosing this 
method for his study of national xjealth: 
(i) All basic data are available annually, 
(ii) Comparable estimates can be prepared at even shorter 
intervals than a year, 
(iii) Once the estimates for one benchmark date are set, 
they can be kept up to date relatively easily, 
(iv) Tlie method lends itself jrelatively easily to the 
transformation from original cost, in which the data 
are first expressed, to base period and current prices, 
(v) The estimates can be checked periodically against 
census type data, facilitating the appraisal of the 
margins of error, 
(vi) The spots were additional or better statistics are 
needed become evident as the estimates are built up. 
(vii) Last but not least, we knov/ at every step what we are 
doing. Other approaches often leave us uncertain 
about the crucial question of the character and uniformity 
of the underlying valuation. (Goldsmith, 1951, pp. 9-10). 
To these reasons we must add another; the perpetual inventory 
method is capable of incorporating any type of depreciation scheme. 
Thus, with suitable changes in the depreciation formula, we can 
estimate the gross stock, the stock net of deterioration depreciation, 
the market value of the stock etc. In this sense, the method seems 
capable of measuring any concept of capital required. 
The reliability of gross capital estimates obtained by this 
method depends directly upon the reliability of the basic series of 
prices and investment expenditures and the data on the average life 
of assets.^ The retirement pattern around the average life seems 
2 
to be of lesser importance. In practice, the method's shortcoming 
is lack of data on asset lives. 
See the comments in Dean (1964 pp.330-6) and Barna (1961 pp.92-3) 
and charts which show estimates of the gross stock of plant and machinery 
in Australian manufacturing calculated on different life assumptions. 
^ See (Terborgh, 1964). 
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In all, the conceptual clarity of the perpetual inventor^' 
method, and its flexibility in measuring various concepts of capital, 
makes it the most satisfying method of measuring capital empirically. 
This is especially the case when the estimates so obtained are supplemented 
by additional information and checked by independent estimates of the 
same concept of capital.^ 
4. PROBLEMS CONCOMITAMT WITH PRICE I^IDEXES AND THE BASES OF VALUATION. 
Clianging price levels and technology and the index number problem 
are inherent to all empirical measurement in this area. T\-;o problemis 
arise when measuring the capital stock as a factor of production. The 
first, which is discussed briefly by Denison (1959) and Haig (1959), 
relates to the valuation of individual capital goods in each year. 
The objective is to measure the quantity of capital goods 
available for current production. However, the relative prices of 
capital goods also reflect in part, the capacity of those goods to 
contribute to future production. Thus, machines of differing 
durability, but otherwise identical characteristics, V7ill have different 
values. The higher price of the more durable item reflects the greater 
flow of future services. Alternatively, more durable machinery has 
higher production costs and, therefore, a higher price. As relative 
prices are used to combine quantities, to this extent the value of the 
future flow of services is unavoidably incorporated in the quantity of 
capital and the estimate of the capital stock will be dependent on the 
durability of the items composing it. Highly durable items will be 
For example this may be possible in Australia. Before 1890 
manufacturing assets recorded in the Statistical Registers are probably 
replacement-values. See (Butlin 1962, pp.280-1). 
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ovenveighted, while less durable items will be underfreighted. ^  Hence, 
if an economy or industi-y shifts towards less durable, but otherwise 
identical, capital goods, the productivity of capital will (fictitiously) 
appear to rise. The importance of this bias is not known, but it may 
explain a small part of rise in capital productivity that occurred during 
and after World VJar II in the U.S. and in Australia. 
The second problem relates to the valuation of capital goods 
over time. If no adjustment for the changing prices of capital goods 
is made, the resulting estimates of capital stock and capital consumption 
at historical prices are neither comparable over time nor comparable 
in price to the valuation of other economic aggregates. 
Estimates at constant prices may be obtained with the 
perpetual inventory method by revaluing the investment series to 
base year prices and then cumulating the deflated investment series 
over the life-span of the asset. The resulting capital stock estimate 
is at base year prices. This can be converted to an estimate at 
current prices by applying the index of capital goods prices 
previously used to revalue the investment series. 
However, 'there is a conceptual difficulty in deciding on the 
method of revaluation to be used and the decision will determine the 
interpretation of estimates of capital stock, and the uses to which 
they can be put. For example, capital stock estimates derived after 
^ A practical example of this point can be found x<7ith injection 
moulding machines where the major make of imported machines has a shorter 
life and much cheaper price than the major locally produced make of 
injection machine. Imported machines will therefore be underweighced 
relative to local made machines in the stock estimates. 
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deflating the investment.series by an index based on the cost of 
capital per unit of productive capacity have no relevance to an 
analysis of capital productivity, since the capital stock series 
would then be proportionate to an index of productive capacity, and 
input and output would by definition, move together. For this 
reason, perpetual inventory estimates at base year prices of the 
stock of capital goods in a given year usually attempt to measure the 
amount it would have cost in the base year to produces replicas of 
the stock (aiid not its equivalent ability to contribute to production) 
With the current price estimates, the current value of capital goods 
produced in the past is measured in terms of what it would cost 
currently to produce a new item of that exact type of good. With 
technological progress, this value (or replacement cost) will be 
higher than the value of the most efficient capital good currently 
available which could contribute an equal amount to production. Thus, 
although perpetual inventory estimates (of the replacement cost) of 
the stock of capital in any year will be of similar magnitude to 
estimates of the replacement cost of the stock calculated on fire 
insurance data (which measures the replacement cost of the equivalent 
capacity to contribute to production) the former ought to be the 
larger. ^  
The implication of using different measures of capital is 
readily apparent. Since replacement cost estimates measure better 
capital as more capital, it follows that a productivity study based 
upon capital measured by replacement cost will show a much smaller 
productivity increase (or residual) than similar studies using on 
capital estimates measuring the cost of reproducing exact replicas 
of the stock. For example Jorgensen and Griliches (1969) using 
replacement cost measures of capital and analagous measures of labour 
and other inputs purported to show that U.S. manufacturing has 
experienced no increase in productivity in the last t\-70 decades. 
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Technological progress poses further problems in the construction 
of price indexes for capital goods. Compared with consumption goods, 
changes in specification and quality are frequent, and the proper 
adjustment of actual prices for these changes is difficult and rarely 
accomplished directly. In addition, as with consumption goods, 
changes in the productivity of the producing industry must be accounted 
for. 
\\here changes in the efficiency of the capital goods industry 
are not taken into account the estimate of capital at replacement 
costs refers to the cost of producing exact replicas of the existing 
stock v;ith the technology of past years. In other words, the estimate 
of capital at replacement costs refers not to the replacement cost of 
the same productive capacity, nor to the replacement cost of replicas 
given modern production techniques, but rather, to the cost of replicas 
produced under original technologies, i.e., to the labour and materials 
used. 
Three methods are commonly used to revalue expenditures on 
capital goods. These are: 
(i) indexes based on actual price quotations, 
(ii) quantity revaluation at average base year unit 
values, 
(iii) the input price index. 
The allowance for quality and specification change and for variations 
in the productivity of the producing industry varies v;ith each of 
these indexes and the interpretation of estimates of capital stock, 
therefore, varies accordingly. 
or- 'J 
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Indexes based on price quotations allow for variation in 
productivity and prices of materials and inputs v;ithin the producing 
industry. However, there is difficulty in accounting for specification 
and quality change. The compilers of the index can achieve this 
through-
(a) qualitative adjustments based on their experience 
and judgement, 
(b) quantitative adjustments which separate price and 
and quality change through the use of "technical 
equivalents", 
(c) "loading" the index with items not subject to 
rapid quality change.^ 
In this regard, a unit value index is similar in that it too 
allows for variations in the productive efficiency of the producing 
industry and allows for quality change to the extent to which it is 
"loaded". In contrast, input price indexes, such as are based on 
labour and material costs, do not account for changes in the productive 
efficiency and profit margins of the producing industry but allow for 
quality changes to the extent that they require greater input. 
Having rejected estimates of capital stock based on the 
replacement cost of the same productive capacity as being irrelevant 
to an analysis of production relationships, the choice is between a 
Where the value of goods subject to quality change, group A, is 
deflated by an index based on goods not subject to quality change, 
group B, the result is to remove from the value of A the effects of 
price variations general to both groups of goods (such as variations 
in the prices and quantities of inputs). Changes in the value of 
A due to quality change (and other factors not general to B) are not 
removed by the deflation process. 
measure based on the replacement cost of replicas with modern 
production techniques and a measure based on the resources used in 
producing the existing stock. In practice, the choice between 
indexes of capital goods prices which do and do not allow for changes 
in the productive efficiency of the producing industry is rarely 
available. 
n ; - J 
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APPENDIX V.2 
THE STOCK OF EXTRUDERS AMD INJECTION MACHINES 
This appendix provides estimates of the growth and size composition 
of the stock of two specific types of plastics processing machinery : 
injection moulding machines and plastics extrudersi 
Injection Moulding Machines: The first injection machine in Australia 
was installed by Die Casters in 1932. The diffusion of the injection 
machine in Australia v/as rapid and by the beginning of 1950 almost 200 
machines were operating in roughly 50 factories. Six years later the 
numbers had doubled with more than 380 machines in 100 factories. 
During the next fifteen years the number of injection machines in operation 
increased by more than fivefold to around 2,000 machines in 1971. In 
terms of percentage growth rates these increases are around 12-13 percent 
per annum which is comparable with the annual rate of growth of the stock 
of all forms of plastics plant and machinery. 
There has been some trend tov/ards larger injection machines and 
to this extent the stock of injection machinery measured in terms of shot 
capacity or clamp tonnage has increased at a faster rate than the stock 
of other forms of plastics plant and machinery. Despite the view 
popularly held by moulders, the trend towards larger injection machines 
has, however, been slov? and the size distribution of injection machines 
sold has changed little. 
Table 1 shows the size distribution of injection machines 
installed in factories covered by the Department of Defence Production's 
f • ' . y' » 
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census of moulders in early 1956. At this date almost 80 per cent of 
the machines were 4 oz or less in shot size.^ 
TABLE 1 
Size Distribution of Injection Moulding Machines 
Installed in Australia in 1956 
SHOT SIZE 
Up to 4 oz Over 4 oz 10 oz 24 oz 48 oz 60 oz 
4 oz to 10 oz to to to and TOTAL 
24 oz 48 oz 60 oz over 
Number 246 53 48 27 8 2 4 386 
% 64 14 12 7 2 - 1 100 
TABLE 2 
Size of New Injection Machines in Australia 
1958-1969 
Period Up to 5 oz 
Over 5 
to 10 oz 
Over 10 
to 20 oz 
Greater than 
20 oz TOTAL 
1958-1961 
1962-1965 
1966-1969 
78% 
74% 
68% 
11% 
18% 
19% 
7% 
4% 
8% 
4% 
4% 
5% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
1958-1969 72% 17% 7% 4% 100% 
This is probably an understatment of the importance of 4 oz machines 
since the estimate of 4 oz machines was obtained by identifying Johns 
J4V90 machines in the size group 4 oz to 10 oz. Hence to the extent that 
there were 4 oz machines other than Johns we have under-estimated the 
number of 4 oz machines and overstated the number of machines between 4 
and 10 oz in size. 
f 
Although sales of larger capacity machines have increased in recent 
years, the pattern of demand by size has not altered significantly as 
Table 2 demonstrates. The vast majority of machines sold between 1966 
and 1969 v;ere 5 oz machines or less. Although the proportion of the 
machines in this category has fallen noticeably it is the size bracket 
between 5 and 10 oz that has shown the most sizeable gain. The proportion 
of machines with shot capacity of greater than 20 oz has remained fairly 
static. 
Comparison of Tables 1 and 2 suggests that in terms of size, 
machines installed in the period 1958 to 1961 did not differ from those 
installed up to 1956. Although from 1962 onv7ards, that is, from the 
time the inline-screw machines were introduced, the trend towards machines 
with a larger shot size becomes evident. To some extent this trend is 
due to the technical differences between plunger and inline machines. 
For the same clamp pressure the latter machines typically have a 
significantly larger shot capacity. Hence, although there has been a 
slight movement toward machines of larger shot size it seems likely that 
the size distribution of machines, in terms of clamp pressures, has 
remained relatively constant. 
Although investment in new injection machinery since 1962 has 
been confined very largely to inline screw machines, imports of two 
stage preplasticiser machines in small but significant numbers have 
continued at a slowly declining rate. The specialist component of 
demand for these machines will continue in the foreseeable future. 
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In additioii to the effect of investment in nev>7 machinery on the 
composition of the stock of injection machines, the conversion and 
updating of existing machines has had its effect on the size and type 
of machine in the stock. The technical and cost advantages of the two 
stage pre-plasticiser "piggy-back" machine and the in-line screw over 
the simple plunger were sufficient to induce moulders to consider 
conversion. The first conversions were undertaken in 1957.^ Almost 
90 plunger machines were converted to "piggy-backs" in the early to 
mid 1960s, at a cost of $3000-3500 each or around 25 per cent of the 
cost of a new in-line screw machine. Over three-quarters of these 
piggy-back conversions used imported conversion units. The conversion 
of a plunger machine to an in-line screw machine, was, of course, more 
expensive but more than 50 of these were undertaken. 
The significant number of plunger injection moulding machines 
modified to incorporate the preplasticising feature is interesting in 
the light of the general controversy concerning the relevance of Salters 
(1962) vintage hypothesis. Although this innovation in moulding 
technology required investment in new machinery, the investment could be 
relatively inexpensive - between 15 and 30 per cent of the cost of a 
nev7 machine - if a conversion unit were chosen. 
Extruders: The stock of plastics extruders in Australia has grown in 
excess of 15 per cent per annum which is a faster rate of growth than 
that experienced by the stock of plastics machinery as a whole. The 
The innovator in this respect was Frankston Industries, Moulded 
Products' moulding subsidiary, which had six Reed-Prentice machines 
converted to piggy-backs by Johns Hydraulics in 1957. 
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first extruder vjas installed in 1939 ar.d by September 1951 a total of 
fifteen firms were employing this process. The Department of Trade 
(1958) study of the industry indicates that the installed stock of 
extruders numbered around 120 at the end of 1957. In fifteen year period 
ending June 1971 roughly 800 extrusion lines were commissioned. Of the 
900 or so extruders in operation at this date, roughly 150 machines were 
engaged in film production with the cable producing companies accounting 
for another 200 or so. 
In the late 1960s the demand for single screw machines has declined 
in favour of the demand for twin screw machines which are used almost 
exclusively in the extrusion of rigid PVC pipe and profiles. It is 
popularly believed that there is a significant trend towards extruders 
vjith larger screw diameter but as in the case of injection machines the 
movement towards larger machines, while discernible, has not been large. 
Extruders up to 12 inch screw diameter have been built in Australia 
but machines of inch diameter or less still predominate. As shown 
in Table 3, the size distribution of extruders installed since 1956 has 
not changed very little. 
TABLE 3 
Size of Extruders sold since 1956 
Australia 1956/70 
Period f i Over 4 V TOTAL and less to 3Ji" to 
Up to Dec. 1961 71% 18% 8% 3% 100% 
Up to Dec. 1970 71% 17% 7% 5% 100% 
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CHAPTER VI 
A^ ^ ECONOl'ffiTRIC MODEL OF THE PLASTICS II^DUSTRY 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter v/e develop an econometric model of the Australian 
plastics processing industry. The model provides a logical structure in 
which to describe the rapid growth of the industry and to test economic 
hypotheses concerning the development of the industry. The model may also 
be used for policy purposes. 
As it is presented in this chapter, the model may be used, for example 
(a) to evaluate the effects of a change in the price of synthetic 
1 resins on the price and dem.and for plastics goods; 
(b) to examine the effects of changes in the demand for domestic 
2 
plastics goods on the price of synthetic resins; 
(c) to examine the effects of the reductions in the protective 
tariffs on plastics goods and synthetics resins in 1971 and 
1972. 
Each of the individual equations in the model performs particularly 
well but to test the model as a whole and to utilize it for policy purposes 
requires that the model be simulated. Unfortunately vje have not had time 
to extend the model in this direction. 
^ For the plastics processing industry as a whole synthetic resins 
represent about 40 per cent of the value of output 
^ The strong forward linkage between the chemicals and plastics industries 
has traditionally ensured that price and tariff decisions on chemicals, and 
synthetic resins in particular, have a direct effect on the plastics 
industry. In the other direction, the backward linkage from the plastics 
to the chemicals industries has become increasingly important. 
A main argument adduced in favour of continued tariff protection for 
plastics products is that "The plastics industry is an important market 
for the raw materials producers and adequate protection for its products 
would ensure the continued growth of the chemical industry". Board 
Report on Plastic Products etc., 2 April, 1971, p.7. 
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The model presented here comprises twelve equations covering price 
formation, demand for domestic and imported goods and the derived demands 
for inputs at the industry level. Disaggregation of industry demand into 
its component submarkets is not considered in this paper. In contrast 
to macroeconomic m.odels, where typically the data are collected quarterly, 
the data available for this study are annual. 
The restricted number of observations on most variables and the time 
period over which each observation is defined, precludes a detailed in-
vestigation of lag structures. Nonetheless, some evidence on lagged 
responses can be obtained. For example, the technology variable included 
in the industry's demand equation suggests that the average lag between 
invention and its effect on the industry's level of output is approximately 
a decade. 
The higher level of temporal aggregation allows many of the lagged 
responses observable in quarterly data to occur within the period of 
observation, thus blurring the comparatively neat distinctions dra™ 
betv/een endogenous and predetermined variables in most macroeconomic models. 
Accordingly, there is an a priori expectation that for the purposes of 
the model most variables will be determined simultaneously.^ 
In section 2 we give an overview of the structure of the model. 
Sections 3, 4 and 5 consider each structural equation in turn. In addition 
to providing the theoretical and institutional background to each equation, 
we present the parameter estimates. The complete model is summarised in 
section 6. The data are described in Appendix VI.3. 
For a formal discussion of the effects of temporal aggregation, see 
Zellner and Montmarte (1971). In common with other formes of aggregation, 
temporal aggregation leads to a loss of inform.ation resulting in lower 
precision of estimation and prediction and lower power in statistical tests 
of significance. Of particular im.portance is the inability to analyse 
economic decisions within the relevant period of observation. 
2, OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL 
The model is dexnand oriented with the key equations relating to the 
price of synthetic resins, the price of domestic plastics goods, the demand 
for domestic and imported goods, and the desired demands for inputs in 
the domestic industry. 
Activity in the foreign sector and in the domestic economy as a whole 
affects the plastics processing industry through variables such as the 
price of imported goods, the price of competitive products, the cyclical 
level of aggregate demand, the wage rate and so on. These variables are 
treated as exogenous in terms of the model. Expectations are formed on 
the basis of predetermined or lagged endogenous variables. 
The most important policy instruments to appear in the model are the 
nominal rates of protection on synthetic resins and the nominal rates of 
protection on plastics goods. For simulation purposes, changes in the 
levels of protection enter the model by rescaling the synthetic resins 
price and imported goods price variables. 
The model, as yet, does not include any equations relating to 
profitability nor does the rate of return on output or on sales appear in 
the pricing equations. Accordingly, the rate of company income tax does 
not appear as a policy instrument. 
The structure of the model is sho^ vTi in the flow diagram of Diagram 2.1 
b 
The model begins in the chemical industry where the price of synthetic 
resins is determined by expected average costs. The price of synthetic 
resins then enters the price equation for plastics goods where together with 
the expected scale of output, wage costs and factor and materials inputs, 
it determines the price of plastics goods. 
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The levels of demand for doinestic plastics goods and imported plastics 
goods are determined by the level of economic activity' - in this case, 
manufacturing output - and the prices of domestic and imported plastics 
goods relative to the price of non-plastics goods. The demand schedules 
are also influenced by the utilization level in the domestic plastics 
industry and by quantitative restrictions on trade. Once the expected 
level of demand has been determined, factor inputs are then adjusted to 
the levels required to produce that level of output. 
Variation between the actual and expected levels of demand is met by 
variation in the level of capacity utilization in the domestic industry and 
by spillover into imports. Capacity utilization is measured by the ratio 
of the capital services demanded to the stock of capital installed and hence 
via the effect of imports on actual domestic demand there is a feedback be-
tween the demand for imports and the level of capacity utilization in the 
domestic industry. 
Estimation 
The assumption that the price of plastics goods is predetermined on the 
basis of expected demand is an important one since, as first observed by 
Wold (1953) and later popularized by Fisher (1962), the demand function 
is then identified and furthermore can be estimated by ordinary least squares. 
It is convenient to view the model as comprising three blocks of 
equations. Block 1 which contains the price equations is a recursive 
system with a chain of causality running from materials price to goods price. 
Given this chain of causality and the absence of both serial and con-
temporaneous correlation of the residuals within this subset of structural 
equations, ordinary least squares methods provide consistent estimates of 
1 
^ The term "recursive" is due to Wold. It applies to equation systems 
where (a) knowledge of the values of all variables up to time t-1 gives 
the value of these variables at time t; (b) variables at time t are 
obtained one by one, and (c) each equation in the system expresses a 
unilateral causal dependence. See Wold (1953, p.lA). More formal 
definitions of recursiveness can be found in Malinvaud (1968, p.60 and p.51-;. 
DIAGRAM 2.1 
FLOW DIAGRAM OF MODEL OF PLASTICS INDUSTRY 
the parameters.^ ' ^  
The demand equations for plastics goods and the level of utilization 
form a potentially interdependent system. Although we can set do^ ra the 
direction of causation within this subset of equations, there is the 
a priori expectation that the period of observation of the data is too 
aggregative to permit the system to be analysed recursively and that 
simultaneous interdependency is induced through the feedback between 
capacity utilization and the demand for domestic plastics goods and the 
demand for imports. In this case simultaneous equation methods must be 
employed when estimating the parameters of the equations comprising block 
2. In fact, we find no simultaneity between capacity utilization and 
import demand and block 2 becomes recursive. 
The derived demands for labour, capital services and m.aterials, the 
normal output equation and the investment equation form the third block 
which follows after block 2 in the recursive ordering. There is no inter-
dependency in this set of equations and the parameters are estimated by 
ordinary least squares. Accordingly, for the practical task of estimating 
the parameters of the model as a whole we employ ordinary least squares 
methods for all equations. 
The m.odel's structural equations and identities together with lists 
of the exogenous and endogenous variables may be found in Appendices VI.1 
and We now turn to the derivation and discussion of the functional 
forms of each equation. 
That is to say the parameter estimate converges in probability to the 
true (or population) value, as the sample becomes larger. For a discussion 
of estimation methods for recursive systems, see Johnston (1963, pp.265-266) 
or Malinvaud (1968, p.513). 
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3. PRICE DETEKIINATION 
3.1 The Price of Synthetic Resins 
By value, roughly 80 per cent of materials inputs into the plastics 
processing industry are synthetic resins purchased from the chemical 
industry.^ Two features of the chemical industry are relevant to the 
determination of the price of synthetic resins; first, the industry is 
oligopolistic so that price leadership and non-price competition (in this 
instance through technical services) is likely; and secondly, the chemical 
industry enjoys significant economies of scale - both technical and 
2 
pecuniary - so that marginal cost is below average cost. The theoretical 
expectation that price is a function of average cost is confirmed by 
empirical observation of the Australian chemical industry. 
Hunter and Webb (1963) provide the definitive (and only) discussion 
of pricing in the Australian chemicals industry. They distinguish three 
factors determining the price of domestically produced chemicals: the 
cost structure, the price elasticity of demand for chemicals, and, where 
similar products are concerned, the ability to compete in term.s of 
technical specification and services rather than in price. 
^ In 1967/68, materials consumption represented more than 50 per cent 
of the value of output of plastics goods. 
^ Technical economies of scale in the chemical industry stem largely 
from the physical relationships between pipe surface area, which determines 
capital costs, and pipe diameter which determines capacity. These 
relationships are siimmarised in the frequently quoted "o.6th power riile" 
according to which capital costs rise as the 0.6th power of the increase 
in capacity. For the original reference see Chilcon (1950). 
Pecuniary economies of scale arise where the polymer producer purchases 
petrochemical feedstock from an outside source. Since the petrochemical 
industry also enjoys significant technical economies of scale, an increased 
demand for feedstock on the part of the polymer producer will in general 
reduce the unit and price cost of feedstock to the polymer producer. 
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Their arguraant surigasts that i.he price iinplled hy the cost structure 
will be more closely follov/ed in the case of productK with a higher price 
elasticity of de.aaud such as plastics v.iaterials, is the case vrith 
products vith I0.7 price elasticj.tics. Taeir final ccnclusion is that 
"there is... a strong predisposition to price conservatively on some 
'cost-plus' formula,..".^ 
We hypothesise that at the beginning of each year tl'-.e chemical 
industry sets the price of syrthetic resins on the basis of expected 
average costs and maintains its price for that year. Hen - we have 
the price equation 
(3.1.1) Pr - .y 
vThiere Pr is the price of synthetic resins, Cr'^  the expected capital cost 
of producing R*^ the e.xpecr.cd output of syntlietir 
resins^ Similarly Lr" and F^ are the expected requirements of labour 
and petroch-evaical feedstock, vjhile and Pf" arc the expected price of 
labour and feedstock. The mark-up factor is denoted by y v;here > 1. 
The price equation can be rewritten in terms of unit capital cost 
and the input/output coefficients. Thus, 
(3.1.2) Pr - + Pf'^ IF") .y 
where Iiy.-- and IF- ere the cxpected input/output coefficients for labour 
and luatorials respectively and us expected unit capital cost. 
The expected input/output coefficicnts, the expected levels of capital, 
labour and feedstock costs and the expected demand for synthetic resins 
Hunter and Webb (1963. p.315}> 
are iiot, of coursc, directly observable. These vaiiables are determined 
as follows;-
First, we assumo that expected unit capital requ'rements are a 
decreasing function of the level of expected output. This assumption 
recognizes the major source of the chemical industry's economies of 
scale. K'e also assume that for the purpose of setting the price of output 
the niarl'.-up is applied to capital requirements valued at historical cost. 
Tliis historical cost is deteriiiined by capital goods prices in the current 
and previous years weighted by investment in each year. These tuo assumpt-
ions are embodied in „ 
(3.1.3) CT->yR* = a^ + (a^ R* P'k_.) 
This expression summarises three key factors deteriiiniing expected unit 
capital costs. The terra a refers to the constant component of expected 
1 
unit capital costs. The term (a^ R'*^  ) refers to that component of ex-
pected unit capital requirements which varies with output. To simplify 
the valuation of the unit capital requirement to which the mark-up is 
applied, the unit valuation is approximated by > the price of capital 2 goods 'i' periods ago. 
Second, v/e assume that the chemical companies' forecast of the output 
of synthetic resins is a fixed proportion of the level of output in. the 
previous period. Hence v/e have 
(3.1.4) R-^  --- a^R^^ 
^ Alternatively the term a^ might be interpreted as the magnitude of a 
constant absolute mark-up. 
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Note that the unit valuation of the expected capital stock will vary 
tl-irou,?u tiu.e with changes ii-i tlie cost of capital equipi:.ent and the age 
corposition of che stock. The specification used in equation (3.1.3) 
ansures the age coiriposition of the stock rer.ains constant. 
Third, expected labour requirements are assumed to be a constant 
. 1 fraction oc labour requirements in the previous year, that is 
(3.1.5) IKL^ - a.IRL , 4 "1 
where a^ is a constant. 
Fourth, we assume that the chemicals companies calculate the expected 
wage rate and feedstock price by applying a constant mark-up to the wage 
level and feedstock price of the previous period. Hence 
(3.1.6) 
(3.1.7) 
w^ = a3 
Pf* = a^.Pf , 6 -1 
Finally, we assume that feedstock requirements per unit of output are 
fixed, that is 
(3.1.8) IF* ~ ~ constant 
Substituting these equations into equation (3.1.1) we obtain an 
expression for the price of synthetic resins 
(3.1.9) Pr = 
ai .Pk . 
1 - 1 
which simplifies to 
b,Pk_. 
(3.1.10) Pr = b. + — ; ^ IRL , .w , + b,Pf 
v/here b^ = a^y, b^ = 
a^ .Vi 
(a3)^2 
, h^ = a^, b^ = a^.a^.y. 
and b, = a,.a^,y. 4 6 7 
^ Labour requirements in the production of synthetic resins are not 
directly observable and were estimated by substituting the output of 
synthetic resins into the labour demand equation for the chemicals 
industry as a whole. The labour demand function for chemicals was fitted 
to data from 1956 to 1968 taken from the Tariff Board's Annual Report 
1970/71, pp.44 and 46. In terms of unit labour requirements the estimated 
equation is 
Zn(-) = 2.59 - 0.35 time - 0.559^nR 
^ (2.1) (1.2) (2.1) R = .990 
which implies significant economies of scale with respect to labour and a 
3.5 per cent fall pet anu'im in unit labour requirem.ents through technical 
progress and fac.or substitution. 
An additional feature of the determination of chemicals' prices in 
Australia yet to be considered is the level and form of protection against 
import competition. Three phases of protection can be distinguished: 
the import licensing system of the 1950s; the transition period of the 
early 1960s; and the support value schemes since 1966. The system of 
import licensing control which operated between February 1952 and 
February 1960 protected the domestic chemicals producer from the effects 
of import competition until late 1959 when the severity of the licensing 
scheme V7as substantially reduced prior to its abandonment. 
The abandonment of the import licensing system coincided with a 
considerable fall in world prices, which meant that the prevailing levels 
of ad valorem tariff were insufficient to allow domestic producers to 
maintain their prices, and their v/as a sharp downward movement in chemicals 
and synthetic resins prices. The ensuing requests for tariff assistance 
and enquiries culmirated in the Tariff Board's 1966 report on Industrial 
Chemicals and S^mthetic Resins. This report supplemented the structure of ad 
valorem tariffs with a system of support values - a scheme which not 
only avoided the disruptive effects of imports being 'dumped' at marginal 
prices but which effectively insulated them into store costs of imported 
synthetic resins to Australian plastics processors from more general 
movements in the world price of synthetic resins. 
The model adopted in this paper veiws the government's decisions on 
protection during the period under review as setting the tariff rate at 
a level which would permit reasonable profits to the chemicals companies, 
thus shifting the responsibility for price leadership from companies 
within the industry to the Tariff Board.^ 
^ This assumption might be questioned for the period 1962 to 1965 when 
the market was in disequilibrium. 
As an example of the rigidity of synthetic resin prices it may be noted 
that prior to the 1972 reduction of the ad valorem tariff and the lowering 
of support values, the (list) price of the two major materials (PVC and L.D. 
polyethylene) had not changed since May 1968. 
The structural shifts in prices from the Import control levels of 
I960 and earlier years is represented • i dumir.y variable:"^ 
Dj^  = 1 for the years endi; le 19.S3 to 1960 
= 0 otherwise 
Hence equation (3.1.10) becon^es 
b Pk 
(3.1.11) Pr = b + — -i- b„ IRL ^ .XV , + b. Pf T + b.D, U b2 3 --1 -1 4 - 1 5 1 
which is fitted to fourteen annual observations for the period 1954/55 
to 1967/68 using O.L.S. As equation (3.1.31) is non-linear, parameter 
b2 was estimated using a grid search of values between 0.2 nd 0.8. The 
length of the lag on the capital price variable was determir:>.a by a 
2 
concurrent grid search. The maximum R was obtaiied when b2 took the 
value of 0.4 aiid the capital price variable was lagged 5 periods,. 
2 The preferred equation is 
Pr = 0.04 6 0.280 + 0.266 
(2.26) (2.63) (3.14) 
-f- 0.318 Pf + 0.090 D^ 
(2.26) (2.50) 
R^ - 0.953 
SEE 0.310 
DW = 2.49 
As anticipated, we find that the price of synthetic resins is a 
positive function of unit capital costs, unit labour costs and the price 
of petroleum feedstock. The imposition of import .licensing controls 
^ Although we have identified three phases of protection, we have not 
employed a second dummy variable to distinguish the transition period 
between 1962 and 1965 from the later period. It is inappropriate to 
describe the market disequilirbium of the transition period as causing a 
uniform shift in the level of prices xvhich could be represented by a 
single dummy variable. Conceptually, each year of the transition period 
could be represented by a dummy variable but this procedure would severely 
reduce the number of degrees of freedom. 
^ Two alternative hypotheses for the formation of wage rate and output 
expectations were considered. The first hypothesis assumed that the 
chemical companies have pcrfect foresight; the second assumed tnat they 
expect the same percentage increase in demand in tl.e currant period as 
occurred in the previous period, subject ro the requirement that expected 
demand is greater than or equal to, demand in the previous period. 
Regresssion eouations employing combinations of these expectations 
hypotheses proved inferior to the equations where the expected wage rate 
• • ... . contc. ove.r 
during the pnriod 1952/53 to 1959/60 had a significant effect in raising 
the price level. The mark-up coefficient, can not be separately 
identified. This precludes a quantitative interpretation cf the 
coefficient estimates. Nonetheless, since the mark-up coefficient is 
I>->s;tive,a qualitative Interpretation of the other coefficients is 
possible. 
The coefficients attached to are interpreted as des-
cribing the behaviour of unit capital cost with respect to the level 
of output and the hintorical price of canital goods. 
We find that unit capital costs decrease with the level of 
output, a finding which is consistent to the commonly held belief that 
there are significant economies of scale in the chemical industry. This 
view is based on the ''0.6 rule" studies reported by Chilton (1950), 
which for new plants found inverse relationships between unit capital 
costs and individual plant capacity. Our finding, on the otlier hand, 
is based on an anlysis of aggregate data from the Australian chemical 
industry where additions to capacity have tended to dup]icate existing 
small plants and whe::e low levels of capacity utilization have been common. 
The unit v;age costs variable is significaiit and positive. This 
variable was constructed by combining the wage rate in the previous 
period, with expected unit labour requirements, IRL*. Since the labour 
demand function for chemicals reflects significant economies of scale, 
v?e find that unit wage costs decrease v/ith the level of output. 
In the absence of data on the price of petrochemical feedstock, Pf, 
the prices of kerosene and petrol were employed as proxies. Both proxies 
(Contd. from previous page) 
and the expected demand for synthetic resins are constant mark-ups of 
the levels observed in the previous period. 
^ For each of the major thermoplastic resins, i.e. PVC, LDPE, PS, HDPE 
and PP, there will be two plants ia operation in 1973. All plants are 
small by world standa-rds. For evidence on the low levels of utilization, 
see Tariff__Board^ Report on industrial Chemicals and Synthetic ?^ .esin.s, 
Apriri965, pTll 
Since 1968, low levels of capacity utilizaticn have been confined to 
PE production. See Tariff Board's Report on the Chemicals Industry 
Support Values Review, 10 Deceinbcr, 1971. 
shoved the same ovp.rall movement during the period of observation, rising 
Elowly to a peak in 1958/39 and declining slowly thereafter. As expected 
a positive change in the price of feestock causes a significant increase 
in the price of synthetic reasons. 
FIGURE 3.1 
Price of Synthetic Resins, Predicted 
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Equation (3.1.12) enables the effects of changes in vage rates and 
the level of output, the removal or imposition of iipjort controls on 
the level of synthetic resins prices, and the effects of a change in 
price of petrochemical feedstock to he siriulated. In particular, the 
equation fulfills the maj.n purpose for which it is intended^ that is 
to show the effects of a change in the demand and hence output of 
synthetic resins, R, upon the unit cost (and price) of synt^ ;:;tic resins. 
Figure 3.1 compares the predicted and observed price mo eraent of 
synthetic resins. As anticipated, the goodness of fit deteriorates during 
the transition period betvzeen 1962 and 1965 v/hen th'- structure of prices 
1 
and tariffs was still adjusting to the removal of import licensing control."^ 
3.2 The ?_rice_ of Plastics Goods 
Althougli the plastics industry Js comprised of a wide variety of 
market strxactures, short run price rigidity appears common to most segments 
The vinyl coated fabric, PVC-pipe, laminated board, profile extrusion 
and flooring sections are dominated by rigid oligopolistic structures 
There is some evidence that part of the observed fall in the price of 
synthetic resins in 1964/65 is a measurement error since the constant 
price materials/output ratio in plastics processing is above its trend 
level. Adjustment of the data for this possible error would not, however^ 
remove all of the sharp fall in synthetic resins prices in 1964/65. 
9 i I..J 
preserved by barriers to entry. These entry barriers arise from the 
size of the capital investment and the technology required. Although 
less substantial investment is required to enter the older sections of 
the industry, such as injection and compression moulding and vacuimi 
forming, in these areas significant partial monopolies are created by 
technical expertise and product innovation. The nature of the industry, 
as determined by the interaction of m.arket structures and technical 
factors, suggests a model in which prices are administered or predetermined, 
We assume that at the beginning of each period plastic processors 
determi.ne their desired price on the basis of the expected average cost 
associated with their expected level of output, Qd", The major 
components cost are expected labour and capital costs, w-L" and C*, 
respectively, and expected materials costs, Pr^ .R"^ '. 
Hence we have the pricing equation 
(3.2.1) ' Pd „ 
In terms of input/output coefficients v/e have 
(3.2.2) Pd (^"/Q^-U + + v 
where = ^^^ IR^ = (^"l • 
As vjas the case V7ith the price equation for synthetic resins, the 
expected levels of labour and materials inputs per unit of output are not 
directly observable but may be obtained from the input demand fmctions. 
Similarly, assumptions are made about the formation of price and wage 
rates expectations and the relatioxrship of capital costs to the level 
of output. 
Labour requirements per unit of output have fallen very rapidly 
through technical progress, economies of scale and the substitution of 
capital for labour. Materials inputs per unit of output have also 
O c-j, 
/Ci ! o 
fallen significantly as industry structure and the degree of vertical 
1.2 
integration have changed." ^  
VJe assume 
(3.2.3) IL^ - = 
and 
(3.2.A) IR^ = = = 
v.'herc c^ ^ is the expected nark-down of unit labour requirements or", the 
previous year's level, the term c^^ is a constant and c^ is the rate per 3 annum at V7hich unit materials requirements have declined. 
Unit capital costs are assumed to have remained constant throughout 
the period, that is 
C* (3.2.5) = c„ = constant 
Qd-"-
We assume that bi-.sinessmen have perfect foresight when estimating 
A 
the wage rate and materials prices in the coining period, that is 
(3.2.6) w* = w 
(3.2.7) Pr--- - Pr 
After chemicals, the plastics processing industry has shown the 
fastest decline in labour requirements per unit of output of all Australian 
manufacturing industries. See Tariff Board Annual Report 1970/71, p. 15. 
^ The constant price ratio of materials to output fell from around 55 
per cent in 1954 to roughly 45 per cent in 1968. 
3 
See section 5.2. 
^ There are many other expectational hypotheses that v;e may have used. 
For example, we might have assumed just as plausi.bly that businessmen 
estimate wages and materials prices in the coming period on the basis of 
wages and prices in the previous period or alternatively, that businessmen 
have static growt:h expectations, i.e. they expect the same rate of change in 
the wage rate and in materials' prices in the coming period as occurred 
in the current period. Accordingly, when estijaacing the parameters of the 
price equation -^le consider a variety of specifications for the expected 
vagc rate and the expected level of materials prices. 
rj r-r ,( 
Substituting into equation (3.2.2) we obtain an expression for the 
price of domestically produced plastics goods. 
(3.2.8) Pd ^(c^ + IR^'Pr)^ . 
In this study we have measured all variables in terms of index numbers 
(base: 19i)9/60 = ,1.00). Equation (3.2.8) is therefore incomplete for our 
purposes since it does not show the relative importance of each component 
of cost. VJhen these coefficients are added, equation (3.2.8) becomes 
(3.2.9) Pd - OQ + + G^Ilffpr 
v^here a^ c^.u.d^, o.^  = u.d^.c^ and a^ = u.d^, V7here the coefficients d^^, d^ 
and d^ measure the relative importance of each cost component. 
Equation (3.2.9) was fitted to data from 15 observations between 
1933/54 and 1967/63. The preferred result is^ 
(3.2.10) Pd = 0.064 -f 0.372 1L__ .w + 0.546 lufPr R = 0 . 9 8 4 
ON /Q d (^ \ SEE = 0.0241 
(].9) (3.6) (4.0) ^ 
^ A l l versions of equation (3.2.9) gave a high degree of explanation of 
the variation in the actual price of plastics goods and there Js very 
little to choose between different equations on the basis of R s and t 
values. The preferred equation was chosen on the basis of its ability to 
fol]ow turning points. 
Across equations, the estimated coefficients are generally stable, 
although there is some sensitivity to the manner in which wage expectations 
are assumed to be formed. As might be anticipated, given the upward trend 
in wage rates the coefficient on the wage component is higher when the wage 
expectations are based on a mark-up on the wage rate in the previous period. 
Expectation models of the Nerlove type were also tested. The addition 
of the lagged dependent variable caused the F statistic to fall and, in 
general, the adjustment coefficient was not significantly different from 
one. 
We find that the price of domestic plastics goods is a positive 
function of the price of labour and unit labour requirements, and the 
price of synthetic resins and unit materials requirements. The constant 
term is interpreted as measuring unit capital costs plus the mark-up on 
these costs. Price is a negative function of plastics technology and the 
level of output in the previous period V7hich enter into the pricing 
equation tiirough the expected unit labour requirements variable. The fall 
in expected unit materials requirements through technical and structural 
change has also contributed to the fall in the price of domestic plastics 
goods. 
Equation (3.2.10) has one shortcoming for simulation purposes: the 
assumed constancy of capital costs per unit ignores possible reductions in 
unit capital costs through technical change and economies of scale. 
Attempts to introduce the observed reduction in unit capital require-
ments into a price equation in the same manner as the reduction in unit 
labour requirements were unsuccessful. The coefficient on the unit capital 
requirements variable was insignificant and the ability of the equation to 
follow turning points was noticeably inferior to that of the preferred 
equation. 
Despite this minor limitation, equation (3.2.10) enables 
the effects of changes in the level of output, synthetic resins prices, 
wage rates, the level of pol>Tiier technology and the rate of structural 
change on the price of domestic plastics goods to be sLmulated. 
We now turn to a discussion of the original assumption that the price 
of plastics goods is predetermined. In particular, it might be argued that 
domestic producers will alter their prices in response to changes in the 
relative price or quantity of imports or in response to the level of domestic 
capacity utilization. 
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Casual observation suggests that liiik between the price of iraported 
plastics goods and the domestic price is limited and there is an a priori 
expectation that the import price does not enter into the domestic pricing 
equation. Many producers, including PVC and PE pipe extruders, blow 
moulders and custom injection moulders, enjoy substantial natural protection 
and import competition, V7here it exists, is negligi.ble. In other sections 
of the industry, where imports do exist, non-price competition has success-
fully held imports to a low level despite the often considerably cheaper 
price of imports.^ On the other hand, price competition from imports is 
significant for producers of vinyl coated fabric and for producers of 
injection moulded consumer goods, particularly toys. 
The statistical evidence, however, tends to support the assumption 
that, in aggregate, import price is not a significant determinant of the 
price of domestic goods. The import price variable was insignificant when 
included in equation (3.2.9) and the F statistic fell. We therefore 
conclude that given the available data and the limitations of the import 
price statistics there is no evidence to refute the implied assumption of 
equation (3.2.9) that the price of domestic plastics goods is determined 
independently of the price level of imported plastics goods. 
The most significant example of reliance on non-price competition to 
offset the lower price of imports occurs in the case of decorative laminated 
sheet. Of the tv70 cuts in domestic price since 1953, only one v/as in 
response to import competition. As noted in the recent Tariff Report on 
Plastic Products, etc. , since the September 1964 price cut "despite (price 
disadvantages of from 50 to 85 per cent) the local industry has been able 
to retain most of the market and obtain returns of funds at levels higher 
than the Board would consider reasonable for an industry seeking increased 
protection". 
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The hypothesis that domestic producers of plastics goods adjust 
their price in response to the level of capacity utilization received no 
statistical support, the coefficient on the capacity utilization variable 
being not significantly different from zero. Similarly, the hypothesis 
that domestic plastics processors adjust their price in response to excess 
demand factors received no support.^ 
We have tested three hypotheses relating to potential feedbacks into 
the price equation for domestic plastics goods from the other endogenous 
variables, but none of these hypotheses receives support from the 
statistical evidence. We conclude that the available evidence supports 
the assumption that the price of domestic plastics goods is predetermined. 
^ Businessmen may also adjust their desired prices to correct inventory 
disequilibrium. Given the restricted number of observations on stocks 
a statistical test of this hypothesis was not possible (see footnote 
Section 5.4, Ch.VI). However, the presence of excess or inadequate stocks 
should be closely related to the level of capacity utilization and we have 
already shown that there is no significant statistical relationship between 
the price level and the level of capacity utilization. 
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A. THE DEMAIND FOR PLASTICS GOODS 
4.1 Introduction 
The demand for plastic products is met by local supply and by 
imports. In 1962/63 imports comprised roughly one-third of the value 
of all plastics goods supplied. Although based on the same materials 
and technology, imported and locally produced plastics goods differ 
significantly in their commodity com^position due to the differential 
effects across commodities of wage and materials cost disabilities, 
transport costs, economies of scale and so on. To take three specific 
examples: pipe and blow m.oulded bottles are domestically produced J terns 
because high transport costs ensure that there are negligible imports 
of these products. Vinyl film and coated fabrics have low transport 
costs and high materials costs disabilities for the Australian producer, 
and are therefore a major component of imports. 
Finally, imported injection moulded housev;ares differ in character from 
domestically produced housewares, since local moulders have tended to 
specialise in items where demand permits longer production runs. At the 
level of aggregation of the analysis presented here, imported and domestic-
ally produced plastics goods are imperfect substitutes. 
In concept, the dem.ands for imported and domestic plastic goods 
can be disaggregated into direct demands for final consumption and 
demands for plastic goods as inputs into other industries. For the ons 
year for which data was available, approximately 75 per cent of the value 
of domestic output v/ent into other industries as intermediate inputs, 
and the remaining 25 per cent to demand for final consumption.~ In 
^ Source: C.B.C.S., 1962/63 Input/Output Table. 
? 8 -.J 
Ideally, therefore, v/e should work with two sets of demand functions 
for plastic goods; the first set showing the derived demands for imported 
and domestic plastics goods as inputs into other industries, and the second 
set showing the demand for imported and domestic plastics goods by final 
consumers. The lack of data does not enable us to distinguish between 
different components of demand in each year, however, and therefore it is 
necessary to estimate aggregate demand functions v/hich combine both final 
and derived demands. For convenience of exposition in the theoretical 
section, we shall treat the aggregate demands for both domestic and 
imported plastics goods as the derived demands for inputs into other 
industries. 
4.2 Demand for Domestic Plastics Goods 
In keeping with conventional demand theory, we hypothesise that 
(4.2.1) Q^ Q^'/h 
where Q^ is demand for domestically produced plastics goods, Q^ represents 
the level of output in those industries which utilize plastics goods, 
h is the degree of homogeneity of the aggregate production function of 
the plastics goods using industries and the tt^ s are the relative prices 
of plastic and other goods.^ 
This simple demand function places the entire burden of the 
explanation of the demand for domestic plastics goods on relative prices 
and changes in the activity level of purchasers. In fact there have 
been substantial shifts in the demand schedule for domestic plastic 
goods through changes in tastes and technology. The demand schedule 
has also shifted with cyclical changes in the level of economic activity. 
^ The formal derivation of this function is given in Appendix VI. 
9 R ^ 
and with the imposition and removal of import quotas. Finally, trans-
actions may hava taken place which are off the demand curve v/hen lack 
of productive capacity has constrained the dom.estic industry from meeting 
demand. Accordingly, the demand function for domestic plastic goods is 
broadened to 
1/ 
(4.2.2) Q^ = Q^ 'h f(7T^...7T^,l%m,CU,D) 
where, in addition to the previously specified variables, T is an index 
of both the attitudes of industrialists tov/ards the use of plastics and 
the level of polymer technologyj TO is the cyclical level of activity, 
CU is the level of capacity utilization in the domestic plastics goods 
industry and D represents the dummy variables measuring the impact of 
import licensing controls on domestic demand. Although none of the 
explanatory variables in equation (4.2.2) shows a time subscript, it 
will be noted that all explanatory variables m^ ay operate V7ith a lag. 
The Activity Level in Plastics Goods Using Industries, Q^ 
In concept, Q , the level of activity in industries using plastics m 
goods should be measured by the v;eighted sum of activity levels in each 
of these industries, each industry's weight being determined by its 
relative share of total plastics goods usage for that year. The data 
required to-construct this aggregate measure of the level of activity 
are not available. We therefore approximate this variable by the output 
of the manufacturing sector. 
Cyclical Shifts in Demand, UN 
The major portion of domestically produced plastics goods is 
consumed in the form of intermediate inputs by industries which are 
subject to greater than average cyclical movement in demand. The motor 
vehicle industry, which consumes substantial quantities of vinyl coated 
fabric and industrial mouldings, the building industry, and the consumer 
durables industry are industries in which demand is relatively volatile.^ 
The derived demand for plastics goods therefore shifts outwards relative 
to the demand for all manufactured goods when the economy moves tov?ards 
a cyclical peak. To reduce malticollinearity and to avoid a non-linear 
functional form, equation (4.2.2) is estimated on the assumption that the 
elasticity of demand for plastics goods with respect to a change in 
manufacturing output is unity. 
For this reason manufacturing output may in itself be a deficient 
measure of the aggregate level of activity in all plastics goods using 
industries. We therefore employ a separate cyclical variable. This 
cyclical factor is represented in the demand function by UN, the unemploy-
ment rate for the civilian workforce. 
Changes in Attitudes and Technology, T 
In the following paragraphs we discuss the increased acceptance of 
plastics by industrialists, and the importance of technologically 
induced shifts in the demand for plastics goods. These factors are 
The growing importance of plastic mouldings and components in most 
consumer durables is reflected in the increasing num.ber of large moulding 
shops set up or taken over by manufacturers of consumer durables, 
including Kelvinator, Sunbeam, General Electric and Astor. Despite 
the increasing importance of plastic products in home building, only 
A.V. Jennings' acquisition of Trimview Polymarble in 1969 provides 
an example of similar upward integration by a building firm. 
o o *« 
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interrelated with each other and we are able to capture their effects 
by constructing a technology index from plastics and other patents data.^ 
Attitudes towards plastics goods of both final consumers and 
purchasers of intermediate products, such as the automotive industry, 
have changed noticeably during the post-war period. The introduction 
of plastics as 'ersatz' or substitute materials during the second world 
war, and memories of the 'thin wall polystyrene' era of the early 1950s, 
set market preferences against plastics in favour of traditional products. 
Tne prejudice against plastics has been eroded as the use of plastics 
has increased. This learning process has operated at two levels: on 
the one hand, individual consumers have reassessed their attitudes toward 
plastic goods on the basis of their oim direct experience, x^ hile on the 
other hand, the attitude of the individual towards plastics has been 
influenced by demonstration effects and the experience of consumers in 
total. The learning process has gradually shifted the demand curve 
for plastics outwards. This process has been hastened as changes on 
the supply side in the form of better quality control, and the intro-
duction of new and better products and materials, have caused a new 
2 
awareness of plastics amongst consumers. 
The rapid increase in the stock of polymer technology relative to 
technology in general has affected both supply and demand for plastic 
goods by changing to varying degrees the production functions of all 
industries in favour of plastics goods. Polymer technology has advanced 
The effects of changes in tastes and technology are frequently re-
presented in the demand functions by a simple time trend. However, the 
assumption that technology and consumer attitudes change smoothly and 
monotonically rests uneasily with our every-day observations of the market 
place and factory. Despite - or perhaps in view of - the high statistical 
significance of the time trend in many econometric equations, it has loiig 
been recognised that the inclusion of a time trend to represent changes in 
technology and other residual factors is largely an admission of our 
ignorance. 
^ For example, the use of specialised plastic m^aterials and products for 
well-publicised scientific or military projects, such as the US moonshot, 
has a positive effect on consumer attitudes towards plastics in general. 
o f^J 
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in three interrelated areas: first, the research effort in the chemicals 
industry has produced a steady stream of new synthetic resins and of 
new formulations of existing materials; second, there have been advances 
in plastics processing technology; and finally there have been substantia: 
developments in the technology of using plastics products. The last of 
these which affects the demand for plastics goods, is probably the most 
important. For example, a very considerable part of the technology con-
cerning plastics pipe for irrigation relates to new irrigation techniques 
and practices which have dramatically reduced the water requirement of 
crops. In contrast, the competitive irrigation technology associated 
with aluminium piping has remained largely unchanged during the last 
decade. Similarly, new polymer technology is presently changing auto-
mobile assembly techniques which traditionally have been based on metal 
components and metal technology.^ In general, changes in the production 
functions of other industries caused by the greater expansion of polymer 
technology relative to other technology will lead to an increase in the 
derived demiand for plastics goods (and materials) , and a decrease in the 
2 demand for traditional inputs. 
We propose to measure the outward shifts in the demand schedule 
due to changes in tastes and technology by an index which reflects the 
By 1968, plastic materials comprised around 15 per cent of the volume 
of European cars. In the U.S. attention has been directed to the large 
plastic components. For example, door liners with integral armrest are 
now being moulded in the required colour with wood or leather grain finish. 
Another development concerns the use of plastic wheel housings in con-
junction with a metal chassis. This combination assists control of crumple 
rates in the event of a collision and obviates the need for extensive 
welding in the engine compartment. 
2 
These are merely modem examples of the ability of the chemicals and 
associated industries to shift the demandcurves for their products. For 
nineteenth century examples, see Hohenberg (1967). 
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level of technology in the plastics industry/ compared to the level of 
technology in all industries. This index is defined as 
X = cumulative- no. of polymer patents 
cumulative no. of all patents 
The features and limitations of patents data as an indicator of the 
level of technology or of the level of inventive activity have been 
discussed in Chapter III and it is sufficient to note one point here: 
since patents filings refer to inventive effort, the gestation period 
before a successful invention becomes an innovation, and the diffusion 
lag before the innovation is accepted by even by the majority of 
producers J suggests that a given change in the technology index may 
elicit little or no response in the relative demand for plastics goods 
for a number of years.^ -
Capacity Constraints, CU 
As the level of capacity utilization in the plastics industry 
increases, the ability of the domestic industry to supply may be con-
strained by capacity limitations. If transactions prices are inflexible 
in the short run, clearance of the market for domestic plastics must 
depend upon non-price rationing mechanisms such as increased waiting 
times between order and delivery, smaller rebates and .discounts, and 
2 less effort in gaining new sales. Evidence of this phenomenon has been 
^ For examples of gestation and diffusion lags in the plastics industry, 
see Chapter II. Examples of these lags in other industries may be found 
in Salter (1966), Mansfield (1968, Ch.7) and Griliches (1957), 
2 
If transactions prices are inflexible and the non-price rationing 
mechanisms outlined in the preceding paragraph are inadequate, the market 
for domestic plastics goods v/ill not clear and transactions will take 
place off the demand curve. This v/ill result in a spill-over into 
the market for imported plastics goods, the extent of the spill-over 
depending upon the substitutability of imported and domestically produced 
plastics goods. 
9 n p 
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observed in a number of recent empirical studies of trade in manufactures. 
For example, Steuer, Ball and Eaton (1966) found relative vjaiting times 
to be a major factor determining the flow of machine tools between the U.K., 
U.S. and West Germany. The same authors found that capacity constraints 
were a significant determinant of the level of British exports of manu-
factures, while Gregory (1971) found that proxy variables designed to 
measure waiting times quoted by U.S. suppliers had a significant effect 
1 2 
on the level of total imports into the US. ' 
In this study we lack data on waiting times and must restrict our 
attention to the level of capacity utilization in the plastics industry, 
which is represented in the demand equations by an index based on 
deviations from the trend level of fuel consumption, CU. 
Quantitative Restrictions on Imports, D 
In this section we discuss the potential relevance of import 
licensing controls in the demand function for domestic plastics goods. 
In essence, V7e argue that if the domestic prices of imported goods are not 
fully flexible, import controls will lead to excess demand for imported 
plastics goods which may spillover into the demand for domestic plastics 
goods. 
Import licensing controls operated with varying severity to protect 
the Australian balance of payments from March 1952 to February 1960. 
These restrictions may have resulted in price/quantity combinations which 
do not lie on the import demand curve since the importer, or his overseas 
supplier, may have chosen to ration his limited quantity of imports to 
^ See Ball et al (1966) . 
2 
Although waiting times were a significant explanatory variable of the 
level of U.S. im.ports, Gregory found less support for the level of capacity 
utilization itself. This result may depend on the level of aggregation of 
this data which referred to total imports. 
established customers and to retain the existing price level rather than 
allowing the market price of imported goods to rise and the price m.echanism 
to clear the market. Such behaviour would be optimal under a variety of 
conditions.^ For example, the costs of adjusting prices may be such 
that the importer will maximize profits by holding his price at the pre-
quota level despite the excess dem.and for the imported good. Second, 
in the interests of long term profits, the importer may hold the market 
price of imports at the pre~quota level so as to avoid obvious excess 
profits which could lead to a domestic producer entering the market or 
to a reassessment of the import license following consumer complaints to 
the licensing authority. 
In practice, the price mechanism appears to have operated to 
some extent at least, since - as shown in Figure 1.2 of Chapter li-
the price of imports rose relative to the domestic price during the import 
2 3 licensing period. ' 
^ For a theoretical analysis of rationing and price-rigidity in the 
context of commercial bank credit, see Jaffee and Modigliani (1969). 
2 
Data on the actual price of imports in the market is available and 
we are restricted to data on the duty paid price of imported goods. Hence, 
while there is some suggestion that overseas suppliers increased their 
prices during the import licensing period, V7e have no evidence either 
way on the behaviour of the Australian importer. 
3 
The observed rise in import price during periods of import restriction 
may be a statistical illusion, since an apparent price rise will appear 
if the composition of imports shifts away from cheaper volume lines and 
grades towards specialty lines. The latter, are, of course, likely to 
comm nd a profit premium and are least likely to be subject to import 
substitution. 
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Figure 4.1 shows, however, that rationing may still be significant 
despite a rise in the price of imports. Prior to the imposition of 
import quotas, the market clears at A with price P^ and quantity X^. 
Import quotas are imposed and restrict supply to OX^. If there is no 
rationing, the price rises to Pj^  and the market clears at C. 
However, partial rationing by im^porters will result in a price 
less than P^ but above P^ and transactions will take place off the demand 
curve, somewhere along the locus of points described by BC. 
Should transactions in the market for imported plastic goods 
take place off the demand curve,excess demand v/ill be created. This 
excess demand will be dissipated by spillovers into the demand for 
substitute goods causing an outward shift in the demand curves for these 
goods. The extent of the shift in the demand schedule for domestic 
plastics goods will depend upon the size of the excess demand in the 
<rr pt r: 
imported plastics goods market and the ease cf substitution of 
domestic plastics goods and other substitute goods for iraported plastics 
goods. 
Consequently, if import prices do not fully adjust, a measure oi 
excess demand created by import restrictions must bo included in tha 
demand fmction for domestic plastics goods, ^  
The period of import control has been classified into two periods 
2 cf intensification and two periods of relaxation of the controls. 
Dummy variables have been employed to account for the effects of import 
3 licensing. We assume that the effect of import licensing in all years 
If following the im.position of import quotas import prices rise 
sufficiently to clear the market for imported goods there is, of course, 
no excess demand. With the vertical axis measuring the relat.iv'e price 
of domestic and imported plastics goods, V7e find that the domestic demand 
schedule does not shift. Hov/ever, there will be a shift down the 
domestic demand function and a movement up the import demand schedule due 
to the increase in im.port price. 
2 Import Licensing -- Principal Control Periods: ,1952-60 
First Intensification Period 8 .2 1952 to 31 .3 1953 
First Relaxation Period 1 .4 1953 to 31 -3 1955 
Second Intensification Period 1 .4 1955 to 31 . 7 1959 
Second Relaxation Period 1 .8 1959 to 22 .2 1960 
Source: Harris (1963, Table II-l, pp.18-22.; 
3 
The use of one dummy variable to represent the effect ot import 
licensing over more than one year assumes that the effect is the sam.e 
in all years. Given a greater nrnnber of observations an alternative, 
and perhaps preferable, method of procedure would be to omit observations 
where import licensing was knoxm to be important and to estimate the 
demand equations using this restricted set of data. 
Comparison of the observed and predicted quantities of imports in years 
of import licensing would then provide a direct proxy or measure of the 
size of the import quotas which may have varied from year to year. This 
proxy for the quantitative effect on import quotas on the level of imports 
could then serve as an explanatory variable in the domestic demand 
equation where the size of coefficient would reflect the substitutability 
of domestic and imported plastics goods. 
9 0 0 
of relaxation of the controls is unifon-a and define the duramy variables for 
the years of intensification of import controls so as to iTieasure the 
differential effect of intensifying import controls over and above the level 
of controls in the years of relaxation. Hence, we define 
D^ = 1 for years ending June 1953 to 1960 
= 0 othen-7ise 
D^ = 1 for years of intensification of import control, 
i.e., years ending June 1953, June 1956, 1957, 1958 and 
1959 
= 0 otherwise 
D^ = 1 for first Intensification of import control, ie., 
year ending June 1953 
= 0 othenjise 
4.3 Estimation of the Demand Function for Domestic Plastics Goods 
For the practical task of estimating the parameters of both demand 
functions, we make the simplifying assumption that the aggregate production 
function is linearly homogeneous, that is h = 1, and rewrite the demand 
equations of the users of plastics goods in terms of the demands for 
domestic and imported plastics goods relative to the output of total 
manufacturing industry. This step avoids the problem of multi-collinearity 
between manufacturing output and other explanatory variables, and by re-
basing the dependent variable enables the contribution of each explanatory 
2 1 variable to be more readily discerned by movement in the R . 
Note that this step involves a small cost. Ey setting h = 1, we have 
set the long run output elasticity of demand for both domestic and 
imported plastic goods to one. On the other hand, by explicitly including 
the cyclical level of aggregate demand in the demand equations the short 
run output elasticity of demand may differ from one. 
For purposes of simple prediction the constraint that h = 1 will not 
(continued at foot of next page) 
The relative price variab].es are defined as the prices of domestic 
and imported plastics goods relative to the implicit price index of 
manufactured goods.^ The exact specification of the demand function is 
dependent upon our conceptions of the price and output elasticities of 
demand and here we report regression results for linear specifications 
which give variable price elasticities and a constant output elasticity 
of unity. 
Regression results obtained from fitting equation (4.2.2) to the 
sixteen annual observations covering the period 1952/53 to 1967/68 are 
summarised in Table 4.1. The preferred equation for the demand for 
domestic plastics goods is 
(4.3.1) = 1.074 - 1.27|^+ 0.463|i-4.90ir.H- 1.968T_^^ D w I ^ i f 
(2.9) (4.6) (4.4) (2.6) (5.5) SEE = 0.044 
As anticipated, we find that the demand for domestic plastics goods 
relative to the level of manufacturing output is, ceteris paribus, a 
positive function of the prices of manufactured goods, Fm, and imported 
plastics 
Relative price variables expressing the price of plastics goods relative 
to the price of basic materials as the base were also considered but the 
regression results were inferior. 
2 
Regression results were also obtained based on the seventeen obser-
vations between 1951/52 and 1967/68. .These results are inferior in terms 
of R^s and the coefficients are less stable in both the demand function for 
domestic plastics goods and the demand function for imported plastics goods. 
For 1951/52 the preferred equation for domestic plastics goods under predicts, 
while the prediction for imported plastics goods exceeds the observed value 
by a substantial margin. These results suggest excess demand in the market 
for imported plastics goods and a spill-over into the demand for domestic 
plastics goods. 
jFootnote 1. continued from previous page) 
affect the results to a significant extent since the effects of a long run 
output elasticity different from one will be reflected in the coefficients 
of other explanatory variables, such as the relative price variables, which 
have a strong trend component. For simulation purposes, however, the cost 
of setting h = 1 is higher since we cannot simulate with accuracy the effect 
of a rise or fall in the long term rate of growth of manufacturing output 
on th^ A A fn- plastics goods. Nonetheless, given the multi-collinearity 
Tn Z l:^ranaco;y variables the cost attached to setting h - 1 is unavox.a,le. 
TABLE 4»1 
Demand for Domestic Plastics Goods Relative to Manufacturing Output 
Regression Results based on 16 Annual Observations between 1952/53 and 1967/68 
('t' values in brackets) 
Constant Pd/Pb Pi/Pb UN UN ^ ^-8 T -10 T -12 Time D^ Qd/Qm_^ R^ DW SEE 
1 1.074 
(2.9) 
-1.27 
(A.6) 
.463 
(4.4) 
-4.904 
(2.6) 
1.968 
(5.5) 
.992 2.2 .044 
2 1.085 
(2.6) 
-1.277 
(4.0) 
.463 
(4.2) 
-4.864 
(2.4) 
1.961 
(5.1) 
.004 
(0.1) 
.992 2.2 .047 
3 1.183 
(1.6) 
-1.48 
(3.2) 
.673 
(4.2) 
-10.129 
(3.2) 
2.274 
(2.7) 
.982 1.7 .067 
4 1.126 
(1.6) 
-1.538 
(3.5) 
.671 
(4.4) 
-9.413 
(3.0) 
2.451 
(3.0) 
.088 
(1.4) 
.985 2.2 .065 
5 .982 
(3.0) 
-.934 
(3.3) 
.175 
(1.6) 
-1.399 
(0.7) 
5.037 
(2.8) 
1.456 
(6.5) 
.995 2.0 .039 
6 1.072 
(2.8) 
-1.264 
(4.4) 
.A59 
(4.2) 
-5.372 
(2.5) 
1.087 
(0.5) 
1.953 
(5.3) 
.993 2.3 .046 
7 .128 
(1) 
-.897 
(1.7) 
.750 
(5.2) 
-9.517 
(3.3) 
-6.968 
(1.9) 
3.663 
(3.4) 
.987 2.3 .061 
8 .976 
(2.0) 
-.939 
(2.4) 
.236 
(1.7) 
-.301 
(0.1) 
1.009 
(2.8) 
.263 .991 
(1.2) 
.049 
TABLE 4.1 (Cont'd) 
Constant Pd/Pb Pi/Pb UN ^-8 T -10 T -12 Time DW SEE 
9 .945 
(2.1) 
-1.145 
(3.2) 
.435 
(3.6) 
-4.489 
(2.1) 
1.742 
(3.3) 
.133 
(0.6) 
.993 .046 
10 .890 
(1-3) 
-1.076 
(2.2) 
.480 
(2.5) 
-6.05 
(-1.65) 
1.082 
(1.0) 
.478 
(1.6) 
.986 .063 
11 .642 
(.7) 
-.905 
(1.5) 
.404 
(2.4) 
-3.692 
(1.3) 
.029 
(.9) 
.522 
(1.9) 
.986 .064 
L-O 
VQ.: 
. • J., 
goods, Pi, and a negative function of o-.m price, Pd. We find that the 
demand schedule has shifted outv/ards to the right with increases in the 
cyclical level of aggregate demand and with favourable changes in the 
tastes and attitudes of industrialists and consumers.^ 
The addition of the lagged dependent variable as an explanatory 
variable did not significantly improve the explanatory pov/er of the equation 
reported in the text. As sho^ra in Table 4.1, the coefficient on the 
lagged dependent variable was not significantly different from zero and 
the 't' values on the technology and unemployment variables fell to in-
significant levels. 
The presence of differential lagged responses to changes in each 
of the relative price variables was tested by lagging these variables one 
period. VJhere both current and lagged price variables were included the 
coefficients on the lagged price variables were not significantly different 
from zero, while the current price variables alone provided a superior 
2 
explanation in terms of R and 't' values than did the lagged price 
variables alone. 
There is some statistical evidence, reported in the table, to suggest 
that the demand schedule for domestic plastics goods shifted outwards in 
years when import licensing controls created excess demand in the imported 
goods market. However, there is no evidence that the outward shift in 
the domestic demand schedule was greater in years when import controls 
were intensified. Similarly, the regression results provide no support 
for the hypothesis that capacity constraints in the domestic plastics 
industry have created excess demand in the domestic goods market. 
The relative price variables and the tastes/technology variable are 
significant at the 1% level of confidence v/hile the other variables are 
significant at the 5% level. 
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The results suggest that shifts in the demand schedule with changes 
in the cyclical level of aggregate demand occur with some lags. However, 
the evidence is not entirely clear since the unemployment rate lagged is 
significant in some equations but not in others. This ambiguity is 
most obvious when we compare equations in the table containing T ^^ with 
those containing Taken overall, however, the estimated coefficients 
are generally stable.• 
Moreover, setting aside those equations which contain UN^ ,^' 
estimated coefficients vary very little from equation to equation. For 
example, the coefficient on the domestic price variable is always close 
to -1.2, while the coefficient on the import price variable always 
approximates 0.45. 
The pattern of the lagged response of industrialists's attitudes 
towards plastics goods to changes in the level of polymer technology 
relative to the level of technology in general was explored by a grid 
search of lags varying from zero to twelve years, with best results 
occurring with lags of between eight and twelve periods. The results 
obtained by the grid search method, which are reported in Table 4.1, might 
be improved by the use of Almon's (1965) method of polynomial interpolation. 
The significance of the tastes/technology variable in the preferred 
equation can be assessed by comparing equations 1 and 12 of Table 4.1. 
The specification of the latter equation assumes that there have been no 
shifts in the demand schedule. As anticipated the effect of this 
deliberate mis-specification is to increase substantially the magnitude and 
significance of the coefficient on the domestic price variable (and the 
constant term). That is, the estimate of the elasticity of demand with 
regard to price rises v/hen shifts in demand are assumed to be absent. 
At the same time, the degree of explanation of the data falls, the 
standard error of the estimate almost doubling. The addition of the 
i-yj C ,< 
2 lagged dependent variable to equation 12 increases the R and the 
estimated coefficients fall in magnitude to levels observed with the 
i 
preferred equation. However, the (insignificant) coefficient on the 
lagged dependent variable is unrealistically low, im.plying that only 30% 
of the adjustment towards the desired level of demand is achieved within 
the current period. 
Since all price and quantity data is expressed in index numbers 
with 1959/60 = 1000, the coefficients on the domestic and import price 
variables provide direct estimates of the price elasticities in 1959/60, 
The elasticity of demand for plastics goods with respect to a change in 
plastics goods prices relative to the price of manufactured goods in 
1959/60 is therefore approximately -1.2 and more than twice the elasticity 
of demand with respect to a change in the price of imports. Evaluating 
both price elasticities for the first and last years of our observation 
period we have 
Price Elasticities of Demand for Domestic Plastics Goods 
1952/53 1959/60 1967/6S 
Price of domestic plastics goods: Pd -5.411 -1.27 -0.446 
Price of imported plastics goods: Pi 0.585 0.463 0.151 
Price of manufactured goods: Pm 2.215 0.807 0.262 
The table reveals a significant fall in the price elasticities of 
demand over time. The magnitude of this fall, which is a reflection of 
the linear specification of the demand function employed, directs attention 
to alternative specifications. Attempts to develop an alternative 
equation using a double-log specification, which gives constant price 
elasticities, were notably unsuccessful, however, and we have therefore 
1 /V/o prec/se /He^ /iZ/to ^ "74 
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retained the linear form of the equation.^ 
A.4 The Demand for Imported Plastics Goods 
The demand for imported plastics goods is deterinined by the same 
factors that determine the demand for domestic plastics goods. In general, 
however, the effect of these factors on the level of demand for imports 
will be the opposite of their effect on the demand for domestic plastics 
goods. 
The demand for imported plastics goods is determined by the relative 
price of imported plastics goods relative to the price of domestic plastics 
goods and the price of manufactured goods in general. In addition, tiie 
demand curve may also shift with cyclical changes in the level of economic 
activity and when excess demand resulting from lack of capacity in the 
domestic industry spills over into demand for imports. Finally, trans-
actions may have taken place off the import demand curve if the imposition 
of import quotas created excess demand for imports. 
Conceptually, allowance should be made for the relative level of 
technical knowledge in the Australian plastics processing industry, and 
in the plastics industries of economies exporting to Australia. While 
it seems that there is some evidence that the Australian industry has 
improved its position on the international diffusion path relative to its 
main competitors this evidence does not lend itself to the construction 
of an 'index of comparative technical knowledge and expertise'. As a 
second best solution a time trend is employed as a portmanteau or catch-all 
The double-log specification of the demand equation was markedly inferior 
in terms of its ability to follow turning points and exhibited a high 
degree of serial correlation of the residuals (DW = 1.0). Moreover, the 
coefficient on the ovai price variable became insignificant and took the 
wrong sign. 
C J J 
for the effects of this and other omitted variables. The import demand 
eqviation, therefore, is written as 
l A 
m 
Q. = Q t, UN, CU, D) 
J- rn X n 
As was the case with the domestic demand function, vre have not 
specified time subscripts on the explanatory variables, though lagged 
responses may exist and differ from those observed for domestic demand. 
For example, the differing commodity composlion of imports, the long period 
between placing an import order and the receipt of the shipment in Australia, 
and the administrative costs of adjusting standing orders with overseas 
manufacturers suggests that the cyclical (or short term income) elasticity 
of demand for imports will differ in both magnitude and the lag pattern of 
response from that observed for domestic plastics goods. 
4 .5 Estimation and Results for Demand for Imported Plastics Goods^ 
Regression equations for the demand for imported plastics goods were 
obtained for both linear and log-linear specifications. These results 
are sho^m in Table 4 . 2 . The preferred equation for import 
2 
demand is based on the sixteen observations from 1952/53 to 1967 /68 . 
Q. p- = 0-933 
^ = - 0 . 6 8 6 | ^ - 43.SUN - 1.26D^ ^ 2 .4 
^ ( 1 1 . 6 ) ( 2 . 2 ) " ( 4 . 0 ) ( 5 . 9 ) ^ 0^245 
^ The specification of the import demand function for estimation purposes 
and the associated assumptions were discussed when introducing the regression 
results for the domestic goods dem.and function, see section 4 .3 above. 
r\ 
The coefficient on the domestic price variable was not significantly 
different from zero and this variable omitted from subsequent regression 
equations. The addition of the time trend did not improve the explanation 
afforded by the preferred equation. 
TABLE 4.2 
Demand for Imported Plastics Goods Relative to Manufacturing Output 
Regression Results based on 16 annual observations between 1952/53 and 1967/68 
('t' values in brackets) 
Constant Pd/Pb Pi/Pb UN ^2 (Qi/Qm)_^ DW SEE 
Dependent variable: Qi/Qm 
1 3.669 
(11.6) 
-.686 
(2.2) 
-43.50 
(4.0) 
-1.26 
(5.9) 
.933 2.4 .245 
2 3.645 
(6.1) 
-.680 
(1.9) 
-43.36 
(3.7) 
-1.26 
(4.8) 
.007 
(.05) 
.933 .256 
3 3.569 
(10.6) 
-.71 
(2.3) 
-47.1 
(4.1) 
10.1 
(0.9) 
-1.206 
(5.3) 
.938 2.4 .247 
4 3.708 
(7.4) 
-.097 
(0.1) 
-.63 
(1.1) 
-43.46 
(3.9) 
-1.252 
(5.0) 
.933 2.4 .255 
5 3.592 
(10.0) 
-.747 
(2.2) 
-44.47 
(3.0) 
7.25 
(0.5) 
-1.146 
(3.8) 
-.081 
(0.3) 
.938 - 2.4 .258 
6 3.211 
(4.4) 
-.640 
(1.8) 
-46.5 
(3.9) 
13.81 
(1.0) 
-1.10 
(3.7) 
0.1 
(0.6) 
.940 .258 
Dependent variable: In Qi/Qm 
In Pd/Pb In Pi/Pb 
7 0.392 
(4.0) 
1.276 
(2.1) 
-1.893 
(4.0) 
-45.1 
(5.5) 
28.85 
(3.6) 
-0.65 
(3.5) 
.955 2.0 .174 
CO f —1 
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The j-elative price variable is significant at the 5% level of confidence 
while the other variables are significant at the 1% level. 
We find that the demand for imported plastics goods relative to the 
level of manufacturing output is a positive function of the price of 
manufactured goods and a negative function of price. ITie statistical 
evidence suggests that the relative price of domestic and imported plastics 
goods is not a significant determinant of demand for imported plastic 
goods.^ 
As was the case with the demand for domestic goods, we find that 
the import demand schedule shifts outwards to the right with increases in 
the cyclical level of aggregate demand. However, the shift in the demand 
schedule for imports given a unit change in the level of unemployment 
exceeds the shift in the demand schedule for domestic goods by a very 
large margin - the coefficients differ by a factor of ten! In other words 
the demand for imported plastics goods is considerably m.ore responsive to 
the cyclical level of aggregate demand than is the demand for domestic 
2 
plastics goods. This finding may be a reflection of the differing 
commodity composition of imports and domestic production and/or the result 
The insignificance of the price of domestic plastics goods in the demand 
equation for imported plastics goods implies an uncomfortable asymmetry, 
since we have already found that the price of imports is a significant 
determinant of the demand for domestic plastics goods. The log-linear 
specification of the import demand equation gives better results in this respec 
with the coefficient on the domestic price variable taking a significant (or 
very nearly so) coefficient of correct sign. However, the linear specific-
ation is superior to the log-linear specification in terms of goodness of fit 
and ability to follow turning points and, hence is preferred. 
A second point of contrast between the linear and log-linear specifications 
of the import demand function is the positive coefficient on the unemployment 
rate lagged, , v/hich becomes significant in the latter case. Taken with 
the significant" negative coefficient on the unemployment rate in the current 
period, this result implies that although the demand for imported plastics^ 
goods relative to manufacturing output, Qi/Qm, is positively linked with the 
cyclical level of aggregate demand, the change in the cyclical level of 
aggregate demand is negatively related. This result suggests that manu-
factured output responds more quickly to changes in the cyclical level of 
aggregate demand than does the demand for imports of plastics goods. 
o o 
0 v.-,,, 
of a spillover of domestic demand into imports due to domestic capacity 
constraints. However, as reported below, we have no independent confirmation 
of the capacity constraint hypothesis from the capacity utilization variable 
and this variable is not correlated with the unemployment rate. Overall, 
the evidence supports the conclusion that the greater response of demand 
for domestic plastics goods relative to the demand for imported plastics 
goods is due to the differing commodity composition of im.ports and domestic 
goods. 
Tlie results support the hypothesis that the impositi.on of import 
licensing controls created excess demand in the imported goods market. 
As can be seen from Table 4.2 the coefficient on the import control dummy 
variable, D^, is always highly significant. The associated hypothesis that 
excess dem.and was greater in years when import controls were intensified 
receives little if any support. 
The addition of the lagged dependent variable did not improve the 
explanation afforded by the simpler instantaneous adjustment model reported 
in Table 4.2. 
Consistent vzith the results obtained with the domestic demand function, 
there is no support for the hypothesis that capacity constraints in the domestl: 
industry have created excess dem.and in the domestic goods market which has 
spilt over into the imported goods m.arket.^ However, this fincing may be 
a consequence of assuming that the severity of capacity constraints is directly 
related to the level of capacity utilization. Further work should be 
undertaken on an assymetrical definition of capacity constraints based on 
It appears contradictory that we find the capacity utilization variable 
is insignificant while the unemplovTnent rate for the economy as a whole is 
highly significant. However, the correlation between capacity utilization 
in'the plastics industry and the cyclical level of aggregate demand is only 
-0.36. 
a -O o 
utilization rates above a certain level.^ 
Tlie elasticity of demand for iniports with respect to a change in 
import prices relative to the price of manufactured goods fell during 
the period of observation. As was the case with the demand equation for 
domestic plastics goods, the fall in the price elasticity of demand for 
imports follox^s from the linear specification employed. As already 
noted above, however, this specification performs significantly better 
than the more obvious alternatives such as the (constant price elasticity) 
double log specification. 
Price Elasticities of Demand for Imports 
1952/53 1959/60 1967/68 
Import Price: Pi -0.867 -0.686 -0.224 
Price of Manufactured 
Goods: Pm 1.591 0.686 0.224 
Corresponding to the pattern of price elasticities observed with 
the demand function for domestic plastics goods, the own price elasticity 
of demand for imports is greater than the elasticity of import demand 
with respect to the price of domestic plastics goods, which we have found 
to be not significantly different from zero. These results imply that 
other manufactured goods are closer substitutes for domestic plastics goods 
and imported plastics goods than either type of plastics good is for the 
other. 
One surprising result is the frequent significance of the capacity 
utilization variable lagged one period, CU_ in the demand functions for both 
domestic and imported goods. In the domestic demand function the sign of 
the coefficient is positive while in the import demand function the sign is 
negative. Since capacity utilization in the domestic plastics industry is 
not correlated with the cyclical level of aggregate demand, the correct inter-
pretation of CU_ in either demand function is not apparent. 
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• ^  Implications for the Structure of the Model 
The estimated equations enable the effects of changes in the relative 
prices of manufactured goods and domestic and imported plastics goods on 
the demand for domestic and imported plastics goods to be simulated. 
Through suitable rescaling of the relative price variables, the estimated 
demand functions can simulate the effects of tariff changes or exchange 
revaluation. The effects of changes in the cyclical level of aggregate 
demand and the im/position or removal of import licensing controls of changes 
on demand for plastics goods can also be simulated. Finally, we can 
simulate the effects on demand of changes in consumer attitudes and tastes. 
The demand functions form the core of the model and the results tend 
to confirm our anticipated findings. However, one important negative 
result in the demand functions affects the structure of the model as a whole, 
The absence of a domestic capacity constraint variable in either demand 
function removes the potential feedback that v/as most likely to give the 
model a simultaneous structure and the model becomes completely recursive. 
""V ,'•) 
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5. DERIVED DEMMD FOR INPUTS 
^ • ^  The Demaiid for Materials Inputs 
The demand for materials inputs per unit of output in plastics 
processing fell at more than 1% per annum over the period 1953/54 to 
1967/68. 
The observed decline in unit materials requirements reflects a 
variety of factors such as long run changes in the commodity composition 
of output, the increasing use of thermoplastic resins relative to therrnoset 
resins, increasing vertical integration, and the increased scale of 
operations in general which has made the reclamation of scrap materials 
profitable. Opportunities for the substitution of capital and labour for 
materials input appear to be limited and the relative prices of inputs do 
not enter into the demand function. The demand function for materials 
may also be subject to short run shifts with changes in the commodity con-
position of output which is influenced by import com.petition and the 
cyclical level of aggregate demand. Finally, the demand for materials may 
be influenced by the level of stocks. 
In concept, the Factory Census data on materials refers to materials 
actually used in the process of production and not to materials purchased. 
In practice it seems likely that a significant number of businessmen report 
the value of materials purchased rather than materials used and it is 
desirable to allow for the effects of inventory disequilibrium on the 
demand for materials.^ Unfortunately the available data on inventories 
can not be regarded as reliable and it is not available for the whole of 
In recognition of the likelihood of materials purchases rather than 
materials usage being reported, the C.B.C.S. has dropped questions on 
materials usage in the new Integrated Censuses and collects data on purchass 
and stocks. 
D r. r 
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the period under discussion. Ive are therefore forced to proxy inventory 
levels by the level of capacity utilization in plastics processing. 
We hypothesize that stocks accumulate when capacity utilization decreases 
and are eroded when capacity utilization increases. 
We assume that the demand function for materials is 
a^ a„t + a^D^ + a . m + a^ACU 
(5.1.1) M = a^Qd ^e 2 3 1 4 5 
where a^ is a constants a^  measures the rate at which materials requirements 
increase with output and a^ is the rate of reduction of unit materials 
requirements due to technical change. Param.eters a^ and a^ measure the 
change in materials requirements due to changes in the composition of 
domestic output associated with import licensing controls and changes in 
the cyclical level of aggregate demand, respectively. Parameter a^ 
measures the effects on the materials/output ratio due to changes in the 
level of capacity utilization, ACU. 
The demand function was estimated with the dependent variable 
expressed in terms of unit materials requirements. That is 
a -1 a t + a„D + a,UN + a ACU 
(5.1.2) . a^Qdl e ^ 3 
Equation (3.4.2) was fitted to data from 15 observations between 1953/54 
and 1967/68. . The coefficient on the output variable was insignificantly 
different from zero, implying constant returns to scale. This variable 
was therefore dropped and the equation re-estimated. The preferred 
equation is 
R^ = 0.870 
(5.1.3) L n ^ = 0.322 - 0.020time - 0.059D DW = 1 3 
(5.0) (6.2) (2.1) 
SEE = 0.027 
-) ' M ) 
VJe find that unit materials requirements have declined approximately 2% 
per annum and that the imposition of import licensing controls betvreen 
1952/53 and 1959/60 lowered unit materials requirements during this 
period. 
The low value of the Durbin-Watson statistic indicates positive 
serial correlation of the error terms and suggests the omission of important 
explanatory variables, • The Durbin-Watson statistic rises to acceptable 
levels when the proxy for inventory disequilibrium and the unemployment 
rate are introduced. However, as may be noted in Table 5.1, the 
coefficients on the unemployment rate variable, UN, and the change in 
capacity utilization variable, ACU, are not statistically significant. 
That is, the hypothesis that unit materials requirements respond to changes 
in the level of aggregate demand and to changes in the level of utilization 
in the plastics industry receives little statistical support. Nonetheless 
the magnitudes of the 't' values are large enough to encourage further 
analysis into these hypotheses although this is not pursued here. 
One further result deserves comment. Regression results were 
obtained based on the hypothesis that inventory disequilibrium is a function 
of capacity utilization in the current and previous period. This hypothesis 
was rejected since in no case was the coefficient on the capacity 
utilization variable in the current period significant. However, the co-
efficient on lagged capacity utilization v;as usually significant particularly 
when included wlth_ the unemployment variable, and these equations gave an 
excellent fit in terms of a close adherence to turning points (see equation 
A5 in Figure 5.1). At this tim.e we have no adequate theory to explain why 
Strictly sneaking, the coefficient on the import control dummy variable 
is just insignificant at the 5% level with 12 degrees of freedom. However 
since this coefficient is stable and significant in most versions of equation 
(3.4.2) we treat it as being significant in equation (3.4.3). 
TABLE 5 .1 
Regression Results for Unit Materials Requirements 
('t' values in brackets) 
0 ' ^  t/ 
A1 
M Ln — Qa 0.199 (6.6) 
0.014 tine 
(7.8) 
R DW SEE 
0.822 1.26 0.0305 
A2 
0.321 
(5.0) 
0.020 time 
(6.2) 
- 0.059D 
(2.1) 
0.870 1.31 0.0271 
A3 
0.180 - 0.015 time + 1.8931]:n 
(5.6) 0-^) 
0.8A8 1.75 0.0293 
A4 
= 0.325-0.020 time - 0.056D 
(5.2) (6.5) C2.0) 
0.170ACU 
CI. 3) 
0.888 1.52 0.0236 
A5 
0.016 - 0.024 tine 
(0.14) (8.9) 
0.073D + 1.575U15 
C3.3) (1.7) 
0.941 2.63 0,20 
+0.374CU_i 
(3.1) 
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unit materials requirements are a positive function of lagged capacity 
utilization.^ 
5.2 rne Demand for Factor Inputs 
The demand for labour and capital services per unit of output fell 
significantly between 1945/46 and 1967/68. The fall in unit labour 
requirements was approximately 9% per annum while capital per unit of 
output fell at 5% per annum. 
The specification of the derived demands for inputs of labour and 
capital services into the plastics processing industry sho'uld, of course, 
be based on the characteristics of the underlying production function. 
Input demand functions derived from the conventional Cobb-Douglas 
production function were considered and rejected. The relative factor 
price variable was insignificant in the labour demand equation but sig-
nificant in the demand for capital services equation - an obviously in-
consistent result. Further experimentation suggested that the elasticity 
of substitution between labour^i-^and capital services^A^is zero. That is, 
the underlying production function uses factor services in fixed 
2 
proportions. 
We therefore hypothesize that the input demand functions are 
a^T a 
(5.2.1) L = a^e ^ Qd 
and b T b 
(5.2.2) KS = CU.K_,= b^e Qd 
Note that the lagged capacity utilization variable has significant^ 
positive coefficients in the demand equations for imported and domestic 
plastics goods. In those equations too, we have no satisfactory theoretical 
explanation of its relevance. 
^ Hence, the production function is of the Leontieff type. 
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where a^ abd b^ are constants, a^  and b^ the rates of labour and capital 
augmenting technical progress;, T i s an inclax of the leve l of p last i cs 
technology and a^ ar^ d b^ measure the increase In the. inputs of labour and 
capital s e rv i ces , respectively^ f o r a given increase in output ." 
Rewriting equations (5 .2 .1 ) and (5 ,2 .2 ) in terms of unit factor 
input requirements we have 
(5 .2 .3 ) ^ = a^e ^ Qd 2 
and 
„ b.,T b - 1 
(5 .2 .4 ) b , , . - Q d ^ 
These f imctions v/ere f i t t e d to data from 21 observations between 1947/48 
and 1967/68. Hov-;'ever, the regression results appear uriacceptable. The 
estimated c o e f f i c i e n t s imply extremely high returns to scale -- in excess 
of 3 in the labour equation - and negative rates of technical progress 
which were s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t between the labour and capital services 
equations. 
Negative rates of technical progress in both equations are unacceptable 
a p r i o r i grounds and we decided to constrain a2 and b^, the c o e f f i c i e n t s 
the output var iab le , to leve ls which give pos i t ive rates of technical 
progress. A grid search f o r acceptable technical change parameters was 
2 
on 
on 
2 
conducted f o r values of a2 and b2 between 0,66 and 1 .0 . The grid search 
gave the follox^ing r e s u l t s . 
^ On factor augcienting technical change, see David and van der Klundert 
(1965). 
2 
There i s a d i rec t correspondence between the input demand functions and 
t.he production funct ion. The. grid search of parauiater a., in the labour 
denand fr j ict ion over the rang- 0.666 to 1.0 i s equivalent'"to a grid search 
of the degree of honogeneit } , h, in the production function over the range 
1.5 to 1.0 and s imi lar ly f or parameter 02- Note that the production 
fun.ction may not be homogeneous of the same degree in both capita l and 
labour. 
TABLE 5.2 
vf 
f be.tv:'e.en "Economies of _ g a n d 
Unit Inpi;.t Requlrcnenl:s 
Degree of Homogeneity jn the Prcductioii Function 
h = 1.5 h = 1.3 h = 1.2 h - i.l h - 1.0 
> 
1 
Coefficient 
f i U - y . 
labour demand 
equation i -1.238 1 -1.830 -2.14 n/c -3.10 
Capital services i 
equation 
t 
1 +0.397 
1 -0.3 67 
-0,520 -0.938 -1.438 
Coeffic:Ient 
on Time 
1 
1 1 
Labour deiriand 
equation "0.035 -0.050 -0.060 n/c -0.085 
Capital services 
demand equation 
! 
-«).0114 -0.004 -0.014 •0.025 "0.039 
n/c " not calculated 
IVo measures of technical change are shown in the table: 
(a) the (patents based) index of technology, and 
(b) the tiine trend. 
2 Tne coefficierxt of determination (R ) obtained with each measure were 
h = 1 . 5 h = 1 . 2 h = 1 . 0 
Labour 
Time 
0,952 
0.954 
0.971 
0.975 
0.976 
0.982 
Capital 
Time 
0.456 
0.499 
0.645 
0.623 
0.937 
0.921 
note that the R^are not comparable between different specifications oi 
the degree of honogeueity. Since one nea:;ure of technology does not 
systen-iatically dominate the other an arbitary chcice nur.u: be Tr:ade. 
T, the (patents based) technology index, is chosen. 
n ' 
0 .1. 'X 
A consideretion of Table 5.2 suggests 
(a) for identical returns to scaJe for l.abour and capital services 
(that is, reading the coluimi) , technical progress has augmented 
the efficiency of labour at a faster rate than it has augmented the 
efficiency of capital services. 
(b) for identical rates of technical progress, the production function 
is non-homothetic across inputs. That is, economies of scale are 
such that for identical rates of technical progress in capital and 
labour, equivalent increases in output, unit labour requirements 
decrease at a faster rate than do unit capital services requirements. 
2 
Comparison of the R s and 't' values associated with alternative sets of 
estimates based on different output coefficients does not provide a 
clear choice as to best estimates. We are forced, therefore, to adopt 
an arbitrary criterion in order to proceed. We invoke the assumption 
that technical progress has been neutral, augmenting the efficiency of 
labour and capital services approximately equally and choose the output 
coefficient for the labour function which satisfies the additional 
requirement that there are non-decreasing returns to scale for capital.^ 
Concurrent with the grid search of the output parameter, two 
assumptions on the rate of technical progress were tested. Tne first is 
the conventional assumption that the rate of technical progress follows a 
smooth exponential trend. The second assumption is that the rate of 
technical progress is a lagged function of the cumulative number of 
polymer patents. 
In view of the arbitrary basis for choosing the preferred equations, 
it is desirable that alternative specifications of the input demand 
functions, together with the preferred equations be considered when con-
ducting simulations of the model. 
ri .1 v) 
Lags between zero and thirteen periods on the plastics technology 
variable were considered. Maximum R^ 's and 't' values V7ere obtained when 
the technology variable was lagged 10 or 11 periods. Tliese results are 
unambiguous and are not reported in detail. 
The influence of lags shorter or longer than ten years and eleven 
years is ignored in the results presented below. A more thorough 
investigation of the lag structure using A].mon's (1965) method of polynomial 
interpolation might im.prove on the reported results. 
The regression analysis considered two measures of the gross stock 
of capital in use based on capital installed at the beginning and end of 
each year. The statistical results gave slightly greater support to the 
use of capital measured at the beginning of each period. 
This is an important result in terms of the model since it breaks 
the recursive ordering betv/een the input demand function for capical and 
the normal output equation. In other words, the normal output equation 
contains predetermined variables only. 
In terms of the nineteen annual observations for the period 1950 
1 2 to 1968, the two preferred equations are: ' 
A second measure of capital, UK3, based on an assumed asset life of 
20 years was tested. Although the R^s were of comparable order, equations 
with UK3/Qd as the dependent variable generally gave inferior results in 
terms of 't' values and the Durbin-Watson statistics. 
2 
The addition of the lagged dependent variable did not improve the 
explanatory pov/er of the preferred equations. In both equations the co-
efficient on the lagged dependent variable was not significantly different 
from zero. The finding that labour and capital services adjust completely 
within the period of observation is consistent with our expectations: first, 
the data are annual, and second, the capital variable has been adjusted for 
variations in the short run level of capacity utilization. 
-•7 ' I . 
^ ' R^ = 0.952 
(5.2.5) Ln — = 0.547 - 1.266T - 0.333Qd D W - 1 . 6 7 
^ (23.7) (19.5) SEE - 0.0496 
and 
R^ = 0.949 CU. K_ 
(5.2.6) Ln J^ S = Ln — = 0.580 - 1.369T D W - 2 . 0 
Qd ^^ (20.7) (18.9) ~ ^ ^ SEE = 0.057 
The predicted and actual values of unit factor input requirements 
are compared in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. 
5.3 Capital Investment 
In real terms, capital investment in plant and machinery in plastics 
processing grew at more than 10% per annum between 1947/48 and 1967/68. 
In contrast real investment in plant and machinery in the manufacturing 
sector as a whole increased at approximately 6.5% per annum over the 
same period. 
In the preceding section, we developed an equation to predict the 
demand for capital services. Here, we draw heavily upon the theory and 
assumptions used else^ T^here in the model and consider the demand for 
additions to the stock of capital goods from which those capital services 
flow. The final result is an equation to predict investment in plant 
and machinery in plastics processing. 
We employ the flexible accelerator model of investment suggested by 
Goodwin (1951) and Chenery (1952) which assumes that the observed stock 
of capital is a weighted average of the desired stock levels in the 
current and previous periods. That is 
(5.3.1) K = a^K* + a^K*^ + a^K*^ + • • • 
where K* is the desired level of capital and the a^s are the relative 
weights. 
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Equation (5,3.1) is irapractical given the large number of separate 
coefficients and the high collinearity between the desired levels of 
capital in successive periods. Following Koyck (1954) we make the 
simplifying assumption that at some point the coefficients or weights 
decline geometrically.^ Consistent with evidence from U.S. studies 
of the average lag between the initiation and completion of an investment 
project, we assume that the geometric decline in the coefficients does 
2 
not begin until the fourth year. 
Hence we have 
(5.3.2) K =•• a^K* + + + + . .. 
where 0 ^ X ^ 1. 
Equation (5.3.2) may be simplified into an estimable form by 
applying the Koyck transformation. Lagging equation (5.3.2) by one 
period, multiplying both sides by X and subtracting the result from 
(5.3.2) V7e obtain 
(5.3.3) AK = + " ^3^-1 
where AK is net investment, = ot^ , ^^ = C a^ - a^X) and = (1 - X). 
In equilibrium, the desired flow of capital services is equal to 
the product- of the desired stock of capital and the desired rate of 
utilization. Hence 
(5.3.4) KS* = K*.CU* 
^ This assumption requires that all coefficients in later periods are 
positive. 
o 
See Jorgenson (1971) and the studies cited therein. 
q ' a t.-' -i.. «/ 
Once the desired flo^ i? of capital services and the rate of capacity 
utilization are determined equation (5.3.4) will determine the desired 
stock of capital. 
Earlier, when discussing the demand for capital services in section 
5.2, V7e assumed that 
(5.3.5) KS--^  = KS = K_^.CU. 
These assumptions state that the desired and actual flows of capital 
services are equal and that the flow of capital services is determined 
by the rate of utilization of the stock available at the beginning of 
a period. The equality of the actual and desired flov/ of capital services 
is brought about by adjustments in the rate of capacity utilization. 
We assume that the desired rate of capacity utilization is equal 
to the average of the capacity utilization rates actually observed. 
That is 
(5.3.6) CU* = CU = 1 
since the average rate of capacity utlization is definitionally set equal 
to one. 
Combining the above assumptions with equation (5.3.4) we have 
(5.3.7) K* = CU.K_^ 
which states that the desired stock of capital is equal to the product of 
the stock available at the beginning of the period and the rate of capacity 
utilization. 
The flexible accelerator model specified in equation (5.3.3) is 
transformed into a model of gross investment by adding the accounting 
identity 
320 
(5.3.8) - = I - R 
where I is gross investment and R is replacement investment. By sub-
stitution we obtain 
(5.3.9) I = + B2.CU_j.K_2 - 3 3 . + R 
Since data on replacement investment are not available some 
assumption on the determinants of replacement investment is required. 
The recent survey by Jorgenson (19 71) of econometric investigations of 
investment demand indi cates that the most common specification for re-
placement expenditure is 
(5.3.10) R = 6 K ^ 0 < 6 < 1 
This assumption is, however, inconsistent with our capital stock estimates 
which are based on the assumption of a flat retirement distribution around 
the average life of the asset. 
We therefore utilize the data on retirements used when calculating 
the capital stock estimates. The effect of technical change in plastics 
processing on the efficiency of fixed capital is to lower the investment 
required to replace old assets which have been retired. Hence, denoting 
retirements by RT w e have 
(5.3.11) R = B^.RT • 0 < < 1 
We assume that is a constant. Hence, w e have 
(5.3.12) I = + 32CU_^.K_2 - 3 3 . + B^.RT 
Equation (5.3.12) was fitted to twenty-one annual observations for 
the period 1947/48 to 1967/68. The estimated coefficients attached to 
the lagged capital stock variable, and the retirements variable, 
RT, were insignificant. Similarly, the estimated coefficient attached 
4 
O A. 
to the second variable, tlie desired stock in the previous period, V7as 
also insignificant. These three variables were emitted from the equation 
and the coefficient oxi the desired stock in t:he current period re-estimated, 
The preferred equation is therefore 
2 
(5.3.13) I = 0.274CU.K ^ " 
(42.6) DW = 2.29 
SEE - 564.4 
We find that gross capital investment is detersiined by the level 
of capacity utilization in the current and the capital stock, available 
at the beginning of the period. That is, investment is determined by 
stock of capital desired in tPie current period. 
TViere is no statistical support for the hypothese.s drat gross 
investment in the current period reflects the lagged adiustTneiit of the. 
capital stock to the desired levels of previous periods or ehat gross 
investment is determined by retirements (as measured). These negative 
results do not appear to be a fmotion of the high multi-collinearity 
of the explanatory variables since the same results were obtained v/hen 
equation (5.3,12) was re-estimated in the form^ 
^-2 RT (5.3.14) = e^ + 0,.CU + e2CU_3 -I- 63 ^ ^ 
where G^ = -33 = -(1-X), ©i = ©2 " ®3 " ^4' 
The lack of support for the hypothesis that gross investment is 
determined by retirements may reflect measurement problems due to the 
— ^ _ RX 
Equation (5.3.12) may be most readily interpreted oy transposing b^-— 
to the L.H.S. so that the dependent variable becomes the proportionate"-l 
increase in the stock available at the beginning of the period. In this 
form the equation to be tested states that the proportionate increase in the 
capital stock is a positive function of the proportionate increase in 
capacity utilization in the current period over the previous period ar.d the 
desired and actual stocks in the previous period. The constant tem^ . 
measures the constant rate of adjustment due to the lagged response to the 
desired stock levels in earlier periods. 
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the paucity of reliable investment data in years prior to 1945/46 or 
an inappropriate assumption on asset retirement. 
Inspection of the predicted and actual values of capital investment 
in Figure 5.3 indicates that the actual level of investment series is 
more volatile than the predicted series. This result is consistent with 
the viev7 that expenditure on large investment projects is discrete and 
indivisible. In this view the predicted investment series represents 
the desired level of investment if actual expenditures could be sm.ootVi 
and continuous.^ 
5.4 Stocks and Capacity Utilization 
For domestically produced plastics goods, manufacturers set their 
prices at the beginning of the period. In the face of rigid product 
prices, market clearance is achieved by variation 3.n inventories and the 
level of capacity utilization in production. Some adjustment of 
productive capacity itself may, of course, be possible during the course 
of the year. 
As market clearance is assumed we can write 
(5.4.1) Sd = Qd + AI 
where Sd is domestic supply and AI is the change in stocks of finished 
goods.^ Examination of the plastics industry's history of inventory 
^ In support of this view, note that the Durbin-Watson statistic indicates 
negative serial correlation of the residual. 
^ For the market clearance equation to hold we require that there are 
no capacity constraints on supply. The available evidence supports this 
view. The reader will recall that in Section 4 we tested the hypothesis 
that in periods of high capacity utilization capacity constraints operate 
to create an excess of demand over supply. No support v/as found for this 
hypothesis. 
O • 1 
I'i ' ; 
changes shows that the percentage error involved by neglecting changes 
in inventories of finished goods and approximating equation (5.4.1) by 
(5.4.2) Sd = Qd 
1 2 is negligible, ' 
Since we have found no evidence to refute our initial hypothesis 
that domestic prices are rigid, and as changes in inventories are negligible, 
it appears that variation in capacity utilization plays a singular role 
in equating the demand and supply of domestically produced plastics goods. 
Capacity Utilization and the Model: 
In the preceding section of the paper, we hypothesised that the 
level of capacity utilization in the domestic plastics industry was a 
significant variable in explaining the demand for domestic and imported 
plastics goods and the demand for materials inputs. We found that capacity 
utilization is an important variable determining tb£ level of investment.^ 
When estimating the parameters of these demand equations we employed 
an index of capacity utilization based on fuel consimiption. This index 
Data on stocks at the factory sub-class level is not published and could 
only be obtained for the period 1957/58 to 1967/68. Examination of 
variation in the levels of the stocks of finished plastics goods for this 
period suggests that such variation has been relatively insignificant, 
fluctuating between a minimum of four and a half and a maximum of five weeks 
of production. Of immediate relevance is the increase in the value of 
finished stocks as a proportion of the current value of output which averaged 
0.84 per cent and did not exceed 1.79 per cent nor fall below minus 0.28 
per cent during the eleven year period. In other words the percentage 
error involved by neglecting stock changes in the market clearance equation 
is very small. In any event an error of this magnitude lies well within 
the probable range of error of the constant price estimates of output \7hich 
we here employ. 
It is conceivable that changes in inventories of finished plastics goods 
held by industrial users and retailers have been a major factor equating 
demand with supply but there is no evidence available on inventories of 
finished plastics goods held outside the plastics industry. 
O 
Note the investment equation is the only demand equation in which the 
level of capacity utilization in the current period was a significant 
explanatory variable. 
o ••< /• U.! ty 
is calculated from deviations from the trend values of fuel consumption 
and provides a direct measure of the rate of utilization of the stock of 
plant and machinery. For simulation purposes, hovjever, the level of 
capacity utilization can be derived within the framework of the model.^ 
The level of capacity utilization may be obtained from equation 
(5.2.6)J the demand equation for capital services^ 
In — = In = 0.580 -1.369 T Qd — - -10 
since the capital stock at the beginning of the period is pre-
determined and Qd, the demand for domestic goods,is determined by 
equation (4.3.1). 
Ex post procedures of measuring capacity output and capacity 
utilization, such as trend fitting or "short linked peaks" are not, in 
general, practicable when simulating economic models. Hence, although 
we could, in concept simulate the demand for fuel, fit a time trend and 
thus derive an index of capacity utilization, a more direct method, such 
as proposed here, is required. On the commonly employed methods of 
deriving capacity output from ex post inspection of the relevant statistical 
series, see Kennedy (1970). 
n <'-
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6 . SmiMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The econometric model of the Australian plastics industry developed 
in this chapter provides a complete description of the industry's major 
areas of economic activity. The twelve structural equations and definitional 
relations cover, at the aggregate level, price formation, the demands for 
plastics goods and the derived demands for inputs. The complete model is 
summarised in Appendix VI.2. 
This model builds on the descriptive analysis of Chapters II and III 
using data developed in Chapters IV and V. 
One feature of the model is the explicit modelling of the effects of 
changes in tests and technology on the demand for domestic plastics goods 
and, via the input demand equations,on the supply of plastics goods. In 
these equations, we find that the patents-based indexes of technology perform 
significantly better than an exponential time trend - the traditional method 
of dealing with technical change. 
A second feature of the model is the specification of the demand 
equations to recognize three goods: domestic and imported plastics goods 
and other manufactured goods. This specification contrasts with the two 
goods specification commonly used in import demand studies, which assumes 
that the price and demand of other goods does not affect the allocation 
between imports and domestic goods. Here we find that the demand for 
domestic plastics goods is more elastic to changes in the price of 
manufactured goods than is the demand for imported plastics goods, and 
there is a differential response between imported and domestic plastics 
goods to short run changes in the aggregate level of activity. 
r) Oj 
t) iij » 
A third feature of the model, as estimated,is the recursive 
structure. Given the use of annual data we expected to find simultaneous 
interdependence between the key equations. The tests performed in this 
study do not, however, support this expectation. 
One problem of applied econometrics is, of course, that the data is 
rarely rich enough to discriminate betv/een alternative hypotheses. To the 
extent that ve are able to perform tests of statistical significance and 
form considered judgments, however, the final equations in the model - the 
recursive structure aside - accord closely with our initial hypotheses. 
Turning to the findings on the plastics industry itself, the following 
major points emerge. 
First, the price equations support the "cost plus" price hypothesis that 
for both synthetic resins and plastics goods. 
Second, the demand equations demonstrate the significance of favourable 
movements in both the price and technology of plastics goods, relative to 
other manufactured goods,in generating the rapid growth of demand for 
domestic plastics goods. There is, however, a lag of a decade between the 
date of an invention and its effect on the Australian industry's level of 
output. 
Third, the demand equations imply that, in aggregate, imported plastics 
goods are more competitive with other domestic manufacturers than they are 
with domestic plastics goods. We find that the elasticity of demand for 
domestic plastics goods with respect to the price of manufactured goods is 
roughly twice that of the import price elasticity; and that the imposition 
of import quotas on imported plastics goods had no significant effect on 
either the price or demand for domestic plastics goods. 
n i f 
tij. 
There ax'e a number of areas of the model requiring further research. 
The first of these is simulation. Although designed for policy simulation, 
the model has not yet been tested or extended into this area. Amongst the 
individual equations of the model the price equations would probably benefit 
most from further investigation. 
The model could also be extended in other directions. A disaggregated 
approach, identifying the major materials and commodities is one alternative. 
A second would be to extend the model further into the chemicals industry. 
Both alternatives would require the close co-operation of the industry's 
management. 
APPENDIX VI.1 
List of Variables 
o n-
0 
feDgenous Variables 
w 
r 
Pm 
Pi 
Qm 
UN 
Di 
T 
t 
wage rate (index of average earnings in 
the manufacturing sector) 
price of capital services 
price of manufacturing output 
price of imported plastics goods 
output of manufacturing sector 
cyclical level of aggregate demand 
import licensing control dummies 
an index of the relative level of polymer 
t ime 
Endogenous Variables 
Pr 
Pd 
Qd 
Qi 
price of synthetic resins 
price of domestic plastics goods 
demand for domestic plastics goods 
demand for imported plastics goods 
o n 
Endogenous Variables (cont'd) 
M demand for intermediate inputs by doniestic 
plastics industry 
L demand for labour ser^^ices by domestic 
plastics industry 
KS demand for capital services by domestic 
plastics industry 
I gross investment in domestic plastics 
industry 
K capital installed at end of period 
CU capacity utilization in domestic plastics 
industry 
R demand for synthetic resins 
IRL unit labour requirements for production of synthetic resins. 
1? ' ^  i O O J. 
A.?PErTDTX VI. 2 
Structrr al Equatio.-i s and P of in it ional ReJ a t i o ^ 
for 
Model of A,ustralian Plastics Industry 
('t' values in brackeits) 
Price Determination 
Pr - 0.045 n- 0.280 Pk_ -i- 0.266 IPd,^ ., . ^ 
(0.26) (2.63) ^ ^ (3.14) 
+ 0.318 Pf + 0.090D R^ -0.953 
(2.26) (2.50)^ SEE =0.0310 
DW =2.49 
Pd = O.OC4 + 0.372 IL .W + 0.546 IR.Pr R = 0.984 
(1.9) (3.6) (4.0) SEE = .0241 
DW =1.64 
Demand for Plastics Goods 
Qd = Qm (1.074 - 1.27|-- + 0.463^- - 4.90UN -i- R^ = 0.992 
(2.9) (4.6r (4.4)^® (2.6) SEE = 0.044 
1 cjAPT ^ = 2.2 
(5.5) 
Oi = Qm(3.669 - 0.686— - 43.5UN - 1.26DJ R^ = 0.933 
(11.6) (2.2) (4.0) (5.9) : ' 
N - 16 
Derived Deinands for Inputs into Plastics Goods Industry 
Ln = 0.322 " 0.020tiine - 0.059D^ 
(5.0) (6.2) (2.1) 
Ln (—} = 0.547 - 1.266T_^^ ~ 0.333LnQd 
(23.7) (19.5) 
Sf] = Ln r^l^l) - 0.580 - 1.369T 
•Q^  I HH 'I . (20.7) (18.9) 
-10 
0.870 
SEE 0.027 
DU = 1.3 
M = 15 
E^ 0.952 
SEE = 0.050 
DW 1.7 
N - 19 
R2 = 0.949 
SEE = 0.0565 
DW = 2.0 
K = 19 
«->. 
'S . . 
Investment Demand, Capital Installed and Utilization 
R^ - 0.967 
I = 0.274 CU.K_ SEE = 564.4 
.. DW =2.29 
K = E I 
cu = f-
Demand for Synthetic Resins 
R = M 
Perived Demand for Labour per unit of Synthetic Resin 
Production P 
R - 0.990 
In IRL = 0.259 - 0.035tirae - 0.559Zn R DW = 0.7 
(2.1) (1.2) (2.1) N = 13 
APPENDIX VI.3 
Source and Description of Data 
Official statistics on factory subclass 1503, "Plastic Moulding 
and Products", published in Manufacturing Industry and in Manufacturing 
Industries Bulletin, No. 33, provide the basis for most economic series 
on the plastics industry. These include the price and quantity indexes 
for domestic output of plastic goods and for the usage of synthetic 
resins. Other important series based on data drawn from the same 
source include the stock of plant and equipment, the number of persons 
employed and the utilization of capital. A full description of and 
discussion of these economic series is given in Chapters IV and V. 
R, Pr Quantity and price of synthetic resins used: 
a quantum index of plastics materials usage in the 
period 1953/54 to 1967/68 was compiled using 1959/60 
prices as weights. Lack of itemised details of 
materials usage in years prior to 1953/54 prevented 
the quantum index being extended to earlier years. 
The implicit price index for synthetic resins was 
obtained by dividing the quantum index for materials 
usage into the value index. 
Qd^ Pd Output and price of domestic plastic goods: 
a quantum index based on 1959/60 prices was 
calculated for subclass 1503. "Plastic Moulding 
and Products" for the period 1953/54 to 1967/68. 
For the period 1945/46 to 1953/54 the quantum index 
for plastic moulding calculated by Stevens (1953) was 
em.ployed. The implicit (Paasche) price index was 
obtained by dividing the quantum index into an index 
of the value of output of subclass 1503. 
O ' 0 I 'X 
Qi Price and Quantity of Imports: 
details of imports of plastics goods between 1951/52 
and 1967/68 were extracted from Imports Cleared for 
Home Cons-umption and indexes of l.d.f. prices (unit 
values) and the average nominal rate of tariff paid 
calculated for 50 indi\d-du3l items in the major 
commodity groups. Tariff Board officers assisted 
by extracting statistics on the current l.d.f. 
value of all imports of plastics goods (as broadly 
defined). An aggregate l.d.f. price index and 
tariff index were obtained by combining the indexes 
from each commodity group using 1962/63 quantities 
as weights. The direct coverage achieved in the 
derivation of the price index was in excess of 40 per 
cent in 1962/63. Direct coverage for the tariff 
index is in excess of 60 per cent since quantity 
data is not reqiaired. The quantum index v/as obtained 
by coBiparing the base weighted price index with the 
current price l.d.f. value of imports series. 
Accordingly the quantum index is of tlia paasche type-
since it has current period weights. The index of 
the duty paid price of imports of plastics goods. Pi, 
was obtained by combining tKe l.d.f. price index and 
the tariff index. 
Qm, Pm Quantity and Price of Manufacturing Output: 
these indexes were obtained for the period 1949/50 
to 1967/68 from the C.B.C.S. Indexes of Factors-
Production. For the period 1945/46 to 1949/50, the 
indexes calculated by Stevens (1953) are employed. 
L Labour; 
the average number of persons employed each year 
in subclass 1503. 
Q r:: R?; • 
K Capital: 
the gross stock of plant and machinery in Plastic 
Moulding and Products between 19A4/45 and 1967/68 
at 1959/60 prices vj-as calculated by Goldsmith's (1951) 
perpetual inventory. The investment series was taken 
from C.B.C.S. Industries Bulletin 
Mo. 33 and revalued to 19';9/60 prices by an index of 
machinery prices. In the absence of reliable data 
on the life and retirement pattern of plastics 
processing machinery fwo capital screes were calculated 
based on a flat retirement dis tribuv ' :;n and asset 
life assumptions of 15 ana 20 years. 
^ '^^ age Rate: 
indexes of average weekly earnings of male xraf^ c 
earners in manuLacturir.g^ 195'i/5A = 1^)00 azul IQAS/'iG 
- 1,000 obtained frcm C.B.C.S. vJasy Rates and Earnings 
and 1957, reoiicctively, were rebased 
to 1959/60. Indexes of average v;eekly earnings per 
female wage earner are POC published, 
^ Ii^ -piicit Rental price of C-'.pltal Services: 
following Jorgensen (1965) the implicit price which 
a firm, should char^ e^ itself for the services provided 
by its stock of plant and machinery was calculated from 
data on the price of new plant and machinery, the 
cost of funds, the depreciation rate and so on. The 
equation defining the im.plicit rental price of capital 
and the data on the cost of funds, depreciation rate, 
etc., were obtained from the Reserve Bank's Occasional 
Pa.per No. 3F. ~ "Three Studies of Private. Fixed 
Investment", pp. 6, 7, 29 and 30. 
CU Rate of Ca^ ^^  Services 
A quantum index for consuE?.ption of power, fuel and 
light was compiled. The capacity series is based 
on deviations around the second order trend for power 
and fuel consumption. 
3 li 
T Index of Tastes and Technology: 
this index is defined as the stock of polymer patents 
as a proportion of the stock of all patents filed in 
Australia since 1910. The annual nvmber of filings 
of applications of primary and/or secondary relevance 
to three areas of polymer technology were extracted 
from unpublished records held at the Commonx^ /ealth 
Patents Office. 
n ' ' rr 
APPENDIX VI.4 
Formal Derivetion of Ap.gregal:e Detarxad FuncUon 
For P.lastics ^ 'Oc>cis 
The Inn'J.!:. DeiiiarKl FuncL^.ons 
We consider first r:he demaTid for pl.asticri goods as a demand 
for inputs into other industries. 
A cost laiuimising firm facing fixed factor prices , w, has as input 
demand equations 
(1) X. X. (W^. V l ' ^^ i = 
where Xj_ is the quantity of the i~th input and q is the quantity of output. 
As the input demand equations are homogeneous of degree zero in factor 
priccSj we can write 
(2) X = X, (-r , ... , q) 
" "t+1 "t+1 
VJliere W , has been chosen as the numeraire, t-i-x 
W. 
Putting a). , i = 1 ... t v/e have 
"^t+1 ^ 
(3) X. = X?" (w. ...W^, q) 1 1 1 
In the case where the production function is (a) homogeneous 
1 
of degree h, or (b) an increasing function, , of such a function,"' 
Both types of production function are homothetic. A production function 
is homothetic if it can be written as q <P(a(x, jX^, . . x )) , or as 
f(q) = o(x ,...x ), where cr is a homogeneous function of degree one, is 
a continuous, pcSitive, monotone increasing function of 0 and f(q) is the 
inverse function of 0(ct). For simple homogeneous production tunctions, 
Production functions having a homogeneous of degree h ^^  1 are not 
excluded from this definition since we write 
F(q) - f(q) - a '' 
Given homotheticity the cost function factors inco tne proauc. or 
the inverse function of 4(a) , and a linear homogeneous fuactxcn o.. prices. 
That is, C(co., . . .OJ... q) - f(q). c (03, . . . O-L • 
1 ^ (, 
then (3) can be written as 
(A) X^ - q 
or 
(5) x^ - f(q) 
\7here f(q) is the inverse function of 
Assuming that equations (4) and (5) can be aggregated across 
firms, we have th?. industry's input demand equations:-
(6) x^ = Q ' OJ^ ) 
and 
1/h (7) X. - f(Q) 
The Commodity Den.and Function 
Consider now a standard neoclassical commodity demand function 
(8) q. = q. ('iT J .IT , M) where q. = quantity of j g o o d 
J ^ demanded by consumer 
IT, = relative price of 
n+1 
M - budget constraint 
= Zp,q. 
i,j = n+1 
We assume that individuals allocate their budgets in two stages: 
firstly between sets of commodities, say, for example, primary products, 
manufactured goods and services, and secondly, within each set.^ 
^ In other words, the individual's utility function is separable 
between these sets of commodities. 
Then for the coramodity v;ithin any set Z 
(9) q^ = q^ • 
V7here m^ is the budget constraint which was the outcome of the first 
level decision process. 
Summing across aJ.l consumers we find that in a closed economy 
(10) M = Value of output of z^^ sector = p^.Q,. (all i in Z) 
'Zt XI!. 
Assuming equation (9) can be aggregated across individuals, 
we have 
(11) Q. = Q. M^) 
Given linear Engel curves, then 
(12) Q = M Q (IT ) . J ^ J 
^ A 
o '1 V 
PART TOO. ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTIVITY VARIATION AT THE 
FACTORY LEVEL. 
CHAPTER VII 
INTRODUCTION: A GENERALISATION OF TOE TWO-FACTOR PRODUCTION 
FUNCTION TO INCLUDE NON-CONVENTIONAL FACTORS. 
The remaining chapters of the thesis are concerned x^ ith productivity 
variation in the plastics process ing industry. 
Variation in productivity between firms within all industries is known 
to be large and similar variation may be observed in other indexes of a 
1 2 
firm's performance such as size, growth and profitability. ' In explanation 
of these phenomena there are a large number of theories. The small number 
of economic analyses of the variation in firm performance appear to be 
directed towards establishing the relevance of a particular hypothesis 3 
rather than providing a test of a number of alternative hypotheses within 
a general framework. Lack of suitable data rather than lack of interest 
would seem to explain the scarcity of empirical investigations in this 
direction. 
Brechling (1965) found that the coefficient of variation of value added 
per head within British manufacturing industrial subdivisions in 1958 
averaged about 0.5. Salter (1960) gives numerous examples of the con-
siderable differences between average and best practice labour productivity 
in American industries. 
Downie (1958) found that the coefficient of variation of the growth rate 
of firms in 16 British industries between 1935 and 1948 averaged 0.76, 
while Singh and l<Jhittington (1965) noted a similar degree of variation 
in the profitability of quoted companies in selected British manufacturing 
industries over the postwar period. 
Note also that many tests of hypotheses of productivity variation between 
firms are based on industry data. For example, Salter's theoretical 
chapters, which are directly concerned with an important explanation of 
the variation in labour productivity, are well supported with statistical 
examples drawn from B.L.o. i^ulletins but his owti empirical investigations 
are cross-sectional studies of British and American industries - not firms. 
The analysis of interfirm variatioii in performance, especially 
productivity, has considerable policy relevance for a trading economy, 
such as Australia, where the rate of productivity increase has been low 
by world standards.^ Correct policy prescription to raise productivity 
and lower costs requires knowledge of the factors causing productivity 
variation. Not only do these factors imply different government policies 
to stimulate efficiency but there seems little agreement on their relative 
importance. Pratten (1971), for example, emphasises the importance of 
economies of scale as a source of productivity variation in British manu-
facturing industry. In their study of Canadian m.anufacturing, Eastman and 
Stykolt (1967) also stress economies of scale and apply Bain's (1956) 
concept of minimum economic plant size to examine the effects on industry 
structure and productivity of tariff protection. If economies of scale 
at the factory level are important then, ceteris paribus, government 
policies shifting output away from small plants towards larger plants will 
raise productivity and lower costs. 
Salter (1960) has shoxm that if technical progress is embodied in 
new investment then differences in the age composition of investment across 
firms will result in productivity variation which may be quite large. In 
this case productivity variation reflects the fact that technical progress 
is embodied in capital which is durable. Economic policies designed to 
promote the more rapid scrapping of old equipment will therefore represent 
2 
a distortion but such policies may still be optimal in a second best world. 
For estimates of the rate of growth of labour productivity in manu-
facturing industries See Tariff Board, ;\nnual Report, 1970-71, 
Chapter 1, page 1. 
2 
On the original article on Theory of Second Best, see Lipsey & Lancaster 
(1957). For a more recent statement see Bhag\-7ati (1971). 
9 ' 
It is usual, in theoretical analyses, to assume that firms invariably 
produce maximum output for any given set of inputs, that is, that firms 
operate on their production functions. Leibenstein (1966) in particular, 
has collected considerable evidence to question this assumption, suggesting 
that firms and plants "do not operate on an outer-band production possibility 
surface consistent with their resources. Rather they actually work on a 
production surface that is well within that outer band".^ (Leibenstein, 
1966, p.113). 
Leibenstein argues convincingly that the efficiency with V7hich inputs 
are utilised varies across firms and industries. He suggests that this 
variation in efficiency is systematically related to the intensity of com-
petition, the method and level of wage payments and similar factors which 
influence the motivation and incentives of management and employees. 
Published data on Australian examples of the effect of changes in manage-
ment procedures are not available but there is ample Australian evidence 
on the effect of the introduction of wage incentive schemes on productivity 
and costs. A recent survey of some 500 firms by Gunzberg (1968) showed 
that 92% of firms achieved an increase in output when incentive schemes 
were introduced. Increases in output reported by these firms ranged from 
10% to 125%, with an average of A0%. This is consistent with earlier 
studies reported by the I.L.O. (1951) and Davison et al. (1958) which show 
increases in output of about 30 to 50 percent following the introduction 
of wage incentive schemes. The implications of the Leibenstein view are 
Despite the considerable amount of evidence questioning the empirical 
validity of the assumption that businessmen obtain maximum output for 
a given set of inputs this remains a central assumption in empirical 
studies such as the recent production function analysis by Griliches 
and Ringstad (1970). 
n ' i 
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clear: goYernment policies aimed at increasing productivity and efficiency 
should be directed through the removal of restrictive trade practices, and 
towards increasing the incentives of employees. 
The full list of factors advanced in the literature in explanation 
of the substantial observed variation in the performance of firms is very 
lengthy. Without attempting to be exhaustive at least seven factors can 
be meaningfully identified as determining the level of labour productivity 
in firms within the same industry in the same year. These are: 
(1) capital intensity 
(2) scale 
(3) age of capital equipment 
(4) quality and skill of labour 
(5) degree of vertical integration 
(6) learning 
(7) quality and motivation of entrepreneurs and management 
In practice we find that the appearance of more than a few of these factors 
in empirical production functions, which purport to describe productive 
performance, is rare. 
The vast majority of productivity and production function studies 
have been time series analyses of broadly defined industrial sectors. 
Despite the weight of evidence from these studies pointing to the small 
role played by increases in capital in the growth of output per man -
and the correspondingly large role of non-specified factors - there has 
been little progress in quantifying the contribution of non-conventional 
1 2 
inputs to growth at the industry or sector level. ' The emphasis of 
research has been to increase the sophistication of the functional form 
of the production function rather than to explore fully its arguments. 
At the firm level, however, there has been some progress in quantifying 
the role of inputs other than capital and labour in the production process 
Mansfield (1968a), ilinasian (1969) and Brockoff (1970) have estimated the 
elasticity of output with respect to research and and development and/or 
derived estimates of the rate of return on research expenditure. Lack of 
suitable data has tended to limit studies of this type to firms in the 
chemicals industry. 
Where less conventional factors, such as the quality of labour, are 
included in analyses of interfirm variation in labour productivity the 
relevance of the production function as an analytical tool is often never 
2 
For evidence on the dominant role played by factors other than capital 
and labour in the growth of the U.S. economy see, for example, Solow 
(1957) and Massell (1960). Note that, in contrast to the experience 
of most other western economies, increases in capital and labour have 
been the major sources of economic growth in Australia. See Edwards 
and Drane (1963), (1964) and Neville (1964). 
The most well known attempt to quantify the effect of non-conventional 
inputs is that of Denison ( 1967). 
Note that we have explored the effect of technology on the growth of 
the Australian plastics processing industry. We found that the 
inclusion of (patents based) technology indexes in the demand equation 
for (domestic) plastics goods and in the input demand equations gave 
superior results to comparable equations where technical change was 
measured by an exponential time trend. 
q ' r. 
mentioned.^' 
In this chapter we recognise that firms are not equally efficient 
and generalise the conventional two factor production function to include 
management and other non-conventional factors as inputs. A principle 
advantage of the generalised production function is that we are able to 
integrate the numerous explanations of productivity variation within the 
one analytical framexTOrk. Hence not only can we investigate the empirical 
significance of a large number of explanations of productivity variation 
in a consistent manner but we can employ multiple regression methods to 
test the significance of all explanatory factors concurrently, thus avoid-
ing the problem of confounding the effects of one or more factor. A second 
advantage of the production function framework is that, while retaining 
labour productivity as the dependent variable, we are in fact examining 
the factors determining total factor productivity. 
The failure to produce maximum output for any given set of inputs 
is not, of course, the only source of variation in observed efficiency. 
Even if plants and firms do operate on the outer band of their production 
possibility frontier their factor proportions may not be optimally adjusted 
to the current factor price ratio. In other words, observed differences 
in the efficiency of firms in any particular year can be broken into two 
dimensions, 
1 For examples of the former and latter type, see Griliches and Ringstad 
(1971) Fleming (1969) respectively. 
As it happens, the use of a production function with conventional inputs 
of labour and capital to analyse interfirm variations within the one 
homothetic production function is a mis-specification since if all firms 
have the same production function and face the same relative prices then 
there should be no variation in capital intensity and by assumption the 
observed variation in productivity can only be due to variation in the 
scale of factories or to measurement errors. 
t' J. 
(1) the firm's "X-Efficiency" in producing maximum output from given 
inputs, i.e. its success compared to a hypothetical firm employing 
the same factor proportions on the lov/est possible isoquant, and 
(2) its allocative efficiency in employing its factors in proportions 
optimal to the prevailing factor prices. 
This useful distinction, which was suggested by Farrell (1957), may be 
demonstrated diagranmatically for the case where the production function 
is linearly homogeneous and all firms face the same set of factor prices. 
FIGURE 1 
Farrell Diagram 
K 
/ y 
In Figure 1 all firms lying above the lowest isoquant II' are 
technically inefficient while all firms lying to the right or left of 
Farrell distinguishes between 'technical efficiency' and 'price 
efficiency'. In the terms of Farrell's model, which assumes that 
the production is linearly homogeneous these correspond exactly to 
Leibenstein's use of "X-Efficiency" and "allocative efficiency", 
respectively. .lowever Leibenstein's framework is broader since he 
recognizes that while firms may adjust optimally to the particular 
set of factor prices which they face, these factor prices are often 
sub-optimal w.r.t. to resource allocation within the economy as a 
whole. 
ZZ' the locus of points of tangeucy between the factor price line and 
the isoquants, are allocatively (or price) inefficient. Hence, v;hile 
both firm B and firm C are technicall>efficient, that is they lie on the 
unit isoquant nearest the origin, only C has combined its inputs in 
proportions optimal for the current factor price ratio. Firm A is 
efficient in neither sense. 
Some implications for the policymaker are clear: technical or 
"X-efficiency"shows the potential increase in output obtainable with exist-
ing factor endowments merely by "gingering up" the management of the firm 
or economy. On the other hand despite its unfortunate normative connotation, 
the policy interpretation of the concept of allocative/price efficiency 
is not immediately clear in an economy where factor prices are changing 
and, in any event, would seem to demand less attention.^ Leibenstein has 
convincingly shown that the benefits of increasing technical or "X-efficiency' 
far outweigh the near trivial welfare benefits to be gained by adjusting 
In post-war Western economies where factor prices have been changing, 
a snapshot of an industry's firm.s and plants at any particular time 
can be expected to show a considerable variation in factor proportions. 
Few, if any, firms or plants will show the factor proportions appropriate 
to prevailing factor prices. In a'putty-clay'world, where capital 
equipment must always be used with the quantities of labour and other 
inputs determined by the technology and factor prices at the time of 
investment, rational firms will design their plants on the basis of the 
expected average factor price ratio during the expected life of their 
plants. However, through no inefficiency on the part of the firm 
neither expectation may be fulfilled. V.Tiere capital is partially 
malleable, the optimal strategy may rarely allow factor proportions 
appropriate to the factor prices of any one year. 
Secondly, different firms may correctly perceive different factor 
price ratios due to imperfections in capital and labour markets. 
(Imperfections in the capital market seem to be important in the 
plastics processing industry where inability to find capital is cited 
as the main factor prompting the directors of small firms to offer 
their firms to public companies for takeover). 
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factor prices through tariff or tax abolition and by analogy we may expect 
the benefits of improving the price efficiency of firms to be far out-
weighed by the benefits to be gained by improving technical efficiency. 
Leibenstein hypothesizes that the level of "X-efficiency" will vary 
with the level of competition and the motivation of entrepreneurs and 
managers. The suggestion that "X" efficiency varies systematically with 
observable factors allows us to investigate the production function in a 
new manner and to employ this function to effect in other analyses, such 
as the explanation of interfirm variation in productivity and the analysis 
of technical change. 
The Production Function and Non-Conventional Inputs 
The foregoing comments suggest that the conventional two factor 
production function constitutes a serious mis-specification by omitting 
to include the firm's efficiency. We shall write the general production 
function describing the i^^ firm's production possibility frontier as 
(1) X.^ = K,^, L.^) 
where X^^ refers to the quantity of output produced by the i^ '^  firm in 
year t, E^^ is a vector measuring the firm's efficiency characteristics 
and K^^ and L^^ are vectors measuring the firm's capital and labour in 
their various dimensions. 
•^ unc+i lOVV 
We assume that the production .is Cobb-Douglas; a form which is 
especially convenient for analysing neutral differences betv;een factories.^ 
After dropping the subscripts, we have 
(2) X = A E K" L^ 
where the parameters, a and g, are the elasticities of output with respect 
to capital and labour^respectively. 
The Cobb-Douglas form of the production function also permits non-
neutral differences in the efficiency of plants by allovring the elasticities 
2 
of output with respect to capital and labour to vary between factories. 
Generalising equation 2), we have 
a B — " ' • • > ' 
(3) X = A E K L E ^ ^ 
A further feature of the generalisation of Cobb-Douglas production 
function developed here should be noted. As shown clearly in equation 3) 
the function permits explicit recognition of the variation in the quality 
and dimensions of the inputs. For example, labour enters the production 
function in terms of number of persons employed and the effect of variation 
in the sex-composition of each plants' workforce on productivity is allowed 
for by introducing a masculinity variable. 
1 
2 
3 
As an example of a non-neutral variation in "X-efficiency", the use 
of management aids such as advanced capital budgeting in capital 
intensive firms may increase productivity by a greater amount that it 
does for labour intensive firms. 
This procedure is followed in Chapter VIII. 
Variation between factories in a , the elasticity of substitution 
between capital and labour, would also imply non-neutral differences 
in Technology but the Cobb-Douglas function assumes a = 1. 
This approach has considerable advantage over the more usual method 
of assuming some arbitrary fixed relationship between male and female 
productivity and expressing female labour in terms of male equivalent 
units since the data is permitted to determine the importance and validity 
of such adjustments.^" 
- T»»vc"n on 
In the following chapters the relevance of the above production^j^is 
tested against two sets of data on Australian plastics processing factories. 
In the Chapter VIII we analyse the determinants of productivity 
variation in plastics processing across "representative" factories in 
size/state cells in the years 1964/65 to 1967/68 inclusive. As predicted 
by conventional production theory, we find that labour productivity is a 
function of capital intensity. There is no evidence of economies of scale 
but factories employing between 51 and 100 persons are significantly more 
efficient than either smaller or larger factories. We find that between 
1964/65 and 1967/68 total factor productivity increased by 9.5 percent 
per annum. 
We also find that we cannot rely on the results obtained from the 
analysis of data from any one year. For example, we find that the estimated 
production function for 1966/67 differs significantly from the production 
function estimated for 1964/65, 1965/55 and 1967/68. Furthermore, the 
degree of explanation of productivity variation in all years is poor. 
One course of action suggested by the unsatisfactory features of 
this analysis of productivity variation in plastics processing is to 
employ individual factories as the unit of observation and to measure 
The explicit treatment of factors modifying the measures of labour and 
capital which we employ is analagous to the explicit treatment of 
seasonal factors by the use of dummy variables. 
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directly the management characteristics and otlier non-conventional 
factors deterBiining the level of productivity. This is done in Chapters 
IX and X where we describe the data obtained from a postal survey of 
Australian plastics processing factories and test the generalisation 
of the production functions developed here against this data on individual 
factories. 
CHAPTER VIII 
A PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS USING PUBLISHED DATA 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we test the generalised Cobb-Douglas production 
function developed in the preceding chapter against data on plastics 
processing factories obtained from the Commonv/ealth Statistician. This 
data is factory census data on "Plastic Moulding and Products" classi-
fied by employment size and State to give a cross-section of observations 
on the representative factory in each State/size "cell". This cross-
section has recently become available for each of the fotir years, 1964/65 
to 1967/68, inclusive.^ 
The time-series cross-sectional format of the data is a major 
advantage since it permits a more thorough analysis of productivity 
variation between factories and over time than is possible with data 
restricted to variation in one dimension only. First, the data exhibits 
greater variability in two dimensions than it does either cross-sectionally 
or over time. Second, by pooling the data we obtain a greater number of 
degrees of freedom. Third, it is possible to stratify the data to test 
for structural and technical differences between years and between 
different types of factories. 
The 1967/68 Factory Census, published in 1972, included this 
information for the first time for all subclasses. On a State basis, the 
information is available back to 1964/65 on request from the Commonwealth 
Bureau of Census and Statistics. 
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Ideally to test the production function for structural and technical 
differences between years and different types of factories, we vrould like 
to fit separate production functions to the data on each type of factory 
in each year. In concept, since our data classifies factories by size 
and year of observation we could (as shown in Figure 1.1) fit 12 separate 
production functions - one each for small, medium and large factories in 
each of the four years. 
Figure 1.1 
SIZE 
Small Medium Large 
1967/68 X X X 
1966/67 X X X 
1965/66 X X X 
1964/65 X X X 
X = separate production function 
fitted 
In practice this procedure is not possible since the small number of 
observations (factories) in each size/year cell precludes the application 
of regression analysis. 
To circumvent the difficulties imposed by the lack of observations 
on factories in each size/year cell while permitting the effect of factory 
size, location and the year of observation on the production function 
parameters to be analysed, we apply the analysis of covariance model, 
suggested by Mundlak (1961) and Hock (1962), when estimating the production 
^ f^ ri---s i-. 
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function parameters.^ The analysis of covariance model - of which the 
conventional dummy variable technique is the simplest example - extends 
the normal regression model to include non-quaiitifiable characteristics 
as explanatory variables, such that 
(a) the parameters of the production function are 
assumed to be.the same for factories with 
common characteristics, but 
(b) one or more of the parameters is permitted to 
vary between groups of factories with different 
characteristics. 
For examples of the practical application of the analysis of 
covariance model, see Mundlak (1961), Hoch (1962), Komiya (1963), 
Massell (1967) and Galatin (1968). 
There are three types of regression models relevant to the analysis 
of panels of time-series cross-sectional data. These are: 
(i) the analysis of covariance model employed here. This model is lo^stsod. 
on the classical regression model with the normal assumptions of homo-
skedastic and non-correlated disturbance terms; 
(ii) the various methods falling within the generalised linear 
regression model which permits the disturbance terms to be heteroskedastic 
and auto correlated. These methods include Zellner's (1962) method of 
estimating seemingly unrelated regressions, and the errors components model 
discussed by Wallace and Hussain (1969); 
(iii) random coefficients regression models where, as suggested 
by Klein (1953), the coefficients of the regression model are treated 
as varying randomly across observations to account for spatial or other 
forms of heterogeneity. For recent contributions to the literature on 
RCR models see Zellner (1965) and Swamy (1971). 
The RCR model is rejected in the current study since we are interested 
in systematic variations in the coefficients of the production function. 
In any event, computer prograimes estimating random coefficients are not 
yet available in Australia. 
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We can therefore analyse the extent to which a specified character-
istic, such as location or type of process employed, is associated with 
significant differences in the efficiency. Similarly, we can test for 
significant differences in other parameters of the production function 
associated with location or other characteristics of the factory. 
To examine the effect of factory size on the parameters of the pro-
duction function, we pool the data across years and then estimate the 
production function for each size group. This procedure is illustrated 
in Figure 1.2. 
Figure 1.2 
Small 
SIZE 
Med ium Large 
1967/68 
1966/67 
1965/66 
1964/65 
X separate production function fitted 
We then test if the estimated parameters vary significantly between 
different sizes of factories. If the slope coefficients do not vary 
significantly, the observations from each size group are pooled and the 
parameters then re-estimated to test if the intercept term (efficiency 
parameter) varies with this characteristic, and so on. The final 
estimate of the production function, therefore, incorporates a size 
effect only where it is significant. 
Similarly, to examine the extent to which the parameters of the 
production function vary with the year of observation we can pool the 
o r -
data across size groups and fit separate production functions to factories 
1 
in each year." This procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.3. 
Figure 1.3 
SIZE 
Small Medium Large 
1967/68 
1966/67 
X separate 
production 
function 
fitted. 
1965/66 X 
1964/65 X 
Another advantage of the analysis of covariance model is that by 
removing the constraint that all factories have the same efficiency 
parameter, unbiased estimates of the other parameters - in this case the 
2 
output elasticities - may be obtained. This point is demonstrated in 
Figure 1.4. 
Where we are concerned with the effect of two or m.ore characteristics 
which may interact in their effect on the production function parameters, 
this procedure should be undertaken concurrently for both characteristics. 
As has been noted above, however, in the analysis reported here, the small 
number of observations falling within each strata precludes the examination 
of such interaction effects in this manner. 
2 
This is to say that we are able to test a wide range of specifications 
of the basic production function which reduces the possibility of specifi-
cation error and, hence, bias. For a formal discussion of specification 
bias in O.L.S. estimates, see Theil (1957). For an application of Theil's 
analysis to the Cobb-Douglas production function, see Griliches (1957). 
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per head 
Capital intensity 
Figure 1.4 shows a hypothetical scatter diagram between labour productivity 
and capital intensity for a cross-section of factories. Within this 
industry there are two groups of factories: those which employ manage-
ment consultants, Group A , and those which do not, Group B. The true 
elasticity of output with respect to capital is but the constraint that 
both groups of factories have the same intercept term (that is, efficiency 
parameter) gives an upward bias to ^^ the estimated slope co-efficient. 
In section 2 we discuss the data and definition of variables. In 
section 3 we state the basic model. In section 4 we stratify the pooled 
observations from all four years into broad size groups and estimate 
separate production functions for small, medium and large factories. We 
find that significant differences between production function parameters 
across size group are confined to the elasticity of output with respect 
to capital. 
To reduce the estimated variance of the estimates of the economies 
of scale parameter and the coefficients of the dummy variables, obser-
vations from all years (excluding 1966/67) are pooled in section 4.2. 
A single production function is then estimated which permits the 
elasticity of output with respect to capital to vary across size groups 
while keeping the other coefficients constant. Contrary to the results 
reported in section 4.1, where separate production functions V7ere fitted 
to factories in each size group, here we find no evidence of differing 
elasticities of output with respect to capital. 
In section 4.3 we fit production functions to cross-sectional data 
for each year and test if the estimated coefficients vary between years. 
We find that the coefficients for 1966/67 differ significantly from those 
of other years but that there is no significant variation between the 
coefficients of the remaining years. Finally, in section 4.4 we pool data 
from all three years and estimate the production function subject to the 
constraints that the parameters are constant for all factories across 
time, size and State. Our conclusions are summarised in Section 5. 
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2. THE DATA 
2.1 General Considerations 
The data considered in this Chapter is factory census data on 
"Plastic Moulding and Product" factories for the years 1964/65 to 1967/68 
classified by State and employment size. The observation unit is there-
fore the average or representative factory of all factories falling 
1 2 
within the State/s ize cell. ' The mean number of factories per cell 
is approximately 18, but as shown in Table 2.1 the number of factories 
is highest for cells referring to the smaller factories in the larger 
States. the cross-section of cells for each year is pooled there 
are 113 observations for the four-year period covering factories in •3 
N.S.W., Victoria, Queensland and South Australia. These factories 
accounted for 88% of the value of production of "Plastic Moulding and 
Product" factories in 1967/68. 
That is, for each State/size cell, the data refers to the arithmetic 
mean of each variable. Since we employ the Cobb-Douglas production 
function the data for each cell ideally should refer to geometric means, 
but lacking access to the original data on each factory, this is not 
possible. 
2 
Throughout the analysis reported here we employ the employment size 
classification used by the Commonwealth Statistician. 
3 
For 1967/68 an observation on factories in Western Australia and 
Tasmania is also included. The actual number of State/size cells is 
less than might be expected initially, since some "cells" are empty, 
particularly in the smaller States, and second, in a small number of 
cases cells or States v;ere grouped in order to preserve confidentiality. 
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TABLE 2.1 
Distribution of Plastics Processing Factories in Data Set 
by State and Employment Size, 1967/68 
Number Employed 
State 5-10 11-20 21-50 51-100 101-200 201-300 >300 
N.S.W. 83 66 39 33 23 12 4 -
VIC. 42 43 29 39 20 11 4 4 
QLD. 19 13 8 6 
SA 16 10 7 5 - 3 - -
WA - TAB 4 - - - - - - -
Total 164 132 83 83 43 26 8 4 
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In addition to the advantages offered by the time-series cross-
sectional format of the data, the data set offers the further advantage 
that it is based on an (almost) complete enumeration of the industry's 
factories so that sampling error from this source is neglible. 
In contrast to subsequent chapters, where information on management 
aids and other factors directly associated V7ith each factory's efficiency 
is used to test the empirical relevance of the "efficiency" vector, the 
current analysis utilizes more commonly available data to proxy the 
efficiency vector and to cast light on the nature of the residual of 
productivity variation unexplained by variation in scale and capital 
intensity. 
It is hypothesised that the efficiency - technology vector can be 
approximated by data on the size and location of each factory. Efficiency 
may vary with factory size because the largest factories typically support 
design and testing facilities and employ more sophisticated methods of 
accounting and control. Furthermore, the product/process mix varies with 
the size of factory with larger factories tending to operate processes 
V7hich require large and discrete capital investments. 
Across states, the efficiency and technology of factories may vary 
due to differences in the availability of technical services, the process 
mix, the level of aggregate demand and the level of capacity utilisation 
(i) for example, in the larger centres there are 
significant externalities in the form of larger 
pools of skilled labour and easier access to technical 
services from plastics materials suppliers; 
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(ii) variation in the. product/process mix also occurs 
between States. For ex^ample, processes, such as 
calendaring, coating and laminating, which require 
large scale capital investment, are heavily 
concentrated in Melbourne - as are the larger 
moulding shops. In Sydney, fabrication and forming 
are relatively more important than elsev;here, while 
in Queensland there is an emphasis on PVC extrusions; 
(iii) across states the level of aggregate demand - as 
measured by the unemplojTnent rate or the increase 
in consumer prices - varies so that the level of 
capacity utilization wit/- vary between states; 
(iv) furthermore, variation j.n the product/process mix 
and level of aggregate demand may cause a divergent 
movement in the level of capacity utilization. 
Figure 2.1 shows the movement in capacity utilization in the three major 
states, N.S.W., Victoria and South Australia. 
Since the production function expresses the relationship between 
physical inputs and physical output, all variables should be measured 
accordingly. Typically as in this study - physical quantities are 
aggregated using constant (price) weights. Output, materials input and 
value added have been expressed in terms of constant (1967/68) prices 
using the price indexes developed for the industry in Chapter IV. The 
data and the results are, therefore, comparable between years. In common 
with most investigators undertaking cross-sectional studies of interplant 
productivity variation, however, we are forced to accept the value of 
r I 
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FIGURE 2.1 
Capacity Utilization of Plastics Processing Functions 
by Major State, 1953/54 - 1967/68. 
Deviations from Logarithmic Trend Values of Total Employment. 
53/4 57/8 63/4 67/8 
n p -
output or value added as the measure of the physical output of each 
factory. The implications of this assumption are discussed at length in 
Appendijx X.l. 
2.2 Definition of Variables 
V Value Added in constant base year prices was calculated by the double 
deflation method. The gross output of each "cell" was deflated using 
the implicit price index for the output of Plastic Moulding and 
Products while the value of internediate inputs was deflated by the 
implicit price index for materials consumed by all plants in subclass 
1503. 
L The Quantity of Labour is measured by the average number of persons 
employed during the period of operation of each factory during the 
year. 
W/L The Quality and Skill of Labour is measured by the average wage rate. 
The data employed in the current analysis does not classify the average 
number of persons employed by sex, occupation or skill. Hence the 
average wage rate is the only variable available as a proxy for the 
quality and skill of labour. The average wage rate also reflects 
the sex composition of persons employed in each cell and to this 
extent is less satisfactory than the (unavailable) average wage per 
male equivalent unit as a proxy for labour skill and quality. 
KWH Capital Services are approximated by: 
(1) the consumption of electricity in KWH by each cell, obtained 
by deflating the value of electricity consumption by the unit 
n r r. 
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values for each state in each year. Electricity comprised 90% of 
the plastics processing industry's fuel input and automatically 
reflects variation in capacity utilization between plants and 
over time. 
HP (2) The horse power of motors and engines in use. The horse 
power series also reflects variation in capacity utilization, 
although not as fully as electricity consumption. This deficiency 
nay be more than offset by the fact that this measure includes all 
capital equipment irrespective of the fuel used. 
/ 
BVPM (3) The most common measure of capital, the depreciated book 
value of plant and machinery, suffers from the usual problem of 
historical cost pricing and varying depreciation schemes, but 
book values are likely to be more accurate as cross-sectional 
indicators of capital installed than as indicators of capital 
betvjeen years. 
BVLB (A) The depreciated book values of land and buildings. As 
noted in Chapter V the book values of land and buildings are 
less likely to be a reliable indicator of capital services 
from these assets due to the prevalence of inter and intra 
company leasing arrangements and to the "lumpiness" of invest-
ment in land and buildings. 
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3. THE BASIC MODEL 
The generalisation of the Cobb-Douglas production function developed 
in the preceding chapter is 
(1) X = AEK ^ L ^ 
where X is output, and E, K and L are Vectors measuring the factory's 
'X' efficiency, capital and labour characteristics, respectively.^ 
The estimation from time series data of production functions in the 
output formulation, such as equation (1), traditionally leads to extremely 
2 high R s and difficulty in distinguishing between alternate specifications, 
Greater discrimination between alternative hypotheses can be achieved if 
2 data collinearity is reduced by writing (1) as 
oc § 
(2) ^ = AE (K/L) ^ L ^ 
where = - 1 
When the parameter, 6„, equals zero we have constant returns to scale. 
^ See Leibenstein (1966). 
2 
The use of the labour productivity formulation not only reduces data 
collinearity but also lowers the total sum of squares - thereby lov/ering 
the r2s. The coefficient estimates and their significance remain unchanged 
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4. VARIATIONS ON THE BASIC MODEL 
4.1 Variations in the Production Function with Size 
In this section we (1) pool the data from all years so as to mini-
mize the relative importance of the disturbance effects peculiar to each 
year and permit productivity variation due to more systematic economic 
factors to be identified. (2) recognize that the parameters of the 
production function may vary with the size of the factory. For example, 
Pratten (1971) finds that within British manufacturing industry the 
degree of economies of scale declines as the size of firms increases. To 
test for variation in the production function parameters with the size of 
factory, we proceed by stratifying the pooled observations for all four 
1 2 
years into three subsets containing small, medium and large factories ' 
and estimate the parameters of the production function for subset of 
factories. 
We extend the model specified in equation (3) by recognizing the 
presence of technical change and other factors associated with time. We 
assume that these factors do not affect the parameters and 6, the 
output/capital elasticity and economics of scale parameter, respectively. 
The definition of small, medium and large factories is: 
10 or less employees = small 
11 to 50 employees = medium 
51 or more employees = large 
^ Note that we have included 1966/67 data when pooling observations. 
This action is necessitated by the small number of observations for sub-
sets of medium and large factories. 
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That is, within each size category and 6 are constant for all 
observations across state and time. 
After dropping the size dummy variables, the equation to be fitted 
to data from each size category is: 
(3) InX/L = A' + =cZn(K/L) + 62.nL + E + E + e 
where E^ = time effect. 
We explore two specifications of the time effect. The first is the 
common assumption that the effect on efficiency of technical change and 
other time associated factors may be represented by an exponential time 
trend. The second specification uses dummy variables to measure the 
effect of these factors. 
The regression results obtained by fitting equation (3) to pooled 
data from small factories are shown in Table 4.1. Comparable results 
for medium and large factories are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 respect-
ively. 
1. We find that the equation (3) explains approximately 75% of the 
observed variation in productivity between size/state cells for both 
medium size and large factories. When fitted to data from small factories 
the same equation explains only 55% of productivity variation. 
2. Large factories have significant diseconomies of scale and an 
elasticity of output with respect to capital which is not significantly 
different from zero. On the other hand, small and medium size factories 
have returns to scale not significantly different from unity and output/ 
capital elasticities of 0.3 and 0.2, respectively. Although there is the 
weak suggestion that output/capital elasticity declines as the size of 
q T A t) I 'J 
the factory increases, the differences between the estimated coefficients 
are not significant at conventional levels of confidence. 
3. Comparison of the ratio of a, the output/capital elasticity, to 
3, the output/labour elasticity, across size groups suggests that this 
ratio does not differ between small, medium and large factories. In 
other words, technical differences between small, medium and large 
factories are Hicks neutral and affect the degree of economies of scale 
only. 
Technical change and other time associated factors have a 
differential effect on small, medium and large factories. For example, 
we find that although medium and large factories increased their produc-
tivity between 1967 and 1968, the dummy variables indicate that the 
productivity of small factories declined slightly between these two years. 
4. Where an exponential time trend is used to represent the effect 
of technical change, the regression results suggest that medium size 
factories employing between 11 and 50 persons have enjoyed an annual 
increase in productivity of approximately 14%, which is significantly 
above the (roughly) 10% per annum increase experienced by factories of 
smaller and larger size. 
5. The size and significance of dummy variables measuring variation 
in productivity associated with location varies according to whether 
small, medium or large factories are considered. For the subset of 
small factories we find that factories located in Queensland have a signi-
ficantly higher level of productivity than factories located in other 
states, while for medium size factories there is no significant variation 
in productivity associated with location. On the other hand, with 
q ( 
factories employing more than 50 persons we find that Victorian and 
South Australian plants are significantly more productive. 
6. The regression results provide a tentative ranking of the 
various measures of capital services. The results suggest that electri-
city consumption is the best of the three measures of capital services 
considered, although for medium size factories, the book value of plant 
and machinery is an equally good measure. For large plants the capital/ 
labour ratio, however measured, is significant only where the effect of 
technical change has been omitted. 
Taken overall we find considerable diversity in the factors deter-
mining the productivity of small, medium and large factories. However, 
few of these differences are significant at conventional levels of 
significance. For example, we have noted that the output/capital 
elasticity declines as the size of the factory increases but that 
differences in this elasticity between size groups are not significant. 
Similarly, although we have statistical evidence of significant dis-
economies of scale in the group of large factories the results of 
section 4.3 (below) suggest that this is due to the higher productivity 
of factories employing between 51 and 100 persons rather than a scale 
effect operating throughout the entire size range. If this is correct 
then there are no significant differences in the coefficients measuring 
either the elasticity of output with respect to capital or economies 
of scale between groups of factories of different size. Hence the data 
from all size groups may be pooled and a common production function 
fitted to factories of all sizes without risk of significant specifi-
cation error. 
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In sections 4.2 and 4.4 belov?, therefore, we pool the data from all 
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size groups and specify a common production;^ In section 4.3 we allow the 
elasticity of output with respect to capital to vary v^ ith size while in 
section 4.4 both slope coefficients, that is, the elasticity of output 
with respect to capital and the economies of scale parameter, are assumed 
to be invariant to the size of the factory and (with the exception of 
1966/67) the year of observation. 
TABLE 4.1 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters for Small Plants, 1964/65 to 
1967/68. (48 observations) 
Model: Zn(X/L) = A' + Zn(K/L) + ZnL + E^ + E^ + e 
Eqn. Const. IriL InYi^ VIC QLD SA WAT '66 '67 '68 TIME R^/F 
1 4.05 
(7.4) 
-.13 
(1.7) 
.281 
(3.9) 
.299 
(6.4) 
2 1.71 
(7.9) 
-.14 
(1.6) 
.174 
(2.6) 
.185 
^ (3.4) 
3 1.88 
(13.9) 
-1.46 
(1.7) 
.134 
(1.9) 
.133 
(2.3) 
4 4.78 
(8.1) 
-.131 
(1.8) 
.379 
(4.8) 
-.084 
(.8) 
.327 
(2.5) 
-.116 
(1.1) 
.464 
(6.1) 
5 1.74 
(11.0) 
-.14 
(1.7) 
.189 
(2.9) 
-.009 
(.1) 
0.111 
(.8) 
-.246 
(2.1) 
.312 
(3.2) 
6 4.22 
(6.8) 
-.129 
(1.9) 
.336 
(4.21) 
-.051 
(.5) 
.319 
(2.4) 
-.108 
(1.0) 
.042 
(.3) 
.086 
(2.4) 
.536 
(5.8) 
7 1.52 
(8.5) 
-.140 
(1.8) 
.156 
(2.5) 
-.005 
(.04) 
.099 
(.8) 
-.265 
(2.1) 
-.174 
(1.0) 
.108 
(2.7) 
.420 
(3.6) 
8 4.24 
(6.9) 
-.123 
(1.8) 
.335 
(4.13) 
-.050 
(.04) 
.317 
(2.4) 
-.108 
(1.0) 
.013 
(.08) 
.179 
(1.6) 
.284 
(2.5) 
.252 
(2.2) 
.558 
(4.8) 
9 1.61 
(9.5) 
-.132 
(1.7) 
.149 
(2.3) 
-.005 
(.04) 
.097 
(.7) 
-.247 
(2.1) 
-.124 
(.7) 
.110 
(.9) 
.322 
(2.5) 
.292 
(2.3) 
.441 
(3.0) 
Student's "t" values in brackets. K^ = KWil/L , K2 = HP/L, K^ = BVPM/L 
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TABLE 4.2 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters for Medium Plants, 
1964/65 to 1967/68. (32 observations) 
Model: Z.n(X/L) = A' + Zn(K/L) + InL + E^ + E^ + e 
Eqn. Const. IriL InK^ InK^ VIC QLD SA WAT '66 '67 '68 TIME R^/F 
1 3.99 
(4.2) 
-.007 
(.7) 
.275 
(2.4) 
.172 
(2.0) 
2 1.86 
(5.8) 
-.007 
(.1) 
.003 
(1.4) 
.071 
(.7) 
3 1.65 
(5.5) 
.017 
(.18) 
.178 
(2.5) 
.173 
(2.0) 
4 3.75 
(3.9) 
-.043 
(.4) 
.246 
(2.1) 
-.093 
(.9) 
.020 
(.17) 
-.215 
(2.0) 
.323 
(2.1) 
5 1.89 
(6.3) 
.014 
(.1) 
.004 
(1.88) 
-.127 
(1.2) 
-.010 
(.1) 
-.282 
(2.8) 
.305 
(1.9) 
6 3.06 
(4.9) 
-.021 
(.3) 
.205 
(2.7) 
-.110 
(1.6) 
.043 
(.5) 
-.237 
(3.3) 
-.265 
(2.3) 
.143 
(6.4) 
.751 
(9.0) 
7 1.52 
(7.0) 
.030 
(.5) 
.002 
(1.5) 
-.148 
(2.0) 
-.013 
(.2) 
-.303 
(4.1) 
-.309 
(2.5) 
.139 
(5.6) 
.704 
(7.1) 
8 1.42 
(7.0) 
.028 
(.5) 
.127 
(2.5) 
-.102 
(1.4) 
-.077 
(1.0) 
-.255 
(3.6) 
-.360 
(3.1) 
.143 
(6.3) 
.743 
(8.7) 
9 1.62 
(7.5) 
.036 
(.55) 
.002 
(1.3) 
-.149 
(2.0) 
-.015 
(.2) 
-.304 
(4.1) 
-.269 
(2.1) 
.180 
(2.3) 
.361 
(4.6) 
.404 
(5.1) 
.727 
(5.8) 
10 1.52 
(7.6) 
.032 
(.05) 
.117 
(2.3) 
-.105 
(1.5) 
-.074 
(.97) 
-.259 
(3.6) 
-.321 
(2.7) 
.203 
(3.0) 
.355 
(4.9) 
.425 
(5.9) 
' .762 
(7.0) 
TABLE 4.3 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters for Large Plants, 1964/65 to 1967/68 
(33 observations) 
Model: Zn(X/L) = A' + Zn(K/L) + Z-nL + E^ + E^ + e 
Eqn. Const. Z-nL Z-nK^  ZnK^ ZnK^ VIC QLD SA '66 •67 '68 TIME 
? R /F 
1 3.47 
(7.1) 
-.124 
(2.6) 
.129 
(2.2) 
.263 
(3.6) 
2 2.23 
(8.6) 
-.156 
(3.3) 
.318 
(2.88) 
.332 
(4.96) 
3 2.50 
(1.01) 
-.118 
(-2.3) 
.075 
(1.01) 
.175 
(2.12) 
4 3.30 
(8.1) 
-.111 
(2.8) 
.135 
(2.6) 
.174 
(2.9) 
.459 
(2.9) 
.313 
(3.5) 
.592 
(6.5) 
5 2.22 
(9.3) 
-.137 
(3.1) 
.186 
(1.7) 
.178 
(2.7) 
.382 
(2.2) 
.239 
(2.6) 
.543 
(5.3) 
6 2.31 
(10.7) 
-.121 
(2.9) 
.124 
(1.93) 
.235 
(3.9) 
.406 
(2.4) 
.322 
(3.4) 
.554 
(5.6) 
7 2.56 
(6.4) 
-.143 
(4.3) 
.037 
(0.7) 
0.192 
(3.7) 
0.242 
(3.2) 
0.101 
(4.7) 
.705 
(10.7) 
8 2.17 
(11.7) 
-.155 
(A.7) 
.127 
(1.5) 
.179 
(3.6) 
.221 
(3.2) 
.099 
(5.0) 
.722 
(11.7) 
9 2.24 
(13.2) 
-.145 
(4.6) 
.088 
(1.7) 
.218 
(4.65) 
.278 
(3.7) 
.099 
(5.2) 
.729 
(12.1) 
CJO 
CJ- ? 
TABLE 4.3 (Continued) 
Eqn Const. IriL ZnK^ InY.^ InY.^ VIC SA '66 '67 '68 TIME 2 R /F 
10 2.56 -.143 .037 .192 .242 .102 .705 
(6.4) (4.3) (.7) (3.7) (3.2) (4.7) (10.7) 
11 2.75 -.142 .048 .247 .189 .058 .182 .289 .709 
(6.4) (4.1) (.9) (3.2) (3.5) (0.8) (2.5) (4.0) (7.6) 
12 2.28 -.155 .127 .724 
(11.9) (4.5) (1.5) (3.5) (3.1) (1.2) (2.9) (4.6) (8.2) 
13 2.33 -.146 .095 .219 .283 .118 .204 .302 .730 
(13.3) (4.4) (1.7) (4.5) (3.6) (1.8) (3.3) (4.9) (8.4) 
Student's "t" values listed in brackets. = KWH/L, K^ = HP/L, K^ = BVPM/L 
r-j r-' ; 
A.2 Variation in the Output/Capital Elasticity and Economies of 
Scale with Size 
In the previous section we observed a quantitiatively large 
variation in the output/capital elasticity between factories of different 
size but found that the differences were not statistically significant. 
Similarly, although the economies of scale parameter varied with size 
this parameter was significant in the case of large plants only and even 
here the finding of diseconomies of scale is open to an alternative 
explanation. 
In this section we provide a further test of the hypothesfs that 
the elasticity of output with respect to capital varies with the size of 
plant. We proceed by pooling the data from all three size groups, thereby 
substantially increasing the variability of the data and degrees of free-
dom. 
The output/capital elasticity is permitted to vary across size 
groups but where possible the coefficients of all other variables common 
to different size groups and year are constrained to be constant across 
size groups. Hence we have: 
(4) ZnX/L = A' + <x Zn, K + Zn, K + cc Zn, K + (3-l)Zn L + s s m m 
E^ + E^ + E^ t £ 
where oc is the elasticity of output with respect to capital for small s 
n rr . 
C/ / I? 
factories, the elasticity of output with respect to capital for 
medium size factories, and so on.^ 
When pooling the data from all three size groups we have excluded 
data from 1966/67, since as noted in Section 4.3 below, all coefficients 
estimated from this year differ significantly from those from the other 
three years. Equation (4) is therefore fitted to 87 observations of size/ 
state data from 1965, 1966, and 1968. We have considered the 26 
observations from 1966/67 separately. The regression results are con-
tained in Appendix VIII.1. 
For both sets of data, we find that across size groups there are 
no significant differences in the estimated elasticities of output with 
respect to capital and hence the degree of economies of scale is also 
constant across size groups. This conclusion is independent of both the 
measure of capital services and the period to which the data refers. 
Second, we find that, in contrast to the earlier result, the differential 
rate of productivity growth of medium size factories over small and large 
factories is not significantly different from zero. 
Note that in contrast to equations (2) and (3), which specified 
labour productivity as a function of capital intensity and labour input, 
equation (4) expresses productivity as a function of inputs of both 
capital and labour. This change in specification is required to avoid 
the implication that the elasticity of output w.r.t. labour varies so 
as to offset variation in the output/capital elasticity and maintain the 
economies of scale parameter at a constant level. The ouput/capital 
elasticities and economies of scale coefficients estimated for this (less 
plausible) model did not differ significantly from those reported above 
and there was no evidence to suggest that the elasticity of output w.r.t. 
capital varies with the size of the factory. 
«••) r-
0 / 'J 
The regression results indicate that the elasticity of output with 
respect to capital and the degree of economies of scale are constant 
across size groups. Furthermore, these tv;o parameters do not differ 
significantly between 1965, 1966 and 1968, We nay therefore re-specify 
our model to incorporate the constancy of these parameters. 
3 8 0 
I 
4.3 Neutrality of Variation in Efficiency : single years 
We assume that the productivity of plastics processing factories 
varies according to their size and location and that this variation in 
efficiency leaves the elasticities of output with respect to inputs of 
capital and labour services constant across factories. We specify a 
production function of the form 
(5) In (X/L) = k' + cc In (K/L) + 6 Zn L + E^ + E^ + e 
where the constant term, A', the elasticity of output with respect to 
capital, , and the parameter, 6, are constant across factories. 
Systematic variation in factory efficiency associated with size and 
location is measured by the dummy variables E^ and E^, respectively. 
This specification implies that the more efficient the factory the 
higher its intercept, that is, the larger the sum of the constant term 
and the estimated coefficients attached to the relevant size and state 
dummies. Secondly, this specification implies that there is no inter-
action between size and state effects. 
The results of testing equation (5) against the data for each year 
are shown in Tables 4.4, ,5, .6 and .7. For purposes of comparison each 
table begins with the basic relationship where both State and size effects 
are absent. 
We find that the addition of State and size dummy variables to the 
basic equation increases the degree of explanation of the variation in 
productivity for each year but that the increase in the degree of 
explanation is only significant in 1966/67. 
TABLE 4.4 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters, All Plants, 1967/68. (33 observations) 
Model: InO.I'L) = A' + oc^n(K/L) + 6Zn L + E^ + E^ + e 
Eqn. Const. ZnK ZnK ^nK ZnL VIC QLD SA Size (Number of Persons Employed) 2 
^ ^ ^ <4 4 5-10 11-20 51-100 101-200 201-300 >300 R /F 
1 2.95 .155 .035 .391 
(6.4) (2.6) (1.5) (6.4) 
2 1.47 .267 .036 .467 
(14.5) (3.5) (1.8) (8.8) 
3 1.676 .159 .054 .338 
(21.5) (2.0) (2.6) (5.1) 
4 3.45 .224 .023 .015 .262 -.023 .524 
(7.2) (3.6) (1.1) (.2)(2.6) (.29) (4.9) 
5 1.45 .272 .039-.014 .11 -0.14 .499 
(13.3) (3.3) (1.9) (.2)(1.1) (.2) (4.5) 
6 1.70 .150 .053 .054 .109 -.006 .370 
(19.1) (1.8) (2.4) (.7) (1.0)(.l) (2.7) 
7 3.14 .084 -.161 -.578 -.61 -.198 -.163 .366 .306 .242 .55 .650 
(2.9) (1.4) (.5) (.7) (.9) (.4) (.6) (1.5) (.7) (.36) (.67) (3.7) 
8 2.09 .180 -.09 -.448 -.459 -.170 -.128 .259 .162 .033 .264 .673 
(1.94) (1.91) (.3) (.6) (.7) (.4) (.5) (1.1) (.35) (.05) (.3) (4.1) 
9 3.76 .138 -.234.029 .158 -.020 -.771 -.705 -.311 -.229 .345 .414 .387 .705 .687 
(3.1) (1.8) (.7) (.4) (1.4) (.3) (.9) (1.0) (.6) (.8) (1.4) (.9) (.6) (.8) (3.0) 
10 2.23 .180 -.130.017 .058 -.017 -.560 -.539 -.239 -.170 .259 .218 .107 .347 .681 
(1.9) (1.7) (.4) (.2) (.6) (.2) (.6) (.8) (.5) (.6) (1.0) (.4) (.2) (.4) (2.9) 
Student's "t" values are listed in brackets. K^ = KWI/L, K^ = HP/L, K^ = BVPM/L. OJ 
TABLE 4.5 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters, All Plants, 19^6/61. (26 observations) 
Model: ^n(X/L) = A' + <=^ Zn(K/L) + Un u + E^ + E^ + c 
8 
, Const. ZnK^ ZnK^ Z-nK^  ZnL VIC QLD SA 
<4 4 
Size 
5-
(Number 
-10 11-20 
of 
51 
Persons 
-100 101 
Employed) 
-200 201-300 >300 
2 R /F 
5.77 
(7.3) 
.507 
(4.8) 
-.087 
(2.8) 
.505 
(7.8) 
1.183 
(9.8) 
.598 
(7.8) 
-.041 
(2.0) 
.727 
(20.4) 
1.74 
(17.6) 
.427 
(5.1) 
-.029 
(1.1) 
.528 
(8.6) 
5.39 
(8.7) 
.477 
(5.8) 
-.05 
(-2.2) 
.003 
( ) 
.54 .02 
(4.5) (0.2) 
.773 
(11.3) 
5.35 
(9.6) 
-.053 
(2.3) 
0.528 
(5.1) 
.771 
(24.7) 
1.23 
(10.1) 
.51 
(6.8) 
-.019 -.002 
(-1.0)(-.01) 
.31 -.42 
(2.7)(-.49) .815 (14.6) 
1.180 
(11.8) 
.492 
(7.5) 
.358 
(3.8) .803 (47.0) 
1.699 
(13.6) 
.033 
(3.27) 
-.009 
(-.30) 
.031 
(.3) 
.327 -.009 
(1.9)(-.l) 
.604 
(5.1) 
6.16 
(7.5) 
.339 
(2.8) 
-.564 
(3.4) 
-1.38 -1.04 
(2.5) (2.2) 
-.775 
(2.2) 
-.282 
(1.2) 
.723 .843 
(3.0) (2.7) 
1.167 
(2.8) 
1.695 
(3.1) 
.722 
(3.5) 
TABLE 4.5 (Continued) 
2 Eqn. Const. InY.^  InYi^  InYi^  VnL VIC QLD SA Size (Number of Persons Employed) R /F 
<4 4 5-10 11-20 51-100 101-200 201-300 >300 
10 2.48 .490 -.36 -1.01 -.814 -.594 -.179 .412 .434 .612 .885 .837 
(4.2) ( ) (2.5) (2.4) (2.3) (2.2) (1.0) (2.0) (1.6) (1.8) (1.9) (7.0) 
11 2.87 .338 -.352 -1.01 -.54 -.593 -.232 .565 .513 .744 1.00 .758 
(4.1) (3.4)(-1.9) (-1.8)(-1.1)(-1.7)( -1.1)(2.3) (1.57) (1.7) (1.7) (4.3) 
12 5.41 .357 -.314 .006 .469 .001 -0.7 -0.5 -.488 -.181 .475 .467- .627 .992 .873 
(7.7) (3.5) (-2.2) (.1) (3.6)( .006) (-1.5) (-1.4)(-1.8)( -1.0)(2.4) (1.8) (1.8) (2.2) (5.9) 
13 5.34 ' 0.411 -0.204 0.505 -0.236 0.404 0.352 0.435 0.715 .859 
(10.4) (5.9) (3.4) (5.3) (1.8) (3.0) (2.1) (2.2) (2.8) (12.9) 
14 2.27 .403 -.259 .016 .284 -.064 -.743 -.620 -.533 -.184 .338 .265 .386 .636 .898 
(4.2) (4.3) (1.95)(.22)(2.3) (.76) (1.88) (1.89) (2.2) (1.2) (1.8) (1.1) (1.2) (1.5) (7.5) 
15 2.78 .241 -.303 .042 .294 -.034 -.896 -.533 -.621 -.271 .512 .407 .604 .890 .808 
(3.9) (2.03) (1.6)(.41)(1.7)( .28) (1.6) (1.1) (1.8) (1.2) (2.1) (1.2) (1.4) (1.5) (3.6) 
Student' s "t" values are listed in brackets, KWH/L, K^ = HP/L, K^ = BVPM/L. 
TABLE 4.6 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters, All Plants, 1965/66. (27 observations) 
Model: IniXtV) = A' + «Zn(K/L) + L + E^ + E^ + e 
Eqn. Const. lyiY.^ InK^ IriL VIC QLD SA 
<4 4 
Size (Numt 
5-10 
ler of 
11-20 
Persons 
51-100 
employed) 
101-200 201-300 >300 
R^/F » 
1 3.33 
(3.7) 
.212 
(1.89) 
-.013 
(.3) 
.186 
(1.8) 
2 1.28 
(6.6) 
.313 
(2.2) 
.014 
(.4) 
.225 
(2.3) 
3 1.64 
(15.3) 
.058 
(.9) 
.036 
(1.1) 
.097 
(-.86) 
4 3.37 
(3.3) 
.211 
(1.6) 
-.016 
(.4) 
-.023 
(.2) 
.046 -.142 
(.3) (1.0) 
.24 
(.2) 
5 1.37 
(6.0) 
.285 
(2.0) 
.008 
(.2) 
.001 
(.01)( 
.04 -.153 
-.3) (1.1) 
.27 
(1.3) 
6 2.07 
(.9) 
.143 
(.9) 
.200 
(.4) 
.553 
(.4) 
.613 
(.5) 
.170 
(.2) 
.209 
(.4) 
-.035 
(.1) 
-.195 
(.2) 
-.390 
(.3) 
-.658 
(.4) 
.332 
(.7) 
7 .538 
(.3) 
.343 
(1.8) 
.202 
(.4) 
.569 
(.4) 
.498 
(.5) 
.187 
(.2) 
.260 
(.6) 
.034 
(.07) 
-.229 
(.3) 
-.337 
• (.3) 
-.850 
(.6) 
.411 
(1.0) 
8 .675 
(.2) 
.082 
(.4) 
.496 
(.8) 
-.018 
(.1) 
.019 -.216 1.325 
(.1) (1.2) (.8) 
1.201 
(.9) 
.567 
(.6) 
.447 
(.9) 
-.279 
(.5) 
-.685 
(.7) 
-1.09 -
(.8) 
•1.497 
(1.7) 
.423 
(.7) 
9 .018 
(.01) 
.291 
(1.4) 
.388 
(.7) 
.023 
(.2) 
.004 -.186 1.066 
(.02)(-l.l) (.7) 
.895 
(.8) 
.447 
(.5) 
.401 
(.8) 
-.134 
(.2) 
-.556 
(.6) 
-.81 -
(.6) 
•1.397 
(.9) 
.493 
(.9) 
10 .069 
(.04) 
.18 
(1.8) 
.469 
(.9) 
.226 -
(1.2) 
-.055 -.220 1.265 
(.3) (1.4) (.9) 
1.128 
(1.0) 
.527 
(.7) 
.375 
(.8) 
-.207 
(.4) 
-.815 
(1.0) 
-1.055 
(.9) 
1.557 
(1.0) 
.529 
(1.0) 
!.;... 
TABLE 4.7 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters, All Plants, 1964/65. (27 observations) 
Model: Zn(X/L) = A' + «Zn(K/L) + 6Zn L + E^ + E^ + e — — — ^ 
Eqn. Const. IrK InYi InYi InL VIC QLD SA Size (Number of Persons employed) R /F 
y ^ i <4 4 5-10 11-20 51-100 101-200 201-300 >400 
1 2.19 .096 .048 .211 
(4.1) (1.4) (1.7) (2.1) 
2 1.44 .008 .058 .1^8 
(14.4) (.2) (1.9) (1.4) 
3 1.48 -.068 .064 .163 
(13.8) (.7) (2.1) (1.6) 
4 1.39 -.021 .039 .107 -.178 -.211 .367 
(2.2)(-.2) (1.4)(.95) (1.2) (1.6) (2.0) 
5 1.58 -.027 .040 .101 -.225 -.20 .377 
(12.4) (-.6) (1.4) (.9)(-1.3) (-1.6) (2.1) 
6 1.56 -.046 .041 .096 -.151 -.202 .372 
(12.6) (-.2)(1.4) (.9) (-1.1) (-1.7) (2.1) 
1 .06 .246 .949 2.727 1.89 1.395 .747 -.403 -1.218 -1.767 -2.758 .593 
(.05) (2.9) (2.0) (2.1) (1.9) (1.9) (.9) (.9) (1.6) (1.7) (-2.0) (2.1) 
8 1.118 .015 .130 .412 .089 .059 .120 .202 .040 -.105 -.357 .383 
(.7) (.3) (.3) (.3) (.09) (.8) (.29) (.42) (.05) (.1) (.3) (.9) 
9 2.151 -.132-.137 -.302 -.545 -.326 -.128 .449 .443 .474 .460 .425 
(1.3) (1.1) (.3) (.2) (.3) (.5) (.3) (.9) (.6) (.4) (.3) (1.1) 
10 -.188 .787 .114 -.061 -.165 2.218 1.482 1.080 .604 -.333 -1.052 -1.552 -2.393 .683 
(.1) (1.5)(1.1) (.4) (t1.2) (1.6) (1.3) (1.3) (1.4) (.7) (1.3) (1.4) (1.6) (2.0) 
11 .297 -.009 .400 .142 -.189 -.230 1.105 .592 .438 .283 -.077 -.514 -.824 -1,310 .658 
(.2) (.2) (.9) (1.3) (1.1) (1.9) (0.9) (.7) (.7) (.7) (.2) (.7) (.9) (1.0) (1.8) 
Student's "t" values listed in brackets. KWH/L, K2 = HP/L, K^ = BVPM/L O O 
f 
o 0 o 
For all years, the regression results confirm our expectation that 
the horsepower of motors and engines in use and electricity consumption 
are better indicators of capital services used than are the book values 
of plant and machinery. Book values of land and buildings appear to be 
extremely poor indicators of the capital services consumed by each 
factory. Accordingly, the results of regressions involving the book 
values of land and buildings have not been reported. 
Finally, we find that in two years, 1966/67 and 1967/68 factories 
located in Queensland have a higher productivity on average than 
factories in other States. 
The finding that Queensland factories have a significantly higher 
productivity than plants in N.S.W. and other States is unexpected and 
contrary to the hypothesis that observed State effects will be a function 
of externalitites and factor price differences. The finding suggests 
that Queensland's factories are non-homogenous with the remainder of the 
population. That is, Queensland probably has a significantly different 
process mix from the other States. 
The contrast between the results for each year may be illustrated 
by considering Table 4.8 v/hich summarises the coefficient estimates for 
the basic labour productivity expression. 
(6) Log X/L = A' + a log (HP/L) + 6 log L 
In this example we have used horsepower as the proxy for capital 
services. 
Q O • 
TABLE 4.8 
Comparison of Parameter Estimates 
between Years. 
A' a R' 
1964/65 1.44 .008 .058 .148 
(14.4) (.22) (1.93) 
1965/66 1.27 .313 .013 .225 
(6.6) (2.24) (.44) 
1966/67 1.18 .598 -.041 .727 
(9.8) (7.8) (2.01) 
1967/68 1.47 .267 .037 .467 
(1A.5) (3.5) (1.8) 
The wide variation in the degree of explanation of the data is 
striking. Furthermore A', the constant term, the elasticity of output 
with respect to capital, and 6, the economies of scale parameter, for 
1966/67 are (at the 5% level of confidence) significantly different from 
the coefficients estimated for other years. For the other three years 
these coefficients do not differ significantly from one another. 
The sign and significance of the estimated coefficients on the size 
dummies provide the second instance of contrasting results between years. 
First, the dummies are significant for 1966/67 only and, secondly, the 
pattern of positive and negative signs reverses between years. For the 
first two years, 1964/65 and 1965/66, the coefficients on the size dummy 
variables range from around + 1.0 for the smallest size group to nearly 
-1.0 for the group of largest factories. Yet for 1966/67 and 1967/68 
this pattern is reversed with the coefficients on the dummy variables 
representing smaller factories taking negative signs and the coefficients 
t/ I u 
for the larger employment factories taking positive signs. 
The significant rise in (the elasticity of output with respect to 
capital) relative to 3 (the elasticity of output with respect to labour) 
in 1966/67, implies that the differences between 1966/67 and the other 
years are non-neutral, since the marginal rate of substitution between 
capital and labour rises. 
Taken together with the reversal of the signs of the size dummies 
between 1965/66 and 1966/67, the increase in the marginal rate of 
substitution of capital for labour suggests a shift in 1966/67 in the 
relative levels of capacity utilization of plants in favour of factories 
with more capital intensive processes. Hov/ever, we are unable to adduce 
direct evidence confirming or disproving this hypothesis. 
For the industry as a whole, capacity utilization was highest in 
1964/65, lowest in 1965/66 and at average levels in 1966/67 and 1967/68. 
This pattern seems quite unrelated to the variation in the coefficient 
estimates except that the estimated constant terms (the efficiency 
parameters) tend to be higher in years of high utilization. 
If the disturbance effects generating the variation in the degree 
of explanation and in the coefficient estimates are peculiar to the year 
of their operation, then more reliable estimates of the coefficients will 
be obtained if we pool the data from each year and impose the condition 
that the coefficients are constant from year to year. The latter condition 
is violated by our finding that the coefficients for 1966/67 are 
significantly different from those of other years and hence where there 
are sufficient degrees of freedom to do so, we exclude the observations 
for 1966/67 when pooling the data. 
C u 
Neutrality of Variation in Efficiency: Pooled Data 
We amend the model specified in equation (3) by reintroducing dummy 
variables which measure non-specified Inputs associated with size. As 
before, we assume that these factors do not affect the parameters a: and 5. 
The elasticity of output with respect to capital and the economies of 
scale parameter, respectively. In other v7ords, the assumed specification 
implies that the parameters ^ and 6 are constant for all observations 
across state, size and time. The equation to be estimated is 
(7) X/L = A' + (K/L) + 6 Zn L + E^ + E^ + E3 + e 
where E^ = size effect. 
Pooling the 87 obser\^ations for the three years ending June 1965, 
1966 and 1968 we recompute estimates of the elasticity of output w.r.t. 
capital, and the economies of scale parameter 6, with greater confidence 
and degrees of freedom. 
The regression results obtained by fitting equation (7) to the 
pooled data are shown in Table 4.9. The preferred equation is 
(8) In X/L = 2.65 + 0.154 In (KWH/L) + 0.095 time + 0.249D 
(9.8) (4.3) (5.4) (3.4) 
R^ = 0.466 
F =24.2 
TABLE A.9 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters, All Plants, Pooled Data for 1964/65, 
1965/66 and 1967/68 
(No of Observations = 87) 
Model. In (X/L) = A + ^ In (K/L) + 6 Zn L + E^ + E2 + E^ + c 
I^/F Consist ZrzKWH/L HP/L Z-nBUPM/L Inh Time D66 D68 D51-100 
0.466 
[24.2] 
2.647 
(9.8) 
0.154 
(4.3) 
0.095 
(5.4) 
0.249 
(3.4) 
0.475 
[18.5] 
2.433 
(7.4) 
0.132 
(3.3) 
0.018 
(1.1) 
0.098 
(5.5) 
0.228 
(3.0) 
0.419 
[14.8] 
2.514 
(7.3) 
0.133 
(3.1) 
0.031 
(1.85) 
0.123 
(2.05) 
0.297 
(5.1) 
0.395 
[18.1] 
2.89 
(10.3) 
0.172 
(4.6) 
0.116 
(1.9) 
0.282 
(4.8) 
0.418 
[19.9] 
2.44 
(7.1) 
0.135 
(3.2) 
0.031 
(1.84) 
0.097 
(5.2) 
0.369 
[12.0] 
1.422 
(21.6) 
0.049 
(1.6) 
0.050 
(3.2) 
0.129 
(2.04) 
0.317 
(5.2) 
0.289 
[11.2] 
1.545 
(27.3) 
0.075 
(2.4) 
0.119 
(1.8) 
0.300 
(4.7) 
0.368 
[16.1] 
1.327 
(18.3) 
0.052 
(1.7) 
0.050 
(3.2) 
0.103 
(5.3) 
r 
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Regression Results: We find that labour productivity is a function 
of capital intensity, as measured by electricity consumption per employee, 
and technical progress, which raises productivity by 9.5% per annum. 
Factories employing between 51 and 100 persons have a significantly higher 
level of productivity than do factories of a smaller or larger size. 
We find no evidence of economies of scale nor is there any evidence 
of a systematic variation in productivity v;hich is associated with location, 
Finally, we find no significant association between the average wage, 
which is employed as a proxy for the quality and skill of labour, and the 
level of productivity. 
It may be noted that although all the estimated coefficients are 
significant at the 1% level of confidence, the preferred equation explains 
only 47% of the total variation in productivity. It will also be observed 
that although we have found factories employing between 51 and 100 persons 
to be 30 per cent more productive than factories of comparable capital 
intensity the preferred equation can not tell us why this is so and 
extraneous information is required. 
The postal survey (described in the following chapter 5) provides 
details of almost half of the total 46 factories employing between 51 and 
100 during 1967/68 and some impression of the characteristics of this 
group of factories may be gained.^ 
^ Of the 19 factories which could be identified 11 were injection 
moulding but with one notable exception, value added for these plants was 
below the industry average of $5.5 thousand per employee. 
In addition to the one injection moulding factory mentioned, we can 
identify four factories with very high labour productivity. These four 
factories are operated by two major public companies and three oi these 
produce plastic film. 
q c 
On the basis of this incomplete evidence it seems that factories 
employing between 51 and 100 persons comprise a higher proportion of 
factories producing film and/or plants operated by major public companies 
than do factories in other size groups. 
The practical advantages of pooling cross-sectional data from a 
number of years may be assessed by comparing the results in Table A.9, 
which are based on pooled data from 1965, 1966 and 1968, with the results 
given in Tables 4.4, 4.5,4.6 and 4.7, which relate to cross-sectional 
data from individual years. 
We find that although the results based on pooled data are signifi-
cantly better than those obtained by analysing data from 1965 and 1966 
separately, the degree of explanation of productivity variation achieved 
by pooling data, and the significance of the output/capital elasticity 
coefficient, from three years are comparable with that achieved when 
analysing the 1968 data alone. However, the significance of the dummy 
variables included to allow for non-specified inputs associated with 
size increases from the insignificant levels noted in each of the three 
years 1965, 1966 and 1968, and the sign and magnitude of these dummy 
variables is now more closely approximated to that obtained for 1966/67. 
Comparison with Results from 1966/67 Data; The regression results 
obtained by pooling the cross-sectional data from 1965, 1966 and 1968 may 
also be compared with the results based on data from 1967. The preferred 
equation based on the 26 observations from 1967 is: 
^ The preference for this particular equation amongst all those 
reported in Table 4.6 is based on the adjusted coefficient of determina-
tion, R . 
(9) In X/L = 1.180+0.492 In (HP/L) + 0.358 Q'ld R^ = 0.803 
(11.8) (7.5) (3.8) F = 47.0 
That is, labour productivity in 1966/67 is determined by capital intensity 
and non-specified inputs associated v;ith location. In this year, 
factories located in Queensland were more than 40% more productive than 
factories located in other states. We find no evidence of economies 
of scale - a finding which is common to the results based on the pooled 
data. 
There are two points of contrast betv/een the results based on 1967 
data and the pooled data from the other three years. First, the elasticity 
of output with respect to capital is significantly higher in the case of 
1967. Second, the analysis of the pooled data provides no evidence that 
non-specified inputs are associated with location despite the fact that 
factories located in Queensland were found to be significantly more 
productive when the data for 1966/67 and 1967/68 are considered separately. 
5. FINAL COMMF,NTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The major conclusion which may be drawn from the results of the 
preceding sections is that the empirical relevance of a conventional two 
factor production function is considerably improved when the specification 
is broadened to recognise that firms are not equally efficient.^ 
The results of section 4.3 indicate that non-specified inputs vary 
with size in the manner in which they are associated with location and hence 
provide some indication of how new dummy variables might be constructed. 
Following Mundlak we have considered the model where (1) all factories 
have the same elasticity of output w.r.t. capital and economies of scale 
coefficient, and where (2) the input of non-specified factors into each 
factory is constant over time but varies between factories. In other 
words, all factories have the same slope coefficients but the intercept 
term varies between factories. 
O ('• i 
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A second important result is that the degree of explanation of the 
data afforded by the model varies considerably between years. The 
estimates of the production function's parameters show a similar variation 
betv;een years. This variation between years remains large despite the 
removal of the distorting effects of price changes by the use of constant 
price data, the use of alternative m.easures of capital input and consider-
able experimentation with different specifications of the production 
function. The general conclusion to be drawn from this result is that we 
should not rely too heavily upon the results obtained from the cross-section 
of data for any one year. 
Between year variation does not appear to be explained by simple 
cyclical factors. In particular, we find it difficult to explain why the 
results for 1966/67 differ so markedly from the results of the other three 
years. Not only do the estimated coefficients differ significantly from 
those obtained for other years but the degree of explanation of the data 
in 1966/67 is almost twice the highest level achieved for other years. 
The reversal of the sign of the size coefficients between 1965/66 and 
1966/67 does suggest that between year influences have a differential 
effect on factories of different sizes. Such an effect depends on process 
and product specialisation across size groups and is consistent with the 
fact that our results are least satisfactory in 1964/65, a year when both 
domestic production and imports of plastics goods were at a very high 
level. ^  
^ See chapters IV and VI. 
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The third general conclusion relates to the capital input measures. 
The regression results provide a tentative ranking of the various proxies 
for the input of capital services. Although v;e are unable to measure how 
closely any one proxy approximates the 'true' input of capital services 
into each factory it is clear which proxy gives the best statistical 
results. On this basis electricity consumption is consistently the best 
proxy for capital inputs, although for medium size factories, the book 
value of plant and machinery is an equally good measure. Generalising 
our conclusion from all regression results, the ranking of preferred 
capital input measures is 
- electricity consumption 
horsepower in use 
book value of plant and machinery 
book value of land and buildings. 
3 jj b 
The extension of the conventional two factor production function 
reported in this chapter is based on variables associated only indirectly 
with the type of process employed, management and other types of 
efficiency.^ The analysis of covariance model employed here enables 
unbiased estimates of the scale and elasticity parameters to be obtained. 
By its nature, however, the covariance model does not in itself reveal 
a great deal on the causes of productivity variation. Supplementary 
data on variables, such as management aids, capacity utilizations, 
vintage of capital and so on are required to proceed further in the 
analysis of productivity variation in individual factories. This data 
is not available from official statistics. 
In the following chapter we describe the results of a postal survey 
of plastics processing factories which was designed to obtain such data. 
^ Two variables relating to the quality of conventional factor inputs 
into the factory are available: the average wage rate and a utilization 
variable based on the ratio of electricity consumption to horsepower 
installed. The latter variable was rejected since when introduced into 
the regression equation it was either insignificant or took a negative 
sign. In view of the results reported in Chapter X below, the wage rate 
was rejected as a proxy for labour quality. However, given the assumption 
that the increases in wages are not reflected in higher output prices, 
and hence higher value-added, we can employ this variable as a proxy 
for labour quality. In these circumstances the preferred equation for 
1967 is: 
In X/L = 3.65 + 0.286 In (KWH/L) - 0.057 Zn L + 0.187 W/L + 0.306 Q'ld 
(6.4) (4.1) (3.4) (4.3) ^ ^^^^^ 
while for the 87 pooled observations. We find that the wage rate coefficient 
is insignificant and hence the preferred equation is remains equation (7) 
above. 
APPENDIX VIII.1(a) 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters where Elasticity of Output with Respect to Capital 
is permitted to vary with the size of Factory, Pooled Data from 196A/65, 1965/66 and 1967/68. 
Model: In X/L = A' + oc^  In K^ . + oc^  In K^ + In K^ +(§,'i)ln L + E^ + E^ + E^ + e. (No, of Observations = 87) 
Constant Inl InK^ InY^ time 66 68 ^51-100 t m R^/F 
A. Capital services measured by electricity consumption 
(2) 2.75 -0.189 0.169 0.157 0.052 0.099 0.018 0.506 
(7.7) (3.2) (3.9) (3.5) (1.0) (5.6) (0.2) (13.6) 
(5) 2.78 -0.190 0.169 0.172 0.529 0.018 0.024 0.508 
(7.7) (3.2) (3.9) (3.4) (1.0) (0.2) (0.7) (11.7) 
B. Capital services measured by horse power of machinery installed. 
(2) 1.423 • -0.046 0.030 0.059 0.064 0.105 0.203 0.431 
[12.1] (0.8) (0.9) (1.8) (1.7) (5.6) (2.2) [10.1] 
(3) 1.A33 -0.054 0.038 0.054 0.071 0.0976 0.202 0.024 0.434 
(12.0) (0.9) (1.1) (1.6) (1.8) (4.4) (2.2) (0.6) (8.6) 
(5) 1.520 -0.043 0.028 0.057 0.062 0.131 0.321 0.203 0.432 
(13.4) (0.8) (0.8) (1.7) (1.6) (2.1) (5.5) (2.2) (8.6) 
(7) 1.502 -0.036 0.0193 0.0194 0.0495 0.135 0.330 0.223 0.459 
(13.4) (0.6) (0.6) (1.5) (1.3) (2.2) (5.7) (2.5) (8.3) 
C. Capital services measured by book value i of plant and machinery 
(2) 1.427 -0.033 0.025 0.056 0.059 0.107 0.221 0.420 
(13.4) (0.5) (0.6) (1.3) (1.3) (5.7) (2.5) [9.7] 
(5) 1.438 -0.036 0.028 0.049 0.062 0.102 0.221 0.016 0.421 
(13.1) (0.6) (0.6) (1.1) (1.3) (4.6) (2.5) (0.4) [8.2] 
Students 't' values are listed in brackets 
APPENDIX VIII.1(b) 
Estimates of Production Function Parameters where Elasticity of Output with 
Respect to Capital is permitted to vary with Factory Size, 1966/67. 
(No. of Observations = 26) 
Model:' Zn(X/L) = A' + « In Y. + In K + Zn K, +(^'J)ln L + E + t 
s s m m l 1 2 
Constant ZnK InL InK m in. \ Qld, R^/F 
A. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
B. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Capital Services Measured by Electricity Consumption. 
5.773 
(7.3) 
5.757 
(7.0) 
5.33 
(9.4) 
0.507 
(4.8) 
-0.594 
(4.8) 
- 0 . 6 0 2 
(4.6) 
-0.532 
(5.9) 
0.502 
(4.6) 
0.464 
(6.2) 
0.503 
(4.4) 
0.469 
(6.0) 
Capital Services Measured by Horsepower of Machinery Installed 
1.183 
(9.8) 
1.421 
(7.3) 
1.459 
(9.0) 
0.598 
(7.8) 
- 0 . 638 
(7.6) 
-0.704 
(8.3) 
-0.602 
(7.9) 
0.523 
(6.0) 
0.440 
(5.8) 
0.606 
(7.8) 
0.518 
(7.5) 
0.455 
(3.1) 
0.410 
(4.1) 
0.611 
(8.5) 
0,529 
(8.2) 
0.534 
(5.0) 
0.307 
(3.3) 
.505 
(11.7) 
.514 
(5.5) 
0.786 
(14.7) 
0.727 
(30.6) 
0.780 
(18.6) 
0.857 
(24.0) 
C. Capital Services Measured by Book Value of Plant and Machinery, 
(1) 
(2) 
1.738 
(17.6) 
2.04 
(11.3) 
0.427 
(5.1) 
-0.456 
(4.9) 
-0.549 
(5.5) 
0.320 
(3.1) 
0.413 
(5.1) 
0.464 
(5.5) 
0.528 
(12.9) 
0.604 
(8.0) 
APPENDIX VIII.Kb) (Continued) 
2 Constant InK Inh InY. In^ In^ Qld. R /F s m 1 
(3 ) 2 . 0 1 0 . 4 4 0 0 . 2 2 9 0 . 3 2 2 .376 0 . 3 2 4 0 . 6 8 1 
( 1 2 . 1 ) ( 4 . 2 ) ( 2 . 2 ) ( 3 . 8 ) ( 4 . 3 ) ( 2 . 2 ) ( 8 . 6 ) 
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CHAPTER IX 
SURVEY DATA ON INDIVIDUAL FACTORIES 
In this chapter we describe the data collected for individual 
factories by a postal survey of plastics processing factories undertaken 
in the December quarter of 1970. Section 1 comments on the nature of 
the factories providing information and, more generally, on the survey 
and the response. Section 2 compares the capital measure for individual 
factories derived from this data with capital input measures employed in 
previous cross-sectional studies of productivity variation. The chapter 
concludes by defining the variables obtained from the survey data which 
are used in the analysis reported in Chapter X below. 
1. THE SURVEY 
1.1 The Population 
In broad terms plastics processing factories considered here are 
those factories which through the application of heat and pressure trans-
form synthetic resins into finished and unfinished goods, other than 
textile fibres. This definition excludes factories which process natural 
and synthetic rubbers. The Commonwealth Statistician further narrows 
this definition by excluding factories producing footwear and electrical 
cable and switches. 
In terms of the Commonwealth Statistician's definition there were 
approximately 600 factories engaged in processing plastics in 1967/68. 
Of these, 571 factories were classified to subclass 1503, "Plastic 
1 .( 
Moulding and Products", and the remainder to subclass 1501, "Linoleum, 
leathercloth, oilcloth, etc.". These factories accounted for almost 
one- and-a~half percent of manufacturing production in 1967/68. 
Numerically, small factories predominate within the plastics 
processing industry. Well over half of the total number of factories 
employ 10 persons or less but these account for less than 8 percent of 
production. In contrast, approximately half the number of employees 
and value of production come from the 38 factories or so employing more 
than 100 persons, 
1.2 Information Requested 
The postal survey had two objectives. The first objective was to 
provide information on each firm's experience with new material^processes 
and products so that a detailed picture of innovation and diffusion within 
the plastics processing industry could be built up. The questionnaire 
form used for this purpose is shown in Appendix IX.1. The current 
chapter is concerned with the second objective which was to collect 
data on the factors determining productivity at the factory level. 
Ideally, we would like to have obtained information on the ownership, 
legal form, management systems and all other aspects of individual 
processing firms, which might affect the productivity of factories, 
together with the statistical information necessary to describe the 
production relationships in each factory. Moreover, since the productivity 
performance in one year is conditioned in part by management and investment 
decisions in previous years, information is required for more than one 
year. 
r1 
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As with many problems in economics, the achievement of this ideal 
or goal is subject to constraints. In this case the major constraints 
arise from the need for a questionnaire which does not place an unreason-
able burden on respondent firms and ensures that questions are answered 
in a consistent and uniform manner. These problems are reduced if 
definitions and concepts vzith which businessmen are familiar are employed 
and information is requested which is readily accessible. To this end 
information requested in respect of individual factories was restricted 
to that previously requested by the Commonwealth Statistician in the 
annual manufacturing census. 
Firas were asked to provide photocopies of their duplicates of the 
factory census forms for 1967/68 and for earlier years or to transcribe 
the factory form information onto a printed questionnaire. Attention 
was restricted to the "front of form" inform.ation which refers to infor-
mation on variables common to all factories. "Back of form" information 
which itemizes materials used and articles produced, was not specifically 
requested.^ 
For information on the firm itself a short one page questionnaire 
was provided. Copies of these two questionnaires together with the 
instructions and definitions issued by the Commonwealth Statistician 
are shown in Appendix IX.2. 
Nonetheless, many companies provided this detailed information in 
their photocopies and this bonus proved especially useful in the^ 
construction of the constant price estimates of output and materials 
usage which are described in Chapter IV. 
< r^. • 
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1. 3 The Population List. 
A list approximating all members of the population of plastics 
processing firms was compiled from a wide variety of sources, the most 
important of which was the list of member companies of the Plastics 
Institute of Australia. The PIA also co-operated by providing a list 
of potential company members. Reference was also made to trade directories 
such as Jobsons and Kompass. 
The compilation of an accurate population list proved to be a very 
difficult task. The PIA lists included all firms engaged in the plastics 
industry, including suppliers, distributors and customers. The directories, 
particularly Kompass, were simply misleading since many distributors were 
classified as manufacturers. Although it was relatively easy to distinguish 
the major suppliers to the plastics processing industry, cross-checking 
of population lists from trade directories with the PIA lists did not 
help since each list provided a hundred or so firms which were not listed 
elsewhere. Hence, each new list of firms involved in the plastics industry 
merely added to the potential number of plastics processing firms.^ 
Editing of the lists of firms on the basis of known or stated 
activities was undertaken to a limited extent only. Given the significance 
of the extent of backward integration into plastics processing by major 
consumers of plastics goods and the forward integration of suppliers, 
particularly tool and die makers, it seemed that editing of the population 
list on the basis of imperfect knowledge would certainly lead to a large 
Type 1 error, that is, firms which ought to have been accepted as members 
of the population, were rejected. 
^ The Tariff Board's Report on Plastics Products, April 1971 sub-
sequently provided a definitive list of the major firms. 
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An attempt v/as made to reduce the extent of this problem by 
fon-jarding the questionnaire forms to all firms listed and relying on 
firms not engaged in plastics processing to indicate accordingly. A 
total of approximately 700 questionnaires were despatched and approximately 
200 firms indicated that they were not engaged in plastics processing. 
1.4 Despatch and Response 
Initial drafts of the questionnaires were prepared after discussions 
with the management of Nylex on the accessibility and confidentiality of 
information. Another nine firms in Sydney and Melbourne com.raented on 
the draft questionnaires and other matters relating to the survey such 
as the timing and form of reminder letters.^ 
The questionnaires - as finally despatched in July 1970 - were 
prefaced by a letter of introduction from Sir John Crawford, then Vice-
Chancellor and former Secretary of the Department of Trade and Industry. 
Prior to the despatch of the questionnaires, the PIA had published an 
article in Plastics News acquainting its readers with the project. 
Following the despatch of the questionnaires, personal contact was 
made with the management of a further twenty or so firms. This contact 
took the form of an interview on the firm's experience with the introduction 
of new products, processes and materials. 
The response to the survey was slow and disappointing and reminder 
letters were sent in October and again in February. By June - almost 
^ These were: ICI Australia, W.R. Grace, Commonwealth Moulding, Rheem 
Australia, Walter Bar, Vinidex, Vynoid, Helio-Plastics and Casolin. 
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12 months since the despatch of the questionnaires ~ roughly 200 firms 
had provided meaningful replies on their o\/narship, size, management 
systems and other details relating to the firm itself. Detailed pro-
duction statistics, hov/ever, could be obtained for 70 individual factories 
only. 
Questionnaires despatched to: 
Questionnaires returned as not 
applicable, etc.: 
Net Population 
Response to Firm Questionnaire: 
Response to Factory Questionnaire: 
Firms 
700 
200 
500 
217 (43%) 
Factories 
unKnown 
600 
70 (11%) 
While the response to the firm questionnaire is good for a voluntary 
survey, the small number of firms providing information on their factories 
is not encouraging. The factory response rate is only slightly better 
than 10%. On the other hand the 70 factories for which information was 
obtained accounted for almost 40% of output and employment in plastics 
processing in 1967/68.^ The 70 factories for which detailed information 
was obtained are larger than the industry average. Table l.'lcompares the 
size distribution of factories with that of the factory subclass 1503, 
"Plastics Moulding and Products" and with the expected employment dis-
tributions obtained using a random sample with probability of selection 
A factor mitigating against a high response rate was the size of the 
questionnaire seeking information on the firm's experience with new 
materials, processes and products. This questionnaire mistakenly 
attempted to cover all eventualities and hence ran to a large number 
of pages, even though most firms vzere concerned with a small number 
of questions only. It seems likely that a significant number of firms 
decided not to participate in the survey on the basis of the number of 
pages in the questionnaire without checking how much information was 
actually required of them. 
•A. V. i; 
proportional to employment size. 
The survey provides production statistics and information on il**-
ownership, legal form, and management systems and processes employed 
for each factory. The data in therefore extremely detailed and enables 
us to test virtually the entire spectrum of causes of productivity 
variation at the factory level. 
A second feature of this cross-section of data on individual 
factories is that it is available for a number of years. The practical 
implication of this is that we are able to construct variables which 
are not usually available to investigators of interfirm productivity 
variation. For example, we can obtain estimates of the rate of growth 
of output in each factory and test the hypothesis that rapid growth of 
output is associated with high level of productivity. Secondly, - as 
discussed in the following sector - we can construct capital input 
measures which are conceptually superior to those employed by other 
investigators. 
In view of the large number of variables involved we have not set 
down in detail each hypothesis tested in Chapter X. A list and definition 
of all variables tested as a possible significant determinant of factory 
productivity is provided in section 3 below. 
TABLE 1.1 
Comparison of Size Distributions 
No. Employed in 
each factory 
Size/State 
cells Actual 
Group of 70 
Random Sample 
with PPS 
Actual 
Group of 38 
Random Sample 
with PPS 
Total No. of 
Factories in 
Subclass 1503 
^ 4 10 6 2 - 1 171 • 
5-10 5 8 4 5 2 139 
11-20 5 3 5 2 3 90 
21-50 4 6 14 7 6 87 
51-100 3 23 15 13 7 46 
101-200 3 14 14 7 8 24 
201-300 2 4 7 1 4 7 
> 300 1 6 7 3 7 7 
TOTAL 33 70 70 38 38 571 
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2. THE MEASUREMENT OF CAPITAL INPUTS AT THE FACTORY LEVEL 
Considerable attention has been devoted in this study to the 
measurement of the stock of fixed capital in individual factories- IJe 
have attempted to avoid the more obvious defects, such as the use of 
historical cost valuations of assets, which have affected the capital 
measures employed in other cross—sectional analyses of productivity in 
manufacturing. Furthermore, since we are interested in identifying the 
separate causes of productivity variation it is necessary to avoid measures 
of capital input which reflect the productivity of capital. For example, 
in order to test the hypothesis that technical progress is embodied in 
new investment, it is necessary to avoid measures of capital v/hich incorpor-
ate the effect of obsolescence. 
To a large extent the measures of capital adopted in other cross-
sectional analyses of manufacturing are conditioned by the fact that the 
data is wholly cross-sectional. In the current study we have time-series 
data on each of the factories in the cross-section. Hence, we are able 
to consider measures of each factory's capital stock, which are based 
directly on the stream of past investment. 
The cross-sectional production function studies of manufacturing 
industry by Hildebrand and Liu (1965) , Griliches (1967) and Griliches 
and Ringstad (1971) demonstrate three different measures of capital from 
an even larger range. 
Hildebrand and L i u , in their analysis of productivity variation 
across states in U.S. manufacturing industries in 1957, employ the gross 
value of plant and equipment at historical costs as their measure of 
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capital. In a similar analysis of U.S. manufacturing data for 1958, 
Griliches attempts to measure the flow of capital services directly. 
He follows Jorgensen (1965), and measures the flow of capital services 
by the rental cost of capital, which he measures by "the sum of insurance 
premiums and rental payments, property taxes paid, depreciation and 
depletion charged... and ,06 (6 percent) of the gross book value..." 
This approach implies that factor markets are perfect and that there 
are constant returns to scale in the production of capital goods. Further-
more, since capital markets are perfect, the rental price of machines 
embodying new technology will exceed the rental price of older machines 
of the same initial cost.^ It follows, ceteris paribus, that firms v;ith 
newer capital will appear to be more capital intensive than firms with 
older capital. In effect Griliches is measuring capital by its productivity, 
For this reason, his measure is inappropriate for the analysis of the 
determinants of productivity variation. 
Griliches and Ringstad measure capital by "the full fire insurance 
value of buildings, and of machinery, implements and equipment". 
Moreover, Griliches' measure of the rental value of capital services 
implies that through 
a) the insurance premiums and depreciation components, firms with 
old assets about to be retired will appear to have less capital 
services than firms with newly purchased but otherwise identical 
assets; 
b) the depreciation and gross book value components, increases in 
the price of capital goods will lead to a similar result. Firms 
with assets purchased in the past at lower prices will appear 
to have less capital services than firms with identical assets 
purchased more recently at higher prices. 
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Presumably, this valuation, corresponds to Barna's (1957) concept of 
"replacement cost nev;", Barna in his study of the replacement cost of 
fixed assets in British manufacturing found two concepts of replacement 
cost in common usage: the replacement cost of new assets and the 
replacement cost of secondhand assets. Ke observed that 
"replacement cost nev; is a clear cut concept only if it is intended 
to replace assets with identical units" and that " this is seldom the 
case... The art of evaluating replacement cost in fact consists 
of finding that amount of modern assets which can be regarded as 
the equivalent of the old, in an economic rather than an engineering 
sense". Barna (1957, p.6). 
Accordingly, the use by Griliches and Ringstad of fire insurance valuations 
to measure capital implies that each firm's capital is valued by the market 
and, once again, ceteris paribus, firms 
whose capital embodies new technology v/ill appear to have a higher 
capital intensity than firms whose capital stocks are relatively older. 
In this study we have employed Goldsmith's (1951) perpetual inventory 
method to measure the capital stock of each factory. That is, the stock 
is measured by the sum of previous investments valued at constant base 
year prices. Our reasons for employing the gross stock concept in prefer-
ence to the net stock concept are discussed at length in Chapter V. .^n 
concept, this measure refers to the cost of replacing the existing stock 
of assets with exact replicas produced•under the production conditions 
of a common base year. Kence this measure avoids the distorting effects 
of changes in capital goods prices and gives a measure which is independent 
of profitability and the rate of embodied technical change. The detailed 
description of the calculation of the capital stock in each factory may 
be found in section 3 below where all variables employed in the analysis 
reported in Chapter X are defined. 
.1. ^ 
J. DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES 
Output 
0 Value of Output is the value of finished and semi-finished 
goods processed within the factory and includes payments 
received for repair work, vzork done on commission and other receipts for 
factory work. Output is valued 
"at the factory door", that is, the basis for valuation is the selling 
value of the goods at the factory, exclusive of all delivery costs and 
charges and excise duties, but inclusive of bounty and subsidy payment 
to the processor. 
V Value Added is measured by the value of production which is 
calculated by deducting from the value of factory output 
the into store cost of materials used, containers and packing, pox^er, fuel 
and light, tools replaced and materials used in repairs to plant and 
machinery. 
Details of miscellaneous expenses such as maintenance of buildings, 
insurance and advertising are not collected in manufacturing censuses up 
to 1967/68 and hence are not deducted from the value of factory output 
when calculating the value of production. To this extent, the value of 
production overstates value added. 
Labour 
L Employment in the Factory is measured by the average number 
of persons employed in manufacturing activities during the 
period of operation of the factory. Persons engaged in selling and 
distribution are excluded but working proprietors, and office staff con-
cerned with manufacturing activities are included. 
I t a V ^ 
LME Emplo\rment in terms cf Male Equivalent Units: the differing 
sex composition of persons employed in each factory is allowed 
for by expressing female employees in terras of male equivalents. The 
equivalence ratio is based on the ratio of the average wage for females 
to the average wage for males in subclass 1503 in 1967/68, that is 1 female 
employee = 0.5064 male employee. 
M S G Maculinlty of Labour is measured by the ratio of males to 
total persons employed, 
W/LME Quality and Skill of Labour: the average v/age rate per 
male equivalent unit, defined as the total wage bill divided 
by persons employed in term.s of male equivalent units, was employed as a 
proxy for the quality of labour. 
LP/L Ratio of persons employed on the factory floor to total 
persons employed. 
LT/LP Ratio of technical employees, such as chemists and draught-
men, to persons em.ployed on the factory floor. 
Capital 
BVPM Depreciated (book) value of Plant and Machinery at middle 
of year: measured by the simple average of the opening and 
closing date values. 
4 J o 
K Gross Stock of Plant, and Machinery at consistent current 
year prices: this aggregate was estimated for each factory 
using Goldsmith's (1951) perpetual inventory method. 
Gross Investment in each year was measured by the value of additions 
and replacements to plant and machinery, and was expressed in terms of 
constant prices using the machinery price index described in Chapter V. 
For a large num.ber of factories investment data was not available for all 
years back to and including, the year of establishment. For these factories, 
the opening date book value for the earliest available year plus the increase 
in the capitalised value of rental and leasing payments (r = 7.5%). 
was used to derive a constant price estimate of the gross stock 
at that date. This was done by deflating the book value by the price 
index number for the year falling midway between the year of establishment 
and the last year for v/hich investment data was available. 
No allowance was made for the retirement of assets, but potential 
error from this source is confined to the subgroup factories whose age 
exceeds the average life of plant and machinery and is unlikely to be 
significant given the rapid growth of the investment stream in plastics 
processing factories. As with all measures of capital and investment 
employed in this and other chapters, we have excluded assets in the form 
of land and buildings, due to (1) lack of a suitable deflator for expenditure 
on land; (2) the inability to separate expenditure on land from expenditure 
on buildings; (3) the fact that the quantity of land attached to a factory 
frequently bears little relation to the current operating needs of the 
factory, and (4) the prevalence of intra-company leasing arrangements 
for land and buildings. These reasons for excluding land and buildings 
from our estimates of investment and capital have been discussed at 
greater length in Chapter V. 
4 
Age Composition of Capital Stock 
R Vintage of Stock of Plant and Machinery is measured by the 
ratio of the depreciated (book) value of plant and machinery 
to the gross stock of plant and machinery in constant current year prices. 
I/K The ratio of investment in plant and machinery in the last 
three years to the gross stock of plant and machinery, _:oth 
at constant prices. 
OR5 Growth Rate of Value of Output over last 5 Years: 
output is measured in current prices and hence the observed 
grovjth of output reflects movements in product prices. 
GR2 Growth Rate of Value of Output over last 2 Years 
Vintage/Learning Variables 
DF Age of Factory is measured by the number of years elapsing 
since the commencement of production on the current site. 
DPLAS Experience in Plastics Processing is measured by the number 
of years elapsing since the firm first produced plastic goods. 
Where a firm had moved into plastic processing by acquisition of an existing 
plastics processing firm the length of experience was measured with respect 
to the acquired firm. 
DC Age of Firm; measured by the number of years elapsing 
since the date that the firm was established. 
Vertical Integration 
0/M The level of vertical integration is proxied by the ratio 
of the value of gross output to the value of materials. 
Legal Form and Ownership 
A firm was classified as foreign ovmed if 25 percent or 
more of its equity was held outside Australia. Dummy 
variables were defined to distinguish the effects of foreign o^raership 
and differing legal forms. These were: 
LFOl = 1 if firm is foreign owned 
= 0 if otherv7ise 
LF02 = 1 if firm is a public company 
= 0 if otherv7ise 
LF03 = 1 if firm is both foreign owned and a public 
company 
= 0 if otherwise 
It will be noted that this scheme of dummy variables measures the 
effects of differing ov.mership and legal form against the yardstick of 
private Australian companies.^" 
Importance of Plastics Activities 
IMP Firms were asked if their firm operated: 
(a) solely in the plastics products industry 
(b) predominantly in the plastics products industry 
(c) in a minor way as a service to the firm's major 
operations 
^ In this study we have followed the Commonwealth Statistician in 
defining a company as foreign owned if 25 percent or more of its 
equity is held outside Australia. 
A " 1.1 t ; » 
.i. L.-
I 
I 
(ci) in a minor way but independent 
For the variable DIP (the importance of plastics in the firm's 
operations) the firm was scored zero through to three, that is, for 
sole operation in plastics, DIP = 0, v/hile for predominant operation 
IMP = 1, and so on. 
Major Process Employed 
Measured with reference to "other plastic processing", 
five dummy variables were set up: 
INJ 1 injection moulding 
0 if otherwise 
MOU 1 other moulding 
0 if otherwise 
FILM 1 film extrusion 
0 if other\'7ise 
PIPE 1 pipe and profile extrusion 
0 if otherwise 
CAL 1 if calendering and coating 
0 if otherwise 
Management Aids 
Data on the date that each firm first ever used: 
(1) a computer 
(2) formalised costing procedures 
(3) advanced capital budgeting 
(4) a market research agency or equivalent; and 
(5) an advertising agency or equivalent 
This data was used to construct three sets of variables. 
. . 5 j 
-I- i 
PuiTimy Variables: v/ere set up to distinguish between 
plants using each management aid and those that were not. 
No interaction effects were alloxi7ed forj as the number of diimriy variables 
required became excessively large. The duirany variables are: 
COMP 
COST 
BUDG 
MKTR 
ADVT 
1 if computer ever used 
0 otherwise 
1 if a formalised costing procedure ever used 
0 otherwise 
1 if capital budgeting system ever used 
0 otherwise 
1 if market research agency ever used 
0 otherwise 
1 if advertising agency ever used 
0 otherwise 
2• The number of years that each firm had employed each 
of these management aids: 
was calculated as at 1972. These variables are denoted 
COllPY, COSTY, etc. For example first employed a formal costing system 
in 1954, then COSTY = (1972 - 1954) = 18. 
Each firm's "performance" in the usage of management aids was scored on 
the basis of one point for each management aid used. Four "tests" were 
employed: 
MA(1) 
MA(2) 
MA(3) 
MA(4) 
costing and budgeting 
costing, budgeting and computer use 
costing, budgeting, computer use and market 
research 
costing, budgeting, computer use and market 
research and advertising agency 
-i. ^  o 
Plant Utilization 
Details on the number and length of shifts and number of 
days in an average week over which plant and equipment were 
operated gave the following variables. 
Ps 
PI 
Pd 
Pd.Pl 
HW/156 
No. of shifts per day 
Length of each shift 
No. of days worked per week 
Hours worked per shift per week 
No, of hours worked per week as a proportion 
of the maximum possible. 
Overseas Licenses 
The use of overseas technology obtained through license 
agreements was measured by: 
T = 1 if operating under overseas license agreement 
= 0 otherwise 
TN Number of license agreements held. 
t P r, a -
APPENDIX IX,1 
i\otes on Form A 
It was intended to use the postal survey, together with supple-
mentary interviews, to obtain information on the diffusion of a sufficient 
number of innovations to permit the characteristics of innovating firms 
and the factors determining the rate of diffusion to be investigated 
quantitatively. 
With the benefit of hindsight it is clear that the plastics processing 
industry is too heterogeneous to rely exclusively on one postal survey to 
provide the bulk of the information on innovation and its diffusion. In 
practice most information on innovation and diffusion in the plastics 
processing industry was gained by personal interviews vzith the innovating 
firms and the materials and machinery suppliers. Moreover, personal 
interviews provided greater insights into the process of innovation and 
diffusion than the postal survey which of necessity was conducted at the 
commencement of this study and, hence, before a detailed knowledge of the 
industry was obtained. Therefore the questions asked in the postal 
questionnaire were not necessarily the most illuminating. 
Rather than use personal interviev/s to supplement the information 
on innovation and diffusion obtained with one postal questionnaire, the 
better course of action would have been to conduct personal interviews 
first and then to use a set of special purpose questionnaires, each 
tailored to a particular set of innovations or population of firms. 
C O N F I D E N T I A L 
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE AUSTRALIAN PLASTIC PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 
The aim of the-questionnaire is to investigate technological change in the 
plastic products industry. It attempts to trace how new technology - in the 
form of new materials, new processes and methods, and new products - has been 
i n t r o d u c e d and when it has been adopted by plastic p r o c e s s i n g firms. The 
questions cover two aspects of your firm's activities: first, specific quest-
ions such as when your firm first commercially used a new process, or produced 
a new a r t i c l e , e t c . ; s e c o n d l y , g e n e r a l q u e s t i o n s a b o u t y o u r firm and its 
associated establishments. The questions relate to the total (i.e. manufact-
uring and non-manufacturing) activities of your firm and its establishments in 
the year 1968/69 and for earlier years. 
Since the aim of the study is to understand how and when new materials, new 
products, etc. have been introduced and accepted by firms, any additional in-
formation contributing to the understanding of technological progress in your 
firm would be appreciated. This can be noted in the margin or appended. 
F O R M A (wn i te) 
Please note 
Form A (white) refers to your firm as a whole. 
• Your firm may have merged with or taken over other firms engaged in 
the production of plastic products. In these cases, where the in-
formation is available, would you please complete separate returns 
for these firms during their period of operation prior to takeover 
or merger. Additional copies of Form A have been provided for this 
purpose where thought appropriate to your firm. 
Further copies will be supplied on request if needed. 
• If y o u r f i r m ' s b a l a n c e d a t e is not 30 J u n e p l e a s e i n d i c a t e the 
financial year to which your answer applies. 
If you are unable to supply answers for the years in question would 
you please give the requested information for the nearest available 
year and indicate the financial year to which your answer applies. 
• Extra copies of Form A have been provided for your records. 
F O R M B (blue) 
Please note 
• F o r m B (blue^ r e f e r s to the individual establishments or plants 
operated by your firm. 
> A separate form is provided for each establishment or plant. 
Further copies will be supplied on request. 
. In order to minimise inconvenience, the figures requested are those 
required for the Commonwealth Statistician's Factory Return. (It is, 
of course, not possible to obtain these figures from the Statistician 
because of the secrecy provisions of the Census and Statistics Act.) 
. Extra copies of the forms have been provided for your records. 
It would be greatly appreciated if you could return the completed forms as 
soon as possible, but desirably no later than 10 September, to: • 
J.S. Marsden, 
Economics, R.S.S.S., 
Australian National University, 
P.O. Box 4, 
C A N B E B H A , A . C . T . 2 6 0 0 
C O N F I D E N T I A L 
DESCRIPTION OF FIRM 
S E C T I O N 1. 
Maine of Firm 
Address 
Date of Establishment 
Legal Form and Status 
Please tick appropriate box in each column. 
L E G A L F O R M S T A T U S 
Sole owner enterprise • Iiidependent • 
Partnership • Branch • 
Private company • Subsidiary * • 
Public company • 
* For the purpose of this questionnaire "Subsidiary" is defined as any company incorporated in Australie 
in which another company - or identifiable group of companies - holds 25% or more of the equity. 
If a company, please give date and place of incorporation. 
If a listed company, please indicate which stock exchange. 
If a branch or subsidiary, 
please - give name of parent 
- indicate country of substantive ownership of parent. 
Australia Q U.S.A. Q 
(tick one) 
U.K. • Other • 
Does your firm produce (or has it ever produced) plastic products?. Yes No Q 
If yes, please indicate whether your firm operates (or has operated) 
- solely in the plastic products industry []]] 
- predominantly Q j In what industry is/was the minor 
operation 
in a minor way as a service to your 
firm's major operations 
in a minor way but independent of your 
firm's major operations 
In what industries are/were the major 
operations 
If no, please return the questionnaire without completing the remainder of Form A or Form B. 
How many of your firm's plants were producing plastic products 
at 30 June, 1&49, 1954, 1959, 1964, 1969 ?. 
Note: If for any year your firm had more than 3 plants producing plastic products, ask Mr Marsden 
for an expanded questionnaire form since this one has been designed for a maximum of 3 plants. 
C 0 N F I D E N T A L 
I N N O V A T I O N A N D D I F F U S I O N 
The purpose of this section 13 to trace the spread of new technology through the industry. 
For the purposes of this questionnaire, new technology is broadly defined to include not 
only developments in raw materials, processes and products, but also to include changes in 
management practices. 
A. N E W M A C H I N E R Y A N D P R O C E S S E S 
Wlien did each of your firm's plants make first commercial use of the machinery and pro-
cesses listed below?. For each of these basic processes or machine types would you please 
give the number of machines or lines currently installed at each plant?. If never used 
please tick first box. 
Where the date given in your answer is an estimate please mark with an "E". 
INJECTION M O U L D I N G 
simple p l u n g e r 
machi ne 
plunger pre-
p l a s t i c i s e r with 
plunger injection 
Screw prep 1 a s t i c i s e r 
with p l u n g e r 
inj ect i on 
twin screw m a c h i n e 
co-axial screw 
t h e r m o p l a s t i c in-
line screw 
thermoset i n - l i n e 
screw 
EXTRUSION 
single screw 
mult iple screw 
COMPHESSION M O U L D I N G 
TRANSFER M O U L D I N G 
BLOW M O U L D I N G 
N E V E R 
U S E D 
F I R S T C O M M E R C I A L U S E 
N o . o f M a c h i n e s 
C u r r e n t ly 
Installed L O C A T I O N OF P L A N T S 
Suburb-/Postcode 
Year 
Mon th Article Produced 
• 
n 
I 1 
1 1 
• 
n 
n 
1 1 
u 
1 i 
1 1 
( 1 - — 1 1 
A . 1 . C O N T I D 
R O T A T I O N A L C A S T I N G 
SLUSH M O U L D I N G 
VACUUM F O R M I N G 
C A L E N D A R I N G 
C O A T I N G 
C A S T I N G 
L A M I N A T I N G 
F L U I D I S E D BED C O A T I N G 
A N C I L L A R Y E Q U I P M E N T 
h o p p e r d r y e r s 
a u g e r f e e d e r s 
v a c u u m f e e d e r s 
c o n t r o l u n i t s 
c h i l l e r s 
U L T R A S O N I C W E L D I N G 
PALLET L O A D I N G O F 
PRODUCTS 
NEVER 
USED 
F I R S T C O M M E R C I A L U S K No.o f MHCH in es 
CU r rently 
I s s m l led 
Ytar 
Montli 
n 
u 
• 
• 
• 
• 
n 
1 1 
• 
• 
• 
L 
u 
• 
• 
2. DIE MAKINQ (tick w h e n appropriate) 
Has your firm ever had its own, toolroom for the production of di.es? yes Q ] No Q ] 
If yes, please indicate - date of setting up toolroom Year Month 
- whether toolroom is still operating? yes No Q 
Where toolroom has been shut down please give T date of closure Year Month 
- reasons for closure 
B N E W P L A S T I C M A T E H I A L S 
1 T H E R M Q S E T S When did each of your f irm's plants make f i r s t commercial use of the thermoset resins l is ted below? 
I f never used at a l l in any process please tick box in f i r s t column. I f never used in the major processes please t ick appropriate box. 
Where the date given in your answer is an estimate, please mark with an "E". 
Phenol 
formaldehyde 
Urea 
formaldehyde 
Melamine 
Polyurethane 
Si licor.es 
NEVt 
USE 
F l n S T COMMERCIAL USE I N COMPRESSTON F I R S T COMMERCIAL USE I N I N J E C T I O N F I R S T COMMEHCIAL USE I N T R A N S F E R M O U L D I N ' F I R S T C O M M E R C I A L I N ANY OTHER P R O C E S S 
D 
N e v e r 
u s e d 
.0CAT 1 ON OFPLANT 
S u b u r b / P o s t c o d e 
Y e a r 
Month Arf , i c l e P r o d u c e d 
Ne v e r 
used 
LOCATION OFPLANT 
S u b u r b / P o s t c o d e 
Y e a r 
Month A r t i c l e P r o d u c e d 
Ne V e r 
u s e d 
LOCATtON CFPLANT 
Subu r h / P o s t c o d e 
Y e a r 
Month A r t i c l e P r o d u c e d 
N e v e r 
u s e d 
LOCATION OFPLANT 
S u b u r b / P o s t c o d e 
Y e a r 
Mon th A r t i c l e / P r o c e s s 
• n 1 • • 
• L — 1 u J 
• • n L 
L- • r • • 
• • • • U 
• • • • • 
• • — r • 
Epoxies 
Polyesters 
B- 2 . THEiy-IOFLASTI CS - I N J E C T I O N M O U L D I N G I f your firm has never injection moulded thermoplastic resins please tick and proceed to next page. 
When did each of your firm's plants first commercially injection mould the thermoplastic resins listed below?. I f never used please tick first box. 
vVhere the date given in your answer is an estimate, please mark with an " E " . 
'C- ligid 
/ C-flex ible 
^ . Polyethylene 
D . P o l y e t h y l e n e 
lypropylene 
V A 
lystyrene G . P . 
1 1 . P o l y s t y r e n e 
R S 
F I R S T C O M M E R C I A L U S E I N I N J E C T I O N 
Never 
Used 
L O C A T I O N O F PLANT 
Subu rb /Postcode 
Year 
Month 
A r t i c l e Produced 
1 
' 1 
n 
1 ! 
S A N 
Cellulose 
Acetate 
C A B 
C A P 
Acrylic 
Nylon 
Polyacetal 
Polycarbonate 
Fluorocerbons 
F I R S T C O M M E R C I A L U S E I N I N J E C T I O N 
Never 
Used 
LO(j\TION O F PLANT 
Suburb/Postcode 
Year 
Month 
A r t i c l e Produced 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
E. 3. THERMOPLASTICS - EXTRUSION I f your firm has never extruded thermoplastic resins please t ick Q and proceed to the next page. 
When did each of your f i rm ' s plants f i r s t commercially extrude the p las t i c resins l i s t ed below?. I f never used please t ick f i r s t box. 
Where the date given in your answer i s an estimate, please mark with an "E". 
C - r i g i d 
C - f l e x i b l e 
D . P o l y e t h y ! e n e 
D . P o l y e t h y l e n e 
j l y p r o p y l e n e 
V A 
: ( l vs t ' v rene G.P . 
F I R S T C O M M E R C I A L USE I N E X T R U S I O N 
Never 
Used 
LOCATION OF PLANT 
Suburb/Postcode 
Year 
Month A r t i c l e Produced 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
H . I . P o l y s t y r e n e 
P o l y s t y r e n e 
beads 
A B S 
Ac ry 1 i c 
Nylon 
P o l y a c e t a l 
Po l y ca rbona t e 
F I R S T C O M M E R C I A L USE I N E X T R U S I O N 
^ever 
Used 
LOCATION OF PLANT 
Suburb/Postcode 
Year 
Month 
I 
A r t i c l e Produced 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
B. 4 . THERMOPLASTICS - BLOW MOULD INS I f your firm has never blow moulded plastic resins please tick O and proceed to next page. 
When did each of your firm's plants first conmercially blow mould the plastic resins listed below?. I f never used please tick first box. 
Wiere the date given in your answer is an estimate, please mark with an " E " . 
PVC-rigid 
P V C - f l e x i b l e 
L . D , P o l y e t h y l e n e 
H . D . P o l y e t h y l e n e 
P o l y p r o p y l e n e 
P o l y s t y r e n e G . P . 
F I R S T C O M M E R C I A L U S E I N B L O W M O U L D I N G 
Never 
Used 
L O C A T I O N OF P L A N T 
S u b u r b / P o s t c o d e 
Year 
Month 
A r t i c l e Produced 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
H. I . P o l y s t y r e n e 
C e l l u l o s e 
Acetate 
Nylon 
Polyacetal 
Polycarbonate 
F I R S T C O M M E R C I A L U S E I N B L O W M O U L D I N G 
Never 
Used 
L O C A T I O N OP P L A N T 
S u b u r b / P o s t c o d e 
Year 
Month 
A r t i c l e Produced 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
- , • ! 
B . 5 . T H E R j M Q P L A S T I C S - P R O C E S S E S O T H E R T H A N I N J E C T I O N , E X T R U S I O N A N D B L O W M O U L D I N G If your firm has never used thermoplastic resins 
in other processes (such as laminating, calendaring or coating) please tick [ | and proceed to next page. 
Vihen did each of your firm's plants first commercially use the thermoplastics listed below in processes other than injection, extrusion or blow moulding?. 
If never used please tick first box. 
PVC-rigid 
PVC-flexible 
L.D.Polyethylene 
H.D.Polyethylene 
E V A 
Polypropylene 
G.P,Polystyrene 
FIRST. C O M M E R C I A L USE IN OTHER P R O C E S S E S 
Never 
Used 
.OCATION OF PLANT 
Suburb/Postcode 
Year 
Month Artiele/ProcesB 
1 1 
u 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
i 1 
i i 
H.I. Polystyrene 
Polystyrene 
beads 
A B S 
S A N 
Cellulose 
Acetate 
Cellulose 
Acetate 
Butyrate 
FIRST C O M M E R C I A L USE IN OTHER P R O C E S S E S 
Never 
Used 
LOCATION OF PLAN 
Subarb/Postcodf" 
• Year 
Month 
Article/Process 
• 
• 
P 
• 
n 
• 
Cellulose Acetat 
Propionate 
Acrylic 
Nylon 
Polyacetal 
Polycarbonate 
Fluorocarbons 
FIRST C O M M E R C I A L USE IN O T H E R P R O C E S S E S 
Never 
Used 
LOCATION OF PLANT 
Subarb/Po.itcode 
Year 
Month 
Article/Process 
NEW KANAGEJ-IENT A I D S 
1 . M i e n did your firm (i) first ever use and (ii) make first regular use of the following 
m a n a g e m e n t a i d s . If n e v e r used please tick first box. 
4ZS 
First Ever Use Regular Use 
Never used 
(a) hired facilities at a 
ccxnputer centre 
(b) formalised costing 
procedures 
(c) advance capital budgeting 
(d) critical path methods 
(e) market research department 
or consultants 
(f) adveitising agencies 
or department 
ORGAN I SAT J ON 
Is an organisation chart showing the lines of responsibility 
and control within your firm available? 
If yes, please attach the latest organisation chart. 
Year Month Year Month 
Yes 
No 
D Tick one 
• 
D. ?{EW PRCnUCTS 
1. W o u l d you please list any new products which you understand to be Australian 'firsts,' giving 
the date that these products were introduced. Please mark any World 'firsts' with a "W". 
Product Year Month Product Year Month 
2 . O f all 'firsts' for your firm in the postwar period, 
which three have been the most important in terms of sales 
turnover?. 
Product Over what period? 
3 . Vrlien did your firm first commercially produce the following products?. If never produced 
please tick first b o x . Viliere the date given in your answer is an estimate, please mark with 
an "E". 
Beakers 
Buckets 
Garbage bins 
C l e a r PVC garden hose 
Pipe and drainage systems 
Expanded vinyl coated fibres 
Coated paper 
Skirting board 
PVC glazing channels 
Shrink film 
PVC raincoats 
PVC bottles for foodstuffs 
Fertilizer bags 
Tote bins - injection moulded 
- v a c u u m formed 
Plastic coated cables 
NEVER PRODUCED 
• 
FIRST COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION 
Year Month 
C O N F I D E N T I A L 
A. 
P R O D U C T S 
Tlie foil owing questions seek information on your firm's products. As noted elsewhere 
information obtained in this questionnaire will be treated with strictest confidence. 
Would you please mark estimates with an "E". 
Please allocate your total plastic sales amongst the product groups in the table below. 
What do you expect the relative importance of these product groups to be next year 1970/71 
and in five years' time?. 
P R O D U C T G R O U P * 
House, Kitchen i Tablfware 
Pipe, Hose fi Conduit 
Coated Materials - fabric 
- othei-
Floor & Wallcoveiinjfs 
Building Materials & Fittings 
Unsupported Sheet & Film -rigid 
- flexible 
Clothing & Accessories 
Packaging & Shipping Containers 
- bags & packets 
- bottles up to one 
gal Ion 
- other 
Cables 
Other (please specify) 
T O T A L 
Percent of total Sale.s turnover in Plastic Products 
1948/49 1953/54 1958/59 1963/64 1968/69 1970/71 
5 years 
hence 
% % % % % % % 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
If this product classification is inappropriate it would be appreciated if you could reclassify by your 
normal usage. This information can be appended. 
B. 
C. 
Please indicate approximately the main ways in which your firm's plastic products were 
marketed in the years ended 30 June 1949. 1954, 1959, 1964, and 1969. 
Please mark estimates with "E". 
Custom orders 
Proprietary lines 
Captive orders 
T O T A L 
Percent of total Sale s turnover of Plastic 1 Products 
1948/49 1953/54 1958/59 1963/64 1968/69 1970/71 
5 years 
hence 
E E 
E E 
E E 
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
100% 100% 
V/hat was the value of your firm's sales in each of the years in the following table ?. 
1948/49 1953/54 1958/59 1963/64 1968/69 
S A L E S T U R N O V E R 
(please specify 
currency) 
Plastic Products 
All Products 
C O N F I D E N T I A L 
S U R V E Y O F F I R M S P R O C E S S I N G P L A S T I C S 
S H O R T Q U ESlIOI^iNAIRE 
i3 
Name o f Firm 
Address 
Date o f Establishment 
Legal Form and Status 
Etete o f F i rs t Product ion of p l a s t i c Products 
P l e a s e tick a p p r o p r i a t e box in each c o l u m n . 
L E G A L F O R M 
S o l e o w n e r e n t e r p r i s e Q 
P a r t n e r s h i p • 
P r i v a t e company H ] 
P u b l i c company 
S T A T U S 
I n d e p e n d e n t Q ] 
Branch Q 
S u b s i d i a r y * Q ] 
N a m e of P a r e n t ( s ) 
Country of s u b s t a n t i v e o w n e r s h i p of p a r e n t 
For the p u r p o s e of this q u e s t i o n n a i r e "Subsidiary" is defined as any company i n c o r p o r a t e d in A u s t r a l i a 
in w h i c h a n o t h e r company - or i d e n t i f i a b l e group of companies - h o l d s 2 5 % or m o r e of the e q u i t y . 
D E S C R I P T I O N O F P O S T W A R P L A S T I C S O P E R A T I O N S 
P r o c e s s o r of m o u l d i n g p o w d e r s , flakes, g r a n u l e s , etc Qjj 
F a b r i c a t o r or c o n v e r t o r - rigid film and sheet 
- flexible " " n 
Tick when appropriate 
Sole activity 
P r e d o m i n a n t a c t i v i t y 
Minor a c t i v i t y as s e r v i c e 
to m a j o r o p e r a t i o n 
Minor activity independent 
of m a j o r o p e r a t i o n 
D 
• • 
D o e s y o u r firm submit a s e p a r a t e factory form to the Commonwealth 
S t a t i s t i c i a n for its p l a s l i c p r o c e s s i n g a c t i v i t i e s ? Y e s 
N o • 
Note- T h e relevant form v/as Factory 
Form N o . 20 "Plastic M o u l d i n g 
and P r o d u c t s " . U n d e r the new 
F,conornic C e n s u s e s it is now 
F 091 
F A C I L I T I E S 
P l e a s e i n d i c a t e c u r r e n t facilities by a tick in the a p p r o p r i a t e b o x , m a r k i n g facilities which h a v e 
been d i s p o s e d of with a c i r c l e . 
I n j e c t i o n LH Blow mou Iditig • C a l e n d a r i n g [ J Fluid bed c o a t i n g Q H . F . W e l d i n g 
E x t r u s i o n • R o t a t i o n a l C a s t i n g • C o a t i n g • Hand lay • U l t r a s o n i c w e l d i n g 
C o m p r e s s i o n • Slush m o u l d i n g U C a s t i n g • Cold forming 
• Vacumn forming O L a m i n a t i n g • Hot forming 
[I] p l e a s e s p e c i f y 
• 
Q 
• Decorati n g / p r i n t i n g u 
T r a n s fer 
O t h e r 
I I Tool m a k i n g • 
S I Z E O F F I R M 
No. Employed 
at 30 J u n e ' 6 9 
Value o f Fixed Assests 
at 30 J u n e '69 
Approx. Value o f Sales 
for year e n d i n g 30 .lune'69 
p l a s t i c s O p e r a t i o n 
Total A c t i v i t i e s .. 
M A N A G E M E N T A I D S : 
and (ii) make first regular u s e of the following 
Wien did y o u r firm (i) first ever use 
m a n a g e m e n t a i d s . If n e v e r used please tick first b o x . 
First Ever U s e R e g u l a r U s e 
(a) h i r e d f a c i l i t i e s at a 
c o m p u t e r c e n t r e 
(b) formalised c o s t i n g 
p r o c e d u r e s 
(c) advance c a p i t a l b u d g e t i n g 
(d) m a r k e t research d e p a r t m e n t 
or c o n s u l t a n t s 
(e) a d v e r t i s i n g a g e n c i e s 
or d e p a r t m e n t 
N e v e r used 
• 
Year M o n t h Y e a r Month 
I C 0 M F I D E N T M 
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE AUSTRALIAN PLASTIC PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 
F O R M B 
Please note 
• You are requested to complete at least one copy of this form for each 
manufacturing plant operated by your firm. Further copies will be 
supplied on request if necessary. 
All questions in this form (wi'th the exception of one preliminary 
question)^ are taken directly from the Commonwealth Statistician's old 
Factory Form. Accordingly, questions can be answered by reference to 
your duplicates of Factory Forms for the years 1949 to 1968 inclusive. 
Instead of transcribing information contained in your Factory Form 
duplicates into this form you nay find it more convenient to provide 
photocopies of your duplicates for past years. I f so please attach. 
(Reimbursement for the cost of photo-copy ing will be given.) 
If you prefer to fill m the questionnaire, please follow all instruct-
ions given in the Commonwealth Statistician's Instructions to Persons 
Filling 
in Factory Pieturns. For ex-ample, in large establishments where 
industries other than 'Plastic Moulding and Products' are carried on, 
separate forms should, if practicable, be filled in for each industry. 
All non-manufacturing activities of these plants should be excluded. 
It would be greatly appreciated if you could return the completed forms as 
soon as possible, but desirably no later than 10 September. 
J.S. Marsden, 
Economics, R.S.S.S., 
Australian National University, 
Box 4, G.P.O., 
CANBERRA, A.C.T. 2600 
Name of Firm: 
Address of Factory: 
Does this plant - operate in a building by itself 
- in a building shared with other 
operations of your firm '— 
- in a building shared with operations Q 
of another firm 
Nature of Work Done: 
(Please give a brief description of the main processes carried out in this establishment in 
the postwar period, mentioning .type of product or service, e.g., blow moulding of bottles.) 
Date of commencement of production at this site Year Month 
Information sought within this form (as with the old Factory Forms), is requested 
for years ending 30 June. Does your firm's accounting year end 30 June?. 
Yes No tick one 
If 'No', do the figures provided in the F'actory Fonii refer to 
(a) an estimated year ending 30 June Yes Q ^^^ 
(b) a financial year not ending 30 June. N'o Q 
If (b), please specify for current year and HKiicate any changes in accounting 
period which affect supplied in this form 
C O N F I D E N T I A L 
P L E A S E ENSURE THAT THE CURRENCY OF ALL VALUES IS S P E C I F I E D 
PERSONS EMPLOYED & WAGES P A I D 
1. Average Monthly N o . of Male Workers 
Working Proprietors 
Managerial & Clerical Staff 
Qiemists, Draughtsmen, etc. 
Workers in Factory, etc. 
TOTAL MALES 
.2. Average Monthly No.of Female Workers 
Working Proprietors 
Managerial & Clerical Staff 
Chemists, Draughtsmen,, etc.. 
Workers in Factory, etc. 
TOTAL FEMALES 
3. Total Wages & Salaries Paid - Males 
Management & Clerical Staff 
Cliemists, Draughtsmen, etc. 
Workers in Factory, etc. 
TOTAL MALE HAGES 
4. Total Wages S Salaries Paid-Females 
Management & Clerical Staff 
Chemists, Drauplitsmen, etc. 
Workers in Factory, etc. 
TOTAL FEMALE WAGES 
O T I I E H C O S T S OF P R O D U C T I O N 
Power, fuel & light 
Water & Lubricating Oils Used 
Pepai rs 
Containers and packing 
Materials Used 
TOTAL OTHER COSTS OF PRODUCTION 
T O T A L S A L A R I E S a M h ^ i Z S 
T O T A L C O S T S Q F P R O D U C T ! OiJ 
Year Ehded 30 June 
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 
L 
• 
1 
C O N F I D E N T I A L 
P L E A S E E N S U R E T H A T THE C U H R E H C Y OF ALL V A L U E S IS S P E C I F I E D 
V A L U E OF O U T P U T 
(A) Selling value at works 
(B) Value of other work done 
T O T A L V A L U E OF O U T P U T 
V A L U E OF S T O C K S 
Figures are desired as at 30 June 
M a t e r i a l s , components, etc. 
Work in Progress 
Finished Goods 
T O T A L V A L U E OF S T O C K S 
V A L U E OF L A N D & B U I L D I N G S 
At beginning of year 
Add Additions & Replacements 
Total 
Lfss Sales & Losses 
Depreciation . 
Revaluations or -) 
At end of year 
If not owned state ANNUAL RENTAL 
V A L U E OF P L A N T & V A C H I N E H Y 
At beginning of year 
Add Additions & Replacements 
Total 
Lfss Sales & Losses 
Depreciation 
Revaluations (» or -) 
At end of year 
If not owned, slate ANNUAL RENTAL 
Year Ended 30 J u n e 
1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 
J) 
A U S T R A I J A N C A P H ^ A L T E R i n T O f l Y 
s r i sTRycT i o r ^ s TO P H I S Q U S RLLi^^G f^] t k t m u Y u n u m i S 
GENERAL 
1. f n d c r the i iul l iority o f the Commonwea l t h 'Census and Stat ist ics Act 1905-1966- these returns are rtciuired to he f i l k d in « i l h the necessary 
detai ls for the period I J u l y 1967 to 30 J u n e 1968, or thereabouts, and sliould he completed and returned hv post to the Co . i i n ion«ea l l l i Stat is t ic ia ' i , 
The Treasury I tu j ld ing. Nev. lands Street , Parkcs . A , C . T . 2600. not later Uian 30 Aui ;uM 1968. N o extension of t ime « i l l be granted unless it can be 
shown that it is imnract icah le to render the return I)y the spcclficd date. 
2. Returns Hil l he regarded as strictly conf ident ia l . I h e in format ion given in these forms is used only for statistical purposes to arrive at 
aggregates for each k ind o f industry. The contents o f indi\idual returns are not disclosed in anv v\ay and no other department , or odiccr unattached 
to this (Miice. is p t rmi t ted to-see them. 
3. Several Siidiistries in ( )ne I 'stahl ishment In large cstabl is l imcnts where two or more industries arc carr ied on . separate fo rms wii) be 
supp l ied , wh ich sl io i i ld , if practic; 'ble, b^ - li l lcd in for each i]idustr\. The part iculars rel^Uing to the u h o l c est. .bl is ' .moni should bo a l located , 
as ncarls i'.s possible, to each induslr\. 
4. The line '.Nature (.f oTj-i Done* shou ld be used tor a brief t lcscripiton o ' the ma i n opcrii l iotis or processes c^'.rricd out c Brick-
mak i ng , S h i r imak i n g , M o t o r Repa i r i ng . Uread t a k i n g . Sav,mi l l ing , etc. 
5. A factory is dei lncd as an cs iab ' i shment (mi l l , workshop , p lant , etc.) in which four or more persons ;'.re cniplo ' .c . i or where power 
(other tl-.;.n ra .r.ua!) is use ! in ti.e n-.,'.;iiilacture. p rep . ua l i on , trc; i lmcnt o^ repair ei :.r;ic!',', Vv here nr in i ' f . iLtur i r i i ,• -:: cy; i'. c; rriod o?i 
in ccr .r .cctxn wu i i a v. hM!i-..ilc or rc;;ul tr^iding business, the return nrist be rcslrioteti !o r . c dec,;'!'; r,; i:ic :iui:u,uu !.:\,:j r : ; . r ;/r. Tiu.t 
po r i i o a oi the premises used Tor manu f a c t u r i n g purposes shou ld be .separatcK \ alued and iliow n under Part 1 . I'anii iili:i s < <i;.. c /,;/. :,' SiiUwDicn. 
Tni.i'llcrs, ColU'clois ami Rclailing S:oi\'incii niiiM \OT he ii.'c/ink'd >r/7/( pcrs-tus t'/np.'(nt\i in the Uu lory. <•/• in .x.u'cric.'' ant; itti.rv. piUti. 
L X P i .\> ,AT50 .\ ( ) ! i l l A i . S R i l Q L ' . . I C i i 
6. Peril d ' f o r k e d —The t ime the establ ishment was work i ng dur ing the year is to be gi\en in ca lendar mon ths , hol ia . ixs d i n i n g work i ng 
per iod also be ing inc luded. 
i ' A R I A I ' K R S O N S I : ^ i l > L O ^ ^ , D A N D V i A C K S i ' A U ) 
7. Numt>cr o f Wo rk i n g Proprict<)rs {sl'C Section fi) )—.Sht>vv the a\crage mon t h l y nL:n.iber ma le and fer.i.i'e wc>rking prt iprieiors engaged 
in the oince or r,\etor> du r i ng the p.-rlod o f opera t ion . There are no work ing proprietors rn a pnu-rictar:. compan ; . . Par'ucuiars o. wo rk i ng 
directors shou ld i>e inc luded in Sections (ii). ( i i i) , ( iv) a nd (v). 
8. Lmpk ^ .m t n t on Last Pay [Jay of Mon t h (see S e d i o n ( i i) )— Particulars shou ld exclude v.orkii ig proprietors, a nd shou ld re';ue to 
sanie cl:'.5.?cs o f tmp l o s ces as arc covered by the '.Average M o n t h l y N u m b e r o f Kmp!c..>ees' as sh.own, in Section I. 
9. .A-.trage Number of fCnif'lovees {see Section (iv) ) - - This means the ave.-age rrion.thlv nL;n;b_T pcri'tJ f! t u ;•<.'.'/ /;. For c.aii-inic. 
for a n establ ishment work i ng the who le year the average will be the sum o f the /<//<./empio>ees on die nii icc a n d fac',! r> p:\\-ro:; on I'le 
pay day o f each m o n t h d iv ided by 12: the average lor an establ ishment work i ng throe rr.onihs wili be the suni oi (r.e ir.ont'M;. u 
by 3, a nd s imi lar ly wi th other periods. T he total o f the a\cr;;ge numbers employed must be distr ibuted unacr the v . . nous g i o u ; s show p.. 
Persons er,f;a::ed in se/liii,i;..tyr distributing' must .\Or he incluiled. {See also Instruction 5 iJnne.) 
10. Sa lar 'es and NNagts Pa id (sec Sect ion (v) )— 
\\'orkln^ I ' ror r i c tors- N o a m o u n t o f remunera t ion is rcqui.'cd to be shown. 
O ther i:r.ip!oyc-cs-The total a m o u n t s o f salaries or wages paid to ali employees dur ing the vcar ( incUiding overt ime, bo:.uses, etc.) 
are required to be given. 
I'av-roll T a x — T h e a m o u n t paid as P A Y - R O L L T A X must not bo included as salaries and wages pa id . 
Note - Carters (on wages—not contractors) emp loyed in b r i ng ing materia l for manu l ac tu ro shou ld bo included, but no ! those eng: 
entirely in the deliver;' of iminufactured f;oods, as the vaiue o f ou t pu t o f such goods is the selling value 'at works", exc lud ing all a(. i; ' . .ry cov-. 
or charges. I f the carter 's work be d iv ided in this respect, however, his t ime and wages si iouid be appor t ioned accordingiv . 
P A R T B - S K L I - C T L D C O S T S OI- P R O D L t H O N 
11. Cost o f rov>cr. Fuel and Lii^hl Lsed (Lines (26)-(35))—Care shou ld be cxcrcised to see that the costs are not dup i i ca i ed in any o.'" 
the other i tems a n d that ful l part iculars o f quant i t ies asked for arc given for each l.ind o f fuel. etc. (W !-,eie exact hgures :ire not avai i , . r ;e. 
a careful est imate mus t bo given.) Coa l used in the manu fac tu re of coke and g;;s. and coke used in steel kirnaces. snou ld no t b^ inchK.e.: 
here but s hown as a raw ma'terial in L ine (40). Acety lenc G a s a n d Oxygen shou ld be similarly treatcu." 
12 Ma ter i a l s Used, etc. (L ine (40) )--The value quo ted shou ld be the net cost landed at the IV.clory o f ail matcrir.is t.c!r;.:;;. ir-ed durir.g 
the vear exclusive o f all subsidies, rebates, etc., a l l owed by the Governn-ient o n such, r.iw materials. In adc. i i ion the •..a;ue ot goods in pr. , 
at the beg inn ing o f the year shou ld be inc luded in this i tem. Care shou ld be taken to ensure tnat items included here have not l-.Ln in.^ii........ 
already in other h.cadings under Part B. . • 
13. Mak ins-uo or Treat ins Customer 's Mater ia l s - Inc lude in Pa' t H. I.it'.e iAa\ the vn'ue (c. sO . . f m k e i s o w n m:,;,. .:. 
t r immings , co t tons , etc. (dves. etc., in dyeing) , used, and in Part C . Line (43». the amoun t cnargca to cn , . nn i- i s o; • . t io .u , .l 
their n-.aterials. 
14. Coi taliie.-s. etc. (L ine (39) )-
Ncn-u fa rnab i e Show the net cost to >ou o f non-returnable conta iners uc tua lS used d a n . g tisc >car. 
R e t u r n a b l e - S h o w the actua l net cost to >ou o f replacements o f returnable c o n t a i n c s d u n : ,: liic >.:ar. 
15. Re;:::ir W o r k of any K i n d - Thc value (cost) o f all materials used in repair ing shou ld be inc iudcd in I . : :- .40, . wh iV t' v amoun t 
chargcJ for 'm. ikinig repairs shou ld be shown in Part C . Line (43). 
16. Ot ; ,er Costs o f Prmiiiclion---Costs such as insurance, taxat ion , etc., inust not be inc lndcd in I V n U of ti c 1: .^ " 
o f selected i tems o f factory statistics a n d is not in tended to embrace all items ol costs nor to reveal p n .it or lo.s. O n h -so-. . . s , m . . ,!v 
men t ioned on the fo rm arc to be shown therein. 
, , M.,p..r.,r,,,rc<! Par is o f M ichinr-s. M o t o r Cars. etc. Whe re operat ions consist w iu i l h or partly <•; ie - .'iM:- : C..-
. a n the vame o f the parts should . . be i n c l u ^ i m the co:a ol ^ -
Of ou t pu t . The It,Iter Viduo shou ld be s hown in Part C . Line (43». a nd shouU. inc!u..e t,K acL.al k .oou . co. t . » 
fuel a n d power used, anv add i t ion i i l expenses o f assembls . a nd pro ln nii .de o.n such wo . k . 
, 8 . L:.,ished Goods Purciiased lor Rc-su!e. The value o f (mished goods purchi.sed lor re-s.de withotit treiUment must not be inchided 
anywhere. , , , , 
P A R T C - V A U L I i ; 0 1 O l ' U ' l ' T 
) i i lpul— ^ ,, 
•n. inc ( 4 ^ ) - T h c value o f output here g iven should be tlie scllinf; roha- a, /artory ro cus,o„nTs oj all 
-esse'.! diiriiii; ilu- vcar (i/iclmlini; by-products) otter deduc tuig an costs oi < - i,-. th,- l „ N, ,K„ 
sidy received by ' the nianulacturer on f.n.slicd products a.id any vsage relund or prolu sub.,dy pa,d to the lactor> o . the 
19 Value of Output  
Iter 
or [trocc 
or subsidy recei 
Government . 
Item ( » ) - L i n e (43) - T h e value here given should be the a,no,.,„ clu,r.t,cd to c.stotncrs lor other nork oo„r snch as repairs, 
reiioiatio/is and alterations, and nork done on conmussion. 
20. G00.1S in Proccss of Manun.cturo - T h e value o f goods in process at the c„<1 o f the year jt,st 
value o f output. Stniilariy the value o f goods in process at the bo^lnnint. o f the same year must be add .d to t! . cos. o f mat . r .aK us.d . 
21. Costs of installation, etc.- -Whe r e the selling price o f manufactured goods iticludes installing or f iMPg (shop and u indouMu^ 
f ibrous plaster sheets, etc. ) the charges for transport, installation, erect,on or ol such goods must be deducted ,n valu.ng output 
em Litie (42). Hmployees engaged in such uork and their wages must also be excluded I rom l a n .-x. 
tiles 
in I tem 
22. ICxcise and .Sales Tuv must not be it,eluded in the 'Va lue o f Output ' or in the particulars given o f atiy article manufa.ctured. 
23. 
profit subsidy 
Bounty and S u h s i d y - T h e amou.it received as bounty or subsidy ( o f any k ind) on the productiot i o f g oods or as uage refund or as 
bsidy under a price stabilisation scheme or otherwise must be included in the value ot goods nianulactured ( I t em ( A). L,ne (42) ). 
P A R I l ) - \ A L U i : O l F.VC l O i n S r O C K S 
24. Include all items classifiable as factorv stocks whether located at the factory or not. Va luat ion ( includit ig that fo r vyork in progress) 
should be on the b.isis used for balance-sheet purposes. Whe r e work is done on contract lor others me value to be sho^n should ,be the cost 
o f work dotie to 30 June less progress payments received. 
P A R I I : - \ A L U E O f PR1:MI.SI:.S a n d M A C H I M . R V u s e d l O R 1 A C T O R V A N D V \ O R K S PL R P O S K S 
25 Value o f 1 and a.ul n.iiidings used for Works and Taetory P u r p o s e s - W h e r e the Land, Buildings and f^^uires are the property r"- ,he 
occupier, the values stated should be the depreciated values or book values less any depreciation reserve e a s t i ng m respect ol tiiem. Il the 
premises are rented, state the annual rental payable exclusive o f rates and taxes. 
26 \ alue of Machinery and Plant - Thi.i should include the value o f all machinery, implements, and tools used; also vehicles and plant 
fo r the convevai ice o f raw materials, and casks in the case o f a brewery. In brickyards, potteries, iniie kiln^ and glassv, orks the value ot • - • 
kiln should be included under this head, and not as a building. T h e \aiues stated should be the depreciated values or book va.ues less , 
depreciation reserve existing in respect o f them. Where machinery is rented, state the annual rental payable. 
P A R T I M O r O R S A N D K N C I N I . S K M P L O V K D T O D R I \ E M A t H i M . R V 
27 .Motors and E n g i n e s - T o t a l rated hoise-povver is required separately for motors and engines ordinari ly in use and for those in reserve 
or idle (i.e., in use only occasionally as during periods o f b reakdown to power supply). Ob.solete motors and engines inii-.t be omitted altogether. 
I f the s;ime power is used in the one establishment for more than one industry, the horse-power o f the engines should be allocated, if 
practicable, as indicated in Instruction 3 above. 
P A R I ' G . M . V I E R I A L S U S l D 
28. Details shown for materials u.sed should refer to actual usage and not to purchases. Values should be shown at cost as delivered 
at factory as included in Materials used—Line (40) in Part B "Selected Costs o f Product ion ' . 
P A R I I I A R T I C L E S P R O D U C E D 
29. Details shown for articles produced should refer to goods actually m.ide and or assembled, \ alues should be selling value at factory 
(exclusive o f all delivery costs and charges) as included in Item A — L i n e (42) in Part C , 'Va lue of Output ' . 
D ! R ! ( H O N S K E L . U I N C T O . S l ' L C l A L I N D l S I R I E S 
30. Cold S t o rage—The value o f the commodit ies placed in the cold store should not be included in the cost o f materials used (Pan 
nor in the value o f the output (Part C ) . T h e amount to be shown in item i i—L ine (43) in Part C, should include the actual labour cost, 
cost o f fuel and power used, any additional expenses o f storing and proiit made on such work. 
31. Eoo;I-p.ickin4. Tobacco-eiitting and I'acki.i^, Tea-hleai i ia? and Packing. Botti in' ' a a l Grading I'staMi-ilnients In the^^ and other 
similar establishments where imported or other goods in bulk are made up in packets, but no actual rnanufaetaring is daae. only the value 
added to the m.uerial by the operation should be nIiowii in Item i! L ine (43) in Part C. Th is value may be ascertained by subtracting the 
cost o f materials used f rom the wholesale selling value o f the (inished goods. 
32. Brick, Pottery, T i le and Lime Ihirning Works T h e value o f materials u.sed sho.vn in Part B must include v\ages of pitmen and 
quarrynien and all other costs incidental to obtaining clay or l imestone and del ivery at the works. Such employees and the wages paid to them, 
should, therefore, not be included in Part .V. d he value o f the kiln must be included as part o f vour plant and not as a building. 
If any dillu-ulty arises the Conimonv.ealtli Statistician « i i l be pleased to furnish additional information, ( l elephone 6.3 2262.) 
K . \1. \RC i n K. 
Conunonwealth Stati^lieiaii 
Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 
The Treasury Building, 
Nen-lands Street, 
Parkes, A.C.T. 2600. 
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CIIAPTER X 
AN EXPT.ANATION OF TOTERPLMT PRODUCTIVITY VARIATION 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUM>1ARY 
The aims of this chapter are threefold: 
(i) to test the empirical relevance of the generalisation of the 
Cobb-Douglas production function developed in Chapter VII, 
(ii) to analyse the significant determinants of productivity at the 
factory level; 
(iii) to explore some of the more basic conceptual problems associated 
with the analysis of productivity and production functions. 
The data are drawn from 38 plastics processing factories in the 
period 1964/65 to 1967/68 and cover the production statistics requested 
in the annual factory census and details of the ownership, legal form, 
management systems, processes and utilization of each factory. 
In contrast to previous cross-sectional studies of the determinants 
of productivity [for example, liildebrand and Liu (1965), Griliches (1967) 
and Griliches and Ringstad (1971)], therefore, we are able to consider a 
very broad range of factors associated with the efficiency of each factory, 
In common with these investigators, however, ue are forced to use value 
added per head as the measure of labour productivity since there is no 
unit of physical output common to the factories analysed. h'e believe 
that the substitution of the value of output or value added for the 
physical quantity of output is a substitution which should not be taken 
lightly since - as first noted by Marschak and Andrews (1944) - the use 
'I / i 
of values may disguise the underlying physical relationships Lhat \-ie 
seek to analyse. Appendix X.l analyses the circumstances under which 
value added will be a reliable proxy for the physical quantity of output. 
A further feature of the data is the capital input measure which -
as described in Chapter IX — is constructed so as to avoid the distorting 
effects of price changes and to avoid measuring capital input by its 
productivity. In our view, therefore, the capital input measure used 
here is conceptually superior to the measures usually em.ployed in cross-
sectional analyses of productivity variation. 
I\%en the conventional, two factor, production function is tested 
against the data we find that labour productivity is affected by the 
capital intensity and size of the factory.^ There is consistent evidence 
of substantial diseconomies of scale. Variation in scale and capital 
intensity, however, explain only a small proportion of the total variation 
in labour productivity. 
When non-conventional factors are introduced v/e find that in two 
of the four years analysed the generalized production function gives a 
significantly better explanation of productivity variation than does the 
conventional, two factor, Cobb-Eouglas function. In contrast to the 
results reported in Chapter VIII, nowever, there are no significant 
differences in the coefficient estimates for each year. When the cross-
sections of data from each year are pooled the results confirm the 
superiority of the generalised production function. 
Ordinary least squares methods are employed. 
1 
The results show that, in addition to capital intensity and scale, 
the type of process and type of management systems employed have a 
significant effect on the level of productivity. We find that film 
extrusion factories and factories employing form.alised costing methods 
have significantly higher levels of productivity than other factories. 
The extrem.ely rich data set permits the productivity effect of a 
large number of other non-conventional variables to be examined. Very 
few of these factors prove to be statistically significant and rather 
than report these results in detail we have concentrated upon the 
conceptual problems surrounding three factors and the measurement of 
their effect on the level of productivity. 
The first problem considered is the difficulty of obtaining an 
independent measure of the quality and skill of labour when value added 
measures of output are employed. Although the average wage rate of a 
factory is a significant determinant of value added per head, this 
correlation may be due entirely to the definitional link between wages 
and value added. In view of this uncertainty we adopt the procedure of 
presenting the regression results with and without the wage rate variable 
and allow the reader to make his own choice as to the preferred results. 
The second problem relates to the period of operation (or utilization) 
of the factory. Despite considerable variation in the number and length 
of shifts across factories the potential importance of this factor does 
not appear to have been recognised in previous cross-sectional analyses 
of productivity variation. The variation in the period of operation of 
a factory should introduce significant error into the variables, particularly 
the capital input measure, as they are conventionally measured. Moreover, 
fi i ' t 
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since the number and length of shifts worked in a factory is related to 
the length of the production run and to other dimensions of economies of 
scale, the period of operation may have aneffect on the productivity of 
a factory even where the variables are correctly measured. 
Testing these propositions against data for 1966/67 and 1967/68, the 
two years for which information on the period of operation is available, 
we find that both the adjustment to the capital input measure and the 
introduction of the number of weekly hours per shift as an explanatory 
variable has a significant effect in the explanation of productivity 
variation in 1966/67. For 1967/68 there is no significant improvement 
in the degree of explanation achieved. Me attribute this latter result 
to the rudimentary nature of the data on the period of operation. Overall, 
the empirical results support the view that variation in the period of 
operation may be considerably m.ore important than is implied in other 
studies. 
The third problem concerns the hypothesis that technical change is 
embodied in new capital goods and that the productivity of a factory is 
•related to the vintage of its plant and machinery. Since the average 
vintage of a factory is not directly observable a range of proxy variables 
are constructed and their properties evaluated. 
Six specifications of the vintage hypothesis are tested but, in 
general, we find no support for the vintage hypothesis in the group of 
plastics processing factories analysed. 
.'< i J.' 
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Section 2 states the main features of the model and the data 
Section 3 reports the regression results obtained when the model is 
tested against data from the cross-section of the factories in 1967/68. 
In Section 4 we compare the regression results from the cross-section 
in each year. We find broad agreement between years in the basic results. 
Sections 5, 6 and 7 consider in detail the problems of analysing 
the quantitative significance of three determinants of productivity: 
the quality and skill of labour, the length of the period of operation 
of the factory, and the vintage of the capital stock. 
2. THE MODEL AND THE DATA 
The generalised Cobb-Douglas production function is 
1) X = AEK L 
where X is the quantity of output produced by the factory, E is a 
vector measuring the 'X' efficiency of the factory and K and L are 
vectors measuring the factory's capital and labour in their various 
dimensions. The parameters, a^ , and , are the elasticities of output iZi ^ 
with respect to capital and labour, respectively. 
Here V7e analyse neutral variations in the efficiency and technology 
of plastics processing factories. That is, we assume that variation in 
the efficiency and technology of factories does not affect the elasticities 
of output with respect to capital and labour. 
.1J -
The production function can be specified explicitly as 
V A /T At + e 2) X = Ae (ke ) (Le ) e 
where K is the quantity of capital and L the quantity of labour. xhe 
parameter y^ measures entrepreneurial and management characteristics 
associated with "X-efficiency" and measures the age composition of 
capital. The parameter measures the occupational structure, sex 
composition and quality of labour. The parameter X measures the rate 
of neutral or factor augmenting technical progress, and e is the 
stochastic error term. Note that there is no reason to expect the vari-
ables measuring the quality of labour, capital and management factors 
to enter the production function in a particular way. Here we have 
entered these variables exponentially.^ 
Writing equation (2) in the labour productivity form and grouping 
the parameters attached to the exponential terms we have 
3) X/L = Ae'l^ ^Xt + e 
where 6 = a + 3 - lis the economies of scale parameter, measures the 
efficiency characteristics, y^ = B^a the y^ capital characteristics and 
Y^ = 6 t h e labour characteristics. 
The exponential specification is relaxed in section 7 where a detailed 
investigation of the vintage hypothesis is reported. In this section 
we also consider non-neutral differences in the efficiency of factors. 
4-' 1 J. o 
Taking logarithims we have the production function in a form where 
the parameters can be estimated using O.L.S. methods. 
4) In X/L - In A + Y, + y. + Yo + K/L + gZn L + e 1 /. o 
As cross-sectional data is used,the time trend term, t, is omitted.^ 
The data is drawn from the results of the postal survey described 
above. The survey provides production statistics for 70 individual 
factories and details of their ownership, legal form, and the management 
systems and processes employed. This data is extremely detailed and 
consistent betv/een factories since the larger part of it has been 
extracted from each factory's duplicates of the annual factory census 
return for 1967/68 and for earlier years. 
To increase the homogeneity of the group of factories considered 
we have restricted our attention to factories which are classified by 
the Commonwealth Statistician as factory subclass 1503, "Plastic Moulding 
and Products", thereby excluding factories produc ing electrical cable 
and electrical components. To facilitate the comparison of results between 
years we have further restricted our attention to factories giving data 
for each of the-four years ending June 1968. The reduced data set contains 
observations on 38 factories for each of the four years 1964/65 to 
1967/68. The main characteristics of the 38 factories are sho^ m^ in 
Table 2.1. 
As noted above we are forced to use value added, V, in place of X, 
the quantity of physical output. The dependant variable in the 
regressions reported below is therefore InV/L. 
' 1 . 1 ^ a. 
TABLE 2.1 
Characteristics of Factories Analysed 
(a) Distribution by Number Employed 
< 4 5-10 ll:i20 2_l-_^q 51-100 101-200 201-300 > 300 Total 
5 2 " 7 12 8 " 1 3 ' 3 8 
(b) Distribution by Value Added per Head, 4>'oc>cp 
< 2 2-3.9 4-5.9 6-7.9 8-9.9 10-11.9 12-13.9 -> 14 Total 
1 5 17 5 1 3 4 2 38 
Mean = V-O Standard Deviation = ¥-7 Co-efficient of 
Variation = 
(c) Distribution by Major Process 
Injection Other Film Pipe & Profile Other Total 
Moulding Moulding Extrusion Extrustion & Coating 
12 8 5 5 2 6 38 
'1 -i J 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS, 1967/68 
The regression results obtained by fitting eqviation (4) to the 
38 observations on individual factories in 1967/68 are summarised in 
Table 3.1. 
The first conclusion to be draim from the regression results is 
unambiguous. We find that the model developed in Chapter VII provides 
a significantly better explanation of the observed variation in productivity 
than does the labour productivity expression based on a conventional, tv7o 
factor, Cobb-Douglas production function. However, the proportion of the 
total variation in productivity explained by either model is not high -
less than 60 percent. 
Second, we find consistent evidence of significant diseconomies of 
scale in the plastics processing factories analysed. 
Third, factories employing formalised costing methods have a 
significantly higher value added per head than factories which do not. 
Fourth, the level of productivity varies between processes. We find 
that film extrusion plants have a significantly higher value added per head 
than other factories of the same size and capital intensity. 
Fifth, the quality and skill of labour, as measured by the average 
wage per male equivalent, is a significant determinant of the level of 
productivity. 
The superiority of the generalised production function over the 
conventional two factor function is demonstrated by comparing equations 
1 and 5 of Table 3.1. 
TABLE 3.1 Selected Regression Results for 1967/68. 
Constant ^n(K/L) IriL W/LME COST FILM IMP ML BUDGY >L\(1) Zn(KPs/L) R^ SEE 
(1) 2.06 
(6.6) 
0.255 
(3.0) 
-0.168 
(2.4) 
0.274 0.502 
(2) 1.839 
(6.5) 
0.165 
(2.1) 
-0.226 
(3.4) 
0.654 
(3.2) 
0.557 
(2.4) 
0.479 0.438 
(3) 1.506 
(3.4) 
0.283 
(3.1) 
-0.102 
(1.5) 
0.253 
(2.3) 
0.294 
(0.6) 
0.416 0.463 
(4) 1.118 
(2.6) 
0.167 
(2.0) 
-0.196 
(3.0) 
0.333 
(2.9) 
0.417 0.456 
(5) 1.163 
(2.9) 
0.108 
(1.4) 
-0.229 
(3.7) 
0.253 
(2.3) 
0.497 
(2.4) 
0.536 
(2.5) 
0.552 0.412 
(6) 1.065 
(2.7) 
0.125 
(1.6) 
-0.183 
(2.7) 
0.227 
(3.1) 
0.381 
(1.8) 
0.492 
(2.3) 
0.154 
(1.6) 
0.586 0.402 
(7) 1.157 
(2.9) 
-0.243 
(3.9) 
0.262 
(2.4) 
0.445 
(2.1) 
0.494 
(2.3) 
0.110 0.562 
(1.6) 
0.408 
(8) 0.658 
(1.3) 
0.232 
(2.5) 
-0.164 
(2.4) 
0.325 
(2.9) 
0.649 
(1.5) 
0.454 0.448 
(9) 1.014 
(2.5) 
0.184 
(2.3) 
-0.146 
(2.2) 
0.267 
(2.4) 
0.218 
(2.3) 
0.495 0.431 
(10) 0.752 
(1.6) 
0.111 
(1.3) 
-0.179 
(2.8) 
0.336 
(3.0) 
0.6 
(1.8) 
0.471 0.441 
(11) 1.241 
(2.8) 
0.125 
(1.5) 
-0.195 
(3.1) 
0.290 
(2.5) 
0.012 
(1«5) 
0.454 0.448 
(12) 1.224 
(2.8) 
0.167 
(2.1) 
-0.225 
(3.4) 
0.264 
(2.2) 
0.166 
(1.6) 
0.457 0.447 
Students "t" values are listed in brackets 
Jf Zi ts ^ V-y?. 
We have 
, X . . ^^ " 0-274 
(5) In V/L = 2.06 + 0.255 Zn(K/L) - 0.168 Inl. SEE = 0.502 
(6.6) (3.0) (2.4) R^ - - 0.210 
and 
(6) 
(2.9; (1.4) (3.7) 
2 
R 0.552 
SEE = 0.412 
-2 
R = 0.465 
+ 0.253 W/LME + 0.497 COST -f 0.536 FILM 
(2.3) (2.4) (2.5) 
The first equation assumes that capital and labour are scalar 
quantities and generally makes little attempt to quantify the factors 
leading to differential performance. This equation, which explains 
only 27 per cent of the total variation in labour productivity, indicates 
that labour productivity is a positive function of capital intensity 
and a negative function of size, as measured by the number of employees. 
The specification of equation (6) allows factories to vary in 
efficiency and inputs of capital and labour to vary in their quality. 
The degree of explanation afforded by this equation is approximately 
twice that of equation (2.1). 
Equation (6) indicates that the level of labour productivity is 
positively affected by the quality of labour, the use of formalised 
costing methods and the main type of process employed. Film extruding 
factories denoted by FILM, have a significantly higher level of 
productivity. As was the case with equation (5), we find that there are 
f c 
diseconomies of scale but the level of capital intensity is no longer a 
significant explanatory variable at conventional levels of confidence.^ 
Dropping the insignificant capital variable and recomputing equation 
(6) we have the preferred equation: 
2 R = 0. 525 
SEE = 0. 418 
-2 R = 0. 483 (2.8) (3.6) (2.8) 
+ 0.626 FILM + 0.518 COST 
i 
(3.0) (2.5) 
It v/ill be observed that the coefficient estimates of this equation 
do not differ significantly from those obtained with equation (7). There 
are, however, discernible changes in the coefficients on the dummy 
variables measuring the effects of using formalised costing system and 
the different productivity of film extruding plants. The equation 
indicates that labour productivity, that is, value added per head, in 
film extruding plants is 90 percent higher than labour productivity in 
factories employing other processes while factories employing a formalised 
costing system are almost 70 per cent more productive than their counter-
^ 2 parts. 
Across equations the coefficient estimates are stable and significant 
at the 1 per cent level of confidence. All equations show significant 
diseconomies of scale within the group of factories analysed. Yhe 
capital intensity variable is consistently positive and overall it is 
generally significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence.^ However, 
it will be noted that the significance of the capital intensity 
variable tends to fall to unacceptable levels when the proxy for the 
quality of labour, W/L>IE is introduced. 
^ These estimates are derived by taking the antilogs of the coefficients 
on the FILM and COST dummy variables. 
^• A COMPARISON OF RESULTS ACROSS YEARS 
In the preceding section we have examined the results of applying 
the generalised production function to data from 38 factories in 1967/68. 
In this section we discuss the extent to which the results obtained for 
1967/68 hold for other years. Detailed regression results for each of 
the three years ending June 1967 are reported in Appendix X.2.^ 
The general conclusion emerging from the comparison of the regression 
results obtained with data for different years is that there is broad 
agreement between the results for all years, including 1966/67 which was 
the year which appeared to be significantly different in the analyses of 
Chapter VIII.^ 
Table 4.1 facilitates the comparison of results for different years 
by comparing the coefficient estimates and 't' values obtained for four 
basic equations. First, we find diseconomies of scale in all four years 
and, furthermore, the economies of scale parameter varies very little from 
year to year. Second, capital intensity is a significant determinant of 
labour productivity in all years except 1966/67. For the remaining three 
years there are no significant differences between the coefficient estimates 
on the capital intensity variable. Third, within any one equation we find 
that the constant term varies very little from year to year. 
1 The reader will note that we are unable to compare all the results 
obtained with 1967/68 data with results for other years, since 
information on licenses and utilization is unavailable in 1964/65 
and 1965/66. 
In contrast to the results obtained in Chapter VIII, where productivity 
variation across size/state cells was examined for each year, we find 
here when analysing productivity variation across individual factories 
that the production function parameters for 1966/67 do not differ 
significantly from those obtained for other years. 
In the current analysis the only distinction between 1966/67 and the 
other three years is that the superiority of the generalised production 
function over the conventional two factor function is more pronounced 
in this year. 
TABLE 4.1 
Comparison of Basic Regression Results Across 4 Years 
Year Constant Zn(K/L) Z-nL W/LME FILM COST SEE 
,1967/68 
^1966/67 
1965/66 
1964/65 
2.06 0. 255 -0.168 0.274 0. ^02 
(6.6) (3.0) (2.4) 
1.839 0.165 -0.226 0.557 0.654 0.479 0. 438 
(6.5) (2.1) (3.4) (2.4) (3.2) 
1. 118 0.167 -0.196 0.333 0.417 0. 456 
(2.6) (2.0) (3.0) (2.9) 
1.163 0.108 -0.229 0. 253 0.536 0.497 0.552 0. 412 
(2.9) (1.4) (3.7) (2.3) (2.5) (2.4) 
2.173 0.112 -0.169 0.104 0. 651 
(5.7) (1.1) (1.9) 
1.825 0.208 -0.241 0.567 0.577 0.432 0. 485 
(6.0) (2.1) (3.3) (2.4) (2.4) 
1.463 0.094 -0.201 0.249 0.172 0. 635 
(2.6) (0.9) (2.2) (1.7) 
1.685 0.206 -0.243 0.053 0.553 0.541 0.435 0. 491 
(3.8) (2.1) (3.3) (0.4) (2.4) (2.1) 
2.10 0.303 -0.223 0.367 0. ,517 
(7.5) (3.1) (3.6) 
1.929 0.256 -0.253 0.382 0.347 0.428 0. ,507 
(6.8) (2.6) (3.8) (1.5) (1.4) 
1.382 0.273 -0.218 0.220 0.413 0, .505 
(2.7) (2.8) (3.6) (1.6) 
1.259 0.231 -0.235 0.216 0.420 0.256 0.469 0 .496 
(2.5) (2.3) (3.5) (1.6) (1.7) (1.0) 
1.604 0. 337 -0.155 0.300 0 .535 
(5.9) (3.1) (2.6) 
1.448 0.269 -0.186 0.448 0.370 0.376 0 .520 
(5.3) (2.4) (2.8) (1.7) (1.4) 
0.512 0.367 -0.151 0.338 0.364 0 .517 
(2.8) (3.5) (2.6) (1.8) 
0.452 0.313 -0.161 0.321 0.461 0.199 0.424 0 .507 
(0.7) (2.8) (2.5) (1.6) (1.8) (0.7) 
Student's 't' values in brackets. 
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Fourth, although the estimated coefficient: on W/LME, the proxy for labour 
quality, is not statistically significant in any one of three years ending 
June 1967 v/e find that these coefficient estimates are not significantly 
different from the point estimate obtained using 1967/68 data. 
For the years 1966/67 and 1967/68 we find that film extrusion 
factories and factories employing formalised costing methods have a 
significantly higher level of labour productivity> that is, value added 
per head. For the two earlier years, however, we find that the coefficients 
attached to the dummy variables measuring these attributes, (FILM and COST, 
respectively) are not statistically significant.^ 
Taken together with the broadly similar results for W/LME, the proxy 
for labour skill and quality, our fifth conclusion follows:- the 
generalisation of the Cobb-Douglas production function performs signifi-
cantly better than the conventional two factor function in explaining 
productivity variation in 1966/67 and 1967/68. For the two earlier years, 
1964/65 and 1965/66, the conventional two factor function is preferred. 
Pooled Data 
Comparison of the estimated coefficients in comparable equations in 
each year shows that the coefficients do not differ si_gnificantly between 
years.We therefore, pool the cross-section of data from each year and 
re-estimate the model from the total 152 observations for the period 
1964/65 to 1967/68. 
^ Nonetheless, the coefficients of FILM and COST in 1964/65 and 1965/66 
broadly approxim.ate those estimated for the latter two years. 
1 q" t. V Vt^' 
Con.sideral:ioa of the regression results shown in Table A.2 shows 
that the res-ults obtaiaed with the pooled data closely approximate the 
results reported above for 1966/&7 and for 1967/63. As might be 
anticipated, we find that across factories labour productivity increases 
with the level of capital intensity and decreases with employment size, 
that is, there are significant diseconomies of scale. Similarly, we 
find that filir: processing factories and factories employing formalised 
costing methods have significantly higher productivity, hence we obtain 
the important conclusion that Vihen data from tVie four years, 1964/65 to 
1967/68, is considered in total, the generalised production function 
gives a sigxiificantly better explanation of productivity variation in 
plastics factories than does the conventional two factor function. 
There are some further results. First, V7e find that the rate of 
disembodied technical progress in this group of plastics processing 
factories averaged roughly ten per cent per annuiB in the period 1964/65 
to 1967/68. 
Second, we find that some variables which were insignificant in 
the regression equations for individual years become significant when 
the cross-section of observations for each year is pooled.^ For example, 
we find that there is a significant relationship betv/een the level of 
productivity and the ratio of operatives to total employees. Although 
this variable is significant at the one per cent level of confidence, 
there is evidence of multicollinearity since its sign changes from 
^ Note, however, that despite the pooling of the data, the vintage_ 
variables (considered in detail in section 7) continue to be insigniti-
cant. That is the hypothesis that technical change is embodied in new 
investment fares no better here with the pooled data than it does when 
data from individual years is considered. 
LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY EQUATION 
Regression Results from Pooled Data, 1964/65-1967/68 
Dependent variable = Vn V/L 
Constant Zn(K/L) IriL TIME W/LME 
1.707 
(10.6) 
1.490 
(9.7) 
1.357 
(8.7) 
1.528 
(9.9) 
1.739 
(7.6) 
0.291 
(6.1) 
0.220 
(4.8) 
0.235 
(5.2) 
0.258 
(5.1) 
0.247 
(5.5) 
-0.183 
(5.7) 
-0.227 
(7.0) 
-0 .182 
(5.2) 
-0.221 
(6.9) 
-0.177 
-(5.1) 
0.096 
(2.6) 
0.108 
(3.1) 
0.101 
(3.0) 
0.106 
(3.1) 
0.108 
(3.2) 
FILM 
0.485 
(4.1) 
0.342 
(2.8) 
0.442 
(3.7) 
0.423 
(3.7) 
No of observations = 152 
COST 
0.493 
(4.3) 
0.439 
(3.8) 
0.470 
(4.1) 
0.376 
(3.1) 
IMP LP/L 
0.164 
(3.0) 
0.096 
(1.8) 
0.146 
(2.7) 
R 
0.319 0.511 
0.432 0.470 
0.466 0.457 
0.443 0,467 
0.483 0.451 
1.106 
(4.8) 
1.059 
(4.9) 
0.263 
(5.7) 
0.206 
(4.6) 
-0.190 
(6.1) 
-0.221 
(7.0) 
0.059 
(1.6) 
0.077 
(2.2) 
0.228 
(3.6) 
0.175 
(2.8) 
0.478 
(4.1) 
0.396 
(3.4) 
0.373 0.491 
0.460 0.460 
Students 't' values in brackets 
'i r' i 
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equation to equation. Hence we have not included the ratio of operatives 
to total employees in the preferred equation. 
Finally, ve have the general result that pooling of the data 
increases substantially the confidence that can be placed in the regress-
ion coefficients. By pooling the data, the relative importance of dis-
turbance effects peculiar to any one year is reduced and more systematic 
variation in productivity due to economic factors can be delineated more 
precisely. On the other hand, the relative importance of disturbance 
effects in total remains unchanged, and hence we find that the degree of 
explanation achieved with the pooled data approximates the average degree 
of explanation achieved in regressions based on data from individual 
years. 
We now turn to a detailed consideration of each of three influences, 
the quality of labour, the period of operation of the factory and the 
vintage of equipments. 
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5. THE QUALITY MI) SKILL OF LABOUR 
The hypothesis that the quality and skill of labour used in the 
production process has a positive effect on the level of productivity 
has considerable intuitive appeal. In practice, there is considerable 
difficulty in finding independent measures of labour quality in order to 
test the hypothesis and to avoid the tautology. 
The manufacturing census does not collect information on educational 
levels and V7e are forced to employ data on the relative importance of 
broad occupational categories or to look for other proxies of labour 
quality. To this end we have hypothesised that the average wage rate 
paid in a factory is a useful proxy of the skill and quality of its 
labour force. 
Since the average wage rate reflects the sex composition of the 
workforce, we have attempted to remove the influence of varying sex 
composition between factories on the wage rate by dividing the wage bill 
by the number of male equivalents employed rather than by the number of 
employees.^ 
When the average wage rate per male equivalent unit, W/LME, is 
included as a proxy for labour quality in the labour productivity 
expression we find that it is highly significant when the 1967/68 data 
is considered. This conclusion is common to all versions and specifi-
cations of our model. For this set of data, the inclusion of W/LME, the 
^ A male equivalent unit, as defined in productivity analysis, is 
defined as the average wage of the particular group of workers (e.g. women) 
as a proportion of the average male wage. Therefore, a male worker counts 
as 1 L d a female worker as a proportion of 1 (e.g. 0.65) according to wage 
paid. 
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labour quality proxy, in the regression equation leads to a significant 
improveiaent in the degree of explanation of productivity variation. 
When data from 1964/65, 1965/66 and 1966/67 is considered v;e find 
that the coefficient on VJ/LilEj the labour quality proxy, is positive as 
hypothesised but the 't' values do not exceed 1.8. That is, the labour 
quality proxy is not a significant determinant of labour productivity in 
these years taken individually. Nonetheless, when the data from all 
four years is pooled we find that W/LME, the labour quality proxy, has a 
significant effect on the level of productivity. 
The demonstration that the average wage rate is significantly 
correlated with labour productivity, that is, value added per employee, 
does not provide unequivocal support for the hypothesis that the quality 
of labour has a significant positive effect on the level of productivity 
since we are faced with a problem of causality. This problem arises 
because the output measure is not independent of the average wage rate. 
Since value added is the sum of the wage bill and gross operating surplus, 
the average wage rate and labour productivity (value added per employee) 
are also definitionally related. This definitional link does not preclude 
the wage rate from acting as a proxy for the quality of labour and there 
is every reason to expect that the wage rate is highly correlated with 
the quality and skill of labour 
Sources of variation in the average wage rate which are independent 
of the variation in the skill and quality of labour would seem to be 
relatively unimportant. The amount of overtime worked and the level of 
overaward payments will vary from factory to factory, for example, but 
interviews with the management of plastics processing firms have indicated 
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that firms may voluntarily use both the amount of overtime overaward 
payments as mediums to attract better quality labour.^ Furthermore, the 
more highly skilled the labour, the shorter its supply and the greater 
the use of overtime as a means of attracting such labour. Hence to the 
extent that the varying availability of labour results in overaward pay-
ments, these payments should reinforce the margins for skill already paid. 
As the definitional link does not preclude the wage rate from acting 
as a proxy for the quality of labour and the available evidence suggests 
that the average wage rate in each factory is likely to be a good proxy 
for the quality of the labour employed, the question becomes whether some 
other influences are jointly affecting the average rate and labour 
productivity. 
^ We have no evidence on the distribution of overaward payments across 
factories but we do have some unsatisfactory evidence on the effect of 
the period of operation on the wage rate. The sjm}»/c correlation co-
efficients reported in section 5.5 show that W/LMEH, the average wage 
rate per male equivalent hour, and the number of hours worked per week 
are negatively related with r = -0.344. Even more surprising is the 
strong negative correlation between W/LMEH and Pd.Pl., the number of hours 
the shift v;orks each week. This evidence suggests that, within our 
sample, factories operating longer shifts or operating for longer total 
hours employ labour which receives a significantly lower wage per standard 
hour and that, even after overtime earnings at a higher rate have been 
added, the hourly wage for labour in these factories is still lower tnan 
the hourly wage paid to labour in factories operating shorter shifts. 
^ For example, it was stated frequently in interviews that the only 
way to attract and hold skilled extruder operators was to guarantee 4 
hours overtime per 8 hour shift. 
^ There may be some influences at work which are not related to skill 
levels, for example, trade union strength, but on the basis of interviews 
with managements of plastics companies these are not thought to be very 
important. 
Fleming (1970), for example, found that variation in the ratio of 
operatives to other employees was a significant determinant of producti-
vity variation in British factories.^ We have, therefore, considered 
variables reflecting the occupational and sex composition of each 
factory's labour. The three variables considered in the regressions 
reported in this study are:-
LP/L - the ratio of operatives to total persons employed; 
LT/LP - the ratio of technical labour to production labour; 
ML - the masculinity of labour, measuring the ratio of male 
employees to total employees. 
First, we find little support for either of the variables which 
reflect the occupational mix of the work force. With one exception, this 
conclusion is common to all versions and specifications of our model and 
to each data set. For no single year do we find a significant relation-
ship between the occupational mix and the level of value added per head. 
Ivfhen the pooled data from all four years is considered, however, we find 
a significant relationship between LP/L, the ratio of operatives to total 
employees, and labour productivity but the sign of the coefficient on LP/L 
varies between equations - being positive when IMP, the importance of 
plastics activities, is included and negative when it is not. 
The results obtained with the pooled data are therefore inconclusive 
in themselves. Nonetheless they provide the one exception to the general 
^ Fleming concludes that the ratio of operatives to other employees xs 
a more significant determinant of labour productivity than the size of 
the factory. At no stage, however, does he consider these two variables 
in the same regression nor does he consider variation in the capital 
intensity as a factor causing variation in labour productivity across 
factories. 
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conclusion that we find no significant relationship between the 
occupational mix and productivity and, hence, point to the need for 
further research in this area. 
Second, tIL, the variable measuring the inasculind-ty of labour, 
approaches significance in almost all equations. That is, the 't' 
values on the coefficient usually exceed 1.6. The masculinity variable 
is not, however, significant in any equation for any single year or with 
the pooled data. To the extent that this result can be generalised it 
suggests that the use of male equivalent units in place of total employees 
as is done, for example, in Deakin and Sev^ard's (1969) study of producti-
vity in transport - is unnecessary since masculinity is not a significant 
determinant of productivity. 
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6• VARIATION IN THE PERIOD OF OPI'BATION 
In the preceding sections we have discussed the results of fitting 
a generalised production function to manufacturing census data from 
individual plastics processing factories. A major shortcoming of thia 
source of data for the analysis of production relationships is the lack 
of information on the period of operation, or utilization, in each factory. 
In view of the generally encouraging results of the preliminary analysis 
it was decided to request information on the period of operation of plant 
and equipment in those factories which had supplied a consistent set of 
factory census data. The management of all factories contacted coEiplied 
readily with this request. 
Since the request for information on the length of operation was 
made towards the end of 1971 it v/as decided to restrict our attention to 
1966/67 and 1967/68 only. Furthermore, since the management of these 
factories had already completed a lengthy questionnaire it was imperative 
that this request of additional information be as simple as possible. 
Information was requested on (1) the average number of shifts 
worked per day; (2) the average length of each shift, and (3) the number 
of days worked on average per week. No attempt was made to secure 
information on the level of machine utilization during each shift although 
a number of firms whose factories worked two or three shifts a day 
volunteered the information that the level of utilization was normally 
lower for the night shift than it was for the morning or afternoon shifts. 
With multiprocess factories where the length and number of shifts 
varied between processes, discussion by telephone was necessary to arrive 
at meaningful figures for the factory as a whole. Weighted averages for 
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shift length, number of shifts and number of days, v/ere computed, based 
on the value of output from each process. 
In a number of cases the information supplied was based purely on 
the memory of the factory pjanagement, and hence the reliability of the 
data is likely to be of varying quality. 
Before considering how variation in the period of operation of 
factories affects the definition of our variables and model, the extent 
of this variation may be noted. 
Frequency Distribution of Hours Worked Per Week 
(1967/68) 
Hours worked per week (approx.) 40 80 120 120 Total 
No. of factories 9 6 9 14 38 
It will be observed that the period of operation per week varies con-
siderably within this relatively homogeneous group of factories. More than 
half the factories in our sample operated continuously during the conven-
tional working week, while more than one-third operated for half or less 
of the maximum possible hours. 
There is general acceptance for the need to measure output and inputs 
in terms of a common time period but given the increasing use of cross-
sectional data from manufacturing censuses it is both instructive and 
cautionary to consider the effect of variation in the period of operation 
on major variables, particularly the capital/labour ratio. 
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Mai^ufacturing censuses measure labour input into the factory by the 
total number of persons employed in all shifts on all working days. 
Capital is typically measured by the value of plant and machine v;hich 
(ideally) is an index of the number of machines available during the year. 
It follov;s that a quantitatively large error may be introduced into the 
capital/labour ratio if the num.ber of shifts varies between factories. 
This point is demonstrated by the following simple example where each 
machine requires one man to operate it. 
Men Machines Observed K/L Ratio 
One shift factory 10 10 1.00 
Three " " 30 10 0.33 
In this example both factories have the same number of machines but the 
observed capital intensity varies by a factor of three. 
Variation in the period of operation may introduce undesirable 
variation into other variables, including the average wage rate. It is 
possible, for example, that variation in the length of shift and hence 
the amount of overtime paid is a major source of variation in the observed 
wage rate. 
To avoid the error introduced into our measure of capital intensity 
by variation in the period of operation, capital was measured in the same 
time units as labour, that is, in shift equivalents.^ This adjustment has 
a smaller effect on the capital intensity variable than anticipated. 
1 The capital/labour ratio need only be adjusted for variation in the 
number of sMfts, since adjustment for variation in the 
days and the length of shift are common to both capital and labour and, 
therefore, cancel out. 
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The correlation between the adjusted and unadjusted variables still 
exceeds 0.95 reflecting the fact that variation in the unadjusted capital/ 
labour ratio is very large compared to variation in the number of shifts. 
To the extent that information on the period of operation of plant 
and machinery reflects variation in hours v7orked by the factory's labour 
force as a whole, adjustments for variation in the period of operation 
may also be made to the labour input, wage rate and productivity variables. 
These adjustments have not been made, however, becaiise the information 
provided on the length of each shift and the number of working days refers 
to the period of operation of the machinery and while the machine operators 
and other key personnel must work the same nuBiber of hours per shift per 
week as the machines, the majority of the factory floor employees - let 
alone other staff - probably do not. 
With the adjustment of the capital intensity variable the original 
model expressed in equation ( 4 ) becomes 
(8) V/L = A e ^ ^ L 
where Ps is the number of shifts per day. 
The model may be extended or modified by recognizing that the period 
of operation of a factory, that is, the number and length of shifts, may 
affect productivity in their oxra right. For example, since plastics 
materials are processed by the application of heat there is an expectation 
that factories operating for longer continuous periods will have a lower 
requirement for fuel per unit of output than factories operating inter-
mittently which have higher heat losses. Furthermore, the proportion of 
total operating time taken to start up machinery, such as extruders, may 
also decrease if the factory is operated for longer periods. 
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We hypothesise that the longer the period of operation each week the 
higher will be the level of productivity. This hypothesis is tested in 
three different specifications. 
I V/L = k e ^ (K.Ps/L) L*^  P^ 
II V/L = A e^^ ^^ (K.Ps/L)" L'^ e ^^ 
III V/L = A e (K.Ps/L) 
Specifications I and II assume that a proportionate increase in the 
period of operation has a constant or increasing effect on the level of 
productivity, respectively. Specification III assumes that initially 
proportionate increases in the period of operation have an increasing 
effect on the level of productivity but that after some point increases 
in the period operation have a progressively decreasing effect. 
First, let us consider the empirical relevance of equation (8) 
where variation in the number of shifts, Ps, enters the equation via the 
capital variable. When this equation is fitted to the data for 1966/67 
and 1967/68 we find that the regression results for the two years differ. 
These results are summarised in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. 
For 1967/68 we find that the adjustment made to the capital intensity 
variable, (K.Ps/L) , for variation in"the number of shifts, Ps, increases 
the significance of the coefficient on the capital/labour ratio and raises 
the R^ but the improvement over the results obtained using unadjusted data 
is not statistically significant. This result is consistent with the low 
correlation between the number of shifts per day and the level of capital 
intensity. 
TABLE 6.1 
Regression Results Incorporating Variation in The Period of Operation, 
Constant Zn(KPs/L) InL FILM COST 1/p p ™/l56 Zn^™/l56) R^ SEE 
1967 
(1) 1.906 
(6.3) 
0.144 
(1.7) 
-0.258 
(3.5) 
0.536 
(2.3) 
0.567 
(2.3) 
0.407 0.496 
(2) 2.882 
(5.2) 
-0.264 
(3.6) 
0.569 
(2.3) 
0.676 
(2.9) 
-33.58 
(1.87) 
0.415 0.492 
(3) 2.784 
(5.2) 
0.147 
(1.85) 
-0.282 
(3.9) 
-.467 
(1.93) 
0.526 
(2.2) 
-34.096 
(1.97) 
0.471 0.475 
(A) 1.335 
(3.3) -
-0.258 
(3.6) 
0.578 
(2.4) 
0.645 
(2.8) 
0.017 
(2.3) 
0.443 0.480 
(5) 1.192 
(3.0) 
0.154 
(2.00) 
-0.277 
(4.0) 
0.471 
(2.02) 
0.485 
(2.1) 
0.018 
(2.5) 
0.506 0.460 
(6) -0.231 
(0.7) 
-0.262 
(3.6) 
0.569 
(2.4) 
0.659 
(2.9) 
0.803 
(2.1) 
0.431 0.485 
(7) -1.132 
(0.8) 
0.150 
(1.93) 
-0.281 
(4.0) 
0.465 
(1.96) 
0.523 
(2.1) 
0.821 
(2.3) 
0.490 0.467 
(8) 2.251 
(5.0) 
-0.259 
(3.2) 
0.576 
(2.2) 
0.665 
(2.7) 
-0.056 
(0.7) 
0.363 0.514 
(9) 1.870 
(3.7) 
0.149 
(1.6) 
-0.256 
(3.2) 
0.542 
(2.1) 
0.570 
(2.3) 
0.008 
(0.09) 
0.407 0.503 
(10) 1.890 
(6.16) 
0.119 
(1.3) 
-0.273 
(3.5) 
0.500 
(1.93) 
0.533 
(2.1) 
0.250 0.414 
(0.19) 
0.500 
(11) 1.975 
(4.2) 
0.136 
(1.4) 
-0.263 
(3.3) 
0.524 
(2.0) 
0.559 
(2.2) 
0.041 0.408 
(0.19) 
0.503 ,-. 
Students "t" values are shown in brackets Note: P = Pd. PI. 
TABLE 6.2 
Regression Results Incorporating Variation in The Period of Operation, 1967/68 
Constant Zn(KPs/L) IriL FILM COST P In? r2 SEE 
(3) 2.36 
(A.4) 
0.153 
(2.2) 
-0.253 
(3.8) 
0.485 
(2.1) 
0.563 
(2.6) 
-19.29 
(1.1) 
0.498 0.436 
(5) 1.459 
(3.7) 
0.158 
(2.3) 
-0.252 
(3.8) 
0.480 
(2.1) 
0.542 
(2.6) 
0.010 
(1.5) 
0.514 0.429 
(7) 0.153 
(0.1) 
0.156 
(2.2) 
-0.253 
(3.8) 
0.481 
(2.1) 
0.551 
(2.6) 
0.467 
(1.3) 
0.506 0.433 
(10) 1.913 
(4.1) 
0.145 
(1.9) 
-0.245 
(3.4) 
0.520 
(2.2) 
0.600 
(8.7) 
-0.007 
(0.1) 
0.480 0.444 
(11) 1.854 
(6.6) 
0.129 
(1.7) 
-0.258 
(3.7) 
0.494 
(2.1) 
0.549 
(2.4) 
0.271 
(0.8) 
0.489 0.440 
(14) 2.01 
(4.8) 
0.135 
(1.8) 
-0.252 
(3.5) 
0.506 
(2.1) 
0.576 
(2.6) 
0.082 
(0.4) 
0.483 0.443 
Note: P = pd. pi. 
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The regression results obtained for 1966/67 contrast strongly with 
those obtained for 1967/68. For 1966/67 we find that adjustment of the 
capital intensity variable for variation in the number of shifts gives a 
2 significant improvement in the degree of explanation of the data. The R 
obtained using che adjusted capital intensity variable exceeds 0.4 which 
2 is double the comparable R obtained using the unadjusted variables. 
Second, let us now consider the results obtained where the period 
of operation has a separate effect on productivity over and above that via 
the capital intensity variable. For each of the three specifications of 
this separate effect, three different variables measuring the period of 
operation were considered: 
Pd.Pl - the number of hours v;orked per shift per week; 
HW/156 - the total number of hours worked per week as a 
proportion of the maximum possible; and 
Ps - the number of shifts per day. 
oi 
For 1967/68 we find no evidence that the period^bperation has a sig-
nificant effect on the level of labour productivity. This result is 
common to all variables measuring the period of operation and to all 
specifications tested. Furthermore, it is consistent with the failure of 
the adjusted capital intensity variable, (K.Ps/L), to perform significantly 
better than the unadjusted variable, K/L, in the regressions for 1967/68. 
Turning to the results obtained for 1966/67 we again find a contrast 
with the results for 1967/68. We find that variation in the period of 
operation has a separate effect on the level of productivity over and 
above that arising through the adjustment of the capital intensity 
variable. 
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In all equations for 1966/67 the labour quality proxy, average wage 
rate per male equivalent, is insignificant and has therefore been omitted. 
The preferred equation for 1966/67 is: 
(9) ZnV/L = 1.192 + 0.154 Zn(K.Ps/L) - 0.277 Inl. + 0.471FILM 
(3.0) (2.0) (4.0) (2.02) 
+ 0.485COST + O.OlSPd.Pl R^ = 0.506 
(2.1) (2.5) SEE - -.460 
Equation (9) indicates that labour productivity is affected by Pd.Pl, 
the number of hours per shift per week that the plant operates. The 
regression results support specification II which implies that variation 
in Pd.Pl, the number of hours worked per week per shift, has a positive 
effect on productivity (as measured by value added per employee). 
Since Pd.Pl, the number of hours worked per shift per week, enters 
the equation attached to the exponent, the elasticity of productivity with 
respect to an increase in the period of operation of plant and equipment 
varies with Pd.Pl. The average number of hours worked per shift per week 
by the 38 factories in our sample in 1966/67 is 48. Evaluating the 
elasticity of productivity with respect to Pd.Pl at this mean value we 
obtain a value of 0.85. That is a one percent increase in the number of 
hours per shift per week will result in 0.85 percent increase in producti-
vity and output. This elasticity rises to around 1.4 when hours per shift 
per week are at the maximum observed (78 hours per week). Note that we 
cannot draw conclusions as to the effect of increases in hours per shift 
per week on value added per employee hour since as previously noted, we 
cannot infer that information on the number of hours per shift per week 
applies to all employees or even the majority of employees. 
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It will be noted that coefficients on the capital/labour ratio and 
the film durany variable are - by a very small margin - not significant 
at the 5 percent level of confidence. Hov;ever, in viev; of the small 
margin by which these two variables fail to meet the 5 percent confidence 
limit and the stability of the two coefficients across equations, we shall 
treat these two variables as being significant. All other variables, with 
the exception of COST are significant at the 1 percent level of confidence, 
Conclusions 
Variation in the period of operation of individual factories does 
not appear to have been considered as an explanatory variable in published 
analyses of productivity variation in cross-sections of factories or firms, 
For example, we find no mention of this factor in the analyses of 
Hildebrand and Liu (1965), or Griliches and Ringstad (1971). 
In this section we have demonstrated conceptually that failure to 
allow for variation in the period of operation when constructing our 
data may introduce significant error, in the variables particularly in the 
case of the capital inpur. measure. Furthermore, in industries such as 
plastics processing, where the processes tend to be continuous, and there 
are fixed costs in the form of time taken to start up the plant, the 
period of operation may be a significant determinant of productivity. 
Data supplied by plastics processing firms on the point of operation 
of their factories was used to adjust the capital intensity measure for 
variation in the number of shifts, and to test the significance of the 
period of operation as a determinant of labour productivity. 
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For 1966/67, one of the two years for which we have the relevant 
data, the correction of the capital intensity measure and the introduction 
of a separate variable measuring the nuraber of hours worked per shift per 
week, gave significantly better results. For 1967/68, neither the 
correction of the data for variation in the period of operation, nor the 
introduction of separate "period of operation" variables into the 
regressions had a significant effect on the degree of explanation achieved. 
Nonetheless, in all cases, the coefficients on the period of operation 
variables had the hypothesised sign. 
Overall, the empirical results support the view that the period of 
operation is important in the analysis and explanation of productivity 
variation. We believe that the inconclusive empirical results 
for 1967/68 stem from the rudimentary nature of our data on the period of 
operation of the factories analysed. We would hypothesise that more 
carefully collected and precisely defined information on the period of 
operation of each factory would demonstrate empirically the full signi-
ficance of the variation in the period of operation in the analysis and 
explanation of productivity variation. If this conjecture is correct, 
the failure to allow for variation in the period of operation emerges as 
a major cause of the unsatisfactory performance of the conventional two 
factor production function in published analyses of interplant productivity 
variation.^ 
^ Note that the period of operation variable fits firmly within the 
conventional framework. The need to measure output and inputs in terms 
of a common time period is unquestioned, while the length and number of 
shifts is simply yet another dimension of economies of scale. other 
words the period of operation is not a non ^^^ 
to X efficiency but merely a conventional variable which is frequently 
overlooked. 
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7. THE VINTAGE HYPOTHESIS 
In this section we consider the vintage or embodiment hypothesis 
of Salter (1960) , Johansen (1939) and Solow (1960) and review four 
cross-sectional studies in which the hypothesis has been tested. Parti-
cular attention is directed to the definition of the proxy variables 
measuring the vintage or age composition of the capital. We test the 
hypothesis using our data from individual plastics processing factories. 
The vintage hypothesis states that capital is a heterogeneous stock 
comprising a series of layers of past investment. Each layer of invest-
ment embodies the most efficient technology available in the year of the 
investment and hence each layer represents a more efficient technology 
than its predecessor. Accordingly, given the past history of technical 
change, the age composition of a factory's capital stock will determine 
its productivity and hence factories with a lower average age of capital 
will have a higher productivity than factories with a higher average age 
of capital. 
The vintage hypothesis has been tested at the industry level using 
both cross-sectional and time series data from the electricity and gas 
generating industries, and for these two industries the vintage or age 
composition of capital is a significant determinant of productivity. 
^ See, for example, Galatin (1968). Galatin's study represents a 
refinement of the Lrlier analysis by Komiya (1963) and Dhrymes and Kurz 
(196A). Cross-sectional observations on U.S. thermal power generating 
t a t i L are stratified by the vintage of the generators 
broad fuel category, and input demand functions for fuel capital and 
l a b l efti^^ted fo^ each strata of plants The effect o 
change is assessed by comparison of the relevant ^ 
betwLn (vintage) strata. Neither study investigates 
nological change despite the availability within each strata of data on 
(footnote continued) 
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Cross-sectional tests of the hypothesis based on manufacturing data are 
relatively fevj. There are the cross-sectional production function 
studies by Hildebrand and Liu (1965), Griliches (1967), Griliches and 
Ringstad (1971) and the forthcoming study by Gregory and James (1973) of 
the Salter (1962) data. 
So far as a test of the vintage hypothesis is concerned, it is 
difficult to find a proxy to measure the vintage or age composition of 
capital which does not suffer from some limitation. Griliches and 
Ringstad use the year of establishment of the firm (plant?) which ignores 
investment expenditures occurring after that date. A superior measure of 
the vintage of capital, which Hildebrand and Liu and Griliches use, is 
the ratio of depreciated capital (book value) to gross capital (book 
value). Although the Hildebrand-Liu measure reflects the inconsistencies 
of historical cost pricing, differing depreciation schemes and differing 
rates of capital utilization (which determine the rate of depreciation 
allowed), it is difficult to think of other proxies for the vintage of 
capital which do not suffer from these defects or other defects equally 
serious. 
The form of the production function specified by Hildebrand and Liu 
does not permit the significance of their vintage variable to be assessed 
separately, but their results show that their vintage model performs no 
better than a conventional Cobb-Douglas function with disembodied 
L r r i ^ t ' f operations over a number of years. Galatin concludes that _ 
(^^Ld ed) tecLological change has significantly reduced the - jequxre-
ments for machines of the same size in -i^her fuel ca egory Second y he 
concludes that the larger the machine the smaller xs ^^ ^^ ^ 
of technological change in reducing fuel requirements, labour requxrements 
also appear to have been reduced by embodied technological change but 
Galatin is less certain of this conclusion. 
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technical change in explaining the variation in productivity across 
states. Griliches' model permits the significance of the vintage 
variable to be separately viewed. He concludes 
ti.-the age of capital or embodiment variables (sic) 
is never significant and sometimes has even the wrong 
sign. The poor performance of this variable indi-
cates that either it is a poor approximation to the 
relevant embodiment variable or that embodiment in 
capital is not an important force in manufacturing". 
Griliches and Ringstad report the significance of their vintage 
variable in the case of one industry only, "Other Chemicals", and in this 
industry the vintage variable is not significant at conventional levels 
of confidence. By implication, vintage effects were even less significant 
in other Norwegian manufacturing industries. 
Gregory and James compare the productivity of new factories with 
the industry average for 46 Australian factory sub-classes. They find 
that for approximately 50 per cent of the factory sub-classes nex^ 7 
factories as a group have a lower productivity than average. Similarly, 
of the 120 factories in their sample, half exhibit labour productivities 
that are less than the average of their factory sub-class. They conclude 
that the vintage effect is quantitatively unimportant. However, the 
relevance of their results as tests of the vintage hypothesis depends 
on the symmetry of the frequency distribution of labour productivity 
across plants in the same industry. If - as we believe - the distribution 
of labour productivity is significantly skewed with a tail to the right, 
^ Griliches (1967, p.298) 
! ' 
the results reported by Gregory and James may, in fact, constitute weak 
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support for the vintage hypotliesis. Furthermore, since Gregory and 
James lack the data required to quantify the effect on productivity of 
variation in product price, management efficiency and similar factors, 
the validity of their tests depends on the assumption that these factors 
are randomly distributed between new and existing factories. Despite the 
results of these studies most economists find that the vintage model has 
considerable appeal and are reluctant to abandon the model. 
In the current investigation we have measured the age composition of 
capital by the ratio of the depreciated value of the capital stock to the 
gross value, that is, we use the measure, R, suggested by Hildebrand and 
3 Liu. The properties of this proxy may be compared with those of a 
desired measure, such as the average age of the stock or the average 
4 vintage of investments composing the stock. 
^ Evidence on the skewedness of labour productivity in plastics 
processing plants has been given in section 2 of this chapter. 
Further problems with the Gregory-James study are (1) the small 
number of plants in each sub-class, never more than 18 and in some sub-
classes only one; (2) the use of value-added as a proxy for physical out-
put. On this common problem, see Appendix X.l. 
o 
More specifically the vintage of the capital stock in each factory is 
measured by the (closing date) depreciated (historical cost) value of 
plant and machinery as a proportion of the current priced value of the gross 
stock of plant and machinery. 
^ Note that the relevance of the average age of investment and the 
capital stock depends on the assumptions that the rate of embodied tech-
nical progress is uniform from year to year. At this point it might be 
mentioned that the manufacturing census defines investment in the current 
year so as to exclude expenditures on assets which are not brought into 
operation in that year. 
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In the absence of variation in the price of capital goods and 
assuming (1) that plastics processing machinery remains fully efficient 
until the day of its retirement, and (2) that all machines have the same 
length of life, n, then the average age of the stock in year t is: 
(10) AGE = ? = 1 E i.I 
where K^ is the gross stock in year t and . is gross investment in 
year t~i. To facilitate the algebraic analysis, we define "vintage" so 
that the vintage of the current year's investment equals the length of 
life of machines, n, and the vintage of last year's investment is n-1 
and so on, so that the vintage of the oldest machinery is unity. Hence 
the average vintage of investments comprising the capital stock is: 
1 (11) VI^ = n-AGE^ = (n-i) 
The proxy variable, R, which is to measure the age composition of 
the capital stock, is defined by: 
n 
(12) \ = I \-i • 't-i t i=l 
where d^ . is the proportion of gross investment in year t-i remaining 
after i years depreciation. 
Comparison of equations (11) and (12) shows that the proxy, R, differs 
from the average vintage of the stock, VI, in the terms (n-i) and 
while the time profile of , the proportion of gross investment in 
year t-i remaining in year I is determined empirically by the depreciation 
methods and rates actually employed by accountants. The term (n-i) is a 
declining arithmetic progression. 
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In the case where firms employ straight line depreciation, the term 
is also a declining arithmetic progression and in this case the 
correspondence between the two series is exact. On the other hand, where 
firms employ reducing balance depreciation, the term is a declining 
geometric progression. For the years with which we are concerned, the 
majority of firms employed reducing balance depreciation and, ^^Y be 
the declining geometric progression given by reducing balance depreciation. 
Hence ^^ ^ = (1-d')^ where d' is the rate of reducing balance depreciation. 
Figure 7.1 compares the movement in the terms (n-i) and (1-d')^ which 
are shown by the straight line, AN, and the curve, APBC, respectively. 
FIGURE 7.1 
^ Unpublished data made available by the Commissioner for Taxation 
indicatL that for tax purposes, companies using reducing balance 
depreciation accounlid for 80% of taxable income from all manufacturing 
companies in the 1966/67 income year. 
Referring to the manufacturing census depreciation estimates' 
analvsfs of tL depreciation estimates for factory classes between i930 
:nd'l967 iL^cates^hat the straight line method of ^^ep-ciation gives a 
close description of the series until approximately 1955 ana by . 
aj^ears thai'the reducing balance method was the major method employed. 
,1 
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The figure demonstrates•two points. First, the curve described by (1-d')^ 
lies beneath the straight line (1-i) until (1-i) approaches the residual 
scrap value. Hence, it follows that R, the proxy variable understates 
absolutely the true vintage of capital in this range. 
Second, since APBC, the curve described by (1-d')^, is convex to the 
origin, the proxy variable, R, overstates small differences in the vintage 
of factories where their vintage is recent (that is, in the range AP - P) 
and understates small differences in the vintage of factories whose 
capital stocks are relatively old, that is, in the range PBC. A further 
consequence of the curvature of d^ ^ is that a proportionate change in 
the vintage of investment has an increasing effect on the proxy variable, 
R, accordingly the finding that an increase in R has, say, a proportionate 
effect on productivity implies that an increase in the vintage of the 
capital stock (that is, a decrease in the age of the stock) will have an 
increasing effect on R, and so on. 
The usefulness of the variable, R, as a proxy for the average 
vintage of the stock of capital is further conditioned by (1) variation 
in the price of capital goods over time, and (2) variation in depreciation 
methods and rates across firms. Where capital goods prices have been 
increasing the effect is to understate the importance of investment in 
earlier years relative to investment in more recent years. Hence, the 
modified definition of the proxy variable R is 
'i • J, 
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The effect of variation in the price of capital goods is to increase 
slightly the curvature of APB in Figure 7.1 and to strengthen the comirients 
previously made when comparing the proxy variable K with the desired 
measure of the average vintage of the factory's capital stock, VI.^ 
Variation in depreciation methods and rates across firms introduces 
errors of measurement into R, the proxy variable. The effect of these 
errors is to bias downwards the size and significance of the estimated 
coefficients on the vintage variable, the magnitude of the bias depending 
on the relative size of the variance of the measurement errors and the 
2 
variance of the vintage variable. To the extent that the depreciation 
method and rate employed by a factory is correlated with the explanatory 
variables the downward bias in the regression coefficients will be 
increased. 
We are aware of one possible source of systematic variation in 
depreciation methods and rates. For tax purposes, plant operated at 
higher rates of utilization may be depreciated at higher rates. Against 
this, the available evidence suggests that depreciation estimates obtained 
in the factory census for both the total manufacturing sector and for 
individual factory classes, do not reflect variation in tax rates and law.^ 
^ As shown in Chapter V, variation in the price of plastics processing 
machinery has been small and at a steady rate of increase of approximately 
2 percent per annum. 
^ See Johnston (1963, 2nd edition). 
^ In this respect, the factory census depreciation estimates provide a 
marked contrast to manufacturing depreciation estimates published in the 
Australian National Accounts which are based on information supplied to 
C.B.C.S. by the Commissioner for Taxation. 
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Hence, it is probable that depreciation estimates provided in the 
manufacturing census are not systematically related to the level of 
utilization in the factory. With respect to depreciation estimates 
obtained fr om the manufacturing census we are aware of no evidence 
suggesting that variation in depreciation methods, and rates may be 
systematically related to variation in variables other than utilization. 
In addition to the variable, R, we consider two other measures of 
the age composition of the capital stock. The first of these measures 
is the ratio o^ the sum of investment in the previous three years to the 
gross stock of capital, in constant prices.^ This variable, which we 
have denoted by Z, varies between zero and one. For a factory which has 
acquired three-quarters of its capital in the last three years Z = 0.75 
for example. As previously noted, we have excluded land and buildings 
from our measures of investment and capital. We believe that the 
available data on land and buildings are inadequate as a basis on which 
2 
to measure inputs of land and buildings into the production process. For 
the purpose of comparison we also employ the number of years that the 3 
factory has been established as a third measure of "vintage". 
The choice of three years as the period over which to aggregate real 
gross investment expenditures is dictated by the availability of data for 
earlier years and the desire to compare results for the four years 1964/ 
65 to 1967/68 inclusive. 
2 See also Chapter V. 
^ Narrowly interpreted, this measure implies that all investment takes 
place in the year of establishment and investment after the first year 
is ignored. However, if investment in subsequent years is a function of 
investment in the first, then average vintage will be directly related to 
the date of establishment. 
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3. To test the vintage hypothesis in a production function framework 
specific formulations of the hypothesis are required. Here we test a 
total of six specifications of the vintage hypothesis. These are 
(I) V/L = A (K/L)" L^ R"^  
(11) V/L = A (K/L)^ L^ e^^ 
(III) V/L - A 
(IV) V/L = A K^ lo8 R L^-l 
(V) V/L = A (K/L)^^ L^ 
(VI) V/L = A (K/L)'^  ^ 
Specifications (I) and (II) imply that proportionate increases in 
the vintage of the capital stock have, respectively, constant and increas-
ing effects on the efficiency of capital input, that is, embodied techni-
cal change is capital augmenting. Since we are employing the Cobb-Douglas 
function, however, these two specifications are also consistent with the 
assumption that embodied technical change is Hicks neutral or that embodied 
technical change is labour augmenting. In either case technical change 
affects the constant term only. 
The second pair of specifications assumes that the variation in 
embodied technology between factories affects the elasticity of output 
with respect to capital but leaves the elasticity of output with respect 
to labour unchanged. Hence embodied technical change is non-neutral and 
implies variable returns to scale.^ 
^ According to specifications (III) and (V) proportionate increases in 
the vintage variable have a constant effect on the elasticity of output 
with respect to capital and hence an increasing effect on labour producti-
vity. With specifications (IV) and (VI),an increase in the vintage 
variable has a less than proportionate effect on the elasticity of output 
with respect to capital. Hence, the effect of proportionate increases 
in the vintage variable is to increase labour productivity at a decreasing 
rate. 
•f o 
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The third pair of specifications (V) and (VI) also assumes that 
variation in embodied technology between factories affects the elasticity 
of output with regard to capital. They differ from (III) and (IV) in that 
variation in embodied technology leaves the economies of scale parameter 
unchanged. This implies that the elasticity of output with respect to 
labour varies to offset variation in the elasticity of output vjith respect 
to capital.^ 
4. We have two sets of results to report. First, we have tested the 
vintage hypothesis in all six specifications outlined above, using 
ordinary least squares regression methods and data adjusted for variation 
in the period of operation. Since these results are an extension of the 
"period of operation" model developed in the preceding section, they are 
available for the two years 1966/67 and 1967/68 only. 
The second set of results were obtained from preliminary experiments 
with specification II using data for each of the four years 1964/65 to 
1967/68. This data is unadjusted for variation in capacity utilization 
and in this respect is comparable with the data analysed by Hildebrand 
and Liu, Griliches, and Griliches and Ringstad. 
5. Regression results for (what we shall term) the vintage-utilization 
model for 1967/68 and 1966/67 are given in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 respectively, 
For specifications I and II the significance of the vintage hypothesis may 
be assessed by examining the 't' values on the vintage variables. For 
^ The first and fourth specifications considered here are the models 
developed by Griliches and Hildebrand and Liu, respectively. 
TABLE 7.1 Vintage Utilization Model - 1967/68 
Spec-
ific-
Constant (K.Ps/L)' Z(KPs/L)' Z'aCPs/L)' R(KPs/L) ' R'(KPs/L)' L' FILM COST Z Z' R R' R2 SEE 
ation 
1.881 
(6.8) 
0.147 
(2.1) 
-0.243 
(3.6) 
0.524 
(2.2) 
0.605 
(2.9) 
0.480 0.437 
VI 1.969 
(6.7) 
-0.002 
(0.1) 
-0.217 
(3.1) 
0.713 
(3.1)] 
0.742 
(3.5) 
0.410 0.465 
V 1.862 
(6.4) 
0.163 
(1.5) 
-0.205 
(3.0) 
0.633 
(2.8) 
6.139 
(2.8) 
0.450 0.450 
II 1.746 
(4.8) 
0.1698 
(2.1) 
-0.234 
(3.4) 
0.506 
(2.1) 
0.563 
(2.5) 
0.154 
(0.6) 
0,486 0.442 
I 1.894 
(7.0) 
0.220 
(2.7) 
-0.230 
(3.5) 
0.453 
(1.9) 
0.494 
(2.3) 
0.158 
(1.6) 
0.518 0.428 
II 1.426 
(3.5) 
0.210 
(2.6) 
-0.217 
(3.2) 
0.478 
(2.1) 
0.559 
(2.7) 
0.64 
(1.5) 
0.515 0.429 
1.933 
(7.0) 
0.202 
(2.6) 
-0.225 
(3.4) 
0.495 
(2.1) 
0.518 
(2.4) 
0.165 
(1.4) 
0.511 0.430 
Z(KPs)' Z'(KPs) R(KPs)' R'(KPs) 
III 2.009 
(7.5) 
-0.327 
(2.6) 
-0.338 
(4.3) 
0.577 
(2.7) 
0.550 
(2.6) 
0.511 0.424, 
|IV 1.968 
(6.7) 
0.001 
(0.08) 
-0.213 
(2.8) 
0.720 
(3.1) 
0.741 
(3.4) 
0.410 0.466 
• ill 1.950 
(6.5) 
0.013 
(0.3) 
-0.218 
(3.1) 
0.713 
(3.1) 
0.725 
(3.3) 
0.412 0.465 
Students "t" values are listed in brackets. 
* l^ ote that primes have been used in the place of In, the natural logarithm, in this and the folloxv-ing table. 
TABLE 7.2 Vintage Utilization Model - 1966-67 Data 
Spec-
fic-
Constant (KPs/L)' Z(KPs/L)' Z'(KPs/L)' R(KPs/L) R'(KPs/L) L' COST FILM Z Z' R R' P R--^  SEE 
tion 1.906 0.144 -0.258 0.567 0.536 0.407 0.496 
(6.3) (1.7) (3.5) (2.3) (2.3) 
1.192 0.154 -0.277 0.485 0.471 0.018 0.506 0.460 
(3.0) (2.0) (4.0) (2.1) (2.02) (2.5) 
V 2.011 -0.231 -0.325 0.638 0.597 0.431 0.493 
(6.8) (1.84) (3.8) (2.7) (2.5) 
VI 1.991 0.011 -0.222 0.738 0.658 0.363 0.514 
(6.4) (0.7) (2.8) (3.0) (2.5) 
V 2.030 -0.016 -0.233 0.724 0.648 0.354 0.517 
(6.5) (0.3) (2.9) (3.0) (2.5) 
VI 2.015 -0.004 -0.245 0.708 0.640 0.355 0.517 
(6.5) (0.3) (3.1) (2.9) (2.5) 
I : 1.899 0.145 -0.257 0.565 0.535 0.007 0.407 0.503 
(A.5) (1.5) (3.4) (2.2) (2.1) (0.02) 
II 1.907 0.173 -0.255 0.543 0.505 0.068 0.414 0.501 
(6.2) (1.8) (3.4) (2.1) (2.0) (0.6) 
I 1.554 0.174 -0.238 0. 449 0.432 0.493 
(3.7) (2.02) (3.1) (1 .2) 
II 1.927 0.176 -0.241 0.552 0.572 0.165 0.442 0.488 
(6.4) (2.08) (3.3) (2.2) (2.4) (1.4) 
III 1.876 
(6.1) 
Z(KPs) 
0.218 
(1.7) 
-0.237 
(3.2) 
0.653 
e2.8) 
0.573 
(2.3) 
0.407 0.496 
r- > 
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1967/68 we find that in no case is a vintage variable significant at the 
5 percent or 10 percent level of confidence.^ 
Specifications (111) to (VI) of the vintage hypothesis do not permit 
direct examination of the significance of a vintage variable, since this 
variable and the capital (intensity) variable are multiplied together and 
share the one coefficient, since the dependent variable is the same in 
2 
all specifications, however, we can compare the R s and similar statistics. 
One result is obvious, specification (VI) which assumes that embodied 
technical change increases the elasticity of output with respect to capital 
at a decreasing rate, is inferior to all other versions of the vintage 
hypothesis and to the basic model where there is no vintage effect. 
2 
We find that specification (V) tends to give higher R s than the 
basic model. Compare, for example, equations (1) and (7 ) of Table 7.1. 
2 
In this case the R rises from 0.480 to 0.518. However, the rise in the 
7 2 R is not significant at either the 5 or 10% levels of confidence. 
^ Unless otherwise indicated, all statements on levels of significance 
are based on a two tailed test. Strictly speaking, for those variables, 
such as capital intensity and vintage, where the associated hypothesis 
states that the coefficient has a particular sign a one tailed test of 
significance ought to be used. However, we follow the convention of 
standardising our statements on the significance of a hypothesis on a 
two tailed test. It may also be noted that the use of the 5/. level of 
confidence is also dictated by convention and that there is nothing 
inherently desirable or meaningful in the 5% level of confidence itself. 
2 The significance tests were based, in fact, on the correlation 
coefficient rather than on the coefficient of determination. 
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6. Turning to the regression results for 1966/67 we draw basically the 
same conclusions. That is, that none of the specifications of the vintage 
hypothesis provides a significantly superior explanation of the data than 
does the basic model where vintage effects are assumed to be absent. 
Indeed, in many cases the sign of the coefficient of the vintage variable 
(or the capital variable adjusted for vintage) is negative, that is, the 
less depreciated the capital stock, and hence the younger the stock, the 
lower the level of labour productivity. 
Some further points may be noted in connection with the results of 
the "vintage-utilization" model. First, the rejection of the vintage 
hypothesis is common to all vintage variables considered. Secondly, this 
result appears insensitive to changes in the definition of the vintage 
variables, such as defining R in terms of opening rather than closing 
values of the depreciated stock. Finally, the lack of statistical support 
for the vintage hypothesis is independent of whether the labour quality 
variable is included or not. 
7. We now turn to a brief discussion of some preliminary tests of the 
vintage hypothesis, which were based on data for each of the four years 
ending June 1968. This data was extracted from manufacturing census 
returns and hence is unadjusted for variation in the period of operation. 
In this respect these preliminary results are more directly comparable 
with the results of the studies by Hildebrand-Liu, and Griliches-Ringstad, 
which are based on manufacturing census data, than are the results we have 
reported immediately above. Specification II was tested extensively using 
a number of different vintage variables. In addition to the preferred 
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vintage variables, R and Z , for completeness we have also experimented 
with the age of the factory, D F , and variables based on the rate of 
growth of output of each factory.^ 
Regression results based on this set of data have already been 
presented for 1967/68 in Table 3.1 regression results for 
three preceding years may be found in appendix X . 2. For 1967/68 we find 
that there is little support for the vintage hypothesis at conventional 
levels of significance. The coefficients on the various vintage variables 
tested are insignificant in all equations where variation in labour 
quality is alloxv^ed for. For the conventional model, where labour input 
is treated as a scalar quantity, Z , the ratio of investment in the 
previous three years to the gross stock, appears as a significant 
explanatory variable. 
The same pattern of results holds for each of the three years ending 
June 1968, 1966 and 1965. For the year ending June 1967 all vintage 
variables, including Z , are insignificant in all equations. 
When pooled data from all four years is considered, the vintage 
variables continue to be insignificant. That is, the hypothesis that 
technical change is embodied in new investment fares no better here with 
the pooled data than it does data from individual years is considered. 
^ We believe that faster growing plants have greater opportunity for 
new investment than plants experiencing a slow rate of growth and to this 
extent the age composition of their capital wxll be younger. Two growth 
rate v a r i a b l L were considered, the cumulative rates of growth of output 
over the previous two and five years, 2GR and 5GR respectively. 
J P 
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Conclusion^ 
VJe have tested five different variables associated with the vintage 
of assets against two sets of data. With the first set of data the 
capital intensity variable has been adjusted for variation in the number 
of shifts worked while in the second case it has not. With the adjusted 
data a total of six specifications of the vintage hypothesis were tested 
vjith the various vintage variables. With this data we find no statistical 
evidence supporting the vintage hypothesis. 
Preliminary tests of the vintage hypothesis using data unadjusted for 
variation, in the period of operation were made with a variety of vintage 
variables for each of the four years. Statistical support for the vintage 
hypothesis was limited to cases where the vintage variable, Z, was 
introduced into an othen;ise strictly conventional Cobb-Douglas production 
function. However, as reported above the significance of the vintage 
variable does not carry over to the tests based on superior data adjusted 
for variation in the period of operation of plant and machinery. Overall 
therefore, we conclude that it is unlikely that there is a significant 
vintage effect operating in the group of plastics processing plants 
considered. To the extent that these results can be generalised they 
suggest that the failure to allow for embodied technical change in 
production function analyses does not involve significant error. 
APPENDIX X.l 
THE MEASUPvEMENT OF OUTPUT IN EMPIRICAL TESTS OF PRODUCTION THEORY 
1. CONCEPTS 
The pure theory of production is concerned with the economic 
relationships between the physica?L quantities of factor and intermediate 
inputs and output. A striking feature of the empirical literature which 
is concerned with the estimation of production functions is the predominant 
use of value added, or the value of output, in place of the quantity of 
output. 
In this section we direct our attention to the following question. 
Under vzhat circumstances will value added or the value of output be a 
reliable proxy for the physical quantity of output? 
The use of value added or the value of output as measures of the 
physical quantity of output is inevitable in the vast majority of empirical 
analyses where either data on physical quantities is unobtainable or where, 
within or across observation units, output is non-homogenous and no common 
unit of measurement exists except money. The problem of non-homogeneity 
of output within the observation unit can in principle, be avoided, by 
redefining the production unit at a lower level of aggregation. In 
practice, however, even at the plant level, which is the lowest level of 
aggregation for which consistent data are available, considerable product 
heterogeneity remains. 
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We can distinguish between two types of value measures for the 
purpose of measuring the quantity of output. On the one hand the value 
of output reflects quantities valued at a consistent set of prices while 
on the other hand the value of output reflects quantities valued at vary-
ing, inconsistent prices. It is clear that this distinction between 
different value measures is not dependent upon the homogeneity of the 
product but on the homogeneity of the prices used for valuation. Consider-
ation of the case of a discriminating monopolist producing a homogeneous 
product illustrates this point. 
With time series data a set of base year prices or a suitable price 
index is usually available so that output and inputs may be expressed in 
terms of constant prices. Here the constant price value of output provides 
a direct measure of the quantity of output. UTiere output is non-homogeneous 
the value of output in constant (base year) prices refers to quantities 
aggregated by a set of price determined weights. There may therefore, be 
a conventional index number problem in that different sets of weights 
will give different movements in the value of output series but within 
itself each constant price value of output series provides a consistent 
measure of the quantity of output. 
With cross-sectional data, however, information on the relative 
prices of output across production units is largely unavailable and in 
practice it is generally not possible to value output consistently 
across production units.^ Only in the world of perfect competition does 
^ The exceptions tend to be confined to metals and agricultural 
commodities. International comparisons across individual industries 
also permit output to be valued at consistent prices. 
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the market ensure that output is valued consistently across plants. 
The extent of price variation across firms or factories is an 
empirical question,the answer to which is clouded by product differentiation 
and other forms of non-homogeneity of product. There is, however, scattered 
evidence to suggest that price variation across firms is significant. 
Recent work by Gregory (1973), for example, suggests that a significant 
part of the variation in the price of selected consumer durables remaining 
after adjustments for size and other attributes have been made is attribut-
able to the brand-name or other immeasurable characteristics associated 
with individual v/hite goods manufacturers. 
' Price variation across firms need not depend on intangible or 
immeasurable characteristics associated with brand names but may reflect 
the technical efficiency of the firm or factory. Following Hall and 
Hitch (1939) it has been increasingly accepted that businessmen set their 
prices to cover total costs by marking-up average variable costs. If 
all firms employ the same mark-up factor on variable costs then more 
efficient firms will set their price at a lower level than less efficient 
firms which are applying the same mark-up to higher unit variable costs. 
In this situation the differences in technical efficiency across plants 
1 
will be reflected in differences in prices. 
^ This point is due to Bryan Haig 
/!. Q ^  
Figure 1 adapts the Salter diagram to illustrate the price setting 
process. Factories are ranked in descending order of their technical 
efficiency. 
Price 
m 
Mark-up 
0 X. 
Unit variable costs 
X^Output 
In the figure total industry output is measured by OX and the output 
of the most efficient and least efficient factories are measured by OX^, 
and X'^ X respectively. The price of output varies from a minimum of P^ J' If ? 
for the most efficient factory to a maximum of P^ for the least efficient 
factory.^ 
In practice it is unlikely that all firms adopt exactly the same 
mark-up but unless more efficient firms systematically adopt higher mark-
up then the use of value of output or value added as proxies for the 
quantity of output will tend to disguise underlying variation in technical 
The diagram represents a short run snapshot as there will be a tendency 
for the output of factories with lowest prices to expand at the expense 
of factories with the highest prices. 
efficiency across fii.-ins. Note that only in the world of perfect 
competition where there is a unique price for the product is a systematic 
Inverse relationship between technical efficiency and price mark-up 
ensured. 
Appendix X.2 
Selected Regression Results Obtained with Generalised Cobb-
Douglas Production Function for Individual Years, 19 64/65, 
1965/66 and 1966/67 
('t' values are listed in brackets) 
Model: ZlnX/L = k + ^ In (K/L) + 6 In 1 + 
TABLE A Results for 1964/65 
Constant Z.n(K/L) InL W/lllE COST FILM IMP ML R SEE 
(1) 1.604 
(5.9) 
0.337 
(3.1) 
-0.155 
(2.6) 
0.300 0.535 
(2) 1.448 
(5.3) 
0.269 
(2.4) 
-0.186 
(2.8) 
0.370 
(1.4) 
0.448 
(1.7) 
0.376 0.520 
(3) 0.978 
(2.6) 
0.345 
(3.4) 
-0.076 
(1.2) 
0.453 
(1.4) 
0.228 
(2.1) 
0.421 0.501 
(4) 0.512 
(2.8) 
0.367 
(3.5) 
-0.151 
(2.6) 
0.338 
(1.8) 
0.364 0.517 
(5) 0.452 
(0.7) 
0.313 
(2.8) 
-0.161 
(2.5) 
0.321 
(1.6) 
0.199 
(0.7) 
0.461 
(0.7) 
0.424 0.507 
(6) 0.597 
(0.9) 
0.359 
(3.5) 
-0.123 
(2.1) 
0.248 
(1.3) 
0.194 
(1.7) 
0.416 0.503 
(7) 0.463 
(0.7) 
0.367 
(3.5) 
-0.122 
(1.8) 
0.272 
(1.4) 
0.307 
(1.4) 
0.378 0.519 
(8) 0.978 
(2.6) 
0.345 
(3.4) 
-0.076 
(1.2) 
0.228 
(2.1) 
0.453 
(1.4) 
0.421 0.501 
(9) 0.392 
(0.6) 
0.274 
(2.5) 
-0.142 
(2.5) 
0.263 
(1.5) 
0.682 
(2.0) 
0.433 0.496 
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TABLE B : Results for 1965/66 
Constant ln(K/L) In L W/LME COST FILM IMP Z ML BUDGY MA(1) LP/L r2 SEE 
(1) 2.10 
(7.5) 
0.303 
(3.1) 
-0.223 
(3.6) 
0.367 0.517 
(2) 1.929 
(6.8) 
0.256 
(2.6) 
-0.253 
(3.8) 
0.347 
(1.5) 
0.382 
(1.5) 
0.428 0.507 
(3) 1.856 
(6.3) 
0.312 
(3.3) 
-0.193 
(3.1) 
0.197 
(1.8) 
0.425 0.501 
(4) 1.731 
(4.1) 
0.318 
(3.3) 
-0.179 
(2.5) 
0.178 
(1.5) 
0.149 
(0.4) 
0.428 0.506 
(5) 1.382 
(2.7) 
0.273 
(2.8) 
-0.218 
(3.6) 
0.220 
(1.6) 
0.413 0.506 
(6) 1.134 
(2.2) 
0.190 
(1.7) 
-0.204 
(3.4) 
0.209 
(1.6) 
0.547 
(1.5) 
0.451 0.496 
(7) 1.313 
(2.6) 
0.287 
(3.0) 
-0.193 
(3.1) 
0.181 
(1.3) 
0.171 
(1.6) 
0.451 0.496 
(8) 2.133 
(3.4) 
0.326 
(3.3) 
-0.187 
(3.1) 
0.182 
(1.4) 
1.049* 
(2.0) 
0.475 0.485 
(9) 1.259 
(2.5) 
0.231 
(2.3) 
-0.235 
(3.5) 
0.216 
(1.6) 
0.256 
(1.0) 
0.420 
(1.7) 
0.469 0.496 
*Note the coefficient on LF/L, the ratio of operatives to total employees is positive which is contrary to Fleming's 
(1970) hypothesis. Furthermore this variable becomes insignificant when W/LME is omitted or when included with 
other non-conventional variables. 
TABLE C : RESULTS FOR 1966/67 
Const. Zn(K/L) , In L W/LME COST FILM BUDG BUDGY R2 SEE 
1 2.173 
(5.7) 
0.112 ' 
(1.1) 
-0.169 
(1.9) 
0.104 0.651 
2 1.825 
(6.0) 
0.208 
(2.1) 
-0.241 
(3.3) 
0.577 
(2.4) 
0.567 
(2.4) 
0.432 0.485 
3 1.759 
(3.5) 
0.088 
(1.0) 
-0.204 
(1.4) 
0.183 
(1.4) 
0.183 
(1.4) 
0.182 0.574 
4 1.685 
(3.8) 
0.206 
(2.1) 
-0.243 
(3.3) 
0.053 
(0.4) 
0.541 
(2.1) 
0.553 
(2.4) 
0.435 0.491 
5 1.845 
(3.7) 
0.059 
(0.6) 
-.0227 
(2.8) 
0.121 
(0.9) 
0.353 
(1.4) 
0.230 0.564 
6 1.924 
(3.8) 
0.036 
(0.4) 
-0.206 
(2.6) 
0.130 
(1.0) 
0.015 
(1.5) 
0.237 0.562 
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CHAPTER XI 
CONCLUSION 
This study has been a quantitative analysis of an industry 
experiencing rapid technical change. The subject chosen was the Australian 
plastics industry in the period 1945/46 to 1967/68. It is an industry 
V7hich has grown within the span of memory and which, on present trends, 
will increase in size and importance to make up 3.5 percent of manufacturing 
output by 1980.^" 
In the absence of a body of systematic studies on the plastics 
industry, a major aim of the study was to build up a comprehensive picture of 
the industry which would assist future research and analysis into this 
industry and manufacturing in general. To satisfy this particular aim the 
study is broadly based and describes the industry's economic organisation, 
derives the basic statistical series and develops an econometric model of 
the industry. The model provides a logical framework in which to examine 
the industry's development and economic history. 
A second objective is to examine the interaction of technology and 
technical change with the growth and structure of an industry. In this 
connection we provide a case study showing the effects of technical change 
on the structure of the blow moulding sector and examine the origins and 
growth of plastics technology. Indexes of the stock of technology are 
constructed and used to model the effects of technical change on the demands 
for plastics goods and the demand for factor inputs. 
^ At 1967/68 prices. 
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A third objective is to explore the determinants of productivity 
variation at the factory level. Particular attention is directed to the 
explanation of the residual variation in labour productivity left 
unexplained by variation in capital intensity and scale. To this end a 
postal survey of plastics processing firms was undertaken to obtain the 
necessary data. These data took two forms: conventional information on 
output, inputs of capital, labour and materials; and, information on non-
conventional factors, such as ownership, management systems and processes 
employed. Tliis data was analysed using a simple generalised production 
function. 
Summary of Main Conclusions on the Plastics Industry. 
Patents-based indexes suggest that the stock of plastics technology 
increased at roughly 14 percent per annum in the study period, while the 
total stock of technology increased by 5 percent per annum in the same 
period. 
The processing industry as a whole is characterised by a large number 
of small firms and a small number of large firms. -^Jhen market structure 
is examined at the section level, however, we find that most markets are 
characterised by monopolistic competition or oligopolistic structures. For 
the industry as a whole we find a tendency to increasing concentration of 
output in the hands of the industry's largest companies and in large public 
companies whose main operation is outside the industry. 
The greater part of plastics technology has been developed by the multi-
national chemicals companies of Germany, U.S.A. and the U.K. The contri-
bution of Australian companies to plastics technology is relatively small 
r^ 
since it is generally cheaper to purchase technology overseas through 
licensing agreements than it is to obtain new technology through original 
research. 
Chapter VI draws on the descriptive analysis of Chapters II and III 
and the data series derived in Chapters IV and V to develop an econometric 
model of the Australian plastics industry. The core of the model is the 
demand equations for domestic and imported plastics goods. These equations 
demonstrate the significance of favourable movements in both the price and 
technology of plastics goods, relative to other manufactured goods, in 
generating the rapid growth of demand for domestic plastics goods. Further-
more, the demand equations imply that imported plastics goods are more 
competitive with other manufactured goods than they are with domestic 
plastics. 
The analysis of Part Two shows that the level of labour productivity 
in plastics processing factories is significantly affected by capital 
intensity and scale. There is consistent evidence of diseconomies of scale. 
Analysis of data from the "representative" firm in each size/State cell in 
the years 1964/65 to 1967/68 suggests that the experience of 1966/67 is 
significantly different from that of other years. This result does not 
however, carry over to the analysis of the survey data on individual 
factories where we find no significant differences between years. 
In other respects the results obtained from the two sets of data are 
in broad agreement. With the size/State cell data we find that factories 
employing between 51 and 100 persons have a significantly higher level of 
productivity than either smaller or larger factories. The precise reason 
for this is not clear but it appears that film processing plants are 
concentrated in this size group. Consistent with this explanation, when 
the data on individual factories is analysed, we find that film 
processing plants and plants employing formalised costing methods have a 
significantly higher level of productivity. 
There is some evidence that the period of operation of processing 
factories affects level of productivity, but this effect is only signifi-
cant in one of two years for which we have the necessary data. Tests of 
Salter's (1960) vintage hypothesis indicate that the vintage of capital 
does not significantly affect the level of productivity in the plant. 
FINDINGS OF GENERAL INTEREST 
This study may have some implications for future analyses of 
manufacturing industries. 
Two pieces of evidence on the adjustment of labour input were noted. 
First, we found that the proportion of industry employment in small 
factories rises steeply when the level of capacity utilization falls by a 
large amount, and vice versa. This suggests that small factories tend to 
adjust their labour at a slower rate than do medium and large factories. 
Second, the close similarity of capacity utilization indexes based on 
labour and on fuel inputs suggests that,for the industry as a whole, labour 
input is fully adjusted within the period of a year. 
Many of the most interesting features of the study arise in 
connection with the econometric model of the plastics industry. First, we 
find that we can model explicitly the effects of technical change. It 
appears that patents data provides an adequate basis from which to construct 
indexes of the stock of technology. When these indexes are included in the 
demand equations for domestic plastics goods and for factor inputs, they 
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perform significantly better than an exponential time trend ~ the 
conventional method of dealing with technical change. Second, we find 
that price equations based on assu3iptions of "cost-plus" pricing 
behaviour successfully explain most of the variation in the price of 
synthetic resins and of plastics goods. Third, the specification of the 
demand equations recognizes three goods: domestic and imported plastics 
goods and other manufactured goods. We find that, at the aggregate level, 
iBiported plastics goods are more competitive with other domestic 
manufactured goods than with domestic plastics goods. This result serves 
to illustrate that the two goods model frequently employed in analyses of 
import demand (or shares) may be a mis-specification. 
The major finding of Part Two is that a generalisation of the 
conventional, two factor production function, to include both conventional 
and non-conventional factors in its arguments, improves significantly the 
degree of explanation of interfactory productivity variation. We find, 
for example, that factories employing formalised costing systems have a 
significantly higher level of productivity. The evidence also suggests 
that variation in the period of operation of factories may be considerably 
more important than its frequent neglect in productivity analyses implies. 
Although the generalisation of the production function employed in this 
study is based on the Cobb-Douglas form, it could obviously be extended 
to the C.E.S. and other types of function.^ However, the greatest return 
to further research in this area would seem to lie in testing the 
generalised production function against data on individual plants in another 
industry, preferably one where output can be measured in physical quantities 
See Arrow et al (1961). 
A second finding is that results obtained from data at one level of 
aggregation do not necessarily hold at other levels of aggregation. The 
analysis of productivity in size/State cells found considerable and 
significant differences between years, for example, vAile the analysis 
based on the survey data on individual factories found in general no 
significant differences betv/een years. We are unable to offer a satisfactory 
explanation for this variation in the results and further research is 
necessary in this area. 
The response to the postal survey used to collect the data on 
individual factories used in this study illustrates the general propo-
sition that a significant proportion of firms will supply information if 
it is reasonably easily available. In the survey employed in this study, 
businessmen supplied information from their factory census duplicates, 
frequently photocopies. 
Within the ambit of the current study, a number of topics for further 
research emerge. Most of these concern the econometric model and its 
applications. The first is the simulation of the econometric model. As 
previously noted, although designed for policy simulations, the model has 
not yet been extended in this direction. Amongst the individual equations 
of the model the price equations would probably benefit most from a more 
disaggregated treatment distinguishing between the main materials and the 
main categories of goods. Tne model could also be usefully extended into 
the chemicals industry. 
^ 0 -L.- I'
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